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Abstract

This thesis explores an extension of the Standard Perturbation Theory (SPT) used in cosmic
structure formation. The extension, called Vlasov Perturbation Theory or VPT, incorporates
higher cumulants generated by the crossing of particle orbits. VPT o�ers a deterministic
approach that addresses issues with SPT, such as the backreaction of small-scale modes on larger
scales. The thesis derives both linear and nonlinear solutions of VPT, illustrating the clustering
of collisionless dark matter with velocity dispersion and higher-order cumulants. The results show
that VPT can be formulated similarly to SPT, but with additional perturbation variables and
nonlinear interactions. Importantly, the nonlinear kernels of VPT exhibit a decoupling property
that suppresses individual momenta after crossing the dispersion scale into the nonlinear regime.
This property allows for the computation of nonlinear corrections to power spectra, even for
cosmologies with highly blue power-law input spectra. The comparison of results to N -body
simulations demonstrates good agreement up to the nonlinear scale. The thesis also explores the
generation of vorticity and its role in maintaining momentum conservation. The correct scaling
of the vorticity power spectrum at the two-loop order is verified. Additionally, the thesis applies
the VPT framework to compute a stochastic background of gravitational waves generated by
nonlinear velocity dispersion. Overall, the findings of this thesis suggest that our understanding
of collisionless dynamics can lead to systematic improvements in techniques for studying dark
matter clustering.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation untersucht die Erweiterung der Standard Störungstheorie (SPT), die in der
kosmischen Strukturbildung verwendet wird. Diese Erweiterung, namens Vlasov Störungstheorie
oder VPT, bezieht höhere Kumulanten ein, die durch das Durchqueren von Teilchenbahnen
entstehen. VPT bietet einen deterministischen Ansatz, der die Entkopplung von kleinskaligen
Moden berücksichtigt und Probleme von SPT angeht, wie zum Beispiel die starken Auswirkungen
kleinskaliger Moden auf größere Skalen. Dies berücksichtigt beispielsweise die Bildung von
Dunkler Materie Halos, die sich von der kosmische Expansion entkoppeln. In der Dissertation
werden lineare und nichtlineare Lösungen von VPT hergeleitet, die das Clustern von kollisions-
freier Dunkler Materie mit Geschwindigkeitsdispersion und höheren Kumulanten darstellen. Die
Ergebnisse zeigen, dass VPT ähnlich wie SPT formuliert werden kann, jedoch mit zusätzlichen
Störungsvariablen und nichtlinearen Wechselwirkungen. Am wichtigsten ist, dass die nichtlin-
earen Kernels von VPT eine Entkopplungseigenschaft aufweisen, die verhindert, dass Moden bis
über die Dispersionsgrenze hinaus anwachsen und in den nichtlinearen Bereich gelangen. Diese
Eigenschaft ermöglicht die Berechnung nichtlinearer Korrekturen zu Leistungsspektren, selbst für
Kosmologien mit stark blauen Potenzgesetzen. Die Ergebnisse werden mit N -Body-Simulationen
verglichen und zeigen eine gute Übereinstimmung bis zur nichtlinearen Skala. Die Disserta-
tion untersucht auch die Erzeugung von Vortizität und ihre Rolle bei der Aufrechterhaltung
der Impulserhaltung. Die korrekte Skalierung des Vortizitätleistungsspektrums in der zweiten
nicht-trivialen Ordnung wird verifiziert. Darüber hinaus wird die VPT-Methode verwendet, um
einen stochastischen Hintergrund von Gravitationswellen zu berechnen, der durch nichtlineare
Geschwindigkeitsdispersion erzeugt wird. Insgesamt legen die Ergebnisse der Dissertation nahe,
dass durch ein physikalisches Verständnis der kollisionsfreien Dynamiken die Techniken zur
Clusterbildung der Dunklen Materie systematisch verbessert werden können.
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1 Introduction

Cosmology is the scientific study of how the universe began, what it is made of, and how it
evolved to its current state. It therefore deals with some of the most fundamental questions of
existence. As a field of scientific inquiry, it is relatively youthful, potentially tracing its origins
back just a century [1]. Its inception is closely linked to Einstein’s formulation of General
Relativity (GR) [2] as well as Hubble’s discovery of an expanding universe [3]. This coincided
with advancements in telescope technology that facilitated investigations extending beyond
our Milky Way galaxy, revealing the broader cosmic picture through innovative concepts and
tools [4, 5]. Presently, cosmology has evolved into a widespread and industrious scientific
pursuit, engaging a global community of over a thousand astronomers and physicists. Formerly
characterized by uncertainties predominantly residing in the exponents, the field of cosmology
was once marked by a dearth of data [5]. However, in the current landscape, precision cosmology
has materialized, showcasing cosmology as a prime exemplar of data-rich science [6]. Impressively,
these strides have empowered us to o�er well-informed responses to the queries mentioned above,
yet a number of significant puzzles still await resolution.

Cosmology’s observational journey encompasses various probes, including the Cosmic Mi-
crowave Background (CMB) anisotropies first measured by COBE [7], light element abundance
measurements [8], and Type Ia Supernovae distance measurements, where the latter have
unveiled a remarkable observation: the universe is undergoing an acceleration in its expansion,
pointing towards the presence of an enigmatic entity called dark energy [9, 10]. These make
the hot Big Bang model as state-of-the-art science for the origin and evolution of the universe.
Probing the universe’s large-scale structure (LSS) is a significant endeavor in precision cosmology
today. Over billions of years, structures formed from tiny fluctuations in the early universe
due to gravitational collapse, o�ering vital insights into fundamental physics. Redshift surveys
measure the angular position of and distance to objects like galaxies and galaxy clusters, initiated
with measurements of thousands and eventually expanded to encompass hundreds of thousands
of galaxies [11, 12], confirming theoretic expactions of the largest patterns of the universe [13].

The recent gravitational wave (GW) detection and the James Webb Space Telescope provide
novel insights into cosmic and early galaxy evolution [14–17]. In addition, the brand-new
discovery of a possible GW background by the NANOGrav collaboration provides a step
forward to see past the last scattering surface of the CMB of the very early universe [18, 19].
The �CDM model, the prevailing concordant model, describes the universe a fraction of a
second after its origin until today, 13.8 billion years later [20–22], backed by consistent data,
yet fundamental challenges remain: about dark components, inflation, and matter-antimatter
asymmetry. Ongoing and future probes promise novel insights into these enigmas, exploring
dark matter, gravity, dark energy, inflation, and neutrino mass [23–28].

In the last decade, significant progress has been made in surveying the universe to achieve
precision cosmology. It began with surveys like the 6dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (6dFGRS) [29]
and the WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey [30], which provided valuable data for precision cosmology.
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1 Introduction

The Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) [31], one of the projects within the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey-III (SDSS-III) [32], followed and measured the Baryon Acoustic Oscillation
(BAO) scale at an accuracy of about 1% [33]. BAOs refer to regularly spaced fluctuations in the
distribution of galaxies and matter in the universe, resulting from sound waves that traveled in
the early universe and left an imprint on the large-scale structure which helps us to understand
its expansion history. In the latest phase of the SDSS [12], the enhanced Baryon Oscillation
Spectroscopic Survey (eBOSS) [34], significantly increased the number of objects and redshifts
at which BAO and redshift space distortions (RSD) were measured. RSD refers to the apparent
distortion of the distribution of galaxies caused by their peculiar velocities along the line of sight,
distinct from their recession velocity due to cosmic expansion. Building on these achievements,
ongoing and near-future surveys such as the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) [35],
Euclid [36], the Vera Rubin Observatory [25], the Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS) [28],
SPHEREx [24], and the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope [27] are expected to provide
unprecedented maps of the structure of the universe.

In addition to galaxy surveys, there are photometric surveys like the Kilo-Degree Survey
(KiDS) [37], and the Dark Energy Survey (DES) [38] that contribute to cosmology. These
surveys measure galaxy shear, which is the distortion of images of distant sources caused by
gravitational lensing from massive structures. This allows to probe the dark matter structures
of the universe and determine relative distances between objects, providing insights into the
expansion history of the universe. Another method to study LSS is through the Lyman-– forest,
which consists of absorption lines in light from distant quasars caused by the Lyman-– transition
in natural hydrogen. The position and depth of these absorption features provide information
about the position (redshift) and amount of hydrogen, which traces the underlying dark matter
distribution. The BOSS and eBOSS surveys have observed the BAO feature in the Lyman-–
forest by studying hundreds of thousands of quasars [39].

Why invest extensively in probing LSS when CMB measurements have precisely constrained
�CDM parameters [40, 41], with upcoming CMB Stage IV improvements [42]? LSS o�ers
independent modes beyond CMB due to mode limitations. The available LSS modes grow with
the third power of the maximum wavenumber (smallest scale) up to which data can be reliably
analyzed, which significantly exceeds the CMB modes as LSS utilizes galaxy distribution. This
yields numerous additional modes as survey volumes and kmax expand. Further, LSS surveys
are tomographic, capturing multi-redshift structure, unlike fixed CMB redshift, and they probe
the vacuum energy-dominated universe era, enhancing dark energy insights.

To extract meaningful insights from cosmological investigations, robust theoretical predictions
are crucial. The hierarchical model of structure formation, driven by cold dark matter (CDM)
and gravity, involves smaller scales collapsing first, followed by larger ones. While LSS observables
o�er richer information than the CMB, their extraction is complex due to gravitational collapse
and dark matter dominance. Perturbative methods are key to unraveling LSS evolution,
particularly for CDM clustering, emerging for quasi-linear fluctuations on large scales, and
requiring simulations or empirical models for nonlinear scales [43]. These models have been
e�ective in analyzing BOSS galaxy clustering data [44, 45], accounting for next-to-leading order
(NLO) and two-loop (NNLO) corrections for precision, although they entail simplifications like
neglecting relativistic e�ects and treating baryons as dark matter. While these approximations
su�ce at the few percent level, anticipated (sub-)percent precision of future LSS surveys
necessitates further scrutiny, especially for mildly nonlinear scales (k ƒ 0.1 ≠ 0.3 h Mpc≠1) with
small fluctuations enabling perturbative expansion. Understanding gravitational clustering’s
dynamics in cosmology hinges on perturbative techniques, particularly in the context of CDM
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clustering. Our exploration is grounded in the Vlasov equation, which describes the evolution of
the CDM phase-space distribution function (DF) coupled to gravity via the Poisson equation
for scales below the Hubble radius. Standard perturbation theory (SPT) provides a useful
approximation, but it is limited by the neglect of higher cumulants of the DF.

To accurately describe the nonlinear regime, the Vlasov-Poisson equation in 3+3 dimensional
phase space is used. However, it is challenging to solve this equation numerically [46]. As an
alternative, N -body simulations are employed, where the phase-space distribution is represented
by a number of artificial test particles. These particles follow Newtonian equations of motion in
the gravitational potential and their density distribution is used to obtain the matter density. The
simulation parameters, such as box size, number of particles, and treatment of close encounters,
depend on the scales and resolution required for the simulation. From N -body simulations, it is
observed that nonlinear overdensities form bound gravitational halos, which can be arranged
in filaments, sheets, and separated by voids, forming the cosmic web in agreement with the
observed galaxy distribution. Small halos merge into larger ones over time.

A key motivation for this thesis stems from the discrepancies observed in simulations and
SPT predictions. Simulations have indicated that nonlinear growth is suppressed for initial
conditions with blue spectra, assuming a power-law initial spectrum P0 ≥ k

ns , contrasting
the behavior for red or CDM-like spectra [47]. This discrepancy becomes more pronounced
for bluer spectra (larger ns), exposing the limitations of SPT which exhibits UV (small-scale)
divergences for spectral indices ns Ø ≠1 [48, 49]. Furthermore, the challenge of understanding
how nonlinear modes decouple from large-scale quasilinear modes arises [50, 51], especially
considering the formation of stable objects like dark matter halos. The conventional SPT
approach does not account for this decoupling. Groups of galaxies appear elongated along the
line of sight due to their random motions within these groups, blurring their appearance and
a�ecting our measurements of distances and positions. This “fingers-of-god” e�ect is known to
be highly sensitive to velocity dispersion and higher moments of the velocity distribution [52].
Additionally, in the nonlinear regime, the vector part of the dark matter velocity flow (related
to vorticity) becomes relevant, with vorticity being generated by nonlinear processes [53].

Recent e�orts involving e�ective field theory (EFT) [54, 55] have tried to bridge the gap
between SPT and simulations by introducing counter-terms derived from a derivative expansion
of the stress tensor that would be absent in SPT and appears in the Euler equation, however is
still only valid at large scales. While EFT o�ers a way to improve predictions, it relies on a
large set of free parameters and lacks physical insight into the decoupling of UV modes and the
underlying dynamics driving it. This motivates one to develop a predictive framework within
perturbation theory which is able to describe the decoupling of UV modes that improves over
SPT without the need of additional free parameters.

The Vlasov equation introduces the concept of orbit crossing, where higher cumulants of the
DF beyond density and velocity fields become significant, giving rise to the Vlasov hierarchy [53].
Our approach involves expanding the equations of motion about a new linear theory that
considers these cumulants, leading to what we term Vlasov Perturbation Theory or VPT, see
Fig. 1.1. Linearized solutions derived in VPT o�er richer insights compared to SPT, particularly
regarding the backreaction of orbit crossing on linear modes. Furthermore, we delve into the
realm of nonlinear solutions within the VPT framework. We demonstrate that VPT can be
expressed in a manner analogous to SPT but with added variables, nonlinear interactions, and a
more intricate propagation. This formalism is derived from the Vlasov-Poisson equation, o�ering
a more systematic approach to perturbation theory that captures the decoupling of UV modes.
In the nonlinear regime, the screening of UV modes mirrors the physical behavior, particularly in
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1 Introduction

the context of stable dark matter halos. In the case of CDM spectra, this phase is marked by the
“virial turnover”, where nonlinear power grows with wavenumber slower compared to the weakly
nonlinear phase. The stable clustering concept [56–58] partially explains this phenomenon,
attributing it to pairwise velocities that counteract the Hubble flow. Our investigations extend
beyond theory; we compare our predictions with N -body simulations for various statistics,
confirming the validity of our approach. Prior research on corrections to SPT stemming from
the Vlasov equation has paved the way for our work, but VPT consolidates these insights into
a comprehensive framework. Our main objective is to enhance the accuracy of perturbative
techniques for understanding large-scale structure formation, leveraging the inherent collisionless
dynamics of the universe to refine our predictions.

The focus in this thesis is to enhance perturbative methods within gravitational clustering using
collisionless dynamics. This extends prior Vlasov hierarchy exploration truncated at the second
cumulant, addressing large-scale mode corrections via a low-k expansion [59] and systematic
methods [60, 61], with the latter addressing nonlinear background dispersion evolution while
maintaining linear fluctuations. For instance, [53] derives the equation of motion for the Vlasov
cumulant generating function hierarchy, aligning with post-shell-crossing Vlasov solutions. They
close the hierarchy using stress tensor measurements and assess shell-crossing’s backreaction
on density and velocity divergence power spectra, including vorticity growth. Furthermore,
Lagrangian perturbation theory (LPT) has investigated velocity dispersion growth and shell-
crossing [62–74], including incorporation into dark matter halos [75–79]. Particular Lagrangian
approaches compute vorticity growth from velocity dispersion in [68, 71]. Complementary insights
from collisionless dynamics arise from numerical phase-space distribution tracking [46, 80–87]
and Schrödinger equation modeling [88–97], with various strategies to close the Vlasov hierarchy
presented in [92].

Figure 1.1: In this thesis, the VPT framework was developed to study structure formation at UV (small)
scales. We computed power- and bispectra, analogously as in SPT, using the evolution
equations of variables ”, vi, ‡ij , . . . , being density, velocity vector, and velocity dispersion
tensor as well as higher cumulants. The VPT framework provides a complementary description
of structure formation, taking into account higher cumulants of the dark matter distribution
function. We o�er a comprehensive investigation of the “complete” UV theory for cold
dark matter (CDM), while simpler models, based on the ideal fluid approximation, have
been extensively studied in the existing literature. The e�ective field theory approach for
large-scale structure (EFTofLSS) provides a further means in this direction but involves
additional parameters that require empirical determination and have no physical insight.
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Outline of the thesis
This thesis is structured as follows: To begin, the basis is laid in Chapter 2, o�ering a concise
introduction and overview of the fundamentals of physical cosmology. We outline the expanding
universe as homogeneous and isotropic, overlaid with density fluctuations. Given the thesis’
emphasis on large-scale structure formation, Chapter 3 is dedicated to describing cosmological
perturbation theory in the context of an ideal fluid framework, known as Standard Perturbation
Theory or SPT.

We proceed in Chapter 4 by introducing an extended framework of cosmological perturbation
theory for large-scale structure, dubbed Vlasov Perturbation Theory (VPT), exploring the
cumulant generating function and Vlasov dynamics. We derive the extension of SPT by
considering the second cumulant in Section 4.1, which encompasses the velocity dispersion
tensor. Appendices A to C provide comprehensive equations of motion and vertex results. We
also discuss the extension of the framework to higher cumulants in Section 4.2 and include
corresponding vertices in Appendix D. Comparisons to a collisional fluid with viscosity are
discussed. In Chapter 5, we derive coupled equations up to arbitrary cumulant orders within the
linear approximation, ensuring stability through analytical conditions. Applying the formalism
to a scaling universe in Chapter 6, we attain self-consistent solutions for cumulant expectation
values (up to the eighth cumulant) and discuss truncation order e�ects. The outcomes up to
this point have been discussed in Paper I [98].

In Chapter 7, we introduce nonlinear kernels, investigating their scaling in the small wavenum-
ber limit compared to the dispersion scale. Additionally, we numerically study cases where
wavenumbers cross the dispersion scale, highlighting UV mode screening. The properties of
these kernels, especially symmetry properties, are thoroughly explored for various cumulant
hierarchy truncations. In Chapter 8, we delve into vorticity generation and vector/tensor modes
of the velocity dispersion tensor. Comparisons of VPT predictions to simulation measurements
are presented in Chapter 9, encompassing density power spectrum, bispectrum, velocity diver-
gence power spectrum, cross-spectrum between density and velocity divergence, and vorticity
power spectrum. Finally, in Chapter 10, we showcase an applied computation, specifically the
generation of a stochastic gravitational wave background due to nonlinear velocity dispersion.
The subsequent findings were detailed in Paper II [99], except for the final chapter.

For the sake of convenience, we have compiled the key variables of VPT in Table 1.1 below,
providing concise descriptions and references to their corresponding equations. This table serves
as a valuable reference for tracking various quantities while navigating through the text.

Notation
We work in natural units where the speed of light c, the Planck constant ~ as well as the
Boltzmann constant kB is set to unity. We adopt the metric signature (≠, +, +, +) and use
Greek letters like µ = {0, 1, 2, 3} for spacetime indices, while Latin indices indicate conventional
summations starting from 1. We adhere to Einstein’s summation convention. Bold letters like q
represent three-dimensional vectors, and their magnitudes are denoted by italics, |q| = q. The
Dirac delta function is denoted as ”D, and the Kronecker delta function is ”

K . Lastly, we adhere
to the following convention for the three-dimensional Fourier transform:

f̃(k) =
⁄ d3

x

(2fi)3 e
≠i k·x

f(x) , f(x) =
⁄

d3
k e

i k·x
f̃(k) . (1.1)
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1 Introduction

Table 1.1: Provided below is a concise overview of the essential variables within the VPT framework.
In the first column (from the left), we present the corresponding symbol along with a brief
description. The third and fourth columns reference the equations where these symbols and
their equations of motion are defined, respectively. For the sake of brevity, the argument is
occasionally omitted; however, each quantity is time and wavenumber dependent. Furthermore,
the symbols in the first category do also depend on the external parameter L. The application
of a Taylor expansion in L results in the subsequent block of expressions for the symbols. It is
important to note that each cumulant order n has been rescaled by the time-dependent factor
(≠Hf)n (as indicated in Eq. 4.10).

Variable Description Definition Equation of motion

ÂC cumulant generating function Eqs. (4.3, 4.86), see also Eq. (4.93) Eq. (4.90)

E(÷, L
2) ensemble average of ÂC Eq. (4.91), see also Eq. (4.94) Eq. (4.92)

QE(÷, L
2) source term for E Eq. (4.92, 5.7) -

” ÂC perturbation of ÂC Eq. (4.100) Eq. (4.101)

C¸ multipole decomposition of ” ÂC Eqs. (5.1, 5.3) Eq. (5.5) (linear)

ÂCi1,...,in nth cumulant Eqs. (4.87, 4.88) -

E2n(÷) background value of 2n
th (even) cumulant Eqs. (4.95) Eqs. (5.17, 5.23) (linear)

QE2n(÷) source term for E2n Eq. (5.18) -

C¸,2n transfer functions up to cumulant order ¸ + 2n Eqs. (5.9, 5.21) Eqs. (5.13, 5.22) (linear)

ln (1 + ”) 0th cumulant (density contrast) Eq. (3.3) Eqs. (4.11, 4.44)

ui 1st cumulant (peculiar velocity) Eq. (3.4) Eq. (4.12)

◊ velocity divergence (scalar mode of ui) Eq. (3.23) Eqs. (4.18, 4.45)

wi vorticity (vector mode of ui) Eq. (3.23) Eqs. (4.22, A.4)

‘ij 2nd cumulant (velocity dispersion) Eq. (3.7) Eq. (4.13)

‘(÷) background value of ‘ij Eq. (4.14) Eq. (4.15)

Q(÷) source term for ‘(÷) Eqs. (4.16, 4.105) -

”‘, g scalar modes of ‘ij Eq. (4.26) Eqs. (4.34, A.5, A.6)

‹i vector modes of ‘ij Eq. (4.27) Eqs. (4.39, A.7)

tij tensor modes of ‘ij Eq. (4.28) Eqs. (4.39, A.8)

fiijk 3rd cumulant Eq. (4.87) Eq. (4.102)

fi, ‰ scalar modes of fiijk Eq. (4.106) Eq. (4.107) (linear)

�ijkl 4th cumulant Eq. (4.87) Eq. (4.103)

Ê(÷) background value of �ijkl Eq. (4.89) Eq. (4.105)

QÊ(÷) source term for Ê(÷) Eqs. (4.99, 4.105) -

Ÿ, ›, ’ scalar modes of �ijkl Eq. (4.106) Eq. (4.107) (linear)
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2 Foundations of modern cosmology

Cosmology deals with the origin and evolution of the universe along its constituents. Einstein’s
discovery of general relativity in 1915 enabled us, for the first time in history, to establish a
testable theory of the entire universe [2]. Together with the discovery of the expansion of the
universe by Edwin Hubble in 1929 [3] a compelling Big Bang model eventually emerged as the
leading theory of physical cosmology. It combines fundamental physics with our understanding
of the conditions of the early universe. Remarkably, the abundance of light elements as well
as the existence of the cosmic microwave background radiation was confirmed by observations,
providing firm evidence of the model [100, 101]. In this chapter, we present a brief overview of the
concordance model of cosmology and focus on the physics relevant for this thesis. It is by far not
complete, a more pedagogical introduction on cosmology can be found in [1, 4, 20–22, 102, 103].
In Sec. 2.1 we review an expanding space and the homogeneous evolution of all the constituents
of the universe. Then in Sec. 2.2 we give a brief overview of the most important events within
cosmological evolution, starting from the Big Bang all the way to the present state. Finally,
we discuss the inhomogeneous universe consisting of rich structures in more detail in Sec. 2.3,
including observables such as the power spectrum and the CMB temperature anisotropies.

2.1 Expanding universe

The concordance model of cosmology is based on two pillars: general relativity and the cos-

mological principle. GR is a theory of gravity that describes how mass and energy warps the
fabric of spacetime, influencing the motion of objects and the geometry of the universe. This
behaviour is described by the Einstein field equations [2]

Gµ‹ = 8fiG Tµ‹ , (2.1)

with G being Newton’s gravitational constant. The Einstein tensor Gµ‹ contains the information
on spacetime while the stress-energy-momentum tensor Tµ‹ represents the density and flux of
energy and momentum at each point in spacetime. The Einstein tensor can be written in terms
of the metric tensor gµ‹ relating observer-dependent coordinates x

µ to the invariant line element
via ds

2 = gµ‹dx
µdx

‹ .
The cosmological principle states that the universe is homogeneous and isotropic on large

scales, with no preferred locations or directions. The most general metric describing a spacetime
compatible with the cosmological principle is the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW)
metric, given by the following line element [104–107]:

ds
2 = ≠dt

2 + a
2(t)

C
dr

2

1 ≠ Kr2 + r
2

1
d◊

2 + sin2
◊ d„

2
2D

. (2.2)
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2 Foundations of modern cosmology

The expansion of space is quantified by the scale factor a, which only depends on physical time
t and whose present value is set to unity by convention. Thus, it characterizes the relative size
of the universe at any instant of time. r, ◊ and „ are comoving spherical coordinates. Note that
in an expanding space the comoving distance between two objects at rest is constant while their
physical distance evolves with time and is proportional to a. Finally, K describes the curvature
of a three-dimensional spatial slice of the universe. It is therefore related to the geometry of
the universe and manifests itself when following two parallel particle trajectories. Their paths
could stay parallel forever corresponding to a flat or Euclidean universe (K = 0). In an open
(K = ≠1) or closed (K = 1) universe the trajectories eventually start to diverge or converge,
respectively.

The expansion of space itself a�ects radiation which propagates therein. Thus, the physical
wavelength of light emitted from a distant object is stretched out proportionally to the scale
factor. Therefore the observed wavelength is larger than the one at which light was emitted.
This stretching factor is quantified by the redshift z via

1 + z © ⁄obs
⁄emit

= aobs
aemit

= 1
aemit

. (2.3)

This implies for observers today 1 + z = 1/a. The evolution of the scale factor a with cosmic
time t is crucial to understand the history of the universe. In fact, this evolution depends on
the energy content of the universe, whose connection to a is provided by general relativity. This
suggests that apart from physical time t we have in addition the scale factor a as well as the
redshift z as a measure of cosmological time-evolution. There exists a critical energy density,
denoted as flcr, that, when taken as the energy content of the universe, precisely corresponds
to a flat geometry of the universe. If the actual energy density is lower or higher than flcr the
universe is open or closed, respectively. Usually, the change in the scale factor and its relation
to energy is quantified by the Hubble rate

H(t) © 1
a

da

dt
, (2.4)

which measures the speed of expansion of the universe. The expansion rate today, H(t0) © H0
defines the Hubble constant:

H0 = (67.66 ± 0.42) km s≠1Mpc≠1
, (2.5)

with the quoted value being the measurement (68 % C.L.) from the Planck CMB experiment [41].
The astronomical length scale of a megaparsec (Mpc) is equal to 3.0856 ◊ 1019 km. The Hubble
constant is also often written as H0 = 100 h km s≠1Mpc≠1 moving the uncertainty to the reduced
Hubble constant h. For this reason, it is convenient to use h

≠1 Mpc as the unit of length in
cosmology. With this unit, the Hubble constant drops out of many computations, such that
they become insensitive to its precise value in light of current controversial discussions [108]. We
follow this convention throughout the thesis. The stress-energy-momentum tensor compatible
with homogeneity and isotropy on large scales is that of a perfect fluid, given in the rest frame
as

T
µ

‹ = diag [≠fl(t), P (t), P (t), P (t)] , (2.6)

where fl is the energy density and P is the pressure of the perfect fluid. Both depend on time
only to respect homogeneity. Therefore, there is a relationship between the evolution of energy
density and pressure and the scale factor or rather Hubble rate, which can be obtained by
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2.1 Expanding universe

inserting the metric Eq. (2.2) and the time-time component of the source term Eq. (2.6) into
the Einstein equation Eq. (2.1) yielding the first Friedmann equation [4]

H
2(t) = 8fiG

3

5
fl(t) + flcr ≠ fl(t0)

a2(t)

6
, (2.7)

where fl(t0) is the energy density today and flcr = 3H
2
0 /(8fiG) is the aforementioned critical

density, which with Eq. (2.5) turns out to be tiny, flcr = 1.88 h
2 ◊ 10≠29 g cm≠3. The second

term in the square brackets corresponds to the case when today the total energy density of the
universe does not adopt the critical value, which implies nonzero curvature which is related
to the parameter K, as given in the metric Eq. (2.2). Note that this geometric contribution
scales with a

≠2. The space-space component of Eq. (2.6) yields the second Friedmann equation
involving the pressure which is of no importance for our purposes and we do not show it. The
generalized energy-momentum conservation equation within general relativity is Ò‹T

µ
‹ = 0. For

the perfect fluid, the zeroth component of this equation yields an equation for the conservation
of energy density,

dfl

dt
+ 3H(fl + P ) = 0 . (2.8)

In fact, fl and P are the total energy density and pressure of all constituents of the universe:
(cold) dark matter, baryons, photons, neutrinos, and dark energy. The former is a type of matter
that does not emit, absorb, or reflect light, making it invisible to traditional observations. It
is inferred to exist due to its gravitational e�ects on visible matter and its role in shaping the
large-scale structure of the universe. Despite its significance in the cosmos, the nature and
composition of dark matter remain a major unsolved mystery in astrophysics, see the following
reviews for possible candidates and methods of detection [109–111]. In cosmology, “baryons”
refer to nuclei and electrons. Unlike dark matter, dark energy does not cluster around galaxies
or structures; instead, it exerts a repulsive force that counteracts gravity on large scales. The
nature of dark energy is still only purely understood.

So, we have radiation (photons and ultra-relativistic neutrinos in the early universe) and
matter (baryons and non-baryonic dark matter as well as nonrelativistic neutrinos in the late
universe) constituents while a dark energy component provides a further constituent. We will
see in a bit that the division into those three categories is su�cient to track the background
evolution of the universe.

Cosmological evolution
We now assume a certain equation of state for each species s given by Ps = wsfls with equation of

state parameter ws. Inserting this relation into the conservation equation Eq. (2.8) one directly
obtains the dependence of the energy density on the scale factor as

fls Ã a
≠3(1+ws)

, (2.9)

which implies that the evolution of the energy density evolves di�erently for a given species.
Note that the energy density entering the Friedmann equation is the sum over each individual
energy density, thus it is important to know the dependence for each component. Consider first
nonrelativistic matter whose energy content is dominated by its rest mass and over the course
of cosmological expansion its density dilutes with the volume expansion. The corresponding
pressure is then much less than the energy density, so we have w æ 0 implying a scaling fl Ã a

≠3.
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2 Foundations of modern cosmology

Figure 2.1: Energy density varies with the scale factor across various components of the Euclidean
cosmology, characterized by parameters specified in Eq. (2.18). These components include
nonrelativistic matter (Ã a

≠3), radiation (Ã a
≠4), and a cosmological constant (Ã a

0), all
measured in terms of the current critical density. While matter and the cosmological constant
seem dominant in the present era, it is worth noting that during early times, radiation density
held the highest significance. The point in time when matter and radiation energy densities
become equal is referred to as aeq and the juncture at which matter and cosmological constant
densities reach equality is termed as a� and occured rather recently.

Apart from matter, a sea of massless (relativistic) particles, in particular photons, permeates
the universe, as first discovered in 1965 [112]. These photons have traveled freely since the
universe was very young and constitute the so-called cosmic microwave background radiation

(CMB). As for the matter, their number density gets diluted with the volume expansion. In
addition, their wavelength get stretched during propagation as ⁄ = c/‹ Ã a (or equivalently
their frequency ‹ decays as 1/a) which for CMB photons lies in the microwave regime today. In
total, the energy density decays as fl Ã a

≠4 with the expansion, which implies for the equation of
state parameter w = 1/31. The CMB has a perfect black-body spectrum whose energy density
scales with temperature as fl Ã T

4. Therefore the temperature of radiation as a function of time
is given by T (t) = T0/a(t), with a very well-measured temperature of T0 = (2.7255 ± 0.0006) K
today [113]. This tells us that radiation decays with cosmological expansion more strongly than
any matter component.

Moreover, the current energy budget of the universe is dominated by a further unknown
component, dubbed dark energy. The most favourable model is that of a cosmological constant �
corresponding to a constant energy density fl Ã a

0 or equivalently w = ≠1. Due to its constant
energy density � a�ects cosmological evolution at late times, i.e. today and is supposed to
drive the accelerated expansion of the universe which only started “recently” [9, 10]. Einstein’s
equations allow for an additional term that can be related to the cosmological constant. Therefore,
the origin of dark energy could equivalently arise from a modified theory of gravity. We refer to
Refs. [114–117] for discussions of dark energy and modified gravity in the context of cosmology.
In total we have three di�erent scalings, given by

1This value can equivalently be derived from quantum statistics calculating the radiation pressure of a relativistic
gas of photons.
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2.1 Expanding universe

fl Ã

Y
__]

__[

a
≠4 for radiation (w = 1/3) ,

a
≠3 for matter (w = 0) ,

a
0 cosmological constant (w = ≠1) .

(2.10)

The scaling laws indicate that di�erent components dominate the universe’s energy content
at di�erent cosmic epochs, as shown in Fig. 2.1. During the early radiation-dominated era,
when the scale factor is small, radiation prevails as the dominant energy density. As the
universe expands, radiation dilutes faster than matter, resulting in a point called matter-

radiation equality when their energy densities become equal corresponding to a redshift of
about zeq ƒ 3400. Subsequently, during the matter-dominated era, dark energy eventually
becomes dominant at z� ƒ 0.30, known as matter-dark energy equality. By understanding which
component dominates, we can derive the time-dependent behavior of the scale factor from the
Friedmann equation Eq. (2.7),

a(t) Ã

Y
]

[
t

2
3(1+w) , w ”= ≠1 ,

e
Ht

, w = ≠1 .

(2.11)

Although this result is strictly applicable only to a universe with a single dominant component,
it serves as an excellent approximation during the di�erent cosmic eras when either radiation,
matter, or dark energy plays the dominant role. We observe that as long as w ”= ≠1 the scale
factor follows a power-law with physical time. However, when the universe is dominated by
the cosmological constant (w = ≠1) the scale factor grows exponentially giving rise to the
accelerated expansion of the universe and is also referred to as de Sitter expansion.

Furthermore, it is convenient to divide all energy densities by the critical density today and
define the dimensionless energy density parameters,

�s © fls(t0)
flcr

, (2.12)

where s stands for any species of the universe. In terms of this parameter, we can write the
original density of constituent s as a function of scale factor as

fls(a) = �sflcr a
≠3(1+ws)

, (2.13)

assuming that its equation of state parameter ws is time-independent. Note in this convention
�s is also time-independent as it is the ratio of densities today. Using Eq. (2.7), we can rewrite
the Friedmann equation in terms of redshift as

H(z) = H0
Ò

�r(1 + z)4 + �m(1 + z)3 + �K(1 + z)2 + �� , (2.14)

where �r, �m = �cdm + �b and �� are the radiation, matter and cosmological constant density
parameters. In addition, we defined �K = ≠K/H

2
0 , treating curvature as an e�ective additional

constituent of the universe, although it is not a physical energy density in the usual sense. For a
flat unvierse all �s sum up to unity. CMB measurements suggest that the curvature component
contributes a negligible fraction of the total energy density of the universe today, amounting to
only about a thousandth of the total [41]. We will thus neglect the curvature from now on.

Finally we define a new time variable, the conformal time · via d· © dt/a which will be
needed later on when discussing perturbation theory. Then, the flat FLRW metric can be
written as

ds
2 = a

2(·)
Ë
≠d·

2 + dr
2 + r

2
1
d◊

2 + sin2
◊ d„

2
2È

, (2.15)
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2 Foundations of modern cosmology

with radial, light-like geodesics given by �· = �r. The comoving distance,

·(t) =
⁄

t

0

dt
Õ

a(tÕ) (2.16)

is referred to as the comoving horizon and corresponds to the maximum distance information
can have propagated since the Big Bang. In addition, we define the conformal Hubble rate as

H © 1
a

da

d·
= aH , (2.17)

which will be used throughout in the subsequent chapters.

�CDM: the concordance model of cosmology

The currently most widely accepted cosmological model is the �CDM model, which agrees well
with observations and is described by only six parameters [41]. This model assumes a spatially flat
FLRW metric and includes baryons, cold dark matter, photons, neutrinos (with fixed mass), and
a homogeneous dark energy component with w = ≠1 corresponding to a cosmological constant
�. The term “Cold Dark Matter” (CDM) stems from the requirement that dark matter particles
clump e�ciently in the early universe, ruling out hot dark matter candidates like neutrinos. GR
(describing the evolution of large-scale structure in the universe), nuclear physics (applied to Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis or BBN), and atomic physics (for interpreting the CMB) established a
robust theoretical framework. The combination of structure formation, light-element ratios from
BBN, and the black-body spectrum of the CMB formed a solid observational basis and support
the existence of non-baryonic dark matter, which outweighs visible matter by roughly five times.
The prevailing idea is that dark matter consists of elementary particles formed during the early
moments of the Big Bang. Though its exact nature and formation remain a subject of ongoing
experimental investigation, current evidence points to dark matter being cold and composed of
fundamental relics from the early universe. Introducing a cosmological constant to explain dark
energy poses a challenge for physicists. While particles dilute in an expanding universe, the
idea that empty space holds energy, so that the density remains constant even as the universe
expands, aligns with quantum mechanics and Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, where virtual
particles briefly appear. However, attempts to quantify the cosmological constant using quantum
field theory result in values much higher than needed to explain observations [118], making dark
energy a major unsolved puzzle in physics, generating numerous ideas and papers.

The Planck CMB measurements provide the most stringent constraints on the �CDM
model [41]:

�cdmh
2 = 0.1193 ± 0.0009 , �bh

2 = 0.0224 ± 0.0001 ,

�m = 0.3111 ± 0.0056 , �� = 0.6889 ± 0.0056 , (2.18)

revealing that the dark components dominate the cosmic energy budget today, with dark energy
constituting almost 70% and dark matter contributing 26% of the energy density. The remaining
parameters control the amplitude and tilt of the primordial power spectrum and describe the
amount of reionization during the late stages of star formation [119].
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2.2 A nutshell history of the universe

2.2 A nutshell history of the universe
The expanding universe’s history indicates increasing density and temperature in the past. GR
and thermodynamics show that matter was in thermal equilibrium at various epochs. The hot
Big Bang theory describes such a universe. Moving forward in time, and, accordingly to lower
temperatures, significant periods in cosmological evolution emerge, which we briefly summarize:

• Inflation: In the very early universe (t π 10≠5 s), rapid expansion causes a small, smooth
patch to exponentially grow and encompass the observable universe [120–123]. Although
not yet experimentally verified, this hypothesis o�ers explanations for some puzzles within
the hot Big Bang model. For instance, it addresses questions like why the CMB appears
almost uniform across di�erent parts of the sky (even regions that wouldn’t have had time
to influence each other), and why the curvature of the universe is exceptionally close to
flat. It also serves as the leading explanation for the origin of the initial perturbations
that led to the current observed structure. When inflation terminates, the universe enters
a phase called reheating, during which the energy stored in the hypothetical inflaton field
gets transferred back to the familiar standard model particles. This transition shifts the
universe’s evolution from de Sitter expansion to the radiation dominated phase.

• Primordial soup: From the end of inflation (t π 10≠5 s) until quarks form hadrons
(t ≥ 10≠5 s) the universe was mostly in thermal equilibrium. However two nonequilibrium
events at about T ≥ 100 GeV, corresponding to about z ≥ 1015, occurred: baryogenesis,
a phase which generates a slight excess of baryons over antibaryons, quantified by the
baryon-to-photon ratio nb/n“ ≥ 10≠9, and the creation of dark matter particles. In the
early universe, if matter and anti-matter were present in equal amounts, their interaction
would have led to annihilation, resulting in a universe dominated solely by radiation. Hence,
theories of baryogenesis aim to propose mechanisms that could explain the emergence of
an imbalance between matter and anti-matter.

• Neutrino decoupling: After the temperature has dropped to T ≥ 1 MeV, or z ≥ 109,
weak interactions between electrons and neutrinos become ine�cient and neutrinos decouple
from the thermal plasma. So, they were in thermal equilibrium with the rest of matter,
and once the universe was about a second old, i.e. long before photons decoupled, they
began to freely propagate through the universe.

• Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN): At lower temperatures T ≥ 0.1 MeV, roughly
determined by nuclear binding energies (1 ≠ 10 MeV), a significant cosmological epoch
takes place. Initially, protons and neutrons existead freely in cosmic plasma, but as the
universe cooled due to expansion, neutrons were captured into nuclei. This process led
to the formation of light nuclei with a significant amount of helium-4 and trace amounts
of deuterium, helium-3, and lithium-7, while heavier elements weren’t produced during
this early phase called Big Bang Nucleosynthesis. BBN, occurring from about 1 to 300
seconds after the Big Bang, or correspondingly at z ≥ 108, is directly studied using GR
and known microphysics, and the agreement between BBN theory and observations is a
crucial component of the early universe theory.

• Recombination: At some point in the history of the universe, ordinary matter began to
exist as neutral gas, primarily as hydrogen atoms. In earlier stages, at higher temperatures,
the binding energy couldn’t retain electrons in atoms, leading to a baryon-electron-photon
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2 Foundations of modern cosmology

plasma state. The epoch of recombination, when this plasma turned into gas, occurred at
around T ƒ 0.25 eV, roughly marked by the binding energy of hydrogen atoms. Before
recombination, photons actively scattered o� electrons in the plasma, but afterwards, the
gas became transparent to photons and they decouple at z ƒ 1100. The CMB we observe
today, originated from the last scattering of photons, provides us with a snapshot of the
universe at that specific point in time. This reveals properties of the universe when its
temperature was about T ≥ 3000 K and age around 380,000 years.

• Structure formation: At matter-radiation equality (zeq ƒ 3400) the universe entered
the phase of matter domination, even before the recombination epoch, around 64,000
years after the Big Bang. Rapid growth of density perturbations occurs at that stage of
cosmological expansion where baryons started to fall into gravitational potential wells
created by the CDM particles. Regions of higher density act as sources of gravitational
potential, attracting surrounding matter and amplifying density. This gravitational
instability drives the formation of objects like protostars and protogalaxies. Once the
overdensity is large enough, the overdense region becomes gravitationally bound and
decouples from the cosmological expansion. This process was influenced by the pressure
exerted by photons, leading to a phenomenon known as baryonic acoustic oscillations

(BAO). These oscillations persisted until recombination was terminated. Subsequently,
photons were able to travel freely, giving rise to the CMB. During this period, structure
began to take shape in a hierarchical manner, starting from galaxies and extending to
clusters of galaxies and superclusters. Recently, the universe entered yet another epoch, the
phase of cosmic acceleration, when dark energy starts to become the dominant contributor
to the cosmic energy budget at z� ƒ 0.30, about 5 billion years ago. The attractive
gravity of dark matter eventually becomes subdominant, inhibiting the formation of larger
structures (i.e. galaxy clusters).

2.3 Structure in the universe

In the initial 25 years of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) surveying, the significant insight
gained was that the early universe appeared remarkably smooth without detected anisotropies.
This smoothness was a cornerstone of the Big Bang theory. However, the COBE satellite mission
in 1992 uncovered small anisotropies in the CMB, revealing fractional temperature fluctuations
around ”T/T ≥ 10≠5 [7], in particular this temperature fluctuation corresponding to a certain
direction p̂ on the sky, can be modelled as

�(·, x, p̂) © T (·, x, p̂) ≠ T (·)
T (·) , (2.19)

with T (·) being the usual mean temperature Ã 1/a with T0 = (2.7255 ± 0.0006) K the value
of today [113]. Over time, these fluctuations have been meticulously mapped, by NASA’s
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) in 2003 [40], and even better by ESA’s
Planck in 2013 [41], see Fig. 2.2. Ongoing research is investigating even more subtle e�ects
like CMB polarization and gravitational lensing due to matter perturbations. This calls for
an understanding of inhomogeneities or deviations from a smooth background universe, often
referred to as structure. A natural observable for inhomogeneities is the density contrast ”,
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2.3 Structure in the universe

Figure 2.2: (a) The perfect blackbody spectrum measured by the FIRAS instrument on COBE with error
bars inflated by a factor 400 to make them visible. (b) The cosmic microwave background
anisotropy progression, with increasing sensitivity and resolution, from COBE to WMAP to
Planck. Collage taken from [5].

describing the fractional departure of the background energy density fl̄ as

”s(·, x) © fls(·, x) ≠ fl̄s(·)
fl̄s(·) , (2.20)

for a given species s and which depends on the location x within the universe giving rise to
overdense and underdense regions. fl̄s denotes the mean background energy density described in
Sec. 2.1.

The presence of structure in the universe was recognized long before detecting CMB anisotropies.
Early e�orts to map galaxy distributions revealed non-uniform patterns, with surveys like the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [12] and the Two Degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey
(2dF) [11] playing significant roles, see the galaxy map in Fig. 2.3. These surveys and subsequent
projects provide increasingly detailed galaxy maps. The structure in these maps highlights
the need to study perturbations around a smooth background, particularly on large scales. To
compare theories with observations e�ectively, it is essential to focus on anisotropies in the CMB
and inhomogeneities in the large-scale structure (LSS) since small-scale perturbations become
nonlinear over time, making CMB anisotropies and LSS key sources for understanding cosmic
evolution.

The density fluctuations in the universe are thought to have originated from small initial
perturbations in its early stages, amplified over time by gravitational instability. While we lack
direct measurements of these primordial fluctuations, the most compelling explanation for their
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2 Foundations of modern cosmology

Figure 2.3: A cross-section of the main galaxy sample distribution in the northern segment of the SDSS
survey, observed from our viewpoint at the bottom center (z = 0). Each dot indicates a
galaxy’s position, with color reflecting the galaxy’s actual color (e.g. , red dots represent
redder galaxies) [4].

origin is the inflationary theory. In inflation models, these perturbations arise from quantum
fluctuations in the inflaton field driving inflation. As a result, they have a statistical nature,
giving rise to cosmological observables that are inherently probabilistic rather than deterministic.
Additionally, cosmological evolution occurs over a much longer timescale than our observational
window, leading us to model the universe as an ensemble of universes with statistical properties.
To study these properties, we use the ergodic theorem to transform ensemble averages into
spatial averages, assuming uncorrelated fields on large scales.

The statistical features of fields are described by moments of the probability density function
(PDF), known as correlation functions or N -point functions, involving N fields. In the case of
Gaussian random variables, the two-point correlation function contains all relevant information.
Fields are statistically homogeneous and isotropic if their PDF or moments remain unchanged
under spatial translations and rotations. Based on the cosmological principle for large scales, we
assume that cosmic fields follow statistically homogeneous and isotropic distributions.

The focus of cosmology lies in the progression of the entire universe, rather than the destiny of
individual particles. The emphasis is on the collective and averaged characteristics of matter and
radiation, governed by statistical mechanics. In this context, virtually all cosmological findings
can be deduced by combining two key equations: the Einstein equations Eq. (2.1) governing
gravity, and the Boltzmann equations of statistical mechanics governing matter and radiation.2
The evolution of density perturbations inevitably leads to gravitational e�ects influencing the
metric. One usually assumes perturbations around the FLRW background metric given by

ds
2 = a

2(·)
Ë
≠ (1 + 2Â)2 d·

2 + (1 + 2„)2
”

K

ij dx
idx

j
È

, (2.21)

where ”
K

ij
is the Kronecker symbol and the choice of this line element is also referred to

as conformal Newtonian gauge [124]. The scalar metric perturbations are denoted by the
2The Boltzmann equation e.g. for cold dark matter, relevant for this thesis, is given below by Eq. (3.1) and is

also known as the Vlasov equation.
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2.3 Structure in the universe

Figure 2.4: Planck compilation of the power spectrum of inhomogeneities, the curve shows the predictions
of the �CDM model, given by Eq. (2.25) with its maximal value at keq. Reprinted from [5].

gravitational potential fluctuations „(x, ·) and Â(x, ·). Its relation to the matter and radiation
fields is governed by the linearized Einstein equation3

≠Ò2
„ + 3H(„Õ ≠ HÂ) = 4fiGa

2 ÿ

s

fls”s , (2.22)

where for times relevant for structure formation (i.e. in the matter-dominated phase) radiation
(photons and neutrinos) is subdominant. It states that density perturbations source fluctuations
in gravitational potentials and can be seen as the generalized form of the Poisson equation.
Next, we will consider density perturbations in more detail. The corresponding evolution of
perturbations are the basis to explain the pattern of CMB anisotropies and the large-scale
structure of the universe.

Large-scale structure
As the density perturbations in the universe evolve from small initial conditions, it becomes
practical to characterize observables as deviations around the background value. Utilizing the
ergodic theorem, the first moment or average of these fluctuation fields cancels out entirely.
Consequently, the first significant moment that emerges is the two-point correlation function for
the density contrast. It is defined as the joint ensemble average of the density at two di�erent
locations, ›(r) = È”(x)”(x + r)Í, and can be considered as the typical separation scale of two
point-like galaxies. Due to the assumption of statistical homogeneity and isotropy, it can only
depend on the distance r. Galaxies evolve in the matter and dark energy dominated epochs, in
the gravitational potential wells created by dark matter (dominantly) and baryons, however note
that dark energy is homogeneous and only contributes to the homogeneous background evolution.
To e�ectively compare maps such as the one depicted in Fig. 2.3 with theoretical predictions
it is crucial to isolate large and small scales. Then, one useful approach involves taking the

3There is a second independent Einstein equation relating matter and radiation perturbations to metric
perturbations. It essentially states that second moments of the distribution function source deviations between
both „ and Â. Assuming that these quantities are negligible yields approximately „ ƒ ≠Â.
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2 Foundations of modern cosmology

Fourier transform of the distribution, which facilitates the separation of di�erent scales. In
both CMB and LSS analyses, the primary statistic of significance is the power spectrum, the
Fourier transform of the two-point correlation function. Hence, correlators in Fourier space can
be expressed as follows

È”m(k)”m(kÕ)Í © ”
(3)
D (k + kÕ) Pm(k) , (2.23)

where ”
(3)
D is the Dirac delta function, ”m(k) the Fourier transform of the matter density contrast

and we defined the matter density power spectrum as Pm(k). However, we do not have a direct
way of measuring the matter power spectrum; after all, the bulk of matter is in form of dark
matter, and lots of baryonic matter is not readily observable (e.g., dilute hot gas). The map
in Fig. 2.3 shows a population of galaxies. As it turns out, galaxies can be used as tracers of
the large-scale matter distribution such that the density perturbations of galaxies and the total
matter field can be related by so-called bias parameters [125]. This is beyond the scope of this
work and we henceforth only discuss matter perturbations. Due to statistical homogeneity and
isotropy, the power spectrum only depends on the norm of the wavenumber k. It is by far the
most common descriptor of clustering in the linear and mildly nonlinear regime and plays a
central role in cosmology [103] and will be one of the main observables modeled and discussed
in this thesis.

The simplest inflationary models suggest initial conditions that are nearly scale-invariant,
adiabatic, and closely Gaussian. These predictions align well with Planck’s measurements of the
CMB [41], which indicate that the primordial non-Gaussianity is significantly smaller than the
Gaussian component. Hence, for the purposes of this thesis, we will work with Gaussian initial
conditions. The initial density fluctuations can be described by the primordial power spectrum
formula:

Pprim(k) = Am

A
k

kp

B
ns

(2.24)

where Am is the amplitude, kp a reference scale (typically kp = 0.05 Mpc≠1), and the spectral
index ns determines the tilt of the spectrum. Almost scale-invariant conditions correspond to
ns ƒ 1, most inflation models suggest a slightly lower value [126]. Present CMB data measures
ns = (0.9645 ± 0.0004) at a 68% confidence level [41], yet it lacks the sensitivity to detect
deviations from power-law initial conditions, such as a scale-dependent or “running” spectral
index [127]. The power spectrum is influenced by various events and processes between the
inflationary period and the present time, resulting in a “processed” version of the primordial
power spectrum. This modification can be represented as

Pm(k, ·) = D
2
+(·)T 2(k)Pprim(k) , (2.25)

where D+ is a time-dependent growth factor (see Sec. 3.1 for its time-evolution) and T is the
transfer function that describes the evolution of the density perturbations through decoupling.
The scale-dependent part simply refers to Pm(k) as defined in Eq. (2.23). As the universe
evolves, progressively larger comoving regions come within causal contact as they enter the
comoving horizon set by the Hubble rate ≥ 1/H. The size of the wavenumber k determines
when it enters the horizon, specifically when k· = 1 or when k ƒ H. It is useful to distinguish
modes that enter the horizon during radiation domination from those during matter domination,
denoted by k > keq and k < keq, respectively. Here, keq represents the mode that enters exactly
at the point of matter-radiation equality. This distinction is important because during radiation
domination, the growth of structure is inhibited by radiation pressure, causing density contrast
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2.3 Structure in the universe

to increase logarithmically (” Ã ln a), while during matter domination, it grows linearly as
” Ã a [4, 22]. Therefore, we anticipate a distinct power shape for scales that enter the horizon
before and after equality, displaying a turnover at keq ƒ 0.02 h Mpc≠1. One finds

T (k) Ã

Y
]

[
1 for k < keq
ln2 (k)

k4 for k > keq
. (2.26)

In the radiation-dominated period, perturbations in the baryon-photon fluid undergo oscillations
due to gravitational attraction and radiation pressure. Before recombination, baryons and
photons are tightly coupled through e�ective Compton scatterings. As a result, baryons also
experience these oscillations before they become decoupled. This phenomenon gives rise to
the BAO imprint on the matter power spectrum. The BAO feature is characterized by a
set of wiggles observed in the power spectrum, typically occurring around the wavenumber
k ƒ 0.1 h Mpc≠1, as displayed in Fig. 2.4.

Finally, using the statistic description of the Boltzmann equations one is able to obtain
evolution equations for the perturbations. In Sec. 2.1 we have described the characteristics of
various components in the universe using average density and pressure, which are macroscopic
measures. However, on a microscopic level, matter and radiation consist of numerous interacting
or non-interacting particles of various species within a specific volume. These particles can be
statistically described through their distribution functions which in turn allows us to derive
all macroscopic properties of the collection of particles, such as density, velocity and pressure.
Phase-space conservation then yields evolution equations e.g. for baryon density and velocity
given by

”
Õ

b + ikvb + 3„
Õ = 0 , (2.27)

v
Õ

b + Hvb + ikÂ = ≠·
Õ
1
R

(v“ ≠ vb) , (2.28)

where Õ © d/d· is the time-derivative with respect to conformal time. The term on the right-hand
side is a collision term which incorporates direct particle interactions. The prefactor of the
collision term contains the scattering rate of photons. Its integral over time, · (not to be
confused with conformal time), gives the average number of collisions, known as optical depth. In
addition, R scales with a. The coherent flow of the baryon fluid apart from the cosmic expansion
is characterized by the peculiar velocity vb. We see here, that e�cient Compton scattering tends
to equalize the baryon and photon velocities, i.e. we get a so-called Compton drag term, leading
to a single baryon-photon fluid. Similarly, one obtains the corresponding linearized equations of
motion for cold dark matter as

”
Õ

cdm + ikvcdm + 3„
Õ = 0 , (2.29)

v
Õ

cdm + Hvcdm + ikÂ = 0 , (2.30)

where we emphasize the collisionless nature of dark matter, having no collision term on the
right-hand side. This is essentially the reason why dark matter cluster so early showing o� its
dominant role for structure formation. Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30) govern the evolution of density
and velocity of cold dark matter. The Euler equation Eq. (2.30) lacks the standard (v · Ò)v
term due to its nonlinear nature (appearing in Ch. 3). For the nonrelativistic components of
dark matter and baryons, the Boltzmann equation can be simplified significantly by taking
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2 Foundations of modern cosmology

Figure 2.5: CMB temperature anisotropy power spectrum obtained from various experiments including
Planck, WMAP, ACT [128–130], and SPT [131, 132]. The x-axis is logarithmic for lower
multipole moments ¸ (large angular scales) to highlight the Sachs-Wolfe plateau and linear
for other multipoles. The y-axis is the variance of the temperature fluctuations as a function
of scale. The observed acoustic peaks and damping region are clearly visible, and the curve
represents the best-fit Planck �CDM model. Reprinted from [133].

moments in terms of the particle momentum, and keeping only the lowest-order moments being
the overdensity ” and peculiar velocity v satisfying fluid equations. Relativistic particles like
photons and neutrinos are more complex to describe. Their distribution depends on position,
time, and the photon’s propagation direction, p̂, involving monopole, dipole, quadrupole and
higher moments, which will be discussed next.

Cosmic microwave background
The primary measure of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies is the two-point
function, specifically in terms of intensity across the sky. The incorporation of anisotropies in
all directions p̂, results in a two-dimensional map situated on a spherical surface, making it
beneficial to expand these anisotropies, Eq. 2.19, using spherical harmonics as

�(·, x, p̂) =
ÿ

¸,m

a¸m(·, x)Y¸m(p̂) , (2.31)

and their expansion coe�cients a¸m. Given statistical isotropy, di�erent values of m (running
from ≠¸ to ¸) are equivalent, implying no preferred direction. Assuming Gaussian initial
conditions, we can describe the statistical properties using

Èa¸mÍ = 0 , Èa¸ma
ú

¸ÕmÕÍ = ”
K

¸¸Õ”
K

mmÕC¸ , (2.32)

where the variance C¸ measures the degree of temperature anisotropies depending on the
multipole moment ¸ and its the two-dimensional distribution is analogous to the three-dimensional
power spectrum. The CMB power spectrum, C¸, has been measured with high precision by
various groups, see Fig. 2.5 showing the result normalized by the inverse of ¸(¸ + 1). The
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2.3 Structure in the universe

Planck observations of the CMB currently o�er the most stringent limitations on the �CDM
cosmological model [41]. Future CMB Stage IV experiments, like Simons Observatory [134],
LiteBIRD [135], and CMB-S4 [42], along with potential satellite projects like CORE-M5 [136]
and PICO [137], are anticipated to enhance these constraints. These experiments will achieve
greater precision in measuring the small-scale anisotropies and polarization of CMB photons,
surpassing the capabilities of the Planck mission.

CMB temperature anisotropies are influenced by the complete cosmological evolution, espe-
cially the fluctuations of the photon fluid from the early universe until recombination, as well as
various e�ects between recombination and the present day. The evolution of the temperature
anisotropy is governed by the Boltzmann equation for photons and is in linear approximation4

given by

�Õ + ikµ� + „
Õ + ikµÂ = ≠·

Õ (�0 ≠ � + µvb) , (2.33)

N Õ + ikµN + „
Õ + ikµÂ = 0 . (2.34)

In the absence of a bulk velocity for the electrons (vb = 0), e�cient Compton scattering tends to
drive � to �0, the so-called monopole (¸ = 0) of the photon perturbation which yields an angle-
averaged photon flux and is thus related to the photon density contrast ”“ . Strong scattering
implies a short mean free path for photons. Photons reaching a point recently scattered o� nearby
electrons with similar temperature. Consequently, photons from all directions share the same
temperature, resulting in equal flux from all angles. All anisotropies (i.e. higher moments) are
therefore washed out and the photon distribution gets completely isotropized. When including
a non-zero bulk velocity, scatterings drive the photon distribution to � æ �0 + µvb, where µ

is the cosine of the angle between wavenumber k and the photon direction p̂. Since photons
are “dragged” along electrons (or also vice-versa), the µvb contribution is sometimes called
“drag term”. In total, fully e�cient Compton scattering would produce a situation where the
photon distribution is completely characterized by the density (i.e. by the angle-average or zeroth
moment) and the mean velocity v“ (first moment, related to the dipole �1), and wash out higher
moments of the distribution function. In this type of situation, photons would behave like a
“perfect fluid”. However, this ceases to be true after baryon-photon decoupling, so photons no
longer behave like a fluid after recombination. Nevertheless, for all modes with wavelengths much
larger than their mean free path, we have �¸ π �¸≠1 (i.e. higher multipoles are suppressed),
and the Boltzmann approach remains valid after decoupling when the photons freely stream to
us. There is an analogous equation for the (relativistic) neutrino temperature anisotropy N but
without an collision term which is negligible for weak interactions. To track the evolution of
neutrino anisotropies after recombination significant changes are required with higher multipoles
being more important due to the lack of Compton scattering.

The integration of Boltzmann equations into fluid equations leads to a hierarchy where each
integrated equation for the lth moment depends on the next moment of order l + 1. This is
one way of solving the Boltzmann equation for the photons Eq. (2.33). In the case of cold dark
matter, we close the hierarchy by setting the second moment to zero, resulting in a self-consistent
system. For particles with higher velocities like massive neutrinos, this closure is more complex
and higher moments must be considered. In fact, also higher moments of cold dark matter

distribution become relevant during nonlinear structure formation which will be discussed
in-depth from Ch. 4 onwards and is the main address of this thesis.

4Here we neglected the quadrupole (¸ = 2) and polarization anisotropies of CMB photons.
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2 Foundations of modern cosmology

Contrasting the CMB map with current universe structure maps reveals a transition from
a smooth early universe to the clumpy present state, driven by gravity’s role in accumulating
matter into overdense regions. This growth of structure is a central focus in cosmology, revealing
insights into both the universe’s background evolution and its gravitational instability. This
interplay between growth and expansion serves as a stringent test for our cosmological and
general relativity theories. The workhorse for describing gravitational instability is perturbation
theory which accounts for important nonlinear e�ects during structure formation which will be
reviewed in the next chapter.
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3 Growth of structure: beyond linear theory

This chapter delves into the utilization of large-scale structure (LSS) as a tool for exploring
cosmology. We explore how the process of structure formation can be understood within the
context of the perfect fluid picture, employing perturbation theory beyond linear order. In the
linear regime, it is su�cient to some extent to use density contrast and velocity to adequately
describe the matter distribution. However, in the nonlinear regime, this approximation eventually
breaks down due to the occurrence of shell crossing and multi-streaming e�ects. Shell crossing
happens when infalling matter particles from di�erent directions meet and cross through each
other, resulting in the matter distribution being described by a superposition of multiple streams.
This leads to the breakdown of the single-valued velocity field and the generation of higher
moments of the distribution function which will be addressed in Ch. 4.

Before doing this, in this chapter we provide a comprehensive review, introducing the Eulerian
setup of the so-called Standard Perturbation Theory (SPT) description (see [138] for an extensive
review). We use a notation suitable for extending the SPT framework which is presented in the
subsequent chapters.

3.1 Vlasov-Poisson system
The probability of finding a particle in a phase space volume d3

x d3
p at conformal time · is

given by the distribution function f(x, p, ·). In the limit of noninteracting, collisionless dark
matter particles, the phase-space density is conserved along the particle trajectories df/d· = 0.
This is the collisionless Boltzmann equation and describes the evolution of perturbations. For
scales smaller than the Hubble radius, relevant for nonlinear large-scale structure formation, the
nonrelativistic limit su�ces, which is called Vlasov equation and reads

0 = ˆf

ˆ·
+ pi

ma

ˆf

ˆxi

≠ am(Òi„) ˆf

ˆpi

, (3.1)

with scale factor a(·), comoving momentum p and „ obeying the Poisson equation

Ò2
„ = 4fiGa

2
fl̄” = 3

2H2�m” , (3.2)

where �m(·) = fl̄(·)/flcr(·) is the time-dependent density parameter given in Eq. (3.12) below,
and flcr = 3H(·)2

/(8fiG) the time-dependent critical energy density. The dark matter particles
move along the characteristics, v = dx/d· = p/(ma) and dp/d· = ≠amÒ„. This distribution
function implies phase-space conservation and is obeyed by collisionless dark matter. Solely
the deviation from the homogeneous part enters as source for the potential. This refers to the
Vlasov-Poisson system and is a seven-dimensional nonlinear di�erential set of equations which is
very di�cult to solve.
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3 Growth of structure: beyond linear theory

Fluid equations

CDM is per definition cold or in other words dark matter particles move relatively slowly.
Therefore, instead of assuming a form for the distribution function f , in practice one takes
moments or cumulants of the distribution function with respect to the momentum. We only
keep the lowest order moments (zeroth and first order) while neglecting terms Ã (p/m)2. This
means we include the bulk flow of dark matter, but not its velocity dispersion which allows one
to treat dark matter as a perfect fluid. Note that, as we will see later, this pressureless perfect

fluid approximation eventually breaks down during later stages of structure formation. When
taking the momentum average one obtains the density contrast ” given by the zeroth moment,
or more precisely cumulant of the distribution function,

1 + ” =
⁄

d3
p f(·,x,p) , (3.3)

where we have normalized the distribution function by its background number density n̄ = fl̄/m,
which was also implicitly assumed in Eq. (3.1). The first moment corresponds to the peculiar
velocity field

(1 + ”)vi =
⁄

d3
p

pi

ma
f(·,x,p) . (3.4)

Integrating the Vlasov equation over
s

d3
p yields the continuity equation for the density contrast

ˆ· ” + Òi[(1 + ”)vi] = 0 , (3.5)

and first multiplying with pi/am and then integrating over
s

d3
p gives the Euler equation for

the peculiar velocity field

ˆ· vi + Hvi + vjÒjvi + Òi„ = ≠ 1
1 + ”

Òj ((1 + ”)‡ij)

= ≠‡ijÒj ln(1 + ”) ≠ Òj‡ij . (3.6)

The widely used framework of SPT is based on a perturbative solution of these fluid equations
obtained when neglecting the right-hand side of the Euler equation, that contains the velocity
dispersion tensor

‡ij = 1
1 + ”

⁄
d3

p
pi

ma

pj

ma
f(·,x,p) ≠ vivj . (3.7)

However, it is well-known that velocity dispersion and all higher moments are generated via
orbit-crossing during nonlinear structure formation [53], even for almost vanishing velocity
dispersion initially, as appropriate for cold dark matter. In Ch. 4 we explicitly develop a
framework to also include velocity dispersion and higher order moments in perturbation theory
which is an essential feature of this thesis. But before doing this, in this section we review SPT
which resembles a pressureless perfect fluid approximation.

Closing the Vlasov hierarchy

When taking moments of the Vlasov equation Eq. (3.1) we get di�erential equations with terms
coupling the n-th cumulant to the (n + 1)≠cumulant which eventually leads to an infinite set
of equations. This is referred to as Boltzmann or Vlasov hierarchy. One could close the set of
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3.1 Vlasov-Poisson system

continuity and Euler equations with an anstatz for the velocity dispersion tensor ‡ij motivated
from standard fluid dynamics by splitting it into isotropic and anisotropic parts [139]

‡ij = ≠p”
K

ij + ’”
K

ij Ò · v + ÷

3
Òivj + Òjvi ≠ 2

3Ò · v”
K

ij

4
, (3.8)

where p is the pressure, and ’ and ÷ are viscosity coe�cients. Moreover, and more correctly,
‡ij can also chosen to be proportional to the density perturbation (as only the gradient of ‡ij

appears in the Euler equation) and an e�ective sound speed cs as ‡ij Ã ”
K

ij
c

2
s” revealing an

dispersion-induced e�ective pressure driven by collisionless small-scale perturbations. In this
sense dark matter is treated as an e�ective fluid. This would indeed modify linear dynamics
and we present in detail the correct extension within perturbation theory to get an improved
closure of the hierarchy in Ch. 4.

The common lore in SPT is to set all moments of second and higher order exactly to zero. One
is then left with three variables ”, vi, „ which actually forms a closed set and no higher moments
will be generated (see details in Ch. 4). This Vlasov-Poisson system is particularly simple and
is able to predict the density and velocity at large, quasi-linear scales. Our focus is on CDM
clustering during early stages of gravitational collapse, where its velocity dispersion is negligible
compared to its velocity flow due to its near-uniform initial state. Velocity dispersion signifies
deviation from a single coherent flow, disappearing prior to shell-crossing, when gravity-induced
multiple streams intersect. This assumption of ‡ij = 0 is termed the single stream approximation.
Thus, it is still a good approximation in the first stages of gravitational instability where
structures did not have time to collapse and virialize. The distribution function in this case
reads

f(x, p, ·) = (1 + ”) ”
(3)
D (p ≠ amv) , (no velocity dispersion) (3.9)

hence requiring that all particles at a given point move with the same velocity. As time progresses,
gravitational collapse causes larger scales to collapse, resulting in multiple flows whose analytical
description is challenging, often requiring N -body simulations. Nevertheless, the single stream
approximation proves useful for analyzing numerous large-scale structure e�ects. Initially, this
approximation is employed to establish perturbative solutions for the nonlinear equations below.
However, its inconsistency on scales pertinent to mildly nonlinear corrections becomes apparent,
leading to perturbation theory breakdown in the ideal, pressureless fluid scenario. This issue
is addressed by incorporating a non-zero anisotropic stress tensor within the so-called Vlasov
Perturbation Theory (VPT) to restore the predictive power of perturbative theory, presented in
Ch. 4.

Linear growth factor

Now, we consider the time-dependent growth factor entering the matter power spectrum,
Eq. (2.25), and seek a solution at linear level. To obtain an evolution for the scale-independent
part of matter fluctuations one has to go back to the linearized continuity and Euler equation
for dark matter. Multiplying Eq. (2.29) by a and taking the derivative with respect to · yields
after combining with Eq. (2.30) and Eq. (2.22)

[a”
Õ]Õ = ak

2
„ = 3

2H
2
0 �m” , (3.10)
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3 Growth of structure: beyond linear theory

where we assumed „ = ≠Â and neglected time-derivatives of the potential, as appropriate for
sub-horizon scales. This results to a second-order di�erential equation for ” given by

”
ÕÕ + H”

Õ = 3
2�m(·)H2

” , (3.11)

whose solution is actually scale-independent as only time derivatives are acting on the density
field. We thus can factorize ”(x, ·) = D(·)”0(x) with D(·) the so-called linear growth factor and
”0 the initial density contrast at some fixed reference epoch and we introduced the time-dependent
matter density parameter

�m(·) = H
2
0

H2(·)�ma(·)≠3
, (3.12)

H
2(·) = H

2
0

1
�m a(·)≠3 + ��

2
. (3.13)

D(·) governs the growth of density perturbations, satisfying the following equation of motion:

D
ÕÕ + HD

Õ = 3
2�m(·)H2

D . (3.14)

Its two independent solutions are denoted by the growing mode D+(·) and decaying mode
D≠(·) and the evolution of the density is then

”(x, ·) = D+(·)”+(x) + D≠(·)”≠(x) , (3.15)

where ”+ and ”≠ describe the initial density configuration. The solution of the growth factor
actually depends on the cosmology. To solve it, it is more convenient to exchange the time
variable from · to a which gives the following di�erential equation

d2
D

da2 + dD

da

d ln(a3
H)

da
≠ 3

2
�mH

2
0

a5H2 D = 0 . (3.16)

For a cosmology with matter and a cosmological constant, with Hubble rate given by Eq. (3.13),
one obtains an integral representation for the growing mode given by

D+(a) = 5�m

2
H0

H(a)

⁄
a

0

da
Õ

(aÕH(aÕ)/H0)3 , (3.17)

whose solution can be found analytically [140]

D+(a) =
a

1
8 2F1

1
≠1

2 ,
5
6 ; 11

6 ; ≠x

2
≠ (2x + 5) 2F1

1
1
2 ,

5
6 ; 11

6 ; ≠x

22

3 (1 + x)1/2 , (3.18)

where x = a
3��/�m. The decaying solution is simply

D≠(a) = H(a)
H0

. (3.19)

One can define the corresponding growth rates

f(a) © d ln D+(a)
d ln a

, g(a) © d ln D≠(a)
d ln a

, (3.20)
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3.1 Vlasov-Poisson system

where the former satisfies

df

d ln a
+ f

2 +
3

1 + d ln(aH)
d ln a

4
f ≠ 3

2�m(·) = 0 . (3.21)

In an Einstein-de Sitter (EdS) cosmology with (�m = 1, �� = 0) one simply obtains

D+(a) = a, D≠(a) = a
≠3/2

, f(a) = 1, g(a) = ≠3/2 (3.22)

This means, in a purely matter dominated Universe the growth factor D+ and correspondingly
the density contrast grows with a until today (cf. Eq. (3.18) with x æ 0). The second
independent solution, the decaying mode, decays as a

≠3/2. As soon as we include some form of
dark energy like a cosmological constant we should expect deviations from this where the growth
factor is suppressed at late times (f < 1) and we have to use Eq. (3.18). It seems reasonable
that in the following we can neglect the decaying mode solution D≠ since after a su�cient
amount of time the growing mode solution completely dominates. For further discussion with
di�erent cosmological setups we refer to [138].

Velocity divergence and vorticity

In the following it is convenient to consider the two velocity-related fields

◊ © Òivi

≠Hf
= Òiui

wi © (Ò ◊ v)i

≠Hf
= (Ò ◊ u)i (3.23)

where the divergence ◊ (curl-free) denotes the scalar mode and the vorticity wi (divergence-free)
the vector modes of the rescaled velocity field ui = vi/(≠Hf). This notation further simplifies
the equations where the growth rate f is defined as in Eq. (3.20) and we switch to time variable
÷ = ln D+(·) which then leads to

ˆ· ” = d ln a

d·

d ln D+
d ln a

ˆ

ˆ ln D+
” ,

= Hf ˆ÷” . (3.24)

Applying the decomposition Eq. (3.23) to the Euler equation (3.6) with ‡ij being neglected, one
obtains

◊
Õ +

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

◊ ≠ 3
2

�m

f2 ” = Òi(ujÒjui) ,

w
Õ

i +
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

wi = (r ◊ (ujÒju))i , (3.25)

where Õ = ˆ÷ and we used Eq. (3.21) to obtain

ˆ· (Hf) = H2
33

2�m(·) ≠ f(·) ≠ f
2(·)

4
. (3.26)
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3 Growth of structure: beyond linear theory

This decomposition allows us to use the Poisson equation for „ via Eq. (3.2). The continuity
equation now becomes

”
Õ ≠ ◊ = Òi[” ui] . (3.27)

In the linear regime where the fluctuation fields are small compared to the homogeneous
contribution we can set the terms on the right-hand side to zero which means we can also
neglect the vorticity field since its linearized solution in the matter era where �m/f

2 æ 1 only
decays away as w(÷) Ã a

≠1/2. Its evolution equation shows that the dynamics depends on the
vorticity itself meaning if it is small but nonzero initially it remains small throughout even
in the nonlinear regime for a vanishing stress tensor Tij = (1 + ”)‡ij (see Eq 3.6). If also ‡ij

becomes nonzero we get source terms for the vorticity which does not contain the vorticity itself.
This means vorticity can be amplified nonlinearly through the velocity dispersion tensor. This
is in fact the dominant contribution for vorticity generation, as we will see in Ch. 8. Written in
terms of ÷ the linear evolution equation (3.11) reads

”
ÕÕ +

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

”
Õ ≠ 3

2
�m

f2 ” = 0 . (3.28)

The linear solution is thus given by ”
(1)(x, ÷) © e

÷
”0(x) and the linearized divergence is simply

◊
(1) = ”

(1)Õ = ”
(1) (motivating the rescaling Eq. 3.23).

3.2 Perturbation theory in the mildly nonlinear regime
We now turn to the nonlinear regime, that is we consider all nonlinear terms on the right-hand
side in Eqs. (4.18, 4.11). Within the single stream approximation, ‡ij = 0, the dynamical
variables are ” and ◊ which both are coupled through the Poisson equation. A second order
solution to the evolution equations is obtained by plugging in the linear solution, thus

”
(2)Õ ≠ ◊

(2) = Òi[”(1)
u

(1)
i

] ,

◊
(2)Õ +

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

◊
(2) ≠ 3

2
�m

f2 ”
(2) = Òi(u(1)

j
Òju

(1)
i

) , (3.29)

where we can replace the linear velocity field by

u
(1)
i

= Òi

Ò2 ”
(1)

. (3.30)

This means, ”
(2) and ◊

(2) are sourced by terms which correspond to the square of the linear
density field ”

(1). At su�ciently large scales the linear field is small, the square of it is even
smaller, so ”

(2) accounts to a small correction to ”
(1). This iterative approach suggests that we

can expand the nonlinear fields as

” = ”
(1) + ”

(2) + · · · + ”
(n)

,

◊ = ◊
(1) + ◊

(2) + · · · + ◊
(n)

, (3.31)

where ”
(n), ◊

(n) involve n powers of the linear fields such that each term in the series Eq. (3.31)
is smaller than the previous one. Given this, the perturbation theory should become more
accurate as one includes higher-order terms. Hence, one is motivated to apply a perturbative
treatment in the mildly nonlinear regime.
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3.2 Perturbation theory in the mildly nonlinear regime

Nonlinear kernels
We henceforth switch to the equations of motion in the Fourier representation. In the linear
regime di�erent Fourier modes (k-modes) evolve independently. However when nonlinear terms
are taken into account di�erent Fourier modes couple. We use the convention

›̃(k, ÷) =
⁄ d3

x

(2fi)3 e
≠i k·x

›(x, ÷) , (3.32)

›(x, ÷) =
⁄

d3
k e

i k·x
›̃(k, ÷) , (3.33)

identical to Eq. (1.1). For brevity we also define the following short-hand notation for Fourier
space variables: ›̃(k, ÷) © ›k. We assume the flow to be directed along the gravitational
potential gradient, which means we can neglect the vorticity field, so we can write in Fourier
space uk,i = ki– [103]. With ◊k = ikiuk,i we obtain – = ≠i◊kk

≠2 and hence at any order

uk,i = ≠ iki

k2 ◊k . (3.34)

Transforming the second order equations, Eq (3.29), and using Eq. (3.34), we obtain in Fourier
space

”
(2)Õ

k
≠ ◊

(2)
k

= D
2
+

⁄
d

3
p d

3
q ”

(3)
D (k ≠ p ≠ q)k · p

p2 ”p0”q0 ,

◊
(2)Õ

k
+

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

◊
(2)
k

≠ 3
2

�m

f2 ”
(2)
k

= D
2
+

⁄
d

3
p d

3
q ”

(3)
D (k ≠ p ≠ q)k

2(p · q)
2p2q2 ”p0”q0 ,

(3.35)

where ”
(3)
D denotes the 3D Dirac delta distribution and k = p+q ensures momentum conservation

as required by translation invariance in a spatially homogeneous Universe. While the linear
terms on the left-hand side are easy to convert to Fourier space we obtain convolution integrals
on the right-hand side for the nonlinear term after inserting the linear solution. Let us define
the scale-dependent integral on the right-hand side of the second-order continuity equation as
S”(k) and the one of the second-order Euler equation as S◊(k).
We notice that only the source terms in Eq. (3.35) are explicitly time-dependent via D+ (by
using the approximation �m/f

2 æ 1). This allows one to make a power-law ansatz for the
solution of ”

(2) and ◊
(2):

”
(2)(k, ·) = A”(k)D2

+(·) ; ◊
(2)(k, ·) = A◊(k)D2

+(·) . (3.36)

Plugging this into Eq. (3.35) we can solve for the scale-dependent part which yields

A”(k) = 5
7S”(k) ≠ 2

7S◊(k) ,

A◊(k) = ≠3
7S”(k) + 4

7S◊(k) . (3.37)

Thus, the solution at second order is

”
(2)
k

= D
2
+

⁄
d

3
p d

3
q ”

(3)
D (k ≠ p ≠ q)F2(p, q)”p0”q0 ,

◊
(2)
k

= D
2
+

⁄
d

3
p d

3
q ”

(3)
D (k ≠ p ≠ q)G2(p, q)”p0”q0 , (3.38)
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3 Growth of structure: beyond linear theory

where the second-order kernels are given by

F2(p, q) = 5
7 + 1

2
p · q

pq

3
p

q
+ q

p

4
+ 2

7
(p · q)2

p2q2 ,

G2(p, q) = 3
7 + 1

2
p · q

pq

3
p

q
+ q

p

4
+ 4

7
(p · q)2

p2q2 , (3.39)

which completely describe the scale-dependence of the second-order solutions. They are sym-
metrized in their arguments since they are integrated against a symmetric integrand. When
going e.g. to third-order one has to insert products of ”

(1) and ”
(2), ◊

(2) to capture the third-order
source terms. This can be continued to any higher order. The nth order solution will be

”
(n)
k

= D
n

+

⁄

q1...n

Fn(q1, . . . , qn)”q10 . . . ”qn0 ,

◊
(n)
k

= D
n

+

⁄

q1...n

Gn(q1, . . . , qn)”q10 . . . ”qn0 (3.40)

where
s

q1...n
=

s
d3

q1 . . . d3
qn ”

(3)
D (k ≠

q
n

i=1 qi). Each nth order solution ”
(n), ◊

(n) simply evolves
with time as D

n
+ as initialized in the growing mode. This compact result exactly determines

how structure in the Universe evolves nonlinearly in SPT. By defining the mode coupling terms
in Eq. (3.35) via1

–pq © k · p

p2 , —pq © k
2(p · q)
2p2q2 (3.41)

where k © p + q and using the convention
s

pq
©

s
d3

p d3
q ”

(3)
D (k ≠ p ≠ q) we can write down

the set of evolution equations for the full nonlinear fields as

”
Õ

k ≠ ◊k =
⁄

pq

–pq◊p”q ,

◊
Õ

k +
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

◊k ≠ 3
2

�m

f2 ”k =
⁄

pq

—pq◊p◊q , (3.42)

where the evolution of ”k, ◊k is determined by the coupling of fields at all pairs of wave vectors
p and q whose sum is k. Fn and Gn in Eq. (3.40) are dimensionless and homogeneous functions
of the wave vectors {q1, . . . , qn} which are constructed from the fundamental mode coupling
functions –pq and —pq according to the recursion relations which are obtained by solving the
nth order equation analogously as for the n = 2 case [141, 142]:

Fn(q1, . . . , qn) =
n≠1ÿ

m=1

Gm(q1, . . . , qm)
(2n + 3)(n ≠ 1) [(2n + 1)–pqFn≠m(qm+1, . . . , qn)

+2—pqGn≠m(qm+1, . . . , qn)] ,

Gn(q1, . . . , qn) =
n≠1ÿ

m=1

Gm(q1, . . . , qm)
(2n + 3)(n ≠ 1) [3–pqFn≠m(qm+1, . . . , qn)

+2n—pqGn≠m(qm+1, . . . , qn)] , (3.43)
1Note that —pq is symmetric in its argument while –pq is not since the latter couples in general two di�erent

fields.
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3.3 Equations of motion in matrix form

where p © q1 + · · · + qm, q © qm+1 + · · · + qn, k © p + q and F1 = G1 © 1. Due to the
underlying symmetry those kernels satisfy certain relations [138]:

(i) When the total sum k = q1 + · · · + qn goes to zero but the individual qi do not, the
kernels scale as

F
(s)
n Ã k

2
. (3.44)

(ii) When the total sum k stays fixed but some of the arguments qi get large, the kernels are
suppressed. That is for a particular p ∫ qi, we get:

F
(s)
n (q1, . . . , qn≠2, p, ≠p) Ã k

2

p2 . (3.45)

(iii) When on the other hand an individual qi goes to zero we get an infrared divergence

F
(s)
n Ã qi

q
2
i

, (3.46)

coming from the infrared behaviour of –pq and —pq.

Points (ii) and (iii) also hold for Gn. Note that the relations above only hold for a symmetrized
version of the kernels F

(s)
n , which is obtained by a summation of Fn with all possible permutations

of the variables.

3.3 Equations of motion in matrix form
It is convenient to define a vector of the perturbation variables as

Â © (”, ◊) . (3.47)

The equations of motion, Eq. (3.42) can then be brought into a matrix form [143]

Â
Õ

k,a(÷) + �ab(÷) Âk,b(÷) =
⁄

pq

“abc(p, q)Âp,b(÷)Âq,c(÷) , (3.48)

where the subscript again labels the wavenumber as well as the component of the vector Â. In
addition, it is assumed that repeated indices are summed over. The linear dynamics is captured
by the matrix �ab and reads

� =
A

0 ≠1
≠3

2
�m
f2

3
2

�m
f2 ≠ 1

B
EdS=

A
0 ≠1

≠3
2

1
2

B

, (3.49)

which we note is constant in the EdS case. The nonlinear terms on the right-hand side are
described by the mode coupling functions “abc(p, q), which we refer to as vertices. It is implicitly
assumed that the mode a adopts wave vector k, and b, c adopt p, q respectively. In fact, they
have only two entries being

“”◊”(p, q) = 1
2–pq = k · p

2p2 , (3.50)

“◊◊◊(p, q) = —pq = k
2(p · q)
2p2q2 . (3.51)
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3 Growth of structure: beyond linear theory

The first vertex “”◊” is identical to the coupling function defined in Eq. (3.41) up to a factor
1/2 since we are aiming for integrands which are symmetric in their arguments p and q and
thus also account for “””◊ = –qp/2 where ” and ◊ swap their arguments. In “◊◊◊ we can already
perform the symmetrization at the vertex level since it describes the coupling of two identical
fields, i.e. b = c. It is worth noting that in the large-scale limit k æ 0, Eq. (3.42) recovers the
linear theory since –pq and —pq vanish in the limit where the sum of their arguments go to zero.
In matrix notation the perturbative expansion becomes

Âk,a(÷) =
Œÿ

n=1
e

n÷
Â

(n)
k,a

(3.52)

where now Â
(n)
k

=
1
”

(n)
k

, ◊
(n)
k

2
is time-independent and the summand is equivalent to Eq. (3.40).

This is analogous to Eq. (3.36) for nth order in perturbation theory with �m/f
2 = 1. The

solution is thus separable in scale and time which allows us to obtain analytical expressions for
Â

(n)
k,a

. Inserting the expansion in Eq. (3.48) yields

(n”ab + �ab)Â(n)
k,b

=
⁄

pq

“abc(p, q)
n≠1ÿ

m=1
Â

(n≠m)
p,b

Â
(m)
q,c . (3.53)

By defining s
≠1
ab

(n) = (n”ab + �ab) we then get

Â
(n)
k,a

= sab(n)
⁄

pq

“bcd(p, q)
n≠1ÿ

m=1
Â

(n≠m)
p,c Â

(m)
q,d

, (3.54)

where
s(n) = 1

(2n + 3)(n ≠ 1)

A
2n + 1 2

3 2n

B

. (3.55)

The linear solution (n = 1) is simply given by the initial condition Â
(1)
k,a

= ia ”k0(÷ini) with
i = (1, 1) and ÷ini corresponds to an initial reference epoch. Then the repeated application of
Eq. (3.54) gives Â

(n)
k,a

= ia O ([”k0]n) which then amounts to Eq. (3.40), but now we factored out
the growth factors as

Â
(n)
k,a

=
⁄

q1...n

Fn,a(q1, . . . , qn)”q10 . . . ”qn0 , (3.56)

where Fn,a = (Fn, Gn). This can be used to obtain solutions for the nth order kernels Fn,a by
inserting Eq. (3.56) into Eq. (3.54) which gives

Fn,a(q1, . . . , qn) = sab(n)
n≠1ÿ

m=1

#
“bcd(q1...m, qm+1...n)Fm,c(q1, . . . , qm)Fn≠m,d(qm+1, . . . , qn)

$(s)
,

(3.57)
where q1...m = q1 + · · · + qm and so on. The right-hand side is understood to be symmetrized
with respect to permutations exchanging momenta in the {q1, . . . , qm} set with momenta in
the {qm+1, . . . , qn} set, i.e. summing over all permuted expressions and dividing by the total
number of permutations Nm = n!

m!(n≠m)! . This way, the nth order kernel will be symmetric under
exchange of momentum arguments provided that all lower order kernels are. The unsymmetrized
recursion relations in terms of the vertices in Eq. (3.43) are obtained in this way. We initialize
with F1,a = ia.
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3.3 Equations of motion in matrix form

In fact, the ansatz in Eq. (3.52) only represents the asymptotic time-dependence given by the
growing mode (Ã D

n
+). To capture also any transient behavior one can derive the following

solution for the Fourier amplitude (see [144] for details)

Âk,a(÷) = gab(÷)Â(1)
k,b

+
⁄

÷

÷ini
d÷

Õ

⁄

pq

gab(÷ ≠ ÷
Õ)“bcd(p, q)Âp,c(÷Õ)Âq,d(÷Õ) , (3.58)

where the linear propagator gab(÷) is defined as

gab(÷) = e
÷

5

A
3 2
3 2

B

+ e
≠3÷/2

5

A
2 ≠2

≠3 3

B

. (3.59)

In the limit ÷ æ 0 we have gab æ ”ab. The first term corresponds to the growing mode and the
second one to the decaying mode (see Eq. 3.22). The nonlinear correction to the propagator is
given by the integral in Eq. (3.58). To obtain the standard asymptotic time-dependence in the
growing mode one has to take the growing mode initial conditions Â

(1)
k,a

Ã (1, 1) with the initial
time being set to ÷ini æ ≠Œ, placing the initial conditions “infinitely far away” in the past.

Power spectrum

The results so far showed us that perturbation theory can predict statistics of the nonlinear
density in terms of the statistics of the linear field ”k0. We can write the full equal-time power
spectrum of Âk,a(÷) as the ensemble average

+
Âk,a(÷) ÂkÕ,b(÷)

,
=

n+l evenÿ

n,l=1,2,...

e
(n+l)÷

e
Â

(n)
k,a

Â
(l)
kÕ,b

f
. (3.60)

This tells us that we still have to sum up infinitely many terms which is not very practical. In
perturbation theory one has to truncate the series anyways as long as the neglected terms are
smaller than the ones we include which represents perturbative validity. The first four terms
read

+
Âk,a(÷) ÂkÕ,b(÷)

,
= e

2÷
e
Â

(1)
k,a

Â
(1)
kÕ,b

f
+ e

4÷
e
Â

(2)
k,a

Â
(2)
kÕ,b

f
+ e

4÷
e
Â

(1)
k,a

Â
(3)
kÕ,b

f
+ e

4÷
e
Â

(3)
k,a

Â
(1)
kÕ,b

f
+ . . . ,

(3.61)
where the first term corresponds to the linear power spectrum and for growing mode initial
conditions with F1,a = ia = (1, 1) it simplifies to e

2÷ È”k0 ”kÕ0Í = e
2÷

”
(3)
D (k + kÕ)P0(k) for all

a, b = ”, ◊. In particular if a = b we are dealing with the auto power spectrum whereas a ”= b

refers to the cross power spectrum. The input power spectrum P0(k) can be referred to the
realistic �CDM matter power spectrum, as defined in Eq. (2.23) and shown in Fig. 2.4 which
will be used in Sec. 3.4 and Ch. 10. On the other hand, one could also use toy models like
power-law behaviors without the turnover in the input power spectrum, mostly used in this
thesis. Note that e

÷ = a(·) in EdS. The remaining terms correspond to the first nonlinear
correction to the power spectrum, i.e. the next-to-leading order (NLO) result. Assuming that ”k0
is a Gaussian random field all terms where n + l is odd correspond to expectation values of an
odd number of Gaussian fields which vanish. This means that the next-to-next-to-leading order

(NNLO) consists of terms where n + l = 6 and so forth. The NLO correction can be calculated
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3 Growth of structure: beyond linear theory

Figure 3.1: This figure illustrates the next-to-leading-order contributions to the matter power spectrum.
The upper diagrams depict calculations by connecting linear density fields using dashed
lines, yielding linear power spectra and Dirac deltas. The lower diagrams use open circles
to represent connections of linear fields, clarifying the “one-loop” terminology as each loop
corresponds to an integral over wavenumber [4].

with Eqs. (3.56, 3.57) and using Wick’s theorem [145]

È”k10 ”k20 ”k30 ”k40Í = ”
(3)
D (k1 + k2)”(3)

D (k3 + k4)P0(k1)P0(k3)

+ ”
(3)
D (k1 + k3)”(3)

D (k2 + k4)P0(k1)P0(k2)

+ ”
(3)
D (k1 + k4)”(3)

D (k2 + k3)P0(k1)P0(k2) . (3.62)

The two NLO terms consist of two power spectra which can be represented in a diagrammatic
way (see Fig. 3.1). Each of it contains two linear power spectra (see Eq. 3.62). The linear
power spectrum arises from a connection of two lines (PL in the figure). For the nonlinear fields
we first have two identical second-order fields connected symmetrically illustrated by the left
diagram and can also be referred to P

(22)
””

as part of the NLO correction. The remaining diagram
corresponds to the coupling of a linear field with a third-order field where two lines of the latter
one form a loop (right diagram corresponding to other NLO correction P

(13)
””

). Therefore, the
NLO correction is more commonly called the one-loop correction to the linear power spectrum
as the corresponding diagrams (similar as Feynman diagrams in quantum field theory) contain
exactly one loop. The NNLO correction would correspond to diagrams containing two loops and
so on. We mostly concentrate on one-loop corrections throughout the thesis except in Sec. 9.4
where we discuss nonlinear vorticity generation. In this language, the linear power spectrum is
also called tree-level contribution. In total, the nonlinear power spectrum becomes

Pab(k, ÷) = P
lin
ab (k, ÷) + P

1≠loop
ab

(k, ÷) + P
2≠loop
ab

(k, ÷) + . . . , (3.63)
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3.4 Next-to-leading order matter power spectrum

and in general, one can define the L-loop power spectrum by [146]

”D(k + kÕ)P L≠loop
ab

(k, ÷) ©
2L+1ÿ

m=1
e

2(L+1)÷ÈÂ(m)
k,a

Â
(2L+2≠m)
kÕ,b Í , (3.64)

where for example the linear and one-loop contributions are given by [48, 147]

P
lin
ab (k, ÷) = e

2÷
F1,aF1,bP0(k) ,

P
1≠loop
ab

(k, ÷) = P
(22)
ab

(k, ÷) + 2P
(13)
ab

(k, ÷) , (3.65)

with

P
(22)
ab

(k, ÷) © e
4÷

⁄
d3

q

Ó
2F2,a(k ≠ q, q)F2,b(k ≠ q, q)P0(|k ≠ q|)P0(q)

Ô
,

2P
(13)
ab

(k, ÷) © e
4÷

⁄
d3

q

Ó
3F1,aF3,b(k, q, ≠q)P0(k)P0(q)

+3F3,a(k, q, ≠q)F1,bP0(k)P0(q)
Ô

. (3.66)

Here q is referred to as the loop momentum. The time-dependence is completely determined
by powers of the growth factor D+(·) in SPT. The wavenumber-dependence is captured by
the corresponding nonlinear kernels. We have explicitly written down where the linear kernels
would enter the results although they are exactly one for all a, b = ”, ◊. This will be important
subsequently when we go beyond the perfect fluid approximation where the linear kernels di�er
from unity. The SPT kernels are obtained via the recursion equation Eq. (3.43). We omitted the
superscript (s) and assume in the following that all kernels when calculated are symmetrized.
The input spectrum P0(k) (or PL(k)) can be computed by using numerical Boltzmann solvers
such as CLASS [148] or CAMB [149]. In the one-loop calculation there is a delicate cancellation
taking place, namely when q π k there are large contributions of individual terms which cancel
upon summation. It is advantageous for the numerical Monte Carlo integration to shift this
cancellation to the integrand level by introducing 2�(|k ≠ q| ≠ |q|) where �(x) denotes the
Heaviside function and then symmetrizing it with respect to the substitution q æ ≠q [150].

3.4 Next-to-leading order matter power spectrum
As we have seen, in order to calculate the NLO or one-loop result for the matter density power
spectrum P”” one needs to solve third-order perturbation theory. We briefly sketch how one can
find analytical results for the nonlinear kernels and thereby determine the asymptotic behavior
of the NLO correction. To compute the third-order kernel in Eq. (3.66) we use the recursion
relation Eq. (3.43) which gives

F3(q1, q2, q3) = 1
18[7–pqF2(q2, q3) + 2—pqG2(q2, q3)]

+ G2(q1, q2)
18 [7–pq + 2—pq] .

(3.67)

Note that the summation over m yields two terms and the symmetrization process includes all the
3! permutations of the three wavevectors. Using from Eq. (3.39), that F2(q, ≠q) = G2(q, ≠q) = 0
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Figure 3.2: The one-loop contribution to the linear power spectrum (brown) as well as the sum of both
denoting the nonlinear power spectrum (up to one-loop) for �CDM (see Eq. (2.25)). For
comparison the linear power spectrum (blue) is also plotted which deviates from the nonlinear
power spectrum at small scales as expected. The dashed lines show the asymptotic behavior
at small k (see Eq. (3.72), since it is dominated by the P

(13)
”” (k)-limit), and at large k (see

Eq. (3.78)).

and considering the fact that the parameters p and q of the mode coupling functions –pq and
—pq depend di�erently on the wave vectors qi for m = 1 and m = 2 respectively after adding the
permutations one arrives at

108 · F
(s)
3 (k, q, ≠q) = G2(k, q) [14–(k + q, ≠q) + 8—(k + q, ≠q)]

+ F2(k, q) 14–(≠q, k + q)

+ G2(k, ≠q) [14–(k ≠ q, q) + 8—(k ≠ q, q)]

+ F2(k, ≠q) 14–(q, k ≠ q) .

(3.68)

Consider P
(13), to put this expression into a form with scalar variables, we use spherical

coordinates and rewrite the scalar products as k · q = kq cos ◊ where ◊ is the angle between k
and q. Using the definitions Eqs. (3.39, 3.41), it is possible to perform the angular integrations
(
s

d3
q =

s
q

2dq d„ d cos ◊) and obtain [151]

2P
(13)
””

(k, ÷) = 6e
4÷

⁄
dq q

2
g(k/q)P0(k)P0(q) , (3.69)

where

g(x) = 2fi

756

Q

a50 ≠ 79x
2 ≠ 21 1

x2 + 6x
4 + 3

4
(≠7 + 19x

2 ≠ 15x
4 + x

6 + 2x
8) ln (1≠x)2

(1+x)2

x3

R

b . (3.70)

Using the small-/large-x behavior of this function,

g(x)
2fi

æ
I

≠ 61
945x

2 for x æ 0 ,

≠1
9x

2 for x æ Œ ,
(3.71)
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3.4 Next-to-leading order matter power spectrum

we find the IR/UV sensitivity of the loop correction to be

P
(13)
””

(k, ÷) æ e
4÷ ◊

Y
]

[
≠ 61

105‡
2
d
k

2
P0(k) for k æ 0 ,

≠1
2‡

2
d
k

2
P0(k) for k æ Œ ,

(3.72)

where
‡

2
d © 4fi

3

⁄
Œ

0
dq P0(q) ƒ 8870 (Mpc/h)2

. (3.73)

Next, we look at P
(22) which can be written as

P
(22)
””

(k, ÷) = 4e
4÷

⁄

�
q

2
g2(k/q, cos(◊))P0(q)P0(|k ≠ q|) . (3.74)

The same procedure as above can be applied but now g2(x, cos(◊)) and P0(|k ≠ q|) are angle
dependent which in general makes it impossible to reduce it to a 1D integral. Instead a reduction
to a 2D integral is possible, after integrating over cos(◊) one gets the following limits

g2(x)
2fi

æ
I 9

98x
4 for x æ 0

1
6x

2 for x æ Œ.
(3.75)

Note that to first order P0(|k ≠ q|) does not depend on the angle in both limits. There is a
singularity also for P

(13), g(x) Ã x
2 for x æ Œ which cancels against P

(22) contributions. In
addition the integrand has a symmetry for q ¡ |k ≠ q|. Introducing a Heaviside function one
can circumvent the singularity at |k ≠ q| æ 0 which from a numerical point of view is less
stable than the infrared limit q æ 0. With this method one can therefore enhance the numerical
stability of the integration by using the symmetry of the integrand. More precisely, we use
following integration limits

2
⁄

�
©

⁄
dq

⁄
d cos(◊)�(|k ≠ q| ≠ q) (3.76)

=
⁄

k/2

0
dq

⁄ 1

≠1
d cos(◊) +

⁄
Œ

k/2
dq

⁄ k
2q

≠1
d cos(◊) .

We find the following IR/UV behavior for P
(22)

P
(22)
””

(k, ÷) æ e
4÷ ◊

Y
]

[

36
49fik

4 s
dq P0(q)2

/q
2 for k æ 0 ,

‡
2
d
k

2
P0(k) for k æ Œ .

(3.77)

with
s

dq P (q)2
/q

2 ¥ 2.09 · 1011 (Mpc/h)7. For numerical evaluation one instead uses � as
the scale at which we cut o� the initial power spectrum, and which is typically taken as the
nonlinear scale where perturbation theory is expected to break down. One notes that for k æ Œ
both contributions (2P

(13)
””

+ P
(22)
””

) exactly cancel up to first order in q/k (see Eqs. (3.72, 3.77)).
P

(22)
””

is positive definite and describes the e�ects of mode-coupling between waves with wavenum-
bers k ≠ q and q. Imprints of acoustic oscillations in this contribution are therefore washed
out. In general P

(13)
””

is negative leading to e�ects of previrialization. It does not contain the
aforementioned mode-coupling.
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3 Growth of structure: beyond linear theory
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Figure 3.3: Nonlinear power spectrum up to one-loop for various redshifts. The small bump at low redshift
at small scales denoting high one-loop contribution eventually vanishes at high redshift.

Finally the total one-loop contribution is shown in Fig. 3.2 (brown) evaluated today ÷ = 0.
Hence the NLO result (black line) deviates significantly from the linear power spectrum at
small scales which is also observed from galaxy surveys [22]. To obtain the limiting behavior of
P

1L

””
(k, ÷) for large k one has to expand both g(x) and g2(x) to next orders and also P0(|k ≠ q|)

gets new terms dependent on k, q aside from P0(k). All this was treated in Ref. [152] arriving at

P
1L

”” (k, ÷) æ e
4÷

32519
2205 ≠ 23

42kˆk + 1
10[kˆk]2

4
P0(k)‡l(k)2

, (3.78)

where

‡
2
l (k) © 4fi

⁄
k

dq q
2
P0(q) . (3.79)

The simple time-dependence of the NLO power spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.3 as well as for
the dimensionless power spectrum �m(k) © k

3
Pm(k)/(2fi

2) in Fig. 3.4 by plotting the spectra
for di�erent redshift z. The time-dependence of the one loop contribution is suppressed by
a(·)2 compared to the linear contribution. Therefore, as we go to earlier epochs the one-loop
contribution decreases in amplitude and becomes only visible at smaller scales.

The linear approximation breaks down when ” is of order unity corresponding to �m(k)|k=knl(z) =
1, which defines the nonlinear scale knl(z). From Fig. 3.4 one sees that small scales (i.e. large
k-modes) cross the dotted line at �m(k) = 1 earlier which means that small scales turn nonlinear
first, and with time larger and larger scales turn nonlinear and form gravitationally bound
objects. This is known as hierarchical clustering.

Asymptotic behavior for power-law spectras

From mass and momentum conservation one knows that for any nth order kernel

Fn(k1, . . . , kn) Ã k
2 (3.80)
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3.4 Next-to-leading order matter power spectrum
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Figure 3.4: The dimensionless one-loop power spectrum demonstrates that small scales turn nonlinear
first. The time dependence of the nonlinear scale knl can be clearly extracted. In the past
ever smaller scales are reliable in the linear theory.

in the large-scale limit, i.e. when the sum k ©
q

i
ki of wave vectors goes to zero. For any

internal loop wave vector q © maxi|ki| (such that k π q) we obtain [138]

Fn(k1, . . . , kn) Ã k
2

q2 (3.81)

for k æ 0. This allows one to study the UV limit for the integrand at e.g. one-loop. It is defined
as

P
1L

”” (k, ÷) =
⁄

d ln q PIntegrand(k, q, ÷) (3.82)

and has two contributions which can be extracted from Eq. (3.66). We now assume power-law
input spectra, P0(k, ÷) = D

2
+ P0(k) = A D

2
+ k

ns . In such a scale-free cosmology one can set the
nonlinear scale knl = 1 h/Mpc so that the normalization factor A = 1

4fi
. This will be motivated

in detail in Ch. 6. Both contributions then lead to a UV sensitivity as

P
(13)
Integrand(k, q, ÷) Ã q

ns+1

P
(22)
Integrand(k, q, ÷) Ã q

2ns≠1 (3.83)

for k π q. This means as long as ns < 2 the UV sensitivity is dominated by P
(13)
Integrand. Hence,

for input spectra with blue spectral indices, i.e. for ns Ø ≠1 the one-loop contribution becomes
UV divergent. Consequently, SPT fails to predict nonlinear corrections in this case. At two-loop,
we have following UV limits for its various contributions,

P
(15)
Integrand(k, q, ÷) Ã q

ns+1
,

P
(24)
Integrand(k, q, ÷) Ã q

2ns≠1
,

P
(33), I
Integrand(k, q, ÷) Ã q

ns≠1
,

P
(33), II
Integrand(k, q, ÷) Ã q

2ns≠1
. (3.84)
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3 Growth of structure: beyond linear theory

In principle P
(33), I
Integrand would converge for ≠1 Æ ns < 1, but this is irrelevant since the next-to-

leading (one-loop) correction is divergent for this range of ns.
In summary, Standard Perturbation Theory (SPT) has been a foundational framework in

cosmology for understanding the growth of cosmic structures. By systematically expanding
the equations of motion for density and velocity fields in terms of perturbations, SPT provides
valuable insights into the growth of large-scale structures over cosmic time. While powerful in
describing the initial stages of structure formation, SPT encounters challenges as perturbations
grow nonlinear and interact in complex ways. In addition, its convergence becomes problematic
in the nonlinear regime, leading to inaccuracies in predicting power spectra and other observables.
Higher order terms introduce UV sensitivity, where small-scale modes dominate the results,
making SPT less reliable in highly nonlinear regions. Additionally, SPT does not account for
vorticity backreaction and higher cumulants, which are important factors in accurately describing
the evolution of density and velocity fields. As a result, an improved approach is needed to
overcome these limitations and provide more accurate predictions. This will be tackled in the
subsequent chapters by introducing Vlasov Perturbation Theory (VPT).
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4 Perturbation theory with higher cumulants

In this chapter, we develop a systematic extension of SPT that includes velocity dispersion
and higher cumulants of the distribution function. That is we systematically solve the Vlasov
equation perturbatively which we will refer to as Vlasov Perturbation Theory (VPT). The aim
is to address the shortcomings of the pressureless perfect fluid approximation, and thus obtain a
more accurate description of structure formation in the mildly nonlinear regime. We describe
the general structure of the extension in perturbation theory including the second cumulant in
Sec. 4.1 as well as even higher cumulants in Sec. 4.2. In addition, we discuss linearized solutions
in each truncation order. But first of all, we show the physical origin of velocity dispersion and
higher cumulants in the simplified setup of spherical collapse.

It is known that eventually during structure formation higher moments will be important [53].
Once one enters the nonlinear regime the SPT description with a well-defined density contrast
” and average velocity vi, with higher moments being suppressed, breaks down since when
perturbations become large, the infalling matter from di�erent directions will meet, and cross
each other. When infalling matter streams meet they penetrate each other (shell-crossing), and
at each point in space the matter distribution is now described by a superposition of two or more
streams. The single-stream approximation in which a unique velocity is assigned to each point
in space breaks down since now the velocity field is not single valued anymore, a phenomenon
known as multi-streaming. These new degrees of freedom can be described by including the
second cumulant of the distribution function, namely the velocity dispersion. At times when
multiple shell crossings occur all higher cumulants are generated [53]. The e�ect of velocity
dispersion may be small initially but can evolve to accountable corrections at late times and
small scales [153], as we will see below. Fig. 4.1 sketches from left to right the time evolution of
the formation of a bound dark matter structure starting from cold initial conditions. SPT is
completely agnostic about higher moments and therefore fails to properly describe structure
formation.

The starting point in VPT is to derive the equations of motion of the higher cumulants (SPT
follows only the two lowest moments, the density and veloctiy fields). The equation for ‡ij

as defined in Eq. (3.7) can be obtained by taking the second moment of the Vlasov equation,
Eq. (3.1), and reads

ˆ· ‡ij + 2H‡ij + vkÒk‡ij + ‡jkÒkvi + ‡ikÒkvj

= ≠ÒkCijk ≠ CijkÒk ln(1 + ”) . (4.1)

As emphasized in Ch. 3, ‡ij is coupled to the third cumulant of the distribution function Cijk
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4 Perturbation theory with higher cumulants

Figure 4.1: Cold initial conditions imply a initial flat phase-space sheet which subsequently bends due to
the coherent infall caused by gravitational interaction (left panel). Once shell-crossing occurs
the pressureless perfect fluid (PPF) approximation breaks down and the single stream splits
into three fluid streams (middle panel). After crossing the gravitational potential decelerates
the dark matter particles eventually pulling them back to the center. This process repeats
several times resulting to a wound up phase-space sheet generating multiple streams (right

panel) [154].

whose evolution equation

ˆ· Cijk + 3HCijk + vmÒmCijk

+ ‡kmÒm‡ij + ‡imÒm‡kj + ‡jmÒm‡ik

+ CjkmÒmvi + CikmÒmvj + CijmÒmvk

= ≠ÒmCijkm ≠ CijkmÒm ln(1 + ”) , (4.2)

is in turn coupled to the fourth cumulant Cijkm and so forth, giving rise to the Vlasov hierarchy.
Expressions of the cumulants and their evolution equations can be obtained straightforwardly
by introducing a generic cumulant generating function C via

exp
#
C(·,x, l)

$
=

⁄
d3

p exp
3
l · p
ma

4
f(·,x,p) . (4.3)

Taylor expanding C around its external parameter l gives

C(·,x, l) © ln
Ë ⁄

d3
p exp

3
l · p
ma

4
f(·,x,p)

È

= ln(1 + ”) + Cili + Cij

lilj

2! + Cijk

liljlk

3! + . . . , (4.4)

where the coe�cients in the series are given by the cumulants. This means that all the cumulants
are generated by applying successive derivates with respect to l that is then set to zero,

Cijk···(·,x) = ÒliÒlj Òlk
· · · C|l=0 , (4.5)

in particular
C|l=0 = ln(1 + ”), Ci = vi, Cij = ‡ij , (4.6)

which is equivalent to Eqs. (3.3, 3.4, 3.7). The pressureless perfect fluid approximation, on
which SPT is based, corresponds to an ansatz for C containing only constant and linear terms
in l in the Taylor expansion of the cumulant generating function, see Eq. (4.4),

CSPT = ln(1 + ”) + l · v . (4.7)
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4.1 Second cumulant

When going beyond the pressureless perfect fluid approximation one has to include quadratic and
higher-order terms in l. Remarkably however, this approximation is stable under time evolution
and does not generate higher cumulants. This feature can be understood when inspecting the
evolution equation of C, given by

ˆ· C + H(l · Òl)C + (ÒC) · (ÒlC) + (Ò · Òl)C = ≠l · Ò„ , (4.8)

which results when replacing f by the Vlasov equation in Eq. (4.4). The equations of motion of
the cumulants, like the continuity and Euler equation Eqs. (3.5, 3.6) as well as Eqs. (4.1, 4.2)
for second and third cumulant are obtained by taking derivatives of Eq. (4.8) with respect to
l. When C contains at most linear terms in l no higher-order terms in l will be generated.
However as soon as C = O(l2), the nonlinear term in Eq. (4.8) immediately generates terms
Ã l3 and so on. E�ectively, this means once second cumulant (velocity dispersion) is turned on
all higher cumulants will be generated as well and it is a priori not clear how to truncate the
hierarchy when extending SPT. This issue will be addressed in detail in the subsequent chapters.
Moreover, the nonlinear term in the nth order cumulant evolution equation couples fields which
have in total cumulant order n + 1. Thus, the higher order cumulants always enter through the
coupling to the log-density field ln(1 + ”), i.e. the zeroth cumulant. As soon as orbit crossing
occurs the ansatz in Eq. (4.7) breaks down due to a singularity in the density contrast (see
Eq. 3.9). This singularity is cured when initializing with an arbitrarily small velocity dispersion,
which then from Eq. (4.8) generates all cumulants [53].

There is a contradiction between the Vlasov formal solution and the time evolution of the
cumulant hierarchy due to singularities arising at orbit crossing. This necessitates a regularization
procedure to reconcile the two. Although CDM’s slight velocity dispersion can naturally regulate
these singularities in the cumulant hierarchy, the final large-scale density and velocity fields should
not significantly depend on CDM velocity dispersion. Rather, self-gravity of regions undergoing
orbit crossing should lead to self-consistent regularization. Two approaches are possible: 1)
Introduce a non-zero initial velocity dispersion ‡ini and evolve using the cumulant hierarchy
without the development of singularities. For CDM-like cases, corrections for infinitesimal
‡ini are needed. 2) Work with coarse-grained variables, taking into account their interaction
with time evolution. Regularization sources higher-order cumulants from density and velocity
fields, implying an e�ective equation of state for dark matter, but a consistent hierarchy closure
remains a challenge [53, 155]. We will see in the subsequent chapters that we aim exactly for
the first approach.

In the next section we focus on the inclusion of velocity dispersion, and then extend the
formalism to include also higher cumulants in Sec. 4.2 and Ch 5.

4.1 Second cumulant

Now we switch to rescaled quantities,

ÂCi1i2...in = Ci1i2...in

(≠Hf)n , (4.9)
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4 Perturbation theory with higher cumulants

which we already introduced for the velocity, see Eq. (3.23), in the previous chapter. For the
first four cumulants we define

ui = vi

≠Hf
, ‘ij = ‡ij

(Hf)2 ,

fiijk = Cijk

(≠Hf)3 , �ijkm = Cijkm

(Hf)4 , (4.10)

where f = d ln D/d ln a is the usual growth rate, with D(a) being the conventional growth
factor as introduced in Eq. (3.20). In the following, we switch again from conformal time · to
÷ = ln(D) using ˆ· = Hfˆ÷ and Eq. (3.26). In this section we focus on the second cumulant,
namely the velocity dispersion ‘ij , while neglecting the third and higher order cumulants. The
full set of evolution equations in this setup reads

”
Õ ≠ ◊ = Òi[” ui] , (4.11)

u
Õ

i +
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

ui ≠ Òi
Â„ = ujÒjui + Òj‘ij + ‘ijÒj ln(1 + ”) , (4.12)

‘
Õ

ij + 2
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

‘ij = ulÒl‘ij + ‘jlÒlui + ‘ilÒluj

+ Òlfiijl + fiijlÒl ln(1 + ”) , (4.13)

where Â„ = „/(Hf)2 is the rescaled gravitational potential satisfying Ò2 Â„ = 3
2

�m
f2 ”.

Background value and perturbations of the velocity dispersion tensor
The density and peculiar velocity field does not have an average value which is guaranteed
by mass conservation and statistical isotropy, i.e. this implies È”(÷,x)Í © 0 and Èu(÷,x)Í © 0.
This is not true anymore when dealing with the square of the density or velocity fields. Also
higher cumulants are expected to have nonzero expectation (or average) values compatible with
isotropy, corresponding to rotationally invariant stochastic fields. The second cumulant is the
first example where this occurs,

È‘ij(÷,x)Í = ‘(÷) ”
K

ij , (4.14)

with time-dependent, homogeneous expectation value ‘(÷) multiplying the 3 ◊ 3 unit matrix ”
K

ij

and corresponding to the background value of the velocity dispersion. The equation of motion
for ‘(÷) can be obtained by taking the trace as well as the ensemble average of Eq. (4.13), giving

‘
Õ + 2

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

‘ = Q(÷) , (4.15)

with source term

Q(÷) © 1
3ÈulÒl‘iiÍ + 2

3È‘ilÒluiÍ + 1
3ÈfiiilÒl ln(1 + ”)Í , (4.16)

using ÈfiijkÍ = 0 due to isotropy (see also [59] and [60, 61] for the case without third cumulant).
Therefore, velocity dispersion is sourced by the cross power spectrum of peculiar velocity and the
perturbations of ‘ij , as well as a cross spectrum between the third cumulant and the logarithm
of the density field perturbations.
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4.1 Second cumulant

Our strategy for solving this system perturbatively is then as follows: we first split all
quantities in a background value and perturbations, in particular

‘ij(÷,x) = ‘(÷) ”
K

ij + ”‘ij(÷,x) , (4.17)

for the velocity dispersion tensor. Then we can determine a solution to these equations linear in
perturbations where the background expectation values enter as they are treated similarly to
other background quantities such as the background Hubble rate H or the background matter
density �m(÷). The common assumption that the average background dispersion simply decays
as ‘(÷) Ã a

≠1 is only true when strictly limiting to the linear case, i.e. Q(÷) = 0. The fact that
the source Q(÷) is given as an integration over all space, implies that, one cannot expect Q(÷),
and therefore ‘(÷), to be a small quantity; what enters is not small on all scales. Therefore, we
will not treat ‘ perturbatively.

In fact, Q(÷) evolves with time and can be amplified at late times through power spectra
even at quasi-linear level when computing linear power spectra in Eq. (4.16) using Eq. (3.65).
Inspecting the last term on the left hand side of Eq. (4.8), we notice that higher cumulants will
have an impact on lower cumulants even at linear level. In our approach, we intentionally do not
make assumptions about the extent of velocity dispersion e�ects. This approach enables us to
demonstrate the anticipated decoupling of UV modes caused by halo formation at small scales,
as discussed in Ch. 1. For a detailed discussion of the linear solutions along the UV screening,
see Sec. 4.1 (last subsection).

The next step is to expand around the linear solutions including nonlinear terms in the
perturbation variables. This then gives solutions to the coupled equations of motion for the
cumulant perturbations ”, ui, ”‘ij , fiijk, . . . , which can be used to calculate Q(÷). This allows
us to self-consistently solve the evolution equation for ‘(÷), Eq. (4.15). Alternatively, the
background dispersion can be obtained by an external input, such as from simulations or from
the theory of halo formation, see [98].

SVT decomposition and equations of motion
We henceforth decompose the cumulants into their irreducible scalar, vector and tensor degrees
of freedom, analogously as for the peculiar velocity field ui within SPT, see Eq. (3.23). In
comparison to the fluid equations in SPT we now have to account for the velocity dispersion
tensor ‘ij , which modifies the Euler equation as given in Eq. (4.12). The velocity divergence
◊ = Òiui yields after inserting Eq. (4.17),

◊
Õ +

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

◊ ≠ 3
2

�m

f2 ” = Òi(ujÒjui) + q◊ , (4.18)

where the extra term compared to SPT is given by

q◊ = ‘(÷)Ò2
A + ÒiÒj”‘ij + Òi(”‘ijÒjA) . (4.19)

Note that we also introduced a short-hand notation for the log-density field,

A © ln(1 + ”) . (4.20)

As already hinted above, the first two terms in Eq. (4.19) contribute to the linear solution
when velocity dispersion is present and the last term is another nonlinear contribution. In fact,
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4 Perturbation theory with higher cumulants

we incorporate the field A into our perturbation theory framework in order to avoid Taylor
expanding the log, that is we systematically take further nonlinearities coming from A into
account, see details below.
In Sec. 3.1 we argued that as soon as velocity dispersion enters the Euler equation there is no
reason to neglect the vorticity field anymore,

wi = ÁijkÒjuk = (Ò ◊ u)
i

, (4.21)

which is governed by the Euler equation Eq. (4.12), reading

w
Õ

i +
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

wi = (r ◊ (ujÒju))i + (qw)i , (4.22)

with
(qw)i = ÁijkÒj(Òl”‘kl + ”‘klÒlA) , (4.23)

where Áijk is the Levi-Civita symbol. The vorticity evolution is a�ected by velocity dispersion
also at linear level, given by the first term in Eq. (4.23). In total, the peculiar velocity field can
also be written in terms of its divergence (one scalar mode) and vorticity (two vector modes),

ui = u
S

i + u
V

i = Òi

Ò2 ◊ ≠ ÁijkÒj

Ò2 wk , (4.24)

where Òiwi = 0 and within SPT the curl part u
V

i
is simply set to zero. The operator 1/Ò2

becomes ≠1/k
2 in Fourier space acting on fields at wavenumber k.

We similarly decompose the dispersion tensor into

”‘ij = ”‘
S

ij + ”‘
V

ij + ”‘
T

ij , (4.25)

with

”‘
S

ij = ”
K

ij ”‘ + ÒiÒj

Ò2 g , (4.26)

”‘
V

ij = ≠ÁilkÒlÒj

Ò2 ‹k ≠ ÁjlkÒlÒi

Ò2 ‹k , (4.27)

”‘
T

ij = tij © P
T

ij,ls”‘ls , (4.28)

and the tensor projection operator

P
T

ij,ls = 1
2

3
”

K

is ≠ ÒiÒs

Ò2

4 3
”

K

jl ≠ ÒjÒl

Ò2

4

+ 1
2

3
”

K

js ≠ ÒjÒs

Ò2

4 3
”

K

il ≠ ÒiÒl

Ò2

4

≠ 1
2

3
”

K

ij ≠ ÒiÒj

Ò2

4 3
”

K

ls ≠ ÒlÒs

Ò2

4
. (4.29)

With this decomposition we fully characterize the perturbations of the dispersion tensor by two
scalar modes ”‘, g; two vector modes ‹i with Òi‹i = 0 (divergence-free) and two tensor modes
tij with tii = 0, Òitij = Òjtij = 0 (traceless-transverse and symmetric). In total, this gives six
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4.1 Second cumulant

independent degrees of freedom of the symmetric velocity dispersion tensor ‘ij , which can finally
be written as

‘ij = È‘ijÍ + ”‘
S

ij + ”‘
V

ij + ”‘
T

ij

= ‘(÷)”K

ij¸ ˚˙ ˝
background value

+ ”‘ ”
K

ij + ÒiÒj

Ò2 g

¸ ˚˙ ˝
scalar perturbations

≠ (ÁilkÒj + ÁjlkÒi) Òl

Ò2 ‹k

¸ ˚˙ ˝
vector perturbations

+ tij .
¸˚˙˝

tensor perturbations

(4.30)

Inserting the decompositions of Eqs. (4.24, 4.30) in the source term for the background dispersion,
Eq. (4.16), we obtain

Q(÷) = 1
3

⁄
d

3
k (P◊g̃(k, ÷) + 2Pwi‹i(k, ÷) ) , (4.31)

where g̃ © g ≠ ”‘, and Pwi‹i(k, ÷) is the cross power spectrum of vorticity and the vector
perturbation, summed over i = 1, 2, 3. Here we neglected the third cumulant fiijk and higher
cumulants; we will come back to them in Sec. 4.2 and Ch. 5. Written this way it is again clear
that, the peculiar velocities impact the velocity dispersion background through their correlation
(power spectrum in Fourier space) with dispersion fluctuations.

Finally, we need to find the equations of motion for the modes of ”‘ij . First, we use Eq. (4.13)
from which we subract Eq. (4.15) times ”

K

ij
. This gives an equation of motion for ”‘ij . Then we

can use

”‘ = 1
2

3
”

K

ij ≠ ÒiÒj

Ò2

4
”‘ij , (4.32)

g = ≠ 1
2

3
”

K

ij ≠ 3 ÒiÒj

Ò2

4
”‘ij , (4.33)

to obtain evolution equations for the scalar modes which are given by

”‘
Õ + 2

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

”‘ = q‘ , (4.34)

g
Õ + 2

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

g ≠ 2‘◊ = qg , (4.35)

where

q‘ = 1
2ulÒl(3”‘ + g) + ”‘ilÒlui ≠ 1

2
ÒiÒj

Ò2 (ulÒl”‘ij)

≠ ÒiÒj

Ò2 (”‘ilÒluj) ≠ Q(÷) ,

qg = ≠1
2ulÒl(3”‘ + g) ≠ ”‘ilÒlui + 3

2
ÒiÒj

Ò2 (ulÒl”‘ij)

+ 3ÒiÒj

Ò2 (”‘ilÒluj) . (4.36)

Most importantly, the term ≠2◊‘ shows that the g mode is generated linearly in presence of a
background dispersion ‘(÷). The nonlinear source term qg generates additional modifications.
In contrast, ”‘ has no source terms at linear level, which means that it decays as ”‘ Ã a

≠1.
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4 Perturbation theory with higher cumulants

However the nonlinear terms in q‘ can amplify it through the coupling between velocity and
velocity dispersion fields including vorticity and vector fields. The fact that the source term Q(÷)
appears in q‘ ensures that ”‘ has a vanishing expectation value and arises due to the specific
projection necessary to get Eq. (4.34). On a more technical level, tadpole diagram contributions
will be removed by the appearance of the source term, see Eq. (4.55) below.

To proceed, in order to obtain equations of motion for the vector and tensor modes we use

‹i = Áijk

ÒjÒl

Ò2 ”‘kl , (4.37)

tij = P
T

ij,kl ”‘kl , (4.38)
from which we obtain

‹
Õ

i + 2
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

‹i ≠ ‘ wi = Áijk

ÒjÒl

Ò2 qkl ,

t
Õ

ij + 2
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

tij = P
T

ij,kl qkl . (4.39)

Nonlinear terms in perturbations are contained in
qkl © unÒn”‘kl + ”‘lnÒnuk + ”‘knÒnul . (4.40)

We notice that the vector mode mixes with the vorticity already at linear level through the term
‘wi such that both vector modes ‹i, wi are coupled to each other. The tensor mode however
does not mix with any other mode at linear level. Up to the second cumulant we work in total
with following perturbation variables

”, ◊, ”‘, g scalar 4 ◊ 1 d.o.f. ,

wi, ‹i vector 2 ◊ 2 d.o.f. ,

tij tensor 1 ◊ 2 d.o.f. .

Moreover, as already defined in Eq. (4.20) we incorporate the log-density field A as an additional

perturbation variable. Although it is not an independent degree of freedom of course, it is
advantageous since we do not have to expand the log giving rise to higher order nonlinearities.
This means we complement the set of scalar modes with the variable A and simultaneously solve
its equation of motion. It is obtained by dividing Eq. (4.11) by 1 + ”:

A
Õ ≠ ◊ = uiÒiA , (4.41)

which holds at any order in perturbation theory. The solution of Eq. (4.41) can be used to
calculate the backreaction of A in the Euler equation, see Eq. (4.19). Importantly, A has a
nonzero expectation value

ÈAÍ = A , (4.42)
whose evolution equation can be derived by taking the ensemble average of Eq. (4.41) and reads

AÕ = QA(÷) © ≠
⁄

d3
k P◊A(k, ÷) , (4.43)

where the part coming from the vorticity vanishes when taking the ensemble average. However,
the average value A is not of interest in practice: Inspecting the evolution equations for the
cumulants, A = A + ”A only enters with a spatial derivative acting on it leaving only the
perturbation. This means in practice we do not care about the di�erence between A and ”A

and just use A as perturbation variable. Although A could be an interesting observable due
to statistical reasons (see [156–159]) we do not explicitly care about its solution but rather its
impact on the cumulants which is automatically accounted in the VPT framework.
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4.1 Second cumulant

Equations of motion in Fourier space
We are now armed with a new set of perturbation variables whose equations of motion can be
written in Fourier space similar to Eq. (3.42) in SPT. For the continuity equation we get

”
Õ

k ≠ ◊k =
⁄

pq

;
–pq◊p”q + (p ◊ q) · wp

p2 ”q

<
, (4.44)

where –pq = k · p/p
2, as defined in Eq. (3.41), is the only nonlinear mode coupling function of

SPT. In addition, we get a backreaction from the vorticity field on the density contrast which
emphasizes that scalar modes nonlinearly couple to vector modes. The Euler equation now
becomes

◊
Õ

k +
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

◊k ≠ 3
2

�m

f2 ”k + k
2 (”‘k + gk + ‘Ak)

=
⁄

pq

I

—pq◊p◊q +
3

1 + 2p · q

q2

4 (p ◊ q) · wp

p2 ◊q ≠ (p ◊ q) · wp

p2
(p ◊ q) · wq

q2

≠ k · pAp”‘q ≠ k · q q · p
q2 Apgq +

3
1 + 2p · q

q2

4
Ap(p ◊ q) · ⌫q ≠ Appipjtq,ij

J

,

(4.45)

where k = p+q as required by momentum conservation. Hence, the Euler equation dramatically
changes as soon as one takes velocity dispersion into account. First, we focus on the first line,
i.e. the linear part. The term proportional to k

2 describes a suppression which is similar to the
Jeans suppression that arises from the velocity dispersion perturbation modes ”‘k, gk as well as
from the dispersion background ‘Ak. Interestingly, this damping at linear level depends on the
isotropic (‘, ”‘) and anisotropic (g) part of the dispersion tensor, see Eqs. (4.32, 4.33). Actually
the stress-tensor contribution [(1 + ”)‘ij ] enters the Euler equation which explains the fact that
both background and perturbations of the velocity dispersion enter here.

Note that the suppression of growth which arises in this context has a di�erent physical origin
than the familiar Jeans suppression [160]. In the latter case, the fluid encounters small-scale
damping due to particle collisions which counteract gravitational collapse. This yields a pressure
or sound speed contribution responsible for the suppression. The last term of the first line
of Eq. (4.45) would correspond to such a contribution, as can be seen when approximating
k

2
‘ [ln(1 + ”)]k ≥ k

2
‘ ”k, motivating the e�ective fluid ansatz mentioned in Sec. 3.1. On the

contrary, the Euler equation in Eq. (4.45) describes a collisionless system which prevents particles
to collide at small scales. This means particles can cross through each other without interacting.
In other words they shell-cross and the resulting velocity dispersion also yields an e�ective
pressure. Thus, although the physical situation is quite di�erent with that of a fluid, the net
e�ect is very similar.

Another misleading comparison is that, in linear theory g ≥ ‘◊ (see Eq. 4.35 and Eq. 4.61)
looks very similar to a viscosity contribution in the Navier-Stokes equation, see Eq. (3.8). Again,
the Vlasov equation, which is collisionless, does not include dissipation which is an essential
feature in the energy conservation equation, see Sec. VII in [98].

One may wonder whether this damping at small scales is always guaranteed given the di�erent
physical origin. This is an important question since we seek small-scale decoupling including the
screening (suppression) of high-k modes. This will also be required to have convergence within
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4 Perturbation theory with higher cumulants

VPT when computing nonlinear loop corrections (see Ch. 7). However, as we will see below,
when going beyond the second cumulant the collisionless dynamics also allows for instabilities,
i.e. small-scale enhancement. This behavior actually depends on the expectation values of the
cumulants (see Ch. 6). In the fluid picture this would not be possible as stability is always
guaranteed below the Jeans length.

Finally, the second and third line of Eq. (4.45) contain nonlinear terms. The only nonlinearity
within SPT is given by —pq, see Eq. (3.41). Additional backreactions within VPT stem from the
vorticity (second line) as well as couplings between Ak and all dispersion modes (third line).

Analogous equations of motion for the remaining perturbation variables ”‘, g, A, wi, ‹i, tij

in Fourier space can be obtained in a similar way. Due to the great amount of additional mode
coupling functions, i.e. vertices, they are rather lengthy and we shift them to Appendix A. We
also include the continuity and Euler equations for completeness. The explicit expressions of all
vertices up to the second cumulant can be found in Appendix B.

In the following it is convenient to put the perturbation variables into a single vector

Â © (”, ◊, g, ”‘, A, wi, ‹i, tij) . (4.46)

In analogy with SPT, the equations of motion can then be brought into a matrix equation [143]

Â
Õ

k,a(÷) + �ab(k, ÷) Âk,b(÷) =
⁄

pq

“abc(p, q)Âp,b(÷)Âq,c(÷) , (4.47)

as introduced in Eq. (3.48) in Sec. 3.3. The vector Âk,a can in principle be further extended
when including perturbations of higher cumulants, see Sec 4.2. The index a runs through
the modes as well as their components (for vector and tensor fields). Now we set third and
higher cumulants to zero so that the nonlinear vertices “abc are those given in Appendix B. An
important di�erence to Eq. (3.48) is that the linear matrix �ab(k, ÷) now becomes scale- and

time-dependent. Since scalar, vector and tensor modes are independent of each other at linear
level it has a block-diagonal form when defining Â = (ÂS

, Â
V

, Â
T ) into subsets of SVT modes,

and is given by

� =

Q

ca
�S

�V

�T

R

db , (4.48)

with vanishing o�-diagonal entries as claimed above. The scalar part reads

�S =

Q

ccccca

≠1
≠3

2d
1
2e k

2
k

2
k

2
‘

≠2‘ e

e

≠1

R

dddddb
, (4.49)

using Â
S = (”, ◊, g, ”‘, A) and d(÷) © �m/f

2
, e(÷) © 3d(÷) ≠ 2, with d, e ‘æ 1 in the EdS

approximation. The upper left two-by-two matrix corresponds to the linear matrix in SPT, see
Eq. (3.49). The second row gives the coe�cients of the linear terms in the Euler equation where
the third, fourth and fifth column correspond to the damping term which is discussed below
Eq. (4.45). Note that the linear part of ” (first row) and A (fifth row) are identical since to first
order we have ” ¥ A. As we will see in the next subsection the emergence of the background
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4.1 Second cumulant

dispersion ‘ already at linear level accounts for the screening of UV (high-k) modes. This is the
case when modes pass over a certain scale

k‡(÷) © 1


‘(÷)
, (dispersion scale) (4.50)

above which velocity dispersion becomes important, i.e. for k & k‡. The vector and tensor parts
are given by

�V =
A

1
2e k

2

≠‘ e

B

, �T = e , (4.51)

where the vector matrix shows the mixing of vorticity and the vector field of the velocity
dispersion tensor. The components of the doublet (wi, ‹i) are understood to apply separately
to each i = x, y, z as well as for the ij components of tij . That is each spatial component of
vector and tensor fields evolve separately from each other at linear level.

The nonlinear vertices “abc, given in Appendix B contain all nonlinearities which arise
when accounting for a nonzero velocity dispersion. In e.g. the continuity equation the velocity
backreactions to the density contrast read

“”◊”(p, q) = 1
2–pq, “”wi”(p, q) = 1

2
(p ◊ q)i

p2 , (4.52)

where the first one corresponds to the usual SPT expression and the latter one to the vorticity
backreaction. They can be read o� from Eq. (4.44). Moreover, we assume all vertices to be
symmetric, i.e.

“abc(p, q) = “acb(q, p) , (4.53)

which gives additional factors 1/2 for b ”= c. Note that when exchanging perturbation types
b and c the wavenumbers as well as the components for the vector and tensor fields must be
exchanged. In addition, the vertices

“wiA(”‘) = 1
2(p ◊ q)i, “wiAg = ≠1

2
p · q
q2 (p ◊ q)i (4.54)

are responsible for vorticity generation. They show that two scalar modes (Ap”‘q and Apgq)
couple to create a vorticity mode. This will be discussed in detail in Sec. 8.3. Note that in the
following we will denote the mode ”‘ in “abc simply as ‘ (such that “wiA(”‘) ‘æ “wiA‘) to avoid
confusion.

In fact, when deriving the equations of motion for the perturbation variables by subtracting
the equations of motion for the homogenous background values from the original ones, what one
actually obtains is

Â
Õ

k,a(÷) + �ab(k, ÷)Âk,b(÷) =
⁄

pq

“̂abc(p, q)Âp,b(÷)Âq,c(÷) ≠ Qa(÷)”(3)
D (k) , (4.55)

which di�ers from Eq. (4.47) and contains vertices “̂abc(p, q) which are derived from the Vlasov
equation when one strictly uses a = ”A instead of A as perturbation variable keeping track of the
homogenous background value ÈAÍ = A. In addition, when subtracting the background part È‘ijÍ
the last term in Eq. (4.55) arises also in the equation for ”‘, see Eq. (4.34) and therefore gives a
contribution at k = 0 for the modes a = ”‘, ”A (Qa = 0 otherwise) which do possess average
values. In the following, we use the fact that the contribution coming from ≠Qa(÷)”(3)

D (k) can
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4 Perturbation theory with higher cumulants

be skipped in the evolution equations when replacing the vertices “̂abc(p, q) by vertices “abc(p, q)
given by

“abc(p, q) ©
I

“̂abc(p, q) p + q ”= 0 ,

0 p + q = 0 .
(4.56)

This is so because so-called “tadpole” contributions, given by

Ta(k, ÷) © ”
(3)(k)

⁄
d3

p “abc(p, q)
---
p+qæ0

Pbc(p, ÷) , (4.57)

where Pbc(p, ÷) denotes the power spectrum at time ÷, will be exactly canceled by the source
term insertions Qa(÷)”(3)

D (k). This can be seen when setting for example a = ”‘ and evaluating
the corresponding vertices “‘bc in the limit p + q æ 0, we then exactly obtain in Eq. (4.57) the
expression for Q(÷) in Eq. (4.31) such that those vertices will be canceled. In practice we simply
set all vertices for p + q = 0 to zero which is implicitly assumed in “abc, thus we do not need
to take care of the source term contributions in the equations of motion and henceforth use
Eq. (4.47). This works at any loop order, see [99] for further details.

We emphasize that the structure of Eq. (4.47) allows to find solutions analogous to SPT. We
will assume that at some initial time ÷ini , long after recombination and before the onset of
nonlinearities, the e�ects of velocity dispersion and higher cumulants are negligible such that all

the fluctuation fields are proportional to the initial density field ”k0 for the case of adiabatic
initial conditions. This seems reasonable for su�ciently cold dark matter and we may then
formally Taylor expand the perturbation vector Âk,a into powers of ”k0 as

Âk,a(÷) =
ÿ

nØ1

⁄

ki

Fn,a(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) e
n÷

”k10 · · · ”kn0 , (4.58)

analogous to the SPT-ansatz in Eqs. (3.52, 3.56) and
s

ki
©

s
d3

k1 · · · d3
kn ”

(3)(k ≠
q

i
ki). The

perturbative expansion is furnished by the nth order nonlinear kernels Fn,a for variable a and
are assumed to be symmetrized under arbitrary permutations in their arguments. Even if
initially all the cumulant perturbations are exactly zero they will be generated in the presence of
background values of the cumulants. The perturbations in turn source the background values
which in principle requires to self-consistently solve the system of evolution equations and we
come back to those determinations in Ch. 6. The first two entries of Â correspond to a = ”, ◊ in
analogy to SPT. However, the corresponding kernels Fn,” and Fn,◊ are modified compared to
the ones from SPT due to the presence of velocity dispersion and higher cumulants as captured
by the evolution equations Eq. (4.44, 4.45).

Apart from the extended set of variables, Eq. (4.46), and the large number of additional
vertices, the time-dependence of the linear matrix �ab(k, ÷) does in general not factorize when
compared to the SPT-case, see Eq. (3.49). Hence, the nonlinear kernels have an additional
time-dependence apart from the growing mode factor e

n÷ which is already factored out from the
kernels but henceforth we keep it inside of Âk,a(÷), in contrast to Eq. (3.56). Thus, we have to
generalize the well-known recursion relations of the nonlinear kernels (see Eq. 3.43) leading to
di�erential equations given by

(ˆ÷”ab + n”ab + �ab(k, ÷))Fn,b(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) =
n≠1ÿ

m=1

Ó
“abc(q1 + · · · + qm, qm+1 + · · · + qn)

◊ Fm,b(q1, . . . , qm, ÷)Fn≠m,c(qm+1, . . . , qn, ÷)
Ôs

,

(4.59)
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4.1 Second cumulant

which is obtained by inserting Eq. (4.58) into Eq. (4.47). {· · · }s =
q

perm{· · · }/|perm| denotes
an average over all |perm| = n!/m!/(n ≠ m)! possibilities to choose the subset of wave vectors
{q1, . . . , qm} from {k1, . . . , kn}, and k © |

q
i
ki|. As emphasized above when completely

neglecting velocity dispersion and higher cumulants, the equations reduce to the time-independent
recursion relations, given in Eq. (3.43) with F1 = G1 = 1. Instead, when taking them into
account one has to solve the coupled equations for all Fn,a satisfied by Eq. (4.59), and no
analytical solutions can be found, so one has to resort to numerical methods where in this
case we follow the algorithm presented in [161, 162]. Then the kernels do depend on time and
even the linear solutions given by F1,a(k, ÷) will develop scale- and time-dependence which we
discuss in the next subsection. The expressions for the power spectra Pab(k, ÷) including its
loop corrections are identical to Eqs. (3.63 – 3.66) except that the linear kernels now become
F1,a ‘æ F1,a(k, ÷).

VPT analogously allows to calculate the two-loop (see Ch. 8 and [150, 162, 163]). Also the
NLO correction to the bispectrum can be calculated similarly when using the modified kernels
from VPT and the integration procedure from [150].

Finally, it is still possible to find analytical solutions of the nonlinear kernels as long as
dispersion e�ects remain small, i.e. for k . k‡. We present analytical results for the nonlinear
kernels in Ch. 7. In fact, for a specific setup linear solutions can be obtained analytically
without the restriction to low-k values. Again, the treatment of using both ” and A as variables
allows us to capture all quadratic nonlinearities in Â which is important to e�ciently calculate
higher-order nonlinear corrections in perturbation theory.

Linear solutions

Now we focus on the linear approximation of the coupled system of equations, i.e. we set all
nonlinear vertices to zero. Moreover, we take the background dispersion ‘(÷) as given. As
highlighted above, we expect the density contrast for modes k & k‡ to be suppressed due to the
screening of UV scales by velocity dispersion even at linear level, see Eq. (4.50). This arises from
two e�ects: directly due to the presence of the background dispersion ‘(÷) in the linear Euler
equation and indirectly due to the dispersion fields g and ”‘ that are in turn sourced by ‘(÷).

Since vector and tensor modes cannot be generated at linear level we can neglect them for now.
Although vorticity will be generated by velocity dispersion, this will only happen at nonlinear
level. In other words, vector and tensor have no growing modes when neglecting nonlinear
contributions. Since they also evolve independently to the growing modes coming from scalar
perturbations, see Eq. (4.48), they simply decay to first order. We are then left with the scalar
part of the linear matrix �ab, Eq. (4.49). This can be further simplified, since ” = A at linear
level and following the previous discussion, ”‘ decays at linear level as e

≠÷ = 1/D. Thus, we are
left with

”
Õ

k = ◊k ,

◊
Õ

k = ≠1
2◊k + 3

2”k ≠ k
2
gk ≠ ‘k

2
”k ,

g
Õ

k = ≠gk + 2‘◊k . (4.60)

The equation for g has a formal solution given by

gk(÷) =
⁄

÷

d÷
Õ
e

÷
Õ
≠÷ 2‘(÷Õ)◊k(÷Õ) . (4.61)
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4 Perturbation theory with higher cumulants

Inserting this in the Euler equation in Eq. (4.60) one obtains a correction term proportional
to k

2 compared to SPT which is nonlocal in time. Since this modification is consistent with
the most general structure allowed by symmetries [164], adding second and higher cumulants
by using the Vlasov-Poisson dynamics to the perturbative treatment gives a deterministic UV

completion to SPT.
One could naively replace Eq. (4.61) by gk ‘æ c

2
vis◊k that corresponds to a dissipative viscosity

term in the Euler equation which is local in time. While this seems reasonable it actually
violates energy conservation. When instead using the nonlocal solution given by Eq. (4.61)
which is obtained by the nondissipative Vlasov-Poisson system (Eq. 4.60) the dynamics does
indeed obey the cosmic energy equation [165], to first order in perturbation theory given by
the sum of kinetic and potential energy (see Apendix E in [98]). Furthermore, when including
higher cumulants the solution for gk will be modified while still obeying nondissipative energy
evolution. This shows that a naive fluidlike description with dissipative viscosity cannot explain
the actual dynamics which is, as we find below, significantly more complex.

To first order we know from SPT (valid when k
2
‘ π 1) that one can approximate ◊

(1)
k

(÷Õ) =
”

(1)
k

(÷Õ) Ã e
÷

Õ which gives

gk(÷) æ 2”k(÷)
⁄

÷

d÷
Õ
e

2(÷Õ
≠÷)

‘(÷Õ) , (4.62)

when inserting the approximation into Eq. (4.61). Replacing this into the Euler equation one
can factor out ”k(÷). This yields a scale of the “Jeans-like” suppression as

1
k

2
J-like(÷) = ‘(÷) + 2

⁄
÷

d÷
Õ
e

2(÷Õ
≠÷)

‘(÷Õ) . (4.63)

By introducing the “Jeans-like” suppression scale one could in principle get rid o� the equation
for gk dealing only with continuity and Euler equation including the suppression term from
Eq. (4.63) to capture velocity dispersion e�ects. While this modification takes place only at
linear level we know that second and higher cumulants also modify nonlinear evolution whose
e�ects go far beyond adding a Jeans-like term. Furthermore, we seek solutions which are also
valid when k

2
‘ is not small and the simplified modification of Eq. (4.63) cannot be used for all

scales even at linear level.
Therefore, we have to solve the system of equations explicitly including the gk-mode, Eq. (4.60).

The solution of the full linear system will then be used as starting point for a perturbative
solution of the nonlinear system later in Ch. 7. To obtain solutions of Eq. (4.60), knowledge of
the background dispersion ‘(÷) is required. In this section we refrain from finding solutions of its
evolution equation, Eq. (4.15). For illustration and for simplicity we make instead a power-law
ansatz

‘(÷) = ‘0e
–÷

, (4.64)
with value ‘0 today and a power-law parameter – which specifies the growth index. As we
will see further below this ansatz is motivated by the limit of a scaling universe described by a
power-law initial spectrum P0 ≥ k

ns with index given by

– = 4
ns + 3 , (4.65)

which is governed by the underlying symmetry (see Ch. 6). For specific redshift intervals this
can be treated as an approximate description within the �CDM cosmology with initial spectrum
given by Eq. (2.25).
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4.1 Second cumulant

We henceforth consider the g-mode rescaled by the background dispersion, that is we work
with

ḡk(÷) © gk(÷)/‘(÷) . (4.66)
We can then rewrite the linear system into a matrix equation, given by

Â̄
Õ

k + (�0 + ‘k
2�1)Â̄k = 0 , (4.67)

with vector Â̄k = (”k, ◊k, ḡk) and

�0 =

Q

ca
0 ≠1 0

≠3
2

1
2 0

0 ≠2 1 + –

R

db , �1 =

Q

ca
0 0 0
1 0 1
0 0 0

R

db . (4.68)

When going to the limit k
2
‘ π 1 (or setting �1 æ 0) we obtain the zeroth order growing mode

solution as

Â̄k æ Â̄
(0)
k

©

Q

ca
1
1
2

2+–

R

db e
÷
”k0 , (4.69)

in accordance with Eq. (4.62). Here ”k0 denotes the usual initial density field. This equation
also tells us that in the limit k

2
‘ π 1 for both ”k, ◊k we obtain the identical linear growing mode

e
÷
”k0 in analogy to SPT where F1 = G1 = 1. We can expand around the zeroth order solution

to obtain a general solution by an iteration in powers of �1, expanding Â̄k(÷) =
q

j
Â̄

(j)
k

(÷), with

Â̄
(j)
k

(÷) =
⁄

÷

d÷
Õ
g0(÷ ≠ ÷

Õ)
1
≠k

2
‘(÷Õ)�1

2
Â̄

(j≠1)
k

(÷Õ) , (4.70)

where g0 denotes the linear propagator including all decaying modes in the limit k
2
‘ π 1. It is

the Green function in the limit �1 æ 0 and contains the SPT propagator given in Eq. (3.59) in
the upper left 2 ◊ 2 block,

g0(÷ ≠ ÷
Õ) = 1

5

Q

ca
3 2 0
3 2 0
6

2+–

4
2+–

0

R

db e
÷≠÷

Õ + 1
5

Q

ca
2 ≠2 0

≠3 3 0
≠ 12

2–≠1
12

2–≠1 0

R

db e
≠3(÷≠÷

Õ)/2

+

Q

ca
0 0 0
0 0 0
6

(2–≠1)(–+2)
≠4(1+–)

(2–≠1)(–+2) 1

R

db e
≠(1+–)(÷≠÷

Õ)
. (4.71)

From the first column in the first term (Ã e
÷) one can read o� the leading order result from

Eq. (4.69). Relative to SPT an additional decaying mode (Ã e
≠(1+–)÷) emerges due to the

presence of velocity dispersion. When using the growing mode initial conditions Eq. (4.69), one
obtains

Â̄
(j)
k

(÷) =

Q

ccca

c
(j)
”

c
(j)
◊

c
(j)
ḡ

R

dddb

1
‘(÷)k2

2
j

e
÷
”k0 , (4.72)

with coe�cients that can be found recursively by using Eq. (4.70),

c
(j)
”

= ≠ 2(4 + 3–j ≠ 2–)
–j(5 + 2–j)(2 + –j)c

(j≠1)
”

, (4.73)
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and
c

(j)
ḡ

= 2(1 + –j)
2 + –j + –

c
(j)
”

, c
(j)
◊

= (1 + –j)c(j)
”

. (4.74)

Then the explicit form of the recursive solution yields

c
(j)
”

=
3

≠ 3
–2

4
j 1
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1
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2

�
1
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2
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+ 1
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1
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+ 1

2
�

1
2
–

+ 1
2

�
1
j + 2

–
+ 1

2 . (4.75)

Performing the sum
q

j
over Eq. (4.72) gives an expression in terms of a generalized hypergeo-

metric function, 1F2. This gives a closed-form result for the perturbation modes

Âk,a(÷) = F1,a(k, ÷) e
÷
”k0 , (4.76)

with linear kernels for the density contrast,

F1,”(k, ÷) = 1F2

A
4 + –

3–
; 1 + 2

–
, 1 + 5

2–
; ≠3k

2
‘(÷)

–2

B

, (4.77)

and for the velocity divergence and the rescaled velocity dispersion mode,

F1,◊(k, ÷) = F1,”(k, ÷) ≠ 2(4 + –)k2
‘

(2 + –)(5 + 2–) 1F2

A
4 + 4–

3–
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–
, 2 + 5

2–
; ≠3k

2
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–2

B

,

F1,ḡ(k, ÷) = 2
2 + –

C

1F2

A
4 + –

3–
; 2 + 2

–
, 1 + 5

2–
; ≠3k

2
‘

–2

B

≠ (4 + –)k2
‘

(1 + –)(5 + 2–) 1F2

A
4 + 4–

3–
; 3 + 2

–
, 2 + 5

2–
; ≠3k

2
‘

–2

B D

. (4.78)

Note that in the limit k
2
‘ æ 0 we recover the asymptotic solution Eq. (4.69) and that the full

linear results given in Eq. (4.77) and Eq. (4.78) are valid for arbitrary values of k
2
‘. We show

these expressions in Fig. 4.2 for – = 2 where we scaled out the time-dependence by normalizing
the scale to the dispersion scale k‡, which characterizes the scale above which velocity dispersion
e�ects become important. That is we expect UV screening to set in when the ratio k/k‡ becomes
of the order one. In the limit k

2
‘ π 1 (or equivalently k/k‡ π 1) we recover the zeroth order

solution, Eq. (4.69), in analogy to SPT. But keep in mind even in this limit we have a nonzero
contribution from F1,ḡ (see Fig. 4.2). Note also that the ratio k/k‡(÷) is time-dependent. This
means the scale above which we expect the suppression to take place changes with time and
enters as k

2
‘ in the hypergeometric functions above. For example the lack of suppression of

small-k modes can be somewhat compensated by the growth of velocity dispersion at late times
rendering the term k

2
‘ to unity leading to suppression. On the other hand, large-k modes

(which are suspected to be suppressed) can still grow as Ã e
÷ as long as velocity dispersion has

not built up which is the case for early times, so we get small k
2
‘ and no suppression.

Following the discussion of the expansion in Eq. (4.72) the next-order result proportional to
k

2
‘ is given by

Q

ca
F1,”

F1,◊

F1,ḡ

R

db æ

Q

ca
1
1
2

2+–

R

db ≠

Q

ca
1

1 + –

1

R

db
2(4 + –)k2

‘(÷)
–(2 + –)(5 + 2–) + O(k4

‘
2) , (4.79)
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Figure 4.2: Linear kernels F1,a(k, ÷) for the modes a = ”, ◊, ḡ that show the suppression relative to SPT
around the dispersion scale k ƒ k‡. We set ÷ = 0, – = 2. In the limit k æ 0 one recovers
the SPT kernels F1,” = F1,◊ = 1. However, also the rescaled dispersion mode ḡ = g/‘ is
nonvanishing in this limit and possesses a growing mode, F1,ḡ æ 2/(2 + –). In addition, the
time-dependence is scaled out by rescaling k with k‡ = 1/


‘(÷). Reprinted from [98].

valid in the limit k
2
‘ æ 0. The first term recovers the zeroth order solution of Eq. (4.69). The

fact that the term proportional to k
2
‘ will be subtracted leads to a suppression relative to SPT

(for – > 0) and captures the onset of “Jeans-like” suppression discussed above which indeed
depends on the precise form of the background dispersion ‘(÷). Eq. (4.79) agrees with the
low-k approach in [59]. It is also noteworthy that velocity divergence ◊ is even more suppressed
relative to the suppression of the density contrast ” by a factor of 1 + – which was also found
in [59, 166] and can be seen in Fig. 4.2.

In the opposite limit k
2
‘ ∫ 1 one finds that the decay happens with a power-law scaling. The

asymptotic expansion when neglecting the second line of �0 in Eq. (4.68) for large k
2
‘ looks as

F1,a(k, ÷) æ Das
≠da
k

+ Eas
≠ea
k

cos
32sk

–
+ Ïa

4
, (4.80)

where s
2
k

© 3k
2
‘(÷) with coe�cients given in Table 4.1. It can be rewritten by the form

Q

ca
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db æ
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1
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3
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+ 2 Re
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ca
1

isk

2

R
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E”e

i

! 2sk
– +Ï”

"

s
e”
k

, (4.81)

where one notes that the coe�cients d”, e” tell us whether the nonoscillating power-law decay
(Ã 1/k

d” ) or the oscillating decay (Ã 1/k
e” ) dominates. For F1,” and F1,ḡ we have

d” = 16 + 4–

6–
< e” = 19 + 7–

6–
, (4.82)

such that the nonoscillating part dominates as long as – > 0. For F1,◊ this is only true for
0 < – < 1, while the oscillating part dominates for – > 1 because of the additional factor isk in
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4 Perturbation theory with higher cumulants

Table 4.1: Coe�cients in the expansion Eq. (4.80) of the linear kernels F1,a(k, ÷) for large k
2
‘.

a da ea Da Ea Ïa

”
2
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4 2≠–
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Ô
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4 2≠–
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ḡ
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4 2≠–
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– )�( 5
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Ô
fi�( 4+–

3– )
5–≠19
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fi

the second line of Eq. (4.81). This can also be seen from Fig. 4.2 where the oscillating nature is
only visible in F1,◊ for – = 2.

However, as emphasized above, small-scale suppression is not always guaranteed in particular
when including cumulants beyond second order, a feature expected for a collisionless system [160],
in contrast to fluids. Remarkably, when restricting to second cumulant approximation we find
no evidence of instability, leading to stable solutions when going to higher orders in perturbation
theory. We will discuss stability conditions in Ch. 5.

Finally, so far we only discussed the leading growing mode solutions at linear order in
perturbation theory. The general solution including all eigenmodes can be also found and is
given by

”k = A e
÷

1F2

A
4 + –

3–
; 1 + 2

–
, 1 + 5

2–
; ≠3k

2
‘(÷)

–2

B

+ B e
≠

3
2 ÷

1F2

A
≠7 + 2–

6–
; 1 ≠ 1

2–
, 1 ≠ 5

2–
; ≠3k

2
‘(÷)

–2

B

+ C e
≠÷

1F2

A
≠2 + –

3–
; 1 ≠ 2

–
, 1 + 1

2–
; ≠3k

2
‘(÷)

–2

B

,

(4.83)

with free coe�cients A, B, C. In the limit k
2
‘ æ 0 the hypergeometric functions become unity

and we recover the usual growing and decaying modes known from SPT plus an additional
decaying mode coming from the velocity dispersion mode gk (not ḡk here). A full treatment of
the scalar modes including all the decaying modes means we have to account for ”‘k and Ak.
This leads to two additional terms for ”k with free coe�cients D, E in Eq. (4.83). An analysis
shows that one of them is zero (D = 0) and the second is given by

”k|A=B=C=0 = E [2F3 (1, p1; q1, q2, q3; x) ≠ 1] , (4.84)

where

p1 © 1 + –

3–
, q1 © – ≠ 1

–
, q2 © – + 1

–
, q3 ©

– + 3
2

–
, (4.85)

and x © ≠3k
2
‘(÷)/–

2. It scales with e
0 and is thus related to the freedom to chose di�erent

initial conditions for ”k and Ak. We refer to [98] for further details about this and the derivation
of a generalized propagator including velocity dispersion. The solutions given in Eq. (4.77) and
Eq. (4.78) are obtained when setting B = C = D = E = 0, i.e. neglecting the decaying modes.
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4.2 Higher cumulants

This is justified given ‘(÷) grows with time at late times and we henceforth use these generalized
growing mode initial conditions (first line in Eq. 4.83).

Before considering nonlinear solutions within the second cumulant approximation we first
turn to the inclusion of higher cumulants beyond second order and discuss an updated linear
approximation. The nonlinear regime will be discussed in Ch. 7.

4.2 Higher cumulants
In this section we want to extend the framework presented so far to go beyond the second
cumulant approximation, that is we discuss how to incorporate third and higher cumulants
of the distribution function into the VPT framework. In a hydrodynamic context where the
distribution function is close to thermal equilibrium higher cumulants are expected to be even
more suppressed. However, shell-crossing generates all cumulants beyond first order at once
which accounts for a highly nontrivial distribution function at small scales. An example of this
can be seen when discussing background values of the cumulants within halo models, see [98].
Nevertheless, within the regime of perturbative validity, i.e. in the mildly nonlinear regime the
impact of higher cumulants is expected to become negligible at some point. Hence, we want to
quantify the impact coming from cumulants beyond second order.

Split of cumulant generating function into background values and perturbation
modes
First, it is convenient to define the rescaled cumulant generating function

ÂC(÷,x,L) © C(·,x, l) , l = L

(≠fH) , (4.86)

where ÷ = ln(D(·)). Setting

ÂCi1,...,in © ÒLi1
· · · ÒLin

ÂC
--
L=0 , (4.87)

which is equivalent to Eq. (4.9) and we get the rescaled cumulants up to fourth order,

ui = ÂCi, ‘ij = ÂCij , fiijk = ÂCijk, �ijkl = ÂCijkl , (4.88)

in accordance with Eq. (4.10). Including higher cumulants means we also have to account
for their homogeneous expectation values which are nonzero for even cumulants, respecting
statistical isotropy, that is we have

ÈfiijkÍ = 0 ,

È�ijklÍ =
1
”

K

ij ”
K

kl + 2 cyc.
2

Ê(÷)
5 , (4.89)

with Ê(÷) the homogeneous background value of the fourth cumulant �ijkl. It is normalized
as È�ijkkÍ = Ê(÷)”K

ij
with ”

K

ij
the unit matrix. The corresponding equations of motion can be

obtained analogously as for the second cumulant variables by applying additional derivatives
with respect to L in Eq. (4.8). But first we deal with the equation of motion of ÂC itself. Switching
to the ÷-dependence yields

ˆ÷
ÂC +

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

(L · ÒL) ÂC ≠ (Ò ÂC) · (ÒL
ÂC) ≠ (Ò · ÒL) ÂC = L · ÒÂ„ . (4.90)
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4 Perturbation theory with higher cumulants

Next, we can define a generic ensemble average of the generating functional,

E(÷, L
2) © È ÂC(÷,x,L)Í , (4.91)

which according to statistical homogeneity and isotropy only depends on even powers of L. The
corresponding evolution equation can be obtained by taking the ensemble average of Eq. (4.90)
plus taking the average over L,

5
ˆ÷ +

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

ˆ

ˆ ln L

6
E = QE ©

⁄ d�L

4fi
ÈÒ ÂC · ÒL

ÂCÍ . (4.92)

Analogously as in Eq. (4.4), ÂC can be written in terms of a Taylor expansion in L,

ÂC = A + Liui + 1
2LiLj‘ij + 1

6LiLjLkfiijk + 1
24LiLjLkLl�ijkl + . . . , (4.93)

with fifth and higher cumulants hidden in the ellipsis. For E we can also write down the
corresponding Taylor expansion

E = A(÷) + 1
2‘(÷)L2 + 1

24
3Ê(÷)

5 L
4 + O(L6) , (4.94)

which is obtained by taking the ensemble average of Eq. (4.93) and using the definitions of the
expectation values in Eqs. (4.14, 4.42) and (4.89) of the zeroth, second and fourth cumulant,
respectively.

In Ch. 5 we discuss an extension going beyond fourth cumulant order dealing with the full
hierarchy. For this purpose it is convenient to write down

E =
ÿ

n

E2n(÷) L
2n

(2n)! , (4.95)

where
E0 = A , E2 = ‘ , E4 = 3

5Ê , (4.96)

where background values of sixth and higher cumulants are denoted by E6, E8 and so on. For
the expectation values given in Eq. (4.96) we obtain their equations of motion by inserting
Eqs. (4.93, 4.94) into Eq. (4.92),

ˆ÷A = QA © QE

--
L0 ,

5
ˆ÷ + 2

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
46

‘ = Q © 2QE

--
L2 ,

5
ˆ÷ + 4

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
46

Ê = QÊ © 245
3QE

--
L4 ,

(4.97)

where the generalized source term QE as defined in Eq. (4.92) is evaluated at a given order in
powers of L

2. It can be obtained by inserting Eq. (4.94) into Eq. (4.92). Performing the angular
integrations using

⁄
d�L

4fi
LiLj = 1

3L
2
”

K

ij ,

⁄
d�L

4fi
LiLjLkLl = 1

15L
4

1
”

K

ij ”
K

kl + 2 cyc.
2

, (4.98)
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4.2 Higher cumulants

then the resulting equations for A and ‘ from Eq. (4.97) recover Eqs. (4.15) and (4.43). In
addition, we then easily get the equation of motion of the expectation value of the fourth order
cumulant Ê(÷) which arises at order L

4,

QÊ = 1
3

Ó
È(ÒiA) ÂCijjkkÍ + 4È(Òiuj)�ijkkÍ

+ 2È(Òi‘jj)fiikkÍ + 4È(Òi‘jk)fiijkÍ

+ 4È(Òifijkk)‘ijÍ + È(Òi�jjkk)uiÍ
Ô

. (4.99)

In order to get equations of motion for the perturbation variables we first define

” ÂC(÷,x,L) © ÂC(÷,x,L) ≠ E(÷, L
2) , (4.100)

then subtract Eq. (4.92) from Eq. (4.90) which gives
C

ˆ÷ +
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

(L ·ÒL)≠2 ˆE
ˆL2L ·Ò≠(Ò ·ÒL)

D

” ÂC = (Ò” ÂC) ·(ÒL” ÂC)+L ·ÒÂ„≠QE , (4.101)

from which one can derive the equations of motion for all the perturbation variables by Taylor
expanding in Li. Up to the second cumulant the evolution equations are given in Appendix A. The
term proportional to ˆE/ˆL

2 = ‘/2 + L
2
Ê/20 + O(L4) can actually be seen as the generalization

of the terms in Eq. (4.45) which generate terms that describes the above discussed “Jeans-like”
suppression.

Third and fourth cumulant
In the following we focus on the third fiijk © ”fiijk and fourth cumulant �ijkl = È�ijklÍ + ”�ijkl

with potential expectation value given in Eq. (4.89). That is we set fifth and higher cumulants
to zero. The equation of motion for the third cumulant for our notation becomes

ˆ÷fiijk + 3
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

fiijk ≠ ‘(÷) (Òk”‘ij + Òi”‘kj + Òj”‘ik)

≠ Ê(÷)
5

1
”

K

ij Òk + ”
K

ik Òj + ”
K

jkÒi

2
A ≠ Òm ”�ijkm

= ”‘kmÒm”‘ij + ”‘imÒm”‘kj + ”‘jmÒm”‘ik + ”�ijkmÒmA

+ umÒmfiijk + fijkmÒmui + fiikmÒmuj + fiijmÒmuk , (4.102)

which comes originally from Eq. (4.2) and we inserted the “background + fluctuation” splitting
of the cumulants into the expressions. For the background values of second and fourth cumulant
we used ‘(÷) and Ê(÷), respectively. While the equation for fiijk is complete, we expand the one
for �ijkl up to linear order in perturbations for brevity, and since we never use nonlinear terms
when discussing solutions at fourth cumulant order. The corresponding equation then reads

ˆ÷�ijkl + 4
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

�ijkl ≠ ‘(÷) (Òifijkl + Òjfiikl + Òkfiijl + Òlfiijk)

≠ Ê(÷)
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Ë
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K

ij (Òu)kl + ”
K

ik (Òu)jl + ”
K

jk(Òu)il + ”
K

il (Òu)jk + ”
K

jl (Òu)ik + ”
K

kl (Òu)ij

È
= 0 ,

(4.103)
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where we used the short-hand notation (Òu)ij = Òiuj + Òjui for brevity.
We take the full set of scalar perturbations of them into account by decomposing

fi
S

ijk = ≠
3

”
K

ij

Òk

Ò2 + 2 cyc.
4

‰

5 ≠ ÒiÒjÒk

Ò4 (fi ≠ ‰) ,

”�S

ijkl =
1
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K
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K

kl + 2 cyc.
2

’

5 +
3

”
K

ij

ÒkÒl

Ò2 + 5 cyc.
4

Ÿ ≠ › ≠ 2’

2

+ ÒiÒjÒkÒl

Ò4 (7’ + 5› ≠ 4Ÿ) , (4.104)

with scalar modes fi, ‰, Ÿ, ›, ’ defined such that fi = ≠Òifiijj , Ÿ = �iijj and › = ÒiÒj/Ò2�ijkk.
The superscript means that we only account for the scalar mode contributions while neglecting
vector, tensor and higher-spin fields of third and fourth cumulant since we expect that the
dominant contributions coming from third and fourth cumulants are given by the scalar pertur-
bations. Now we recall that third cumulant perturbations enter the equation for the velocity
dispersion ‘ij , see Eq. (4.13). At the background level we can calculate the source terms for
second and fourth cumulant expectation values by inserting the scalar modes given in Eq. (4.104)
into Eqs. (4.16) and (4.99),

5
ˆ÷ + 2

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
46

‘ = 1
3

Ó
ÈAfiÍ + È◊(g ≠ ”‘)Í + 2Èwi‹iÍ

Ô
,

5
ˆ÷ + 4
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f2 ≠ 1
46

Ê = 1
3

Ó
È◊(4› ≠ Ÿ)Í + 2È(g + 3”‘)fiÍ ≠ 8

5Èg‰Í
Ô

, (4.105)

where e.g. ÈAfiÍ =
s

d
3
k PAfi(k, ÷) which is in fact the only change in the source term for ‘

when compared to the second cumulant approximation, even when allowing for higher cumulant
orders. The source term for Ê in the second line contains cross power spectra between first and
fourth as well as second and third cumulant perturbations. Note that this is not the complete
set of power spectra entering QÊ since e.g. vector and tensor modes as well as cross spectra
between zeroth and fifth cumulant perturbations are neglected in the current approximation
which would play a role here.

In order to obtain equations of motion for the scalar perturbations we use

fi
(3) = (≠Òi”kj) fiijk ,

‰
(3) = 5
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3ÒiÒjÒk
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4
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›
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3
”

K

kl ≠ 2ÒkÒl

Ò2

46
”�ijkl , (4.106)

where the superscript indicates the cumulant order to which the scalar mode belongs to. This
notation is only used here for clarification. In Fourier space, in addition to Eq. (4.105), the
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complete set of scalar modes up to the fourth cumulant in the linear approximation becomes

ˆ÷”k = ◊k ,
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f2 ≠ 1
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’k = 0 , (4.107)

as well as ˆ÷Ak = ◊k such that Ak = ”k in the linear approximation. We notice that the
background values of second, fourth, . . . cumulant first enter in the first, third, . . . cumulant
perturbation equations. This means, the dispersion background ‘ already enters the Euler
equation (second line) and the background value Ê first enters the equation for the scalar mode
fik of the third cumulant (fifth line) both leading to the “Jeans-like” suppression terms. The full
nonlinear equations in this truncation scheme also take the form of Eq. (4.47), with an extended
set of variables in the scalar sector

Â
S = (”, ◊, g, ”‘, A, fi, ‰, Ÿ, ›, ’) , (4.108)

and the corresponding linear matrix is given by

�S =
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cccccccccccccccca
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2
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≠2‘ 1 1 ≠3/5
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2
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2
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2
Ê 3/2 ≠k
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≠5k
2
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2
Ê 3/2 ≠5/2k

2 5/2k
2 4k

2

≠4Ê 4‘ 2
≠16/5Ê 4‘ ≠4/5‘ 2

2

R

ddddddddddddddddb

,

(4.109)
in the approximation �m/f

2 æ 1. In addition, the set of vertices increases which are listed in
Appendix D. Therein, vertices are given where the scalar modes fi, ‰ of the third cumulant as
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4 Perturbation theory with higher cumulants

well as all other scalar modes or at most one vorticity, vector or tensor mode up to the second
cumulant appear (see Eq. 4.46). That is we do not include vertices where scalar modes of the
fourth cumulant appear which means we only solve the linear equations for Ÿ, ›, ’ (last three
lines of Eq. 4.107) in accordance with Eq. (4.103).

After discussing linear solutions up to the fourth cumulant, we extend the cumulant expansion
beyond fourth order in linear approximation in Ch. 5.

Linear solutions
Now we consider linear solutions by solving the system of equations including third and fourth
cumulant in the linear approximation which is given by Eq. (4.107). For illustration, we assume
a constant dimensionless ratio for the fourth cumulant expectation value

Ê̄ © Ê(÷)
‘(÷)2 , (4.110)

due to dimensional reasons and which is also motivated within the scaling solutions considered
in Ch. 6. Henceforth, we work with dimensionless perturbation variables

ḡ © g

‘
, ”‘̄ © ”‘

‘
, fī © fi

‘
, ‰̄ © ‰

‘
, Ÿ̄ © Ÿ

‘2 , ›̄ © ›

‘2 , ’̄ © ’

‘2 . (4.111)

Note that as discussed in the second cumulant approximation at linear level only scalar modes
contribute. The evolution equations for the dimensionless quantities for the Fourier mode k

using �m/f
2 æ 1 then read

ˆ÷”k = ◊k ,

5
ˆ÷ + 1

2

6
◊k = 3

2”k ≠ ‘k
2 (”k + ḡk + ”‘̄k) ,

[ˆ÷ + 1 + –] ḡk = 2◊k ≠ fīk + 3
5 ‰̄k ,

[ˆ÷ + 1 + –] ”‘̄k = ≠1
5 ‰̄k ,

5
ˆ÷ + 3

2 + –

6
fīk = ‘k

2
1
Ê̄”k + 3ḡk + 5”‘̄k + ›̄k

2
,

5
ˆ÷ + 3

2 + –

6
‰̄k = ‘k

2
3

Ê̄”k + 5”‘̄k + 1
2

1
5Ÿ̄k ≠ 5›̄k ≠ 8’̄k

24
,

[ˆ÷ + 2 + 2–] Ÿ̄k = 4Ê̄◊k ≠ 4fīk ,

[ˆ÷ + 2 + 2–] ›̄k = 16
5 Ê̄◊k ≠ 4fīk + 4

5 ‰̄k ,

[ˆ÷ + 2 + 2–] ’̄k = 0 . (4.112)

For this set of evolution equations one can find growing mode initial conditions for k
2
‘ æ 0 as

Â̄k © (”k, ◊k, ḡk, ”‘̄k, fīk, ‰̄k, Ÿ̄k, ›̄k, ’̄k)

æ
3

1, 1,
2

2 + –
, 0, 0, 0,

4Ê̄

3 + 2–
,

16Ê̄

5(3 + 2–) , 0
4

e
÷
”k0 ,

(4.113)
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Figure 4.3: Linear Kernels F1,”(k, ÷) (solid lines) and F1,◊(k, ÷) (dashed lines) when including second,
third and fourth cumulant, respectively. The left panel shows Ê̄ = +1 and the right panel
Ê̄ = ≠1. In addition, – = 2, ÷ = 0 and k‡ = 1/


‘(÷). Reprinted from [98].

in accordance with Eq. (4.69) in the second cumulant approximation. Note that now the
situation changes also for the modes ḡk, ”‘̄k of the second cumulant, where the latter can be
generated at linear level due to the presence of mode ‰̄k which in turn gets generated by terms
proportional to k

2
‘. Also fīk will be generated in time by terms proportional to k

2
‘. Having

initialized we can write down the corresponding linear kernels for all variables as

Â̄k,a(÷) © F1,a(k, ÷) e
÷
”k0 . (4.114)

The solution of these kernels can be calculated within di�erent approximation schemes capturing
the successive impact of higher cumulants:

cum2: second cumulant approximation (”k, ◊k, ḡk, ”‘̄k and background dispersion ‘(÷)) ,

cum3+: third cumulant approximation for perturbation modes (+ fīk, ‰̄k), and fourth cumulant
approximation for expectation values (+ Ê(÷)) ,

cum4: fourth cumulant approximation (+ Ÿ̄k, ›̄k, ’̄k) ,

where the modes given in the parenthesis denote the ones which are included in the given
approximation scheme. The cum2 scheme corresponds to the second cumulant approximation
given by the analytical results from Eq. (4.77) and Eq. (4.78). In addition, cum3+ includes
further modes fīk, ‰̄k from the third cumulant as well as the expectation value Ê(÷) of the fourth
cumulant. Here, Eq. (4.102) will be used where all terms involving ”�ijkl are neglected. So, only
the expectation value of the fourth cumulant is taken into account. Finally, cum4 takes also the
modes Ÿ̄k, ›̄k, ’̄k into account and one works with the full set Eq. (4.107) in linear approximation.
The treatment of comparing results for di�erent approximation schemes allows one to quantify
the impact of higher cumulants. In Fig. 4.3 we show the kernels F1,” (solid lines) and F1,◊

(dashed lines) for all three approximations where for cum3+ and cum4 the equations have to
be solved numerically including the linear kernel of F1,”‘̄ which is absent in cum2.

Both panels in Fig 4.3 use identical setups except for the choice of Ê̄ (left +1 and right ≠1).
On scales up to the dispersion scale k . 3k‡ there is hardly any di�erence between the di�erent
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Figure 4.4: Linear kernel for F1,ḡ(k, ÷) for second, third and fourth cumulant approximations, respectively.
Here – = 2, ÷ = 0 and Ê̄ = +1. Reprinted from [98].

approximations while higher cumulants becoming important for even smaller scales k & 3k‡ in
the damping tail. For negative Ê̄ the impact seems to be even less pronounced. For F1,ḡ there is
a mild shift when including the third cumulant (cum3+) while adding the fourth cumulant the
additional di�erence is rather small (cum4), see Fig. 4.4.

It is possible to find an approximate analytical solution for the schemes cum3+ and cum4
when considering k

2
‘ æ 0 given by

F1,ḡ æ 1
2 ≠ k

2
‘ ◊

Y
___]

___[

1
6 cum2 ,

1
6 + 1+4Ê̄/15

26 cum3+ ,

1
6 + 1+4Ê̄/15

26 + 2Ê̄

273 cum4 ,

(4.115)

where we set – = 2. In fact, at order O(k2
‘), fifth and higher cumulants do not change this

result.
Overall, while cum2, i.e. the second cumulant approximation significantly changes the dynam-

ics even at linear order, see Sec. 4.1, taking higher cumulants (cum3+ and cum4) into account
we do not observe appreciable di�erences for the linear ” and ◊ kernels in the transition region
between the ideal fluid behavior for k π k‡ and the strongly suppressed regime for k ∫ k‡. The
emergence of the background dispersion ‘ at linear order is mainly responsible for the screening
of small scales for k & ‘

≠1/2. Due to dimensional reasons we expect the background value of the
fourth cumulant being relevant when k & Ê

≠1/4. For Ê ≥ ‘
2 this coincides with the dispersion

scale. Thus, since all cumulants are generated at once, one expects the relevant scales of all
the cumulants to be in the same range.1 Despite this and in addition the complicated coupling
between di�erent cumulants, it is remarkable that, as the numerical evaluation shows, even the
third order cumulant is significantly less important than the second cumulant at the relevant
scales and, along with the fourth cumulant, plays only a role at very high k values.

1Provided that E2n Ã ‘n for even n, see Sec. 5.3 for details.
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4.2 Higher cumulants

In the next chapter we introduce a framework where one is able to include an arbitrary
cumulant order and discuss further linear solutions. Nonlinear results will be presented in Ch. 7.
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5 Full hierarchy of cumulants

So far the perturbative treatment to include dispersion and higher cumulants allowed us to
calculate solutions in linear approximation. Also nonlinear solutions within this framework can
be found and we present them in Ch. 7. In the following we introduce an alternative formulation
to include an arbitrary number of higher cumulants beyond fourth order, however it is restricted
to linear order in perturbations. This formulation can be used to study the convergence of linear
kernels in the cumulant hierarchy in Sec. 5.1. In addition, we present stability conditions in
Sec. 5.4 to ensure convergence of the Vlasov hierarchy within linear approximation.

To proceed, we introduce the Fourier decomposition of the cumulant generating function
perturbation ” ÂC, Eq. (4.100),

” ÂC(÷,x,L) =
⁄

d3
k e

ik·x
” ÂC(÷,k,L) . (5.1)

We henceforth use adiabatic cold dark matter initial conditions as before. This gives rise to
growing mode initial conditions for the density contrast and velocity divergence whereas vorticity
as well as higher cumulants vanish relative to the density contrast at early times. Thus, when
expanding to linear order, all perturbation variables are proportional to the initial density
contrast, i.e. this implies ” ÂC(÷,k,L) Ã e

÷
”k0. As before, the proportionality factor will be given

by a linear kernel, derived from the linearized equations Eq. (4.101), while the dependence on
the initial stochastic density field ”k0 as well as the leading time-dependence e

÷ are factored out.
To linear order, we know from rotational invariance that the linear kernel shall depend on the
wave vector k and the auxiliary vector L only via their magnitudes k, L as well as the scalar
projection µ © k · L/kL. It is convenient to introduce the multipole decomposition

” ÂC(÷,k,L) =
ÿ

¸

i
≠¸(2¸ + 1)C¸(÷, k, L)P¸(µ)e÷

”k0 , (5.2)

with the Legendre polynomials P¸(µ) and the multipoles are given by

C¸(÷, k, L) © i
¸

⁄ 1

≠1

dµ

2 ” ÂC(÷,k,L)P¸(µ)
e÷”k0

. (5.3)

The quantity C¸ denotes the evolution of perturbations. We prefer to denote it by C¸ instead of
”C¸ since the initial density perturbation is here already factored out and it is then more closely
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5 Full hierarchy of cumulants

related to “transfer functions”. The first four multipoles are given by

C0 = F1,A + ‘L
2

6 (F1,ḡ + 3F1,”‘̄) + ‘
2
L

4

5! F1,Ÿ̄ + O(L6) ,

C1 = L

k

A
F1,◊

3 ≠ ‘L
2

30 F1,fī + O(L4)
B

,

C2 = ≠‘L
2

15 F1,ḡ + 2‘
2
L

4

7 · 5! (F1,Ÿ̄ ≠ 3F1,›̄
) + O(L6) ,

C3 = L

k

A
‘L

2

105(F1,fī ≠ F1,‰̄) + O(L4)
B

,

C4 = ‘
2
L

4

9 · 7 · 5 · 3
1
≠4F1,Ÿ̄ + 5F1,›̄

+ 7F1,’̄

2
+ O(L6) . (5.4)

They are obtained by Taylor expanding ” ÂC in Li (analogously as in Eq. (4.93) but instead with
the perturbations of the cumulants only) and evaluating the integral in Eq. (5.3). Notice that
the multipoles are related to the linear kernels only, with e

÷
”k0 being factored out. From the

Taylor series mentioned before each second term vanishes due to the µ-integration in each C¸

with leading order power given by C¸ Ã L
¸. This means that each multipole contains a tower

of higher cumulants multiplied by powers of L
2, with lowest power being L

¸. Here only scalar
modes contribute since we only expand to linear order in perturbations, which allows us to
replace F1,A æ F1,” in C0.

From the equation of motion Eq. (4.101) of the cumulant generating function perturbation
one can obtain a corresponding equation of motion for the multipoles

5
ˆ÷ + 1 +

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

(L · ˆL)
6

C¸ = k

2¸ + 1

5
2 ˆE

ˆL2 L + ˆL

6
((¸ + 1)C¸+1 ≠ ¸C¸≠1)

+ k

2¸ + 1
1
L

((¸ + 1)(¸ + 2)C¸+1 + ¸(¸ ≠ 1)C¸≠1)

≠ k

3LF1,Â„ ”
K

¸1 , (5.5)

where the quadratic term in the equation for ” ÂC was neglected. ”
K

¸1 is the Kronecker symbol and

F1,Â„ ©
Â„k

e÷”k0
= 3

2
�m

f2
F1,”

k2 = 3
2

�m

f2
C0
k2

---
L=0

. (5.6)

Similarly, for the source term of the generalized expectation value E , Eq. (4.92), one can insert
the multipole decomposition which gives

QE = 4fi

⁄
Œ

0
dk k

3
e

2÷
P0(k)

ÿ

¸

(¸ + 1)
3

C¸+1ˆLC¸ ≠ C¸ˆLC¸+1 ≠ 2(¸ + 1)
L

C¸+1C¸

4
, (5.7)

where P0(k) is the usual linear input power spectrum with time-dependence e
2÷ being factored

out. The impact of the cumulants from the Vlasov dynamics is contained in the multipoles
C¸. By inserting Eq. (5.4) into Eq. (5.5) one gets the linear evolution equations Eq. (4.107)
(using Eq. 4.114) of cum4 when Taylor expanding up to order L

4. In addition, to recover the
equations for the source terms in Eq. (4.105) one has to expand Eq. (5.7) in L up to the order
given by Eq. (4.94). Finally, using Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (3.65) yields the desired result.
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5.1 Linear kernels beyond fourth cumulant order

5.1 Linear kernels beyond fourth cumulant order
The treatment so far allows us to incorporate cumulants beyond fourth order. It is convenient
to factor out the leading L

¸ dependence of C¸ as well as a factor of 1/k for odd ¸, giving

C¸(÷, k, L) = L
¸ ◊

Y
]

[
Č¸(÷, k, L) ¸ even ,

Č¸(÷, k, L)/k ¸ odd .

(5.8)

We analogously expand the rescaled multipoles as

Č¸(÷, k, L) =
ÿ

n

L
2n

(2n)! C¸,2n(÷, k) . (5.9)

The above mentioned vanishing of each second term in the Taylor series L arises due to the
symmetry of the Legendre decomposition such that in Č¸ only even powers of L appear. The
multipole coe�cients are then directly related to the linear kernels in accordance with Eq. (5.4),
e.g.

C0,0(÷, k) = F1,”(÷, k), C1,0(÷, k) = 1
3F1,◊(÷, k), C2,0(÷, k) = ≠ ‘

15 F1,ḡ(÷, k) . (5.10)

Note that the additional factors of ‘ only arise due to the notation given in Eq. (4.111). One
can define an analogous expression for the ensemble averages of the cumulants (identical to
Eq. 4.95) as

E(÷, L
2) =

ÿ

n

L
2n

(2n)!E2n(÷) , (5.11)

such that the background values of zeroth, second and fourth expectation values are given by

E0 = A, E2 = ‘, E4 = 3Ê

5 , (5.12)

where only even cumulants possess a nonzero expectation value, due to statistical isotropy. By
inserting the expansions given above into Eq. (5.5) we can derive an equation of motion for the
C¸,2n, given by

5
ˆ÷ + 1 +

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

(¸ + 2n)
6

C¸,2n = {1, k
2}

2¸ + 1 R¸,2n + 1
2”

K

¸1”
K

n0
�m

f2 C0,0 , (5.13)

where {A, B} = A for even ¸, and B for odd ¸, ”
K

ij
is the Kronecker symbol, and

R¸,2n ©
nÿ

m=0

(2n)! E2m+2
(2m + 1)!(2n ≠ 2m)!

◊
1
(¸ + 1)(2n ≠ 2m)(2n ≠ 2m ≠ 1)C¸+1,2(n≠m≠1) ≠ ¸C¸≠1,2(n≠m)

2

+(¸ + 1) (2¸ + 3 + 2n) C¸+1,2n ≠ ¸

2n + 1C¸≠1,2(n+1) . (5.14)

To solve them we set the growing mode initial conditions as

C0,0 æ 1 ,

C1,0 æ 1
3 ,

C¸,2n æ 0, ¸ + 2n Ø 2 , (5.15)
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5 Full hierarchy of cumulants

for ÷ æ ≠Œ, as appropriate for cold dark matter and adiabatic initial conditions. The sum
¸ + 2n gives information about the maximal cumulant order cmax we take into account. We
henceforth consider di�erent cumulant truncations with a specific cmax, that is we include
perturbations C¸,2n with

¸ + 2n Æ cmax , (5.16)

while setting those with ¸ + 2n > cmax to zero. The truncations with cmax Æ 4 in linear
approximation we already discussed in the previous chapter where the approximation schemes
used there are now related to cmax as

cum2 : cmax = 2 ,

cum3+ : cmax = 3 ,

cum4 : cmax = 4 .

We know already that not only perturbations govern the dynamics, also background values are
important and do enter here, see Eq. (5.14). For odd cmax they contribute for all 2n Æ cmax + 1
whereas for even cmax for all 2n Æ cmax. This essentially explains the + in cum3+ since for
cmax = 3 we know that the fourth (3+1) cumulant expectation value enters in the evolution
equations. This pattern is extended to higher order cumulants correspondingly.

Analogously, the di�erential equations for E2n can be obtained by Taylor expanding the source
term Eq. (5.7) in L. They are given by

5
ˆ÷ +

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

2n

6
E2n = QE2n , (5.17)

with

QE2n = 4fi

⁄
Œ

0
dk k

2
e

2÷
P0(k)

nÿ

¸=0
(¸ + 1)

n≠¸ÿ

m1,m2=0
”

K

m1+m2,n≠¸

(2n)!
(2m1)!(2m2)!

◊(2m2 ≠ 2m1 ≠ 2¸ ≠ 3)C¸+1,2m1C¸,2m2 . (5.18)

Hence, in order to find linear (kernels) solutions for an arbitrary cumulant order in principle we
have to solve both Eq. (5.13) and Eq. (5.14) correspondingly. We refer the reader to Ch. 6 for
self-consistent solutions of both perturbations and background values.

Instead, we now consider solutions where we take the E2n as given. Thus, we only have
to solve Eq. (5.13) using the E2n as external input, as before. In Fig. 5.1 we show the linear
density kernel F1,” © C0,0 for various cmax = 2 . . . 20, when assuming the power-law growth of
the background dispersion as in the linear solutions of the previous chapter, and in addition we
set all remaining background values to zero, that is we have

E2(÷) © ‘(÷) = ‘0e
–÷

, E2n(÷) = 0 for 2n Ø 4 . (5.19)

We checked that the linear kernels of the solutions obtained for cum2, cum3+ and cum4 are
identical to the ones for cmax = 2, 3, 4. For example the top line in Fig 5.1 is the same as the
one from Fig 4.2. In particular, we use the quadratic late-time growth of the velocity dispersion
‘ Ã a

2 (or more correctly Ã D
2
+). We emphasize that this choice of vanishing E2n for 2n Ø 4

we only used here, in particular we derive constraints on the values of E2n to ensure stability
in Sec. 5.4 and present self-consistent solutions of them in Ch. 6. We observe in Fig. 5.1 that
for any particular wavenumber k the linear kernel gets more suppressed when including higher
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Figure 5.1: Linear VPT kernels for the density F1,” = C0,0 when taking up to twenty cumulants (cmax = 20)
into account. For a given cmax we include all perturbations C¸,2n with ¸ + 2n Æ cmax. Here
we set ÷ = 0, – = 2 and E2n. In addition, we scaled out the time-dependence by normalizing
each scale with the time-dependent dispersion scale k‡ = 1/


‘(÷). The inclusion of higher

cumulants (beyond second order) only reinforces the suppression and indicates the convergence
of VPT within this approximation.

cumulants, i.e. if cmax is increased. They even approach a common limit, which is depicted by
the yellow envelope. To obtain convergence, for higher wavenumbers a larger value of cmax
is required. For the lowest truncation (cum2) we see that the approximation is su�cient for
wavenumbers of k . 7k‡. At that value the kernel is already suppressed by a factor of 10
relative to the SPT value which is unity. When going to smaller scales the kernel gets strongly
suppressed, especially for higher cumulant truncations. For the fourth cumulant truncation,
cmax = 4, we find convergence for values of k . 9k‡, with a damping of around two orders of
magnitude. For the highest truncation order we chose, cmax = 20, the convergence reaches down
to scales of k . 18k‡, corresponding to a suppression of 10≠7. All in all, we found that in linear
approximation higher cumulants are important to capture the correct amount of suppression for
very large k while cumulants beyond second order are rather negligible to describe the transition
region between ideal fluid behavior and the onset of suppression, i.e. for scales around k ƒ k‡,
as illustrated by the convergence limit. Therefore, within the VPT approximation we are using
here the cumulant hierarchy converges.

5.2 Rescaling to dimensionless variables
In the following we want to study the behavior when also including expectation values of higher
cumulants. It is convenient to rescale them to dimensionless quantities,

Ē2n © E2n

‘n
= E2n

En
2

, (5.20)
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5 Full hierarchy of cumulants

as already done for E4 Ã Ê(÷) in Sec. 4.2 leading to the quantity Ê̄. One can correspondingly
define dimensionless linear kernels

T¸,2n © C¸,2n

‘n+[¸/2] , (5.21)

where [¸/2] = ¸/2 for even ¸, and (¸ ≠ 1)/2 for odd ¸. The corresponding di�erential equations
of the dimensionless quantities then become

C

ˆ÷ + 1 +
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

(¸ + 2n) + (n + {¸/2, (¸ ≠ 1)/2}) (ˆ÷ ln ‘)
D

T¸,2n

= {1, ‘k
2}

2¸ + 1 R̄¸,2n + 1
2”

K

¸1”
K

n0
�m

f2 T0,0 , (5.22)

where again {A, B} = A for even ¸, B for odd ¸, and
5
ˆ÷ +

33
2

�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

2n + n(ˆ÷ ln ‘)
6

Ē2n = Q̄E2n , (5.23)

with R̄¸,2n = R¸,2n|
CæT, EæĒ

and Q̄E2n = QE2n |CæT from Eq. (5.14) and Eq. (5.18), respectively.
One is then able to collect the perturbation variables into a single vector, as before,

Â̄
Õ

k + (�0 + ‘k
2�1)Â̄k = 0 , (5.24)

which is equivalent to Eq. (4.67), where now the number of rows of Â̄k (and equivalently the
number of rows and columns of �0 and �1) are given by all scalar variables with ¸ + 2n Æ cmax.
So we have 4, 6, 9, 12, 16 scalar variables for cmax = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, respectively. Again, cmax denotes
the maximal order in the cumulant expansion we take into account with their perturbation
variables collected in Â̄k. The background values Ē2n (2n Ø 4) will enter the matrices �1 and �0,
what can be extracted from Eq. (4.109), where �S = �0 + k

2
‘ �1. For even cmax the background

values Ē4, Ē6, . . . Ēcmax contribute, while for odd cmax the perturbation equations depend on
Ē4, Ē6, . . . Ēcmax+1.

Assuming again the power-law growth of the velocity dispersion with E2(÷) = ‘(÷) = ‘0 exp[–÷]
with constant – = ˆ÷ ln ‘ and the approximation �m/f

2 æ 1. In addition, we assume constant
dimensionless ratios Ē2n, as before for the treatment of the fourth cumulant. In Ch. 6 it will be
seen that these assumptions are consistent for a scaling universe and may be seen as a starting
point for a more general treatment. In this case, the matrices �0 and �1 are constant in time
and the time-dependence is completely contained in the quantity ‘k

2.

5.3 Scaling in the limit ‘ æ 0

All cumulants except for the density and velocity have vanishing initial conditions. Due to the
presence of the background dispersion ‘ (and background values of higher cumulants) all other
cumulants will be generated in time. Therefore, second and higher cumulants or more precisely
their perturbation variables have to vanish in the limit ‘ æ 0, and when assuming dimensionless
quantities T¸,2n they have to approach constant values (e.g. T2,0 Ã F1,ḡ æ 2/(2 + –) for ‘ æ 0).
In fact, we expect that higher cumulants are more strongly suppressed when ‘ æ 0. To see this
we consider Eq. (5.24) in the limit ‘k

2 æ 0, whose solutions are determined by the eigenmodes
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5.4 Stability conditions

of �0. When considering systems containing at least the SPT variables (plus the background
dispersion) with cmax Ø 1 the �0–eigenmodes always comprise the usual growing and decaying
modes known from SPT, and additional decaying modes for cmax Ø 2. Inspecting the term
{1, ‘k

2} in Eq. (5.22) one notes that the Taylor expansion in powers of ‘k
2 starts with a constant

term for even ¸, while for odd ¸ it contains at least one factor of ‘k
2. There is one exception

related to the velocity divergence (¸ = 1, n = 0) which gives T1,0 = F1,◊/3 = 1/3 + O(‘k2). The
reason behind this is the Poisson term in the Euler equation for ◊. Using Eq. (5.21) one then
obtains the following counting

C¸,2n Ã

Y
__]

__[

‘
n+¸/2 ◊ [1 + O(‘k2) + . . . ] ¸ even ,

‘
0 ◊ [1 + O(‘k2) + . . . ] ¸ = 1, n = 0 ,

‘
n+(¸≠1)/2 ◊ [O(‘k2) + . . . ] ¸ odd, ¸ + 2n Ø 3 ,

(5.25)

which shows that higher cumulants with order ¸ + 2n are correspondingly more suppressed by
the background dispersion ‘ for ‘ æ 0. For the dimensionless cumulant perturbations T¸,2n one
obtains a power counting as given in the square brackets. The condition ¸ + 2n Ø 3 only arises
due to the above mentioned exception for ¸ = 1, n = 0. The next possibility where ¸ is odd
gives at least ¸ + 2n = 3. Overall, the counting assumes that the dimensionless ratios Ē2n are of
order unity which e�ectively implies for the background values of the 2nth cumulant E2n Ã ‘

n.
This means that perturbation variables C¸,2n of the same cumulant order equally scale with ‘.

Looking at the di�erential equations of the perturbations of the cumulant generating function
Eq (4.101), one finds a generalized scaling for the cumulants with leading contribution

”, A, ◊ Ã O(‘0) ,

wi = (Ò ◊ u)i Ã O(‘1) ,

‘ij Ã O(‘1) ,

Cijk Ã O(‘2) ,

Cijkl Ã O(‘2) ,

Cijklm Ã O(‘3) ,

Cijklmn Ã O(‘3) , (5.26)

in the limit ‘ æ 0. Simply said, the number of indices of a given cumulant denote the cumulant
order and this will hold correspondingly for higher orders (7, 8, . . . ). Again, the only exception
is ◊ which already contributes at ‘

0 despite being of first cumulant order. Note that the other
part of the velocity, namely the vorticity, obeys the generalized counting structure since the
Poisson term cancels in the vorticity equation.

This is a remarkable result, since all the perturbation variables are coupled between di�erent
cumulant orders, however using Eq. (4.101) this self-consistency can be checked and this holds
for any cumulant order. In addition, it is also valid beyond the linear approximation and will
hold for the full nonlinear Vlasov hierarchy.

5.4 Stability conditions
As already mentioned, within the collisionless Vlasov-Poisson system stability is not always
guaranteed as can be expected. In this section we present under which circumstances instabilities
can occur within the linear approximation and derive stability conditions which give constraints
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5 Full hierarchy of cumulants

on the background values of the cumulants. However note that we only highlight the most
important results and refer to [98] for an in-depth view of further details and the derivation
therein. We also emphasize that within the collisional fluid picture we can always expect
small-scale suppression, i.e. stability due to microscopic pressure and viscosity.

First of all, in Sec. 5.1 we found a configuration of the collisionless dynamics where stability
was fulfilled and observed permanent damping of perturbations, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Those
solutions were characterized by the fact that, no matter which cumulant order we took into
account we set background values of all order E2n to zero but solely included the background
dispersion E2 = ‘ in the perturbation equations.

When instead including background values E2n of higher cumulants the solutions of the linear
kernels yield essentially analogous results provided the dimensionless quantities Ē2n (see Eq. 5.20)
are of order unity. However, for large ‘k

2 the solutions can establish instabilities when the
values of Ē2n become too large. Demanding those exponential instabilities to be absent imposes
restrictions on the background values of the cumulants.

These can be derived when considering Eq. (5.24) in the limit ‘k
2 ∫ 1. Taking an additional

time-derivative yields

Â̄
ÕÕ

k ≠
#
�0 · �0 + ‘k

2(�0 · �1 + �1 · �0 ≠ –�1)
$
Â̄k = 0 , (5.27)

where we used �1 · �1 = 0. When switching from ÷ to the variable

sk ©
Ò

3‘(÷)k2 , (5.28)

we obtain
ˆ÷ = 1

2(ˆ÷ ln ‘)skˆsk = –

2 skˆsk . (5.29)

where we used – = ˆ÷ ln ‘ =const. Finally, we obtain following di�erential equation
C

–
2

4 s
2
kˆ

2
sk

≠ �0 · �0 ≠ –

2 �0 ≠ s
2
k

3

3
�0 · �1 + �1 · �0 ≠ –

2 �1

4 D

Â̄k = 0 . (5.30)

Then the solution is a linear combination of eigenmodes which have leading time-dependence in
the limit sk ∫ 1,

T¸,2n Ã e
±2

Ô

⁄ sk/– for sk ∫ 1 , (5.31)

where ⁄ are the eigenvalues of the matrix

Mcmax © 1
3

3
�0 · �1 + �1 · �0 ≠ –

2 �1

4
, (5.32)

which depends on the truncation order cmax. If any
Ô

⁄ has a nonzero real part we will obtain
an exponential instability. Therefore, we require

Im(⁄) = 0, Re(⁄) Æ 0 , (5.33)

such that no instability can occur. These conditions can be translated into a condition for the
roots of the characteristic polynomial

pcmax(⁄) © det(⁄1 ≠ Mcmax) , (5.34)
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5.4 Stability conditions

which should be zero or lie on the negative real axis. For the truncations we considered so far
we obtain

p1(⁄) =
31

3 + ⁄

42
,

p2(⁄) = ⁄
2(1 + ⁄)2

,

p3(⁄) =
31

3 + ⁄

42 3
⁄

2 + 2⁄ + 1
9(3 ≠ Ē4)

42
,

p4(⁄) = ⁄
3(1 + ⁄)2

3
⁄

2 + 10
3 ⁄ + 5

9(3 ≠ Ē4)
42

. (5.35)

First of all, we find that the roots do not depend on – = ˆ÷ ln ‘ which can also be extended
to higher cmax. This means, that the emergence of instabilities is not sensitive to the time-
dependence of the background dispersion. This argument can be turned around, the time-
dependence of the background dispersion will not be constrained by the stability conditions. Also,
the size of the background dispersion E2 = ‘ is not constrained by the background dispersion,
what was also found in Sec. 5.1. Hence, only fourth and higher cumulant expectation values are
restricted by stability conditions.

For cmax = 1, 2 we find no constraints coming from stability. Truncating at first order means
essentially we have continuity and Euler equations identical to the ones from SPT but with an
additional “Jeans-like” term (k2

‘”) in the Euler equation coming from the background dispersion.
This slight modification relative to SPT yields already nontrivial oscillatory solutions since
⁄ = ≠1/3 which leads to stability. Next, cmax = 2 corresponds to cum2 whose solutions were
already discussed in Sec. 4.1 and the roots ⁄ = 0, ≠1 exactly correspond to the exponential
factors of the linear density kernel given in Eq. (4.81). The additional power-law dependence on
sk is not captured in the leading contribution in the limit sk ∫ 1 considered above.

For cmax = 3, 4 (equivalent to cum3+ and cum4, respectively) the expectation value of the
fourth cumulant Ē4 enters the equations of motion. Demanding that the corresponding roots of
p3(⁄), p4(⁄) are real and nonpositive yields

cmax = 3 : ≠6 Æ Ē4 Æ 3 ,

cmax = 4 : ≠2 Æ Ē4 Æ 3 , (5.36)

constraining the size of the expectation value Ē4 = 3Ê̄/5. In addition, we find that the roots
within cmax = 3 contain the ones from cmax = 1, while the ones within cmax = 4 contain roots of
cmax = 2. This recursive structure can be extended to higher truncation orders. To find the full
su�cient set of stability conditions also for higher cumulant truncations cmax Ø 4 we simply give
the results, while referring to [98] for the detailed derivation of them. For cmax = 5 we obtain

≠2 Æ Ē4 Æ 3 ,

15(Ē4 ≠ 1) Æ Ē6 Æ 10(6 ≠ Ē4) , (5.37)

0 Æ 100
1
24 + 12Ē4 ≠ 6Ē2

4 + 5Ē3
4

2

≠40Ē6(2 + 3Ē4) ≠ Ē2
6 ,
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5 Full hierarchy of cumulants

Figure 5.2: Allowed region for the size of the background values Ē4 and Ē6 to ensure stability. The
fact that the stable region lies within a two-dimensional parameter space (Ē4, Ē6) takes into
account that the stability conditions on Ē4 depend on Ē6 and vice versa, for maximal cumulant
orders cmax = 5, 6. For cmax = 7, 8 we get an additional dependence on Ē8 which is projected
onto the (Ē4, Ē6) plane. The constraints are obtained from the linearized evolution equations
of the perturbation modes where the background values Ē4, Ē6, Ē8 first enter for cmax = 3, 5, 7,
respectively. The grey dashed and black solid line corresponds to the estimates for Evans and
NFW halos, respectively. Both halo predictions satisfy the stability conditions, i.e. lie within
the stable region which makes linear VPT trustable for a perturbative expansion. Reprinted
from [98].

and for cmax = 6 we obtain

≠6
5 Æ Ē4 Æ 3 ,

15(Ē4 ≠ 1) Æ Ē6 Æ 10(2 + Ē4/3) , (5.38)

0 Æ 20
1
216 + 324Ē4 + 90Ē2

4 + 175Ē3
4

2

≠108Ē6(4 + 10Ē4) ≠ 27Ē2
6 .

We confirm that the constraints from cmax = 3, 4 are contained in those of cmax = 5, 6 while
the latter ones further restrict the value of Ē4. Thus, when going to higher cmax the values of
the background values get more and more restricted. The constraints for cmax = 7, 8 are given
in Ref. [98]. One can check that Ē2n = 0 for 2n Ø 4 satisfies the stability conditions for all
cases. Then, stability sets an upper limit on the size of the Ē2n, which determines how strongly
non-Gaussian the distribution function can become.

Overall, there are no constraints coming from the two simplest truncations cmax = 1, 2, which
makes the equations always stable. For cmax = 3, 4 we have constraints restricting the size of
Ē4, given by Eq. (5.36), while for cmax = 5, 6 we found additional constraints for Ē4 as well as
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5.4 Stability conditions

a constraint for the size of Ē6, as indicated in Eq. (5.37) and Eq. (5.38). The latter two cases
then correspond to an allowed finite region in the two-dimensional (Ē4, Ē6) parameter space, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.2.

As claimed above, the point (Ē4, Ē6) = (0, 0) lies within the stable region. Allowing for higher
cumulant truncations further shrinks the stable region while they are contained within the
allowed regions for lower cmax. Note that when using cmax = 7, 8 also Ē8 enters the equations.
Here the allowed region lies within the three-dimensional parameter space (Ē4, Ē6, Ē8) and we
only show the projection on the (Ē4, Ē6) plane. See [98] for more details. In addition, we
compared this with predictions coming from halo models (dashed for Evans halo and solid for
NFW halo in Fig. 5.2) which were performed in [98]. Here one can extract averaged cumulants
from virialized halos. Remarkably, the stable region coming from perturbation theory when
linearizing the Vlasov hierarchy covers the predictions from the halos. This means the halo
cumulants are automatically within the stable region. They touch the stability boundary either
when their shape approaches the unphysical limit of extremely oblateness (Evans halos) or when
their mass become very high (NFW halos) which should be exponentially suppressed within a
halo mass spectrum. All physical values are therefore allowed.

The fact that the perturbative constraints on the non-Gaussianity of the distribution function
is also satisfied by halo calculations is impressive and suggests that the linear approximation of
VPT is a good starting point to further develop the perturbative analysis for expectation values
of higher cumulants.

In the following we introduce the so-called scaling universe, for which we present self-consistent
solutions of the background values in various cumulant truncations.
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6 Velocity dispersion in a scaling universe

We considered solutions so far where we took the background dispersion E2 = ‘ (see Sec. 4.1) as
well as the background value of the fourth cumulant Ē4 = 3Ê̄/5 (Sec. 4.2) in the equations for
the perturbation modes as given. In this section, we go back to the equations of motion of the
background values themselves and recall Eqs. (4.15) and (4.105) as well as Eqs. (4.92) and (4.97).
The equations dictate that the background values depend on the perturbations via their source
terms and we present self-consistent solutions of the perturbation and background equations in
various cumulant truncations in Secs. 6.1 to 6.3. Now, we consider a scaling universe, for which
the di�erential equations for the background values turn into algebraic equations, as presented
below.

First of all, we introduce the main features of a scaling universe with EdS background
(�m = 1). It is described by a power-law initial spectrum as

P0(k) = A k
ns , (6.1)

where ns is the scalar spectral index. The linear power spectrum in SPT is then given by

P
lin
SPT(k, ÷) = e

2÷
P0(k) , (6.2)

with time-dependence e
2÷ = D

2
+ which is the square of the scale factor in EdS. Then the

dimensionless linear power spectrum � © 4fik
3
P is given by

�lin
SPT(k, ÷) = 4fie

2÷
A k

ns+3 ©
3

k

knl(÷)

4ns+3
, (6.3)

which depends only on the ratio k/knl(÷) with

knl(÷) = knl e
≠2÷/(ns+3)

, (6.4)

and knl = (4fiA)≠1/(ns+3) being the nonlinear scale today (÷ = 0). The dimensionless power
spectrum obeys a scaling symmetry (for any r > 0)

k æ rk, e
÷ æ r

≠(ns+3)/2
e

÷
, (6.5)

such that the nonlinear power spectrum only depends on the ratio

�(k, ÷) = �(k/knl(÷)) . (6.6)

As before, the background dispersion introduces the time-dependent dispersion scale

k‡(÷) © 1


‘(÷)
. (6.7)
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Then the scaling symmetry implies that the ratio k‡(÷)/knl(÷) is constant which leads to

‘(÷) = ‘0e
–÷

, – = 4
ns + 3 . (6.8)

The value of the background dispersion today gives k‡ © 1/
Ô

‘0 without time-argument. Given
these assumptions, the dimensionless ratios Ē4 = 3Ê̄/5 as well as all remaining Ē2n are constant
in time. The solutions in linear approximation in Ch. 4 and Ch. 5 explicitly used the time-
dependence in Eq. (6.8) and therefore the expressions of the kernels derived therein are applicable
within a scaling universe.

The linear matter power spectrum within VPT becomes

P
lin
”” (k, ÷) = F1,”(k, ÷)2

e
2÷

P0(k) , (6.9)

where F1,”(k, ÷) is the linear density kernel and is obtained from a linearized version of the
perturbation equations. In general, for any perturbation mode we have

P
lin
ab (k, ÷) = F1,a(k, ÷)F1,b(k, ÷) e

2÷
P0(k) . (6.10)

We have seen in Ch. 4 and Ch. 5 that the linear kernels F1,a(k, ÷) = F1,a(s) depend on time and
scale only via the dimensionless variable

s © sk(÷) =
Ò

3‘(÷)k2 , (6.11)

regardless of the truncation order. Then the dimensionless power spectrum can be written as

�lin
ab (k, ÷) = x �̂lin

ab (s) , (6.12)

where the quantity

x ©
3

k‡Ô
3knl

4ns+3
=

A
1

3‘0k
2
nl

B ns+3
2

(6.13)

does not depend on time, so we can write down

�̂lin
ab (s) © F1,a(s)F1,b(s)sns+3

. (6.14)

This can be extended to the nonlinear power spectrum within VPT including loop corrections.
The loop expansion can be written as

�ab(k, ÷) =
ÿ

LØ0
�L≠loop

ab
(k, ÷) , (6.15)

with L = 0 being the linear solution and furnished by the modified nonlinear kernels from VPT
satisfying the di�erential equations Eq. (4.59). For example the one-loop correction (L = 1) is
given in Eq. (3.66). As each L-loop integral contains exactly L + 1 factors of P0 Ã A Ã x, one
has

�L≠loop
ab

(k, ÷) = x
L+1 �̂L≠loop

ab
(s) , (6.16)

while for L = 0 we obtain the linear power spectrum Eq. (6.12).
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Now we can discuss self-consistent solutions for the velocity dispersion ‘(÷). Its equation of
motion including the source term is given by Eqs. (4.15) and (4.105). Turning to dimensionless
variables, we get

‘
Õ(÷)
‘(÷) + 1 = 1

3

⁄
Œ

0

dk

k
(�◊ḡ ≠ �◊”‘̄ + 2�wi‹̄i + �Afī) , (6.17)

where ḡ = g/‘, ”‘̄ = ”‘/‘ and ‹̄i = ‹i/‘ the dimensionless scalar and vector modes of the
dispersion tensor, fī = fi/‘ the scalar mode of third cumulant and we use �m/f

2 æ 1 as
before. With the time-dependence given in Eq. (6.8) the left-hand side is constant and becomes
– + 1 = (ns + 7)/(ns + 3). We obtain a consistent ansatz of the time-dependence for ‘ when
also the right-hand side is constant. Inspecting Eq. (6.16) we see that the dimensionless power
spectrum apart from the time-independent factor x depends on time only via the variable s.
After integration over k Ã s in Eq. (6.17) the right-hand side is indeed constant in time. Then
we have

ns + 7
ns + 3 = 1

3
ÿ

LØ0
x

L+1
I

L≠loop(ns) , (6.18)

where
I

L≠loop(ns) ©
⁄

Œ

0

ds

s

1
�̂◊ḡ(s) ≠ �̂◊”‘̄(s) + 2�̂wi‹̄i(s) + �̂Afī(s)

2L≠loop
, (6.19)

which is an algebraic equation for the variable x. At linear order we get

I
lin(ns) =

⁄
Œ

0
ds s

ns+2
1
F1,◊(s)(F1,ḡ(s) ≠ F1,”‘̄(s)) + F1,”(s)F1,fī(s)

2
, (6.20)

where we used that vector modes do not contribute at linear order and A ‘æ ”. When going
to any loop order L, Eq. (6.18) becomes a polynomial equation for x with degree L + 1. From
Eq. (6.13) one can write down

k‡/knl =
Ô

3x
1/(ns+3)
ú , (6.21)

where xú corresponds to the particular (self-consistent) solution(s) for the ratio k‡/knl and hence
gives an estimate of the overall magnitude of the background dispersion ‘0 = 1/k

2
‡. In linear

approximation, it is given by
x

lin
ú = 3(ns + 7)

(ns + 3)I lin(ns) . (6.22)

Nonlinear corrections can significantly change the results, dealing with polynomials of higher
degrees.

Finally, there is another simplification for the power- and bispectrum within a scaling universe.
Scaling symmetry can be used to rescale power spectra computed for a given reference value of
the background dispersion ‘

ref
0 to any other value ‘0, but keeping the dimensionless ratios of

any higher cumulants fixed, in particular Ê̄, i.e. the dimensionless ratio of the fourth cumulant
background value. Then we assess the dependence on ‘0 via

P
āb̄

(k, ÷; ‘0) = Pab(k, ÷; ‘0)/‘
da+db(÷) (6.23)

and have introduced dimensionless perturbation variables ā = a/‘
da(÷) and b̄ = b/‘

db(÷), with
appropriate powers da, db. For example, d” = d◊ = dA = dwi = 0, dg = d”‘ = d‹i = dtij =
dfi = d‰ = 1, see Eq. (4.111). Then the dimensionless power spectrum 4fik

3
P

āb̄
depends only

on dimensionless ratios of k, k‡ and knl, which we take to be k/k‡ and k‡/knl. For the L-loop
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power spectrum factors of P
L+1
0 Ã A

L+1 are involved, which implies Eq. (6.16) for the rescaled
variables ā and b̄. Using Eq. (6.13) we then obtain the rescaling relation for the original power
spectrum,

P
L≠loop
ab

(k, ÷; ‘0) =
A

‘
ref
0
‘0

B (ns+3)(L+1)≠3
2 ≠da≠db

P
L≠loop
ab

Q

ak

A
‘0
‘
ref
0

B1/2
, ÷; ‘

ref
0

R

b . (6.24)

Similarly, for the bispectrum we find

B
L≠loop
abc

(k1, k2, k3, ÷; ‘0) =
A

‘
ref
0
‘0

B (ns+3)(L+2)≠6
2 ≠da≠db≠dc

B
L≠loop
abc

(kÕ

1, k
Õ

2, k
Õ

3, ÷; ‘
ref
0 ) , (6.25)

where k
Õ

i
= ki ◊ (‘0/‘

ref
0 )1/2 for i = 1, 2, 3. Note also that the dependence on time ÷ is

uniquely given by the factor k/k‡(÷) or equivalently by sk(÷), see Eq. (6.11) and recall that
k‡(÷)/knl(÷) = const. This gives

Pab(k, ÷; ‘0) =
3

‘(÷Õ)
‘(÷)

4≠3/2≠da≠db

Pab(kÕ
, ÷

Õ; ‘0) (6.26)

for the power spectrum and

Babc(k1, k2, k3, ÷; ‘0) =
3

‘(÷Õ)
‘(÷)

4≠6/2≠da≠db≠dc

Babc(kÕ

1, k
Õ

2, k
Õ

3, ÷
Õ; ‘0) (6.27)

for the bispectrum, where now k
Õ = k ◊ (‘(÷)/‘(÷Õ))1/2 = ke

2(÷≠÷
Õ)/(ns+3) and analogously for k

Õ

i
.

We now present self-consistent solutions in linear approximation for various truncations in
order to estimate the impact of higher cumulants in this regard. We first start by only including
velocity dispersion.

6.1 Self-consistent solution in second cumulant approximation
When neglecting third and higher cumulants, we can evaluate the integral Eq. (6.20) by using the
analytical expressions for the kernels F1,◊, F1,ḡ, given in Eq. (4.78), while setting F1,fī = F1,”‘̄ = 0.
So we are only left with the growing modes in cum2.

We need the integral I
lin(ns) to converge such that self-consistent solutions can exist. For

very small wavenumbers k Ã s æ 0 the kernels approach F1,◊ æ 1 and F1,ḡ æ 2/(2 + –). We
require – > 0 , i.e. a growth of velocity dispersion, which means the integral is infrared-finite
for ns > ≠3. In the opposite limit, k Ã s ∫ 1 the kernels take the asymptotic form given in
Eq. (4.80). An analysis shows using Table 4.1 that for ns > ≠53/11 ¥ ≠4.8 the integral is
absolutely convergent [98]. So there is only a constraint coming from the red spectrum meaning
that even for very blue spectral indices (large ns) the integral converges and a solution exists.
Therefore, high initial power at small scales (large k) will be compensated by the damping due
to velocity dispersion making the integral converge. In total, the whole integral is convergent for
ns > ≠3. Furthermore, when approaching ns æ ≠3 from above the sensitivity to small scales
grows [98]. The lack of velocity dispersion will enhance the small-scale sensitivity approaching a
similar situation to the one from SPT.
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6.2 Self-consistent solution in third and fourth cumulant approximation
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Figure 6.1: Ratio of the velocity dispersion scale k‡ = 1/
Ô

‘ to the nonlinear scale knl versus ns for a
power-law initial spectrum P Ã k

ns when solving the linear equation of the background
dispersion ‘ in the second cumulant approximation.

In Fig. 6.1 the ratio k‡/knl versus ns is shown as obtained from the self-consistent linear
solutions x

lin
ú within the second cumulant approximation, see Eq. (6.22). The ratio is always

larger than one and becomes very large when ns æ ≠3. This explains the discussion above, for
large ns the solution is not very sensitive to small scales and approaches a constant value, while
for very low ns the sensitivity grows and nonlinear corrections become more relevant.

6.2 Self-consistent solution in third and fourth cumulant
approximation

Now we turn to the inclusion of third and fourth cumulant perturbations as well as the background
value of the fourth cumulant Ê(÷) where the latter enters the perturbation equations of the
third cumulant. This means the integral Eq. (6.20) is now implicitly dependent on Ê and now
all terms therein have to be considered. In addition, we have to solve for the corresponding
evolution equation for Ê which for �m/f

2 æ 1 can be rewritten as

Ê
Õ + 2Ê

‘2 = 1
3

⁄
Œ

0

dk

k

3
4�

◊›̄
≠ �◊Ÿ̄ + 2�ḡfī + 6�”‘̄fī ≠ 8

5�ḡ‰̄

4
, (6.28)

where fī, ‰̄ and ›̄, Ÿ̄ are the dimensionless perturbation modes of the third and fourth cumulant,
respectively. Let us assume the scaling Ê(÷) Ã ‘(÷)2 and the dimensionless constant quantity
Ê̄ = Ê/‘

2 as used before. Inserting this on the left-hand side we note that it becomes constant
and is given by 2(– + 1)Ê̄ = 2(ns + 7)Ê̄/(ns + 3). For the right-hand side the same argument
holds as in the previous section for the second cumulant approximation. It is also constant in
time despite the implicit dependence on Ê̄ since it is constant. So the scaling of Ê(÷) Ã ‘(÷)2 is
consistent with its equation of motion.
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6 Velocity dispersion in a scaling universe

Now we have to solve for both k‡/knl (Eq. 6.18) and Ê̄ (Eq. 6.28) at the same time giving
rise to the coupled system of equations,

ns + 7
ns + 3 = 1

3
ÿ

LØ0
x

L+1
I

L≠loop(ns, Ê̄) ,

2ns + 7
ns + 3 Ê̄ = 1

3
ÿ

LØ0
x

L+1
J

L≠loop(ns, Ê̄) , (6.29)

with unknowns x, Ê̄ and polynomial dependence on x for a given loop number L and an implicit
dependence on Ê̄ which has to be determined numerically in general. In addition, we defined

J
L≠loop(ns, Ê̄) ©

⁄
Œ

0

ds

s

1
4�̂

◊›̄
(s) ≠ �̂◊Ÿ̄(s) + 2�̂ḡfī(s) + 6�̂”‘̄fī(s) ≠ 8

5�̂ḡ‰̄(s)
2L≠loop

. (6.30)

Also the I
L≠loop(ns, Ê̄) is the same expression as in Eq. (6.28) but evaluated with kernels and

vertices including third and fourth cumulant perturbations and an additional implicit dependence
on Ê̄.

In linear approximation we can eliminate the dependence on x by taking the ratio of both
equations in Eq. (6.29) which leads to an implicit equation for Ê̄,

Ê̄ = 1
2

J
lin(ns, Ê̄)

I lin(ns, Ê̄) . (6.31)

Its linear solution Ê̄ú can be obtained numerically using Eq. (6.20) and an analogous expression
for J

lin = J
0≠loop. The power spectra entering both integrals are then expressed by their linear

kernels which can be obtained by solving the linear equations of motion Eq. (4.112) and using
Eq. (4.114). The dispersion scale can then be obtained by using the linear solution for x given
by Eq. (6.22) with I

lin = I
lin(ns, Ê̄

lin
ú ) evaluated at Ê̄ = Ê̄

lin
ú .

When truncating the equations at third cumulant oder, as denoted by cum3+ or equivalently
cmax = 3 one finds that Eq. (6.31) indeed has a solution at linear level. The obtained values for
k‡/knl as well as for Ê̄ are given in Table 6.1 for spectral indices ns = ≠1, 0, 1, 2. We note that
the dimensionless fourth cumulant expectation value is of order unity which is in accordance with
the scaling ansatz Ê(÷) Ã ‘(÷)2, and that higher cumulants are relevant quantitatively at the
same order as the background dispersion. Furthermore, we see a shift in the ratio k‡/knl when
going to third cumulant order which is sizeable but still within the same order of magnitude. In
this regard, higher cumulants have a quantitative impact but do not invalidate the qualitative
dynamics within the second cumulant approximation.

Within the fourth cumulant truncation we find that no self-consistent solution exist which
may be subject to the shortcomings of the linear approximation. In the next section we estimate
the impact of higher cumulants.

6.3 Self-consistent solutions for the full cumulant hierarchy

Now, we further extend the self-consistent solutions to incorporate cumulants beyond fourth
order following the treatment introduced in Ch. 5. The generalized expectation values E2n satisfy
Eq. (5.17). For 2n = 2 and 2n = 4 they are equivalent to ‘ and 3Ê/5 and yield the results
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6.3 Self-consistent solutions for the full cumulant hierarchy

Table 6.1: Self-consistent values of the dispersion scale k‡ = ‘
≠1/2 = E≠1/2

2 relative to the nonlinear
scale knl as well as the dimensionless ratios of the background values Ē2n = E2n/‘

n of higher
cumulants. We show results for various spectral indices ns = ≠1, 0, 1, 2 and in addition for
di�erent cumulant truncations cmax = 2, 3, 6, 7 for which solutions in linear approximation and
within a scaling universe exist. The cases cmax = 2, 3 are equivalent to cum2 and cum3+,
respectively, with Ē4 = 3Ê̄/5.

ns = ≠1 ns = 0 ns = 1 ns = 2

cmax k‡/knl Ē4 Ē6 Ē8 k‡/knl Ē4 Ē6 Ē8 k‡/knl Ē4 Ē6 Ē8 k‡/knl Ē4 Ē6 Ē8

2 4.1 - - - 3.0 - - - 2.6 - - - 2.3 - - -

3 3.4 0.45 - - 2.5 0.40 - - 2.2 0.37 - - 2.0 0.35 - -

6 3.8 0.37 0.86 - 2.7 0.34 0.92 - 2.3 0.31 0.93 - 2.1 0.29 0.92

7 3.8 0.36 0.78 3.5 2.7 0.36 0.94 4.5 2.3 0.35 1.03 5.1 2.1 0.34 1.08 5.3

discussed in Secs. 6.1 and 6.2. When assuming constant dimensionless ratios Ē2n within a scaling
universe we obtain a generalized set of implicit equations in linear approximation (L = 0)

n
ns + 7
ns + 3 Ē2n = x I

lin
Ē2n

(ns, Ē4, Ē6, . . . ) , (6.32)

with

I
Ē2n

=
⁄

Œ

0
ds s

ns+2
nÿ

¸=0
(¸+1)

n≠¸ÿ

m1,m2=0
”

K

m1+m2,n≠¸

(2n)!(2(m2 ≠ m1 ≠ ¸) ≠ 3)
(2m1)!(2m2)! T¸+1,2m1(s)T¸,2m2(s) ,

(6.33)
where ”

K

i,j
is the Kronecker symbol, and T¸,2m(s) are the dimensionless linear kernels for pertur-

bation modes of cumulant order ¸ + 2m defined in Eq. (5.21). They are obtained numerically
using Eq. (5.22) and have scale- and time-dependence only via the term s =


3‘(÷)k2. In

addition, they parametrically depend on – = ˆ÷ ln ‘ = 4/(3 + ns) and on Ē4, Ē6, . . . which are
constant for a scaling universe. Thus, Eq. (6.32) is a highly implicit and coupled set of equations
for the self-consistent values of Ē2n and k‡/knl where the latter is parametrized by the variable
x defined in Eq. (6.13). Taking the ratio of Eq. (6.32) for 2n Ø 4 to the one for 2n = 2 and
using by definition Ē2 = 1 we obtain a coupled set of equations for the expectation values of
order 2n Ø 4,

Ē2n = 1
n

I
lin
Ē2n

(ns, Ē4, Ē6, . . . )
I

lin
Ē2

(ns, Ē4, Ē6, . . . )
, (6.34)

which is independent of x. They can be viewed as a generalization of Eq. (6.31) to beyond
fourth order. Note that also the integral I

lin
Ē2

implicitly depends on the background values Ē6, Ē8
and so on since the explicit emergence of the third cumulant perturbation fi in the source term
for ‘ in I

lin depends on Ē4 Ã Ê̄ which in turn depends on higher order expectation values via J
lin

and so on. Once a solution of Eq. (6.32) is found, we can obtain the solution for x by setting
n = 1 in Eq. (6.32) which determines the ratio

k‡

knl
=

Ô
3

A
ns + 7

(ns + 3)I lin
Ē2

B1/(ns+3)
. (6.35)
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Figure 6.2: Ratio of the velocity dispersion scale k‡ = 1/
Ô

‘ to the nonlinear scale knl versus the truncation
order cmax and for various ns for a power-law initial spectrum P Ã k

ns when solving the
linear equations of the background values of the cumulants Ē2n when including cumulant
perturbations up to order cmax. The values are extracted from Table 6.1. Reprinted from [98].

When truncating at a given cmax all dimensionless linear kernels T¸,2m(s) with ¸ + 2m > cmax
are neglected. So the integral I

lin
Ē2

contains background values Ē4, . . . , Ēcmax+1 for odd cmax, and
Ē4, . . . , Ēcmax for even cmax. For cmax = 2 the results are identical to the ones derived in Sec. 6.1
where Eq. (6.32) becomes Eq. (6.18), and for cmax = 3, 4, Eq. (6.34) reduces to a single equation
Eq. (6.31), derived in Sec. 6.2. For cmax = 5, 6, Eq. (6.34) yields a coupled set of equations for
Ē4, Ē6. For cmax = 7, 8, one obtains three coupled equations for Ē4, Ē6, Ē8. For truncations up to
eighth order, there exist a joint self-consistent solution only for cmax = 2, 3, 6, 7. The values of
the solutions are given in Table 6.1 for various ns. The expectation values have comparable
sizes when allowing for various truncations, meaning Ē4 is similar for cmax = 3, 6, 7 and Ē6 is
similar for cmax = 6, 7, which indicates that the overall magnitude of the background values are
rather insensitive to the truncation order.

We show the dependence of the dispersion relative to nonlinear scale on the truncation order
and for di�erent ns in Fig. 6.2. We find that the biggest impact occurs when going from cmax = 2
to cmax = 3 for each ns. Even higher cumulants have only a minor impact. This suggests
that the scales where the source term Eq. (6.33) mainly contributes are already converged,
see Fig. 5.1. In addition, for higher values of ns the sensitivity to higher cumulants decreases.
Despite having large power on small scales initially, it will be erased by the suppression of the
e�cient buildup of velocity dispersion and higher cumulants which further suppresses the linear
kernels making the source term less sensitive to high wavenumbers.
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7 Nonlinear kernels with velocity dispersion
and higher cumulants

So far, we discussed solutions within VPT in linear approximation. The results laid out by
now are very promising to also investigate nonlinear solutions obtained by expanding around
the new linear theory. That is we study nonlinear kernels Fn,a(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) within VPT that
have a crucial decoupling property and satisfy the di�erential equations Eq. (4.59). For fixed
total momentum k = |

q
i
ki| they become strongly suppressed if any of their wavenumbers

ki cross the dispersion scale k‡ into the nonlinear regime. This is the main feature why VPT
accounts for the screening of UV modes. We present analytical results for the nonlinear kernels
in Sec. 7.1 and compare them to the full numerical results in Sec. 7.2. We finish this chapter
by constraining the VPT kernels from underlying symmetries, such as mass and momentum
conservation derived in Sec. 7.3.

In the following, we adopt the cum3+ approximation scheme, meaning apart from ”, ◊, wi we
take the full dispersion tensor (second cumulant) involving its full set of perturbations g, ”‘, ‹i, tij

as well as the scalar modes of the third cumulant fi, ‰ into account. Thus, the scalar subset
becomes

Â
S = (”, ◊, g, ”‘, A, fi, ‰), (7.1)

including the log-density field A as before, and with linear evolution given in Eq. (4.109), without
the last two rows and columns (setting �m/f

2 æ 1). That is, we neglect the scalar modes of the
fourth cumulant but keeping track of its background value Ê(÷) along the background dispersion
‘(÷). At nonlinear level, vector (in particular vorticity) and tensor modes are generated and will
also be discussed in Ch. 8.

As we see further below, the generation of the cumulant perturbations due to the background
dispersion can be calculated analytically by considering ‘ æ 0, as done in Secs. 4.1 and 4.2 for
the linear kernels and for a particular time-dependence of ‘ dictated by a scaling universe. We
are now interested in finding analytical solutions with a general ‘(÷) and also for the nonlinear
kernels Fn,a with n Ø 2 up to first order in ‘ while keeping the cumulant truncation order fixed.

7.1 Analytical results in the limit ‘ æ 0

In Sec. 5.3 we presented how each cumulant scales with ‘ in the limit ‘ æ 0 giving rise to constant
dimensionless background values, e.g. Ê̄ = Ê/‘

2. Thus, we henceforth use the counting that Fn,a

for a = ”, ◊, A start at order ‘
0, the kernels for a = wi, g, ”‘, ‹i, tij at order ‘

1, and for a = fi, ‰ at
order ‘

2, in accordance with Eq. (5.26). When going to zeroth order ‘
0 all perturbations vanish

except the contributions coming from SPT, i.e. Fn,”|‘0 = Fn and Fn,◊|‘0 = Gn coincide with
EdS-SPT kernels for all n. In total, one expects a Taylor expansion of the form of Eq. (5.25) for
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7 Nonlinear kernels with velocity dispersion and higher cumulants

the corresponding linear kernels. Expanding around these linear solutions (n = 1) allows one to
derive nonlinear kernels analytically for small ‘.

First order kernels
Let us start with the expansion of the linear kernels in ‘. This means we set the right-hand side
of Eq. (4.59) to zero. As mentioned above, we already discussed linear solutions but used the
power-law ansatz for ‘. Now we want to refrain from using this ansatz and keep the specific form
of ‘ undetermined. The lowest order terms in ‘ are the EdS-SPT results F1,”|‘0 = F1,◊|‘0 = 1.
Now consider the growing dispersion mode g whose evolution equation can be extracted from
the second line of Eq. (4.109) giving

(ˆ÷ + 2)F1,g(k, ÷) = 2‘(÷)F1,◊(k, ÷) ≠ F1,fi(k, ÷) + 3
5F1,‰(k, ÷) . (7.2)

At first order the modes fi, ‰ of the third cumulant do not contribute starting only at order ‘
2

and inserting the zeroth order expression for F1,◊ being unity gives

F1,g(k, ÷) = 2E2(÷) + O(‘2) , (7.3)

where we introduced the weighted time integral of the background dispersion ‘(÷),

Em(÷) ©
⁄

÷

d÷
Õ
e

m(÷Õ
≠÷)

‘(÷Õ) , (7.4)

which for the power-law ansatz ‘ = ‘0 e
–÷ gives Em(÷) = ‘(÷)/(m + –). Thus, the leading order

result for g agrees with Eq. (4.62) derived above, with growing mode e
n÷ being factored out as

commonly used for the kernels.
The third line of Eq. (4.109) yields the equation for ”‘. One finds that, as stated above, its

linear kernel starts only at second order, i.e. F1,”‘ = O(‘2) due to the mixing with fi. If it is
absent, ”‘ would never be generated (at any order in ‘), as already discussed within the cum2
approximation. However, when going to second order in perturbations the kernel starts to
contribute already at first order in ‘, i.e. FnØ2,”‘ = O(‘1) which is also true for third and higher
order kernels and is also expected from the general scaling of the cumulants.

Let us now consider the density and velocity divergence kernels with evolution equation

(ˆ÷ + 1 + �SPT)
A

F1,”(k, ÷)
F1,◊(k, ÷)

B

= ≠k
2

A
0

F1,g(k, ÷) + F1,”‘(k, ÷) + ‘(÷)F1,A(k, ÷)

B

, (7.5)

where
�SPT =

A
0 ≠1

≠3
2

1
2

B

, (7.6)

agrees with the commonly known EdS-SPT linear matrix and 1 is the unit matrix. The
corresponding integral representation of the equation is given by

A
F1,”(k, ÷)
F1,◊(k, ÷)

B

=
31

1

4
+

⁄
÷

d÷
Õ
e

÷
Õ
≠÷

gSPT(÷ ≠ ÷
Õ)

3 0
S(k, ÷Õ)

4
, (7.7)

using SPT initial conditions which specify the lower limit of integration, the SPT linear
propagator gSPT(÷ ≠ ÷

Õ) (see Eq. (3.59) and [167]) and the impact of the velocity dispersion
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7.1 Analytical results in the limit ‘ æ 0

captured in S(k, ÷
Õ) © ≠k

2(F1,g + F1,”‘ + ‘F1,A). Inserting the lowest order results for S we
obtain

F1,”(k, ÷) = 1 ≠ k
2
I”(÷) + O(‘2) ,

F1,◊(k, ÷) = 1 ≠ k
2
I◊(÷) + O(‘2) , (7.8)

where

I”(÷) © 2
5

⁄
÷

d÷
Õ

1
1 ≠ e

5(÷Õ
≠÷)/2

2 A

‘(÷Õ) + 2
⁄

÷
Õ

d÷
ÕÕ

e
2(÷ÕÕ

≠÷
Õ)

‘(÷ÕÕ)
B

,

I◊(÷) © 2
5

⁄
÷

d÷
Õ

3
1 + 3

2e
5(÷Õ

≠÷)/2
4 A

‘(÷Õ) + 2
⁄

÷
Õ

d÷
ÕÕ

e
2(÷ÕÕ

≠÷
Õ)

‘(÷ÕÕ)
B

. (7.9)

We observe that the correction terms I”/◊ are strictly positive since ‘ Ø 0 and ÷ Ø ÷
Õ which

means due to the minus sign the corrections are ultimately negative leading to suppression terms
compared to SPT. This feature was already found in Ch. 4 and we can now confirm that this
occurrence is indeed independent of the precise time-dependence of ‘(÷). Using

⁄
÷

d÷
Õ
e

a(÷Õ
≠÷)

⁄
÷

Õ

d÷
ÕÕ

e
b(÷ÕÕ

≠÷
Õ)

f(÷ÕÕ) = ≠ 1
a ≠ b

⁄
÷

d÷
Õ (ea(÷Õ

≠÷) ≠ e
b(÷Õ

≠÷)) f(÷Õ) , (a ”= b)
(7.10)

and the definition of Eq. (7.4) one can simplify the integrals by

I”(÷) = 4
5E0(÷) ≠ 2E2(÷) + 6

5E5/2(÷) ,

I◊(÷) = 4
5E0(÷) + 2E2(÷) ≠ 9

5E5/2(÷) , (7.11)

indicating that the correction term relative to SPT is proportional to ‘
1. An analogous procedure

can be done for the linear kernels of the third cumulant perturbations which contribute at order
‘
2 given by

F1,fi(k, ÷) = F1,‰ + 3k
2

⁄
÷

d÷
Õ
e

5(÷Õ
≠÷)/2

‘(÷Õ)F1,g(k, ÷
Õ) ,

F1,‰(k, ÷) = k
2

⁄
÷

d÷
Õ
e

5(÷Õ
≠÷)/2 !

5‘(÷Õ)F1,”‘(k, ÷
Õ) + Ê(÷Õ)F1,A(k, ÷

Õ)
"

, (7.12)

and can be readily seen when inserting the lowest order contributions F1,A|‘0 = 1, F1,”‘|‘1 = 0
and F1,g|‘1 from Eq. (7.3) on the right-hand side and recalling the power counting Ê Ã ‘

2.

Second order kernels
Going to second order in perturbation theory we have to include the vertices “abc(p, q) on the
right-hand side of Eq. (4.59). For the second order kernel for the g mode we get

(ˆ÷ + 3)F2,g(p, q, ÷) = 2‘(÷)F2,◊(p, q, ÷) ≠ F2,fi(p, q, ÷) + 3
5F2,‰(p, q, ÷)

+ “gbc(p, q)F1,b(p, ÷)F1,c(q, ÷) , (7.13)

where in the nonlinear term on the second line we implicitly assume summation over indices
b, c. In principle, the vertices “g◊g, “g◊‘, “gAfi, “gA‰, “gwig, “gwi‘, “g◊‹i , “g◊tij , “gwi‹j , “gwitjk can
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7 Nonlinear kernels with velocity dispersion and higher cumulants

contribute within the nonlinear term as well as analogous expressions with their last two indices
flipped. Each vertex is a function of wavenumbers only and their explicit expressions are given
in Appendix B for the mode coupling of second cumulant and in Appendix D with the inclusion
of third cumulant modes. Note that whenever we have ‘ in the subscript of the vertices, this is
a short-hand notation for the ”‘ mode. Since only scalar modes can contribute to linear kernels
and to first order in ‘ modes of the third cumulant (being fi and ‰) as well as ”‘ do also not
contribute we are only left with

“g◊g(p, q) = 1
2

p · q

q2

A
(p + q)2

p2 + 1
2 ≠ 3

2
((p + q) · p)2

(p + q)2p2

B

, (7.14)

and “gg◊(p, q) = “g◊g(q, p) at O(‘). In the first term on the right-hand side we simply insert
the SPT approximation F2,◊(p, q, ÷)|‘0 = G2(p, q). Then the solution is given by

F2,g(p, q, ÷) = 2G2(p, q)E3(÷) + 2 (“g◊g(p, q) + “g◊g(q, p)) (E2(÷) ≠ E3(÷)) + O(‘2) . (7.15)

When going to higher order in ‘ the remaining scalar modes (which we left out above) will
contribute within the second order kernels as well as in the nonlinear term. At second order we
also have F2,”‘ = O(‘) as discussed above whose solution can be found analogously,

F2,”‘(p, q, ÷) = 2 (“‘◊g(p, q) + “‘◊g(q, p)) (E2(÷) ≠ E3(÷)) + O(‘2) , (7.16)

where
“‘◊g(p, q) = 1

2
p · q

2p2q2(p + q)2

1
(p · q)2 ≠ p

2
q

2
2

. (7.17)

Hence, to first order in ‘ the kernel Fn,”‘ starts to contribute at second order in perturbation
theory.

Next, the second order kernels for ” and ◊ satisfy

(ˆ÷ + 2 · 1 + �SPT)
A

F2,”(p, q, ÷)
F2,◊(p, q, ÷)

B

=
A

“”bc(p, q)F1,b(p, ÷)F1,c(q, ÷)
“◊bc(p, q)F1,b(p, ÷)F1,c(q, ÷) + S2(p, q, ÷)

B

, (7.18)

where S2(p, q, ÷) © ≠(p + q)2(F2,g + F2,”‘ + ‘F2,A) and possible nonlinear vertices are “”◊”, “”wi”

and “◊◊◊, “◊Ag, “◊A‘, “◊wi◊, “◊wiwi , “◊A‹i , “◊Atij along with the flipped contributions. The actual
contributions from the linear kernels goes along with the previous discussion, where in addition
to the standard SPT vertices “”◊” © –pq/2 and “◊◊◊ © —pq, as defined in Eq. (3.41), we get a
contribution from

“◊Ag(p, q) = ≠((p + q) · q) (p · q)
2q2 . (7.19)

The integral representation can be written as
A

F2,”(p, q, ÷)
F2,◊(p, q, ÷)

B

=
⁄

÷

d÷
Õ
e

2(÷Õ
≠÷)

gSPT(÷ ≠ ÷
Õ)

A
“”bc(p, q)F1,b(p, ÷)F1,c(q, ÷)

“◊bc(p, q)F1,b(p, ÷)F1,c(q, ÷) + S2

B -----
÷Õ

, (7.20)

and expanding the right-hand side up to linear order in ‘ yields

F2,”(p, q, ÷) = F2(p, q) ≠ (p + q)2
7ÿ

j=1
�j(p, q)J”

j (÷) + O(‘2) ,

F2,◊(p, q, ÷) = G2(p, q) ≠ (p + q)2
7ÿ

j=1
�j(p, q)J◊

j (÷) + O(‘2) , (7.21)
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7.1 Analytical results in the limit ‘ æ 0

where the time-dependence at linear order in ‘ is completely contained in the J
”/◊

j
(÷) and is

given in Appendix E. The dependence on the wavenumbers is captured in the functions �j(p, q)
which are identical for both ” and ◊ and read

�1(p, q) © G2(p, q) ,

�2(p, q) © “g◊g(p, q) + “g◊g(q, p) + “‘◊g(p, q) + “‘◊g(q, p) ,

�3(p, q) © F2,A(p, q, ÷)|‘0 = [G2(p, q) + “A◊A(p, q) + “A◊A(q, p)] /2 ,

�4(p, q) © (p2 + q
2)“◊◊◊(p, q)/(p + q)2

,

�5(p, q) © ≠(“◊Ag(p, q) + “◊Ag(q, p))/(p + q)2
,

�6(p, q) © (p2
“”◊”(p, q) + q

2
“”◊”(q, p))/(p + q)2 = 1/2 ,

�7(p, q) © (q2
“”◊”(p, q) + p

2
“”◊”(q, p))/(p + q)2

, (7.22)

with “A◊A(p, q) = p · q/(2q
2). They approach a constant when p + q æ 0 which ensures mass

and momentum conservation, see Sec. 7.3. In fact, by using the explicit expressions for the
vertices, each �j can be written in terms of the four basis functions as introduced in [168]. They
actually correspond to the shape functions in the context of the e�ective field theory (EFT)
when dealing with the bispectrum [169, 170]. The constant coe�cients can then be viewed as a
determination from first principles of the counter terms or rather Wilson coe�cients by matching
the EFT to the exact UV theory. In this case we go to second order in perturbation theory and
to first order in the derivative expansion. While the actual EFT counter terms also have to
absorb unphysical contributions arising from the lack of knowledge within SPT of small scales,
the correction terms obtained here do account for the physical impact of nonlinearly induced
dark matter velocity dispersion on the second order kernel. In addition, the correction term I

”

of the linear kernel in Eq. (7.8) would result by matching the EFT to first order in perturbation
theory and at leading order in the derivative expansion. When going to higher order in ‘ we
would obtain additional higher-derivative operators. However keep in mind, in general we do
not expand in orders of ‘ when calculating numerical results (see below), therefore our results
go beyond those correction terms, see [99] for the exact expressions and further details.

Finally, the second order kernels of the third cumulant perturbations fi and ‰ contribute at
second order in ‘, so we have to solve

3
ˆ÷ + 7

2

4
F2,fi = 3k

2
‘F2,g + 5k

2
‘F2,”‘ + k

2
ÊF2,A + “fibcF1,bF1,c ,

3
ˆ÷ + 7

2

4
F2,‰ = 5k

2
‘F2,”‘ + k

2
ÊF2,A + “‰bcF1,bF1,c , (7.23)

where we have suppressed the arguments for brevity. The terms on the right-hand side may
be expanded up to second order in ‘. Recalling that Ê Ã ‘

2, so we have to insert the zeroth
order result F2,A|‘0 = 1 as well as the first order results of F2,g and F2,”‘ given in Eqs. (7.15)
and (7.16), respectively. The corresponding vertices can be read o� from Appendix D. Since we
go to second order in ‘ the vertices “figg, “fi◊fi, “fi◊‰ as well as “‰gg, “‰◊fi, “‰◊‰ along with their
flipped arguments will contribute.

Also worth mentioning is that at order O(‘) also vorticity, vector and tensor modes will be
generated when considering second order kernels. They will be discussed in Ch. 8.
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7 Nonlinear kernels with velocity dispersion and higher cumulants

The same strategy can be used to obtain third and higher oder kernels (e.g. F3,a = O(‘)) as
well as further corrections to higher order in ‘. This can be done in principle, however the
expressions quickly become rather lengthy, so we refer to a numerical treatment of the solutions
that do not depend on a Taylor expansion in ‘ and are also valid when k

2
i
‘ becomes sizeable.

7.2 Numerical results

Now we solve the di�erential equation for the kernels numerically and follow the discussion
arguing below Eq. (4.59). That is we do not expand in powers of the background dispersion ‘

and thus seek solutions valid for arbitrary k
2
i
‘.

As mentioned above, we use the two approximation schemes cum2 and cum3+, as introduced
below Eq. (4.114). In order to estimate the contributions sourced by di�erent modes, within
the schemes above we additionally consider scheme s, where only scalar modes are included,
scheme sw taking also vorticity into account as well as schemes sv and svt where on top the
vector and tensor modes of ‘ij are incorporated successively. All the approximation schemes are
summarized in Table 7.1. The physically most complex scheme corresponds to cum3+ (svt).

This also means, in the following we have to combine two approximation schemes in order to
have full information about the degrees of freedom under consideration. There is one exception
that takes place when computing second order kernels. The nonlinear back reaction to F2,a

kernels can only be sourced from scalar modes meaning the schemes indicated in the columns are
in this case identical and it su�ces to only consider either cum2 or cum3+. When computing
third order kernels there are back reactions coming from vorticity, vector and tensor modes. On
the other hand, when interested in the generation of vorticity, vector and tensor modes, the
scheme s is of course not su�cient and at second order we also have to go to sw, sv and svt,
respectively. This will be discussed in Ch. 8.

Table 7.1: Background values and perturbation modes taken into account in various approximation
schemes of VPT.

s sw sv svt

cum2 ‘(÷) ”, ◊, g, ”‘, A +wi +‹i +tij

cum3+ ‘(÷), Ê(÷) ”, ◊, g, ”‘, A, fi, ‰ +wi +‹i +tij

So far, we already discussed the impact of higher cumulants. Within the linear approximation
we have seen in Ch. 4 and Ch. 5 that higher cumulants only play a role at very high wavenumbers
when considering the linear ” and ◊ kernels. However, higher cumulants generate back reactions
onto lower order cumulants via their background values which can in turn lead to di�erent scaling
behaviors for small ‘ as shown in the analytical results. Now, let us extend this investigation to
the nonlinear regime considering numerical solutions of the nonlinear kernels.

These modifications are expected to play a role only at late times, i.e. at low redshift. Thus, in
our numerical setup, we initialize the kernels at some finite time ÷ini with the EdS-SPT kernels
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7.2 Numerical results

for the density (plus A) and velocity divergence while setting all other kernels to zero,

Fn,”(k1, . . . , kn, ÷ini) © Fn(k1, . . . , kn) ,

Fn,◊(k1, . . . , kn, ÷ini) © Gn(k1, . . . , kn) ,

Fn,A(k1, . . . , kn, ÷ini) © Fn(k1, . . . , kn) ,

Fn,a(k1, . . . , kn, ÷ini) © 0, a = wi, g, ”‘, ‹i, tij , fi, ‰ . (7.24)

So, at linear level, the kernels will be initialized to unity for the upper three lines. At second and
higher order, one has to solve the SPT recursion relation Eq. (3.43) to initialize those kernels.
In addition, we also have to initialize an infinitesimal small value of the background dispersion ‘

in order to match the evolution of the cumulants in the Vlasov hierarchy to the original Vlasov
equation, since otherwise no dispersion and higher cumulants will be generated by time evolution
via Eq. (7.24), see further discussion on this in [53]. The results at low redshift of the nonlinear
kernels are expected to be insensitive on the precise value of ÷ini, as long as it is chosen to be
early enough since the dominant contribution arises from the time evolution at late times. In
practice we choose ÷ini = ≠20 and explicitly checked that the results are insensitive to this value,
what makes sense since potential transients are suppressed by e

≠20. The implementation of
vector and tensor modes is described in Sec. 8.2.

Finally, we henceforth consider kernels only relevant for loop corrections. At one-loop one has
Eq. (3.66),

P
(22)
ab

(k, ÷) © e
4÷

⁄
d3

q

Ó
2F2,a(k ≠ q, q, ÷)F2,b(k ≠ q, q, ÷)P0(|k ≠ q|)P0(q)

Ô
,

2P
(13)
ab

(k, ÷) © e
4÷

⁄
d3

q

Ó
3F1,a(k, ÷)F3,b(k, q, ≠q, ÷)P0(k)P0(q)

+3F3,a(k, q, ≠q, ÷)F1,b(k, ÷)P0(k)P0(q)
Ô

, (7.25)

where each kernel is scale- and time-dependent and the sum P
(22)
ab

+ 2P
(13)
ab

is the total one-loop
(NLO) correction to the linear power spectrum P

lin
ab

(k, ÷) = e
2÷

F1,a(k, ÷)F1,b(k, ÷)P0(k), where we
solve the system within a scaling universe P0(k) Ã k

ns and using correspondingly the power-law
ansatz ‘(÷) = ‘0e

–÷ with – = 4/(ns + 3) and the constant dimensionless ratio Ê̄ = Ê/‘
2 for the

background values of second and fourth cumulant (see Ch. 6). So we will consider the nonlinear
kernels F2,a(k ≠ q, q, ÷) and F3,a(k, q, ≠q, ÷) in the following, where k is the total momentum
(obtained when summing over momenta in each argument) and q the loop momentum.

Furthermore, we discuss kernels F3,a(k ≠ p ≠ q, p, q, ÷) entering the two-loop (NNLO) contri-
bution to consider symmetry constraints for ” and ◊ in Sec. 7.3. In addition, we compute the
one-loop density bispectrum (Sec. 9.3) as well as the full two-loop power spectrum for vorticity
(Sec. 9.4).

Dependence on loop wavenumber q

We start with exploring the dependence on the wavenumber q = |q| normalized by the dispersion
scale k‡ while keeping the total momentum k = |k| fixed. The numerical results for second
(left panels) and third (right panels) order kernels for a = ” (top), ◊ (bottom) are shown in
Fig. 7.1. The angular dependence is contained in the scalar product µ © coskq = k · q/(kq) and
is also fixed in the evaluation. Note that the kernels are dimensionless when plotted against
the dimensionless ratio of wavenumbers q/k‡. In this case the kernel is also independent of the
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Figure 7.1: Nonlinear VPT kernels F2,a(k ≠ q, q, ÷) (left) and F3,a(k, q, ≠q, ÷) (right) for the density
a = ” (top) and the velocity divergence a = ◊ (bottom) against the loop wavenumber
q = |q| evaluated numerically. For comparison, the EdS-SPT (black-dashed) result of the
corresponding kernels as well as the analytical result (thin black) at order ‘ for the second
order kernel is shown. In addition, we compare the second (cum2) and third (cum3+)
cumulant approximation (see Table 7.1). We use the power-like growth of the background
dispersion ‘(÷) = ‘0e

–÷ where – = 4/3 such that ns = 0 as well as Ê̄ = Ê/‘
2 = 1 in the

cum3+ scheme, and ÷ = 0. We fix the total momentum k = |k| to k/k‡ = 0.2 as well as the
cosine between both wave vectors to coskq = 0.5. Each numerical evaluation demonstrates
the suppression relative to SPT for q & k‡. Reprinted from [99].

value ‘0 = 1/k
2
‡. The numerical kernels approach the EdS-SPT kernels Fn, Gn in the limit when

both the total momentum k π k‡ as well as the individual loop momentum q π k‡ is much
smaller than the dispersion scale. Since we choose k/k‡ = 0.2 (which is not very much smaller
than one) the numerical density kernels (blue line) as well as the SPT kernels (black-dashed)
lie (almost) on top of each other in the limit q/k‡ π 1. In addition, the analytical result at
O(‘), calculated in Eq. (7.21) for the second order kernels F2,” and F2,◊, is shown in Fig. 7.1
as thin black line (left panels) and agrees with the numerical result for q/k‡ . 1 with a range
that is larger for the density kernel while for the velocity divergence one notices a somewhat
larger deviation at q/k‡ ≥ 1 which may be due to the direct impact of ‘ij in the Euler equation
highlighting e�ects beyond O(‘). Nevertheless, the analytical approximation is able to capture
the onset of the deviation of VPT from SPT.

In the opposite limit of large loop wavenumber q we see a significant suppression of the numer-
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ical kernels relative to EdS-SPT. This observation immediately implies that when integrating
over q as done in the one-loop correction the sensitivity of high loop momenta q decreases
as compared to SPT, which means within VPT the NLO correction becomes less sensitive to
the UV regime. This is expected theoretically [165] and agrees qualitatively when considering
simulations of the response of nonlinear power to its linear counterpart indicating the decoupling
of small-scale modes [50, 51].

We highlight that the inclusion of velocity dispersion and higher cumulants within VPT

addresses one important shortcoming of SPT which is the sensitivity to the UV regime by

accounting for the actual physically expected screening of those UV modes.

In addition, we compare the truncations cum2 (dark blue) and cum3+ (light blue) in Fig. 7.1,
see Table 7.1. In the latter case we choose the most inclusive truncation (svt). Regarding the
second order kernels (left panels) where only scalar modes contribute, both lines lie almost on
top of each other whereas at third order (right panels) both truncations noticeably di�er for
large q/k‡. However within the regime q . k‡ where the suppression relative to SPT sets in the
impact of higher cumulants is small.

In Fig. 7.2 we show again the third order kernels F3,”(k, q, ≠q, ÷) (left) and F3,◊(k, q, ≠q, ÷)
(right) within cum3+ but now we successively turn on vorticity (sw), vector (sv) and tensor
(svt) modes. Within the regime q . 2k‡ all curves lie on top of each other except the one
corresponding to the s scheme which shows a noticeable di�erence for F3,”. This tells us that
as soon as vorticity is included, i.e. going from s to sw, we observe even further suppression
indicating the importance of the vorticity back reaction on the density kernel which first arises
at third order. For q & 2k‡ there is an additional modification driven by the vector mode of
the dispersion tensor (sv). A further inclusion of the tensor modes has negligible e�ects (svt).
The situation for the velocity kernel F3,◊ is as follows: The impact of the vorticity on F3,◊ is
mostly less pronounced. For q & 2k‡ an impact arises from the vector modes and the tensor
back reaction is again negligible. When tuning the parameters k, coskq, – and Ê̄ we find a
qualitatively similar behavior including the suppression at large q relative to SPT.

One-loop integrand
Armed with the knowledge how the nonlinear kernels behave at large loop wavenumber q (for
fixed k) obtained by numerical computation, we will see that it is even possible to understand
this behavior analytically. Finding an asymptotic slope of the nonlinear kernels will lead to a
prediction for the asymptotic behavior of the integrand of the one-loop correction. We know
from SPT that momentum conservation implies

SPT: Fn(k1, . . . , kn) Ã k
2

q2 for k π ki , (7.26)

where k © |
q

ki|, ki = |ki| and q © maxi|ki|, see the equivalent expression for SPT, Eq. (3.81).
Within VPT the same factor arises for the kernels Fn,”(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) in the limit k π k‡ π ki.
Now also the time-dependent dispersion scale k‡ becomes relevant. Whenever a mode contributes
to the kernel and satisfies ki ∫ k‡ it has entered the “dispersion horizon”. The moment of entry
÷ki is defined as

‘(÷ki)k2
i © 1 , (7.27)

or equivalently when ki © k‡(÷ki). For ‘(÷) = ‘0e
–÷ the moment of entry can be defined as

e
÷ki =

!
k

2
‡/k

2
i

"1/–, where k‡ = ‘
≠1/2
0 and – = 4/(ns + 3) as before. This tells us that as soon as
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Figure 7.2: Third order kernels F3,a(k, q, ≠q, ÷) for the density a = ” (left) and the velocity divergence
a = ◊ (right) against the loop wavenumber q = |q| evaluated numerically for parameters
identical to Fig. 7.1. For comparison, the EdS-SPT (black-dashed) result of the corresponding
kernels is shown. In addition, we compare within third cumulant truncation (cum3+) various
back reactions driven by scalar modes (s), vorticity (sw), vector (sv) and tensor (svt) modes
of the dispersion tensor (see Table 7.1). In particular, when going from s to sw, the vorticity
back reaction onto F3,” plays an important role within the most relevant regime k‡ . q . 2k‡

where the suppression of VPT relative to SPT sets in. Reprinted from [99].

the linear modes entered the dispersion horizon the kernel stops growing in the usual way (Ã e
÷)

and this growth is only guaranteed as long as e
÷ π e

÷ki . Hence, this implies for the nonlinear
kernels which e�ectively scale with n powers of the linear kernel,

VPT: Fn,”(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) Ã k
2

q2 e
÷k1 · · · e

÷kn for k π k‡ π q and ÷ & ÷ki . (7.28)

Inserting e
÷ki =

!
k

2
‡/k

2
i

"1/– gives a power-law screening of UV modes. When applying this to
the kernels entering the one-loop integrand, we get

F2,a(k ≠ q, q, ÷) Ã q
≠2≠4/–

,

F3,a(k, q, ≠q, ÷) Ã q
≠2≠4/–

, (7.29)

which denote the slope by which these kernels decay at very large q. Using this for the integrand
of the one-loop density power spectrum, which is defined as1

P
1L

”” (k, ÷) =
⁄

d ln qP
Integrand
””

(k, q, ÷) , (7.30)

we then get as leading contribution F1,”(k, ÷)F3,”(k, q, ≠q, ÷)P0(q)d3
q ≥ q

≠2d ln q within VPT
whereas in SPT the integrand grows as F3(k, q, ≠q)P0(q)d3

q ≥ q
ns+1d ln q for large loop

wavenumber q with initial power spectrum P0(q) Ã q
ns , see Eq. (3.83). This explains how VPT

accounts for the screening of UV modes and is illustrated in Fig. 7.3 showing the integrand for
various spectral indices ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1. Overall, this gives

P
Integrand
””

(k, q, ÷)
--
SPT Ã q

ns+1
, (7.31)

1This is closely related to the one-loop correction of the response function used in [50, 51].
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Figure 7.3: Integrand of the one-loop contribution to the density power spectrum in VPT (blue lines)
and SPT (orange lines) versus the loop wavenumber q normalized by nonlinear scale knl, for
fixed total momentum k and for a scaling universe with initial spectrum P0(k) Ã k

ns with
spectral indices ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1 (that determine the value of –). We use the most inclusive
truncation cum3+ (svt) (see Table 7.1) with parameters given in the legends. The values of
Ê̄ are obtained by self-consistently solving its evolution equation in linear approximation (see
Sec. 6.2) while the ratios k‡/knl are instead obtained by matching the full power spectrum
(linear plus NLO correction) to N -body data, see Sec 9.1. Note that the drop at large q

within VPT is universal and does not depend on the precise approximation scheme. Each of
the SPT curves would lead to UV divergences when integrating over.

in accordance with Eq. (3.83), indicating the fatal shortcoming of SPT as the loop integration
is UV divergent for all ns Ø ≠1. In contrast, the prediction from the Vlasov theory is that the
integrand drops as

P
Integrand
””

(k, q, ÷)
--
VPT Ã q

≠2
, (7.32)

independently of ns, making the integrand less sensitive to the UV regime, which means that
the modes far inside the dispersion horizon stop contributing, as stated above. Moreover, the
argument leading to this scaling is universal and does not depend on the precise way how the
linear growth stops when entering the dispersion horizon and therefore leads to the conclusion
that the screening of UV modes does not depend on the precise approximation scheme, as shown
in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2.
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Figure 7.4: Nonlinear kernels F2,”(k≠q, q, ÷) (left) and F2,◊(k≠q, q, ÷) (right) versus the total wavenumber
k normalized by the dispersion scale k‡ for the cumulant truncations cum2 and cum3+.
The loop wavenumber is fixed to q/k‡ = 0.2. In addition, we compared the SPT result (black
dashed) and the analytical result at order ‘. The remaining parameters are identical to
Fig. 7.1. F2,” Ã k

2 for k æ 0 ensured by mass and momentum conservation, while for F2,◊ it
is a consequence by symmetry q æ ≠q (for k æ 0).

Dependence on total wavenumber k

Finally, we want to address the dependence on the total wavenumber k while keeping the loop
wavenumber q fixed this time. We show in Fig. 7.4 again the kernels F2,”(◊)(k ≠ q, q, ÷) but, as
opposed to Fig. 7.1, against k/k‡. We also compare the SPT result as well as the O(‘) analytical
result. They scale as k

2 for small k, as in SPT, which is required by mass and momentum
conservation for the density and by the symmetry k æ ≠k for the velocity divergence, see
Sec. 7.3. Apart from that, the behavior is qualitatively similar to the dependence on q including
the suppression of VPT kernels compared to SPT in the range k & k‡, fully captured by the
numerical result while the O(‘) correction only gives the trend of UV screening, and that higher
cumulants start to play a role when k & 2k‡. Note that due to the choice q/k‡ = 0.2 the VPT
curves lie almost on top of the SPT curve for k π k‡ with a larger di�erence for the ◊ kernel.

In Fig. 7.5 we also show the third order kernels F3,a(k, q, ≠q, ÷) for a = ”, ◊ (left) as well as for
the two scalar perturbation modes a = g, ”‘ (right) within the most inclusive truncation cum3+
(svt). The parameters are identical as chosen in Fig. 7.4. We can also confirm the quadratic
scaling in the wavenumber k for small k for the density and velocity divergence. While for the
former it is ensured up to arbitrary order in perturbation theory (due to mass and momentum
conservation) for the latter it only shows up at third order in the configuration entering the
one-loop integral and in general we expect a linear scaling, i.e. Fn,◊ Ã k for k æ 0, see more
details in Sec. 7.3.

In contrast, we find a di�erent behavior for the dispersion modes a = g, ”‘ at small k

approaching a constant value. This implies a modification of the linear theory even for k æ 0,
which is quantified by a bias ba © Pa”/P””|kæ0. For k æ 0 it is given by

ba = F1,a(k = 0, ÷) + 3
⁄

d3
q F3,a(k, q, ≠q, ÷) P0(q)

--
kæ0 + . . . , (7.33)

with linear plus one-loop correction and the ellipsis stands for two and higher loop corrections.
For a = g we obtain the analytical result to order ‘ at linear level given by b

lin
g = F1,g(k =
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Figure 7.5: Nonlinear kernels F3,a(k, q, ≠q, ÷) versus k = |k| for a = ”, ◊ (left) and the scalar perturbations
a = g, ”‘ of the stress tensor (right). The density and velocity divergence kernels scale with
k

2 for k æ 0 while the dispersion modes approach a constant at low k. Reprinted from [99].

0, ÷) = 2E2(÷), see Eq. (7.3), while for a = ”‘ we have b
lin
”‘

= 0.
Overall, after having compared nonlinear kernels with multiple approximation schemes facing

lower with higher cumulant truncations as well as back reactions of di�erent modes, we can
conclude that in particular vorticity, as well as scalar and vector modes of the dispersion should
be taken into account when computing one-loop corrections while higher cumulants and especially
the tensor mode are less relevant. Including vorticity will also ensure momentum conservation
in general, which will be shown in the next section. While the numerical results presented so far
are valid for arbitrary k

2
i
‘ we emphasize that perturbative predictions are limited at some small

enough scales and that is why we trust the VPT predictions for scales k . 2k‡.

7.3 Symmetry constraints on nonlinear kernels

The particular symmetries that underlie the Vlasov-Poisson system lead to constraints on the
asymptotic behavior of the nonlinear kernels Fn,a(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) in appropriate limits. The
corresponding constraints are commonly known within EdS-SPT [165, 171, 172] but in the
following we want to address the generalization of them when including velocity dispersion and
higher cumulants. It is also important to ensure their validity for a given approximation scheme
since these constraints rely on delicate cancellations between various terms.

We start by considering the limit where one of the arguments ki æ 0 which corresponds
to the impact of very large-scale modes onto smaller ones. The nonrelativistic limit of the
Vlasov-Poisson system implies a shift symmetry [173–175]

x æ xÕ = x + n(·), · æ ·
Õ = · , (7.34)

with an arbitrary time-dependent shift function n(·) and can be seen as a generalized Galilean

invariance. In [99] it is investigated that under this symmetry all cumulants are scalars, except
for the first one, by considering the transformation of the cumulant generating function, Eq. (4.3),

C(·, x, l) æ C(· Õ
, xÕ

, l) = CÕ(·, x, l) + l · dn/d· . (7.35)
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In particular we have

”(·, x) æ ”(· Õ
, xÕ) = ”

Õ(·, x) ,

v(·, x) æ v(· Õ
, xÕ) = vÕ(·, x) + dn/d· ,

‡ij(·, x) æ ‡ij(· Õ
, xÕ) = ‡

Õ

ij(·, x) ,

Cijk···(·, x) æ Cijk···(· Õ
, xÕ) = CÕ

ijk···(·, x) , (7.36)

but note that the velocity divergence ◊ as well as the vorticity wi also transform as scalars,
or in general any gradient Òivj of the velocity field, as well as second gradients ÒiÒj„ of the
gravitational potential. This means that Galilean invariance implies that only gradients of the
velocity field, and second gradients of the gravitational potential may appear in the equations of
motion, which is indeed the case. However there is one exception, namely the time-derivative
which is enforced by Galilean invariance to appear as D÷ © ˆ÷ ≠ u · Ò for the rescaled variables
in the equations of motion, what can also be confirmed. The latter constraint coming from
Galilean invariance implies in Fourier space that the nonlinear vertices satisfy the relation

“abc(p, q) = ”
K

ac

3
”

K

b◊

q · p

2p2 ≠ ”
K

bwi

(q ◊ p)i

2p2

4
+ O(p0) , (7.37)

in the limit p æ 0, generalizing the result in [176] to include vorticity. In Ref. [99] it is shown
that this implies a recurrence relation for the nonlinear kernels, given by

Fn+1,a(p, k1, . . . , kn, ÷) = 1
n + 1

k · p

p2 Fn,a(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) + O(p0) for p æ 0 , (7.38)

where k =
q

i
ki, which is well-known within EdS-SPT [177] but is now generalized to the

inclusion of higher cumulants. It is approached when p π ki and p π k‡ which means the size
corresponding to ≥ 1/p of the large-scale mode should be larger than the length-scale of the
dispersion given by ≥

Ô
‘. E�ectively, Eq. (7.38) ensures the cancellation of the contributions to

the equal-time power spectra and bispectra for which the kernels become singular as Ã 1/p for
vanishing loop wavenumber, which generalizes the analogous property within SPT [173, 178].

Next, we consider the limit of vanishing total momentum, i.e. k ©
q

i
ki æ 0, while the

individual ki remain finite and describes the impact of small-scale modes onto perturbation modes
on larger scales. It is well-known from SPT that Fn(k1, . . . , kn) Ã k

2 and Gn(k1, . . . , kn) Ã k
2

in the large-scale limit when the sum k ©
q

i
ki of wavevectors goes to zero. In the following we

show by mass and momentum conservation that for the density this can also be extended to
VPT, provided vorticity is taken into account and that the scaling of the velocity divergence
within VPT is in general di�erent compared to SPT but still conforms with all symmetry
requirements.

Density contrast
First, we consider the density contrast with kernels Fn,”. We can write its equation of motion as

ˆ· ” + ÒiPi = 0 , (7.39)

where
Pi(·, x) © (1 + ”)vi , (7.40)
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Figure 7.6: Third order kernels F3,a(k≠p≠q, p, q, ÷) entering the two-loop power spectrum for the density
(left) and velocity divergence (right) against k/k‡ as well as their SPT counterparts (black
dashed). It is demonstrated that it is mandatory that vorticity should be taken into account
(sw and sv) to ensure momentum conservation, i.e. have k

2 scaling for the density. Neglecting
vorticity (s) violates momentum conservation. In contrast, for the velocity divergence we
observe a linear scaling Ã k in each approximation scheme which amounts to a physical e�ect.
For the figure we chose cosines ckp = 0.3, ckq = 0.5, cpq = 0.875, p = 0.5k‡, q = 0.5k‡ where
k‡ = 1/

Ô
‘0. Reprinted from [99].

is the momentum field. Its equation of motion can be found using the Euler equation

ˆ· Pi + HPi + ÒjTij = 0 , (7.41)

and corresponds to a conservation equation for the (comoving) momentum field aPi, with

Tij © (1 + ”)(‡ij + vivj) + „”
K

ij + 1
3H2�m

1
Òi„Òj„ ≠ „ÒiÒj„ + „”

K

ij Ò2
„

2
, (7.42)

which can be expected for free particles within general relativity [179]. Momentum conservation
then requires that the covariant derivative, which appears in Eq. (7.41), satisfies ÒjT

„

ij
=

(1 + ”)Òi„. Here T
„

ij
contains only the „-dependent terms, described by the scalar metric

perturbation, which is the gravitational potential in the Newtonian limit. Combining Eqs. (7.39)
and (7.41) gives

ˆ
2
· ” + Hˆ· ” = ÒiÒjTij , (7.43)

including the stress-tensor contribution (1 + ”)‡ij . Its form is independent of higher cumulants
and when inserting the perturbative expansion this gives for the nth order density kernel

Fn,”(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) Ã k
2
, k =

ÿ

i

ki æ 0 , (7.44)

due to the two overall derivatives on the right-hand side of Eq. (7.43) and is required by mass
and momentum conservation. One can check that this holds for all truncation and approximation
schemes, in particular for cum2 and cum3+, given that vorticity is taken into account. Thus,
within the schemes sw, sv and svt this scaling is always guaranteed but within the scheme s,
momentum conservation is broken. The reason behind this is that the velocity dispersion tensor
sources vorticity and neglecting it discards part of the velocity field and thus also parts of the
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7 Nonlinear kernels with velocity dispersion and higher cumulants

momentum, which leads to artificial violation of momentum conservation. Therefore, in general
the s approximation should not be used and we henceforth will not use it and always include
vorticity. This can be understood theoretically by considering the scalar projection to the Euler
equation, which prevents contributions from di�erent parts to cancel and spuriously keeps linear
terms in k. Thus, neglecting vorticity generates terms that violate momentum conservation
and are at least of third order in perturbation theory (see [99] for further details). So this
can only appear in F3,” and at higher order. However the third order kernel F3,”(k, q, ≠q, ÷)
entering the one-loop correction does not show this e�ect since it is even under k æ ≠k due to
the property Fn,”(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) = Fn,”(≠k1, . . . , ≠kn, ÷). Therefore any linear term in k has
to cancel making this violation appear starting at two-loop order. The corresponding kernel
F3,”(k ≠ p ≠ q, p, q, ÷) entering the two-loop power spectrum is shown in Fig. 7.6 (left). We
take the third cumulant truncation and compare the approximation schemes s, sw and sv. The
former is only shown for demonstration purposes as it explicitly shows the spurious linear scaling
in k. Again, within this scheme momentum conservation is broken and we are not allowed to use
this scheme in general. On the other hand the two remaining schemes demonstrate momentum
conservation by showing the quadratic scaling Eq. (7.44). We observe suppression of the kernels
for large k when compared to SPT, as before. The deviation from SPT even for k π k‡ arises
due to the finite size of the loop wavenumbers p and q.

One may wonder whether this violation of momentum conservation is absent within SPT
where vorticity is completely neglected. This is the case because velocity dispersion is also
absent in SPT which means there are no source terms for vorticity in the Euler equation. Thus,
within the perfect fluid approximation vorticity will not be generated at all and consequently
the omission of vorticity does not spoil momentum conservation. Therefore, Eq. (7.44) will also
hold in SPT even in absence of vorticity. However, once velocity dispersion is taken into account

it is mandatory to also include vorticity in order to guarantee momentum conservation.

Velocity divergence

As opposed to the density contrast we found that the velocity divergence in general scales
di�erently even when vorticity as well as higher cumulants are included, given by

Fn,◊(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) Ã k, k =
ÿ

i

ki æ 0 , (7.45)

showing a linear scaling in k. It satisfies mass and momentum conservation and is therefore
allowed by the symmetries of the system. However, we have seen in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 that F2,◊(k≠
q, q, ÷) Ã k

2 and F3,◊(k, q, ≠q, ÷) Ã k
2 due to Fn,◊(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) = Fn,◊(≠k1, . . . , ≠kn, ÷) for

the latter which cancels the linear terms in k, as before for the density contrast. Therefore,
the linear scaling does only a�ect kernels entering two- and higher loops. The simplest kernel
that gives the linear scaling is F3,◊(k ≠ p ≠ q, p, q, ÷), for p + q ”= 0 and is shown in Fig. 7.6
(right). Here we see that this scaling appears for any approximation scheme also when vorticity
is taken into account, in contrast to the case of the density contrast (left). Di�erent cumulant
truncations show the same behavior and we used cum3+. One is able to find an analytical
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7.3 Symmetry constraints on nonlinear kernels

expression for this kernel analogously as in Sec. 7.1 up to first order in k, given by

F3,◊(k ≠ p ≠ q, p, q, ÷) = G3(k ≠ p ≠ q, p, q) ≠
C

(k · p)(q · (q + 2p))s2
pq

(p + q)2 + (p ¡ q)
D

◊
310

7 E2(÷) + 2
21E3(÷) ≠ 2E5/2(÷) + 10

21E7/2(÷)
4

+ O(‘2
, ‘k

2) ,

(7.46)

where s
2
pq © 1 ≠ (p · q)2

/
!
p

2
q

2"
and remember that k is the total sum of the wave vectors

in the arguments. The term in the square brackets scales linearly in k and the one in round
brackets linearly in ‘ since En = O(‘). In the limit p + q æ 0 we recover the third order kernel
entering the one-loop contribution and the second term indeed vanishes in this limit such that
we obtain the k

2 scaling. Up to first order in ‘ there is no contribution coming from third and
higher cumulants, such that it is identical for cum2 and cum3+ while even higher cumulant
orders will also not change Eq. (7.46). Furthermore, the tensor modes of the dispersion tensor
will also not a�ect the result (sv is equivalent to svt) and when including only vorticity (sw)
the prefactor alters. Thus, the linear scaling for k æ 0 is omnipresent throughout the various
approximation schemes and we conclude that it cannot be an artifact of the approximation we
are using here but is present in the full Vlasov theory.

On the other hand, we know from the momentum conservation equation Eq. (7.41) that when
perturbatively expanding ÒiPi it should scale as k

2 in the limit where the sum of all wave
vectors goes to zero. Considering this quantity, which can be written as

ÒiPi = Òi [(1 + ”)vi] = ≠Hf

5
◊ + Òi

3
”

Òi◊

Ò2

4
≠ Òi

3
”

ÁijkÒjwk

Ò2

46
, (7.47)

and expanding to third order in perturbation theory using Eq. (4.58), momentum conservation
requires that in the following combination of the kernels for ”, ◊ and wi, given by

F3,◊(k1, k2, k3, ÷) + 1
3

CA
k · k3

k
2
3

F2,”(k1, k2, ÷)F1,◊(k3, ÷)

≠ (k ◊ (k2 + k3))i

(k1 + k3)2 F1,”(k1, ÷)F2,wi(k2, k3, ÷)

+ k · (k2 + k3)
(k2 + k3)2 F1,”(k1, ÷)F2,◊(k2, k3, ÷)

B

+ 2 perm.
D

, (7.48)

the linear term in k =
q

i
ki for k æ 0 has to cancel. When using the analytical results at

O(‘) from Secs. 7.1 and 8.3, as well as a generalized form of Eq. (7.46) we indeed obtain the
cancellation of linear terms in k. This provides an independent validation of the linear scaling
for the velocity divergence kernels.

However, the leading contribution of this linear scaling shows up starting at two-loop order. At
one-loop (L = 1) we know that the leading term in the limit k æ 0 comes from P

(13)
◊◊

Ã k
2
P0(k).

Going to two-loop order we get an analogous (propagatorlike) term where one linear and one
nonlinear field is correlated, see Eq. (3.64). It contains kernels with F5,◊(k, q, ≠q, p, ≠p, ÷)
which scales as k

2 since any linear terms are cancelled due to symmetry, similarly as for the
one-loop. In total, the corresponding contribution to the two-loop power spectrum also gives
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7 Nonlinear kernels with velocity dispersion and higher cumulants

P
(15)
◊◊

Ã k
2
P0(k) for k æ 0. Now we know there is also a contribution coming from the kernel

F3,◊(k ≠ p ≠ q, p, q, ÷) at two-loop and scales linearly in k. For the auto power spectrum of the
velocity divergence this contribution scales as P

(33)
◊◊

Ã k
2 for k æ 0. The latter should therefore

dominate over P
(15)
◊◊

for large enough scales, when assuming a �CDM input power spectrum.
Nevertheless, at those scales the linear contribution to P◊◊ will dominate any loop corrections
and it is therefore di�cult to verify this feature in practice. Moreover, we will see below, that
the same behavior as for the velocity divergence happens for the vorticity. Since vorticity is
not generated at linear level, it has no linear contribution to the power spectrum. Therefore it
seems promising to find these e�ects within the vorticity power spectrum at large enough scales.

Next, we describe the generation of vorticity and vector mode kernels along with their
numerical implementation in order to correctly calculate the two-loop vorticity power spectrum
revealing the features described above. The generation of tensor modes is discussed accordingly.
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8 Generation of vorticity, vector and tensor
modes

Within SPT or in the pressureless perfect fluid approximation it is commonly known that
vorticity is not generated and decays as (Ò ◊ v) Ã 1/a within the linear regime [165]. However,
when including at least velocity dispersion, i.e. the second cumulant from the Vlasov hierarchy
the linear decay remains still valid but vorticity will be generated nonlinearly at second order in
perturbation theory [166].

In the following we present the joint generation of vorticity and vector modes from nonlinear
interactions within VPT for which the equations of motion are coupled to each other. Second
(third) order kernels are presented in Sec. 8.3 (Sec. 8.4). An analogous mechanism leads to the
generation of tensor modes which will be discussed in Sec. 8.5. In addition, in Sec. 8.2 we discuss
an e�cient implementation of vorticity, vector and tensor modes in our numerical treatment.

From the equation of motion Eq. (4.47) we can extract the evolution equations of both
vorticity w and vector mode ‹,

ˆ÷wk,i +
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

wk,i + k
2
‹k,i =

⁄

pq

“wibcÂp,bÂq,c ,

ˆ÷‹k,i + 2
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

‹k,i ≠ ‘wk,i =
⁄

pq

“‹ibcÂp,bÂq,c , (8.1)

as well as tensor mode tij of the dispersion tensor,

ˆ÷tk,ij + 2
33

2
�m

f2 ≠ 1
4

tk,ij =
⁄

pq

“tijbcÂp,bÂq,c , (8.2)

and we used subscripts i and j as spatial components for the perturbation fields w, ‹ and tij ,
subscript k as their corresponding wavenumber, as well as p and q as internal wavenumbers
adopted from fields Âb and Âc, respectively.

8.1 Linear approximation
Within the linear approximation one neglects the right-hand side of Eqs. (8.1). and (8.2). When
further considering for the background dispersion ‘ æ 0 in the second line and �m/f

2 æ 1
one obtains an approximate solution ‹k,i(÷) = ‹k,i(÷0)e≠(÷≠÷0) which corresponds to a decaying
mode, as expected. Inserting this result into the first line of Eq. (8.1) yields the leading order
solution for the vorticity,

wk,i(÷) =
1
wk,i(÷0) ≠ 2k

2
‹k,i(÷0)

2
e

≠
1
2 (÷≠÷0) + 2k

2
‹k,i(÷0)e≠(÷≠÷0) + O(‘) , (8.3)
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8 Generation of vorticity, vector and tensor modes

being a superposition of two decaying modes, corresponding to Ã a
≠1 and Ã a

≠3/2 for the
original vorticity ≠fHw. Due to the presence of the vector mode, the vorticity acquires an
additional decaying mode at linear level. Eq. (8.3) can in turn be used to obtain the O(‘)
result for the vector mode ‹. One then obtains correction terms at first order in ‘ as hinted in
Eq. (8.3). When assuming ‘ = ‘0e

–÷, there exists a closed-form solution of the linear equations
in terms of hypergeometric functions, given by

wk,i(÷) = A e
≠

1
2 ÷

0F1

A

1 + 1
2–

; ≠‘(÷)k2

–2

B

+ B e
≠÷

0F1

A

1 ≠ 1
2–

; ≠‘(÷)k2

–2

B

, (8.4)

for – > 1/2 and with coe�cients A, B related to the initial vorticity and vector mode. This
is analogous to Eq. (4.83) for the density but note that in linear approximation the vorticity
contains only decaying modes. For ‘k

2 æ 0 one recovers Eq. (8.3) since 0F1 æ 1 in that limit.
In the opposite limit k

2
‘ ∫ 1 one finds an oscillatory damping,

wk,i(÷) æ e
≠

3+–
4 ÷

C

A
Õ sin

3
2
Ô

‘k + – ≠ 1
4–

fi

4
+ B

Õ sin
3

2
Ô

‘k + – + 1
4–

fi

4 D

, (8.5)

where

A
Õ © A

A
‘0k

2

–2

B
≠

1
4 ≠

1
4– �

1
1 + 1

2–

2

Ô
fi

,

B
Õ © B

A
‘0k

2

–2

B
≠

1
4 + 1

4– �
1
1 ≠ 1

2–

2

Ô
fi

. (8.6)

In linear approximation we only observe decaying modes for both vorticity and vector modes of
the dispersion tensor. Furthermore, the tensor modes contain one single decaying mode Ã e

≠÷

in linear approximation independently of ‘. In particular, this means that all their linear kernels
vanish,

F1,wi = F1,‹i = F1,tij = 0 , (8.7)

as expected. This in turn means that the linear contribution to the vorticity and vector as well
as tensor power spectra is zero.

8.2 Numerical treatment of vorticity, vector and tensor modes
Before considering solutions of the nonlinear kernels for vorticity, vector and tensor modes
we now address how to incorporate their degrees of freedom within our numerical treatment
beyond linear approximation. At linear level, each component evolves independently. However,
at nonlinear level the di�erent degrees of freedom for vorticity, vector and tensor modes mix and
have in general di�erent solutions. In the following we want to take advantage of the properties
of vorticity, vector and tensor modes in order to reduce the independent degrees of freedom
leading to e�cient numerical computation. We leave the reader to skip this section as it is
somewhat advanced and not necessary to understand the solutions from below.

For example, in Fourier space we know that the vorticity wk,i with wave vector k satisfies
the transversality condition k · wk = 0 reducing the freedom to two independent degrees. The
same holds for the vector mode ‹k,i. In turn, the tensor mode tk,ij satisfies kitk,ij = 0, tk,ij =
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8.2 Numerical treatment of vorticity, vector and tensor modes

tk,ji, tk,ii = 0. Then the independent tensor degrees of freedom amount to 3 ◊ 3 ≠ (3 + 3 + 1) = 2.
The corresponding real-space conditions were already introduced in Sec. 4.1.

Within our numerical treatment we use these constraints, where e.g. for the vorticity we can
choose two independent degrees of freedom in the plane perpendicular to k. The remaining
freedom corresponds to the choice of a convenient basis within this plane. If suitably selected
one single perturbation mode can be su�cient to track the full vorticity as long as one does
not go beyond the one-loop approximation for the power spectrum. The same holds for the
vector and tensor modes at one-loop. However, for the two-loop power spectrum and one-loop
bispectrum, we need to include all independent degrees of freedom. We describe both schemes
below and checked their equivalence whenever both are applicable.

Before this, we discuss properties involving power spectra with vector and tensor quantities as
well as the circumstance where those modes can appear. Now we will use letter s for all scalar
quantities s œ {”, ◊, g, ”‘, A, fi, ‰} up to cum3+, vi for all vector quantities vi œ {wi, ‹i} and
tij for the tensor modes. The latter two can appear in two physical situations:

(i) During the generation of vector and tensor modes, i.e. when computing vector and tensor
power spectra involving kernels Fn,vi or Fn,tij (n Ø 2).

(ii) As nonlinear back reaction to the power- (and bi-)spectra of scalar modes via the nonlinear
kernels Fn,s (n Ø 3).

In a diagrammatic representation as shown in Fig. 8.1 of the perturbative solution of the
equations of motion (see e.g. [138]) the vector and tensor modes appear as external, outgoing

lines in case (i) and as internal lines in both (i) and (ii), while “ingoing” lines are always
(growing) scalar modes.

In addition, power spectra involving vector and tensor modes are rotationally invariant due
to statistical isotropy, i.e. all cross power spectra Pvis = Ptijs = Pvitjk = 0 vanish. Rotational
invariance also requires

Pvivj (k, ÷) = 1
2

3
”ij ≠ kikj

k2

4 ÿ

n

Pvnvn(k, ÷) ,

Ptijtls(k, ÷) = 1
2P

T

ij,ls(k)
ÿ

m,n

Ptnmtnm(k, ÷) , (8.8)

where the sum over all n, m was explicitly written down for clarity while being implicitly
understood in the rest of this thesis, and i, j, l, s are not summed over. The tensor projector
P

T

ij,ls
(k) can be found in Eq. (4.29) and all vi can adopt wi or ‹i. Overall, it is su�cient to

compute the power spectra by summing over all indices, as indicated on the right-hand sides of
Eq. (8.8).

Simplified algorithm for the one-loop power spectrum
Now we present a treatment applicable for all scalar, vector and tensor power spectra at
one-loop level, including the back reaction of vector and tensor modes to the scalar power
spectra. Essentially, it can be boiled down to only keep one single degree of freedom of the two
independent modes for vi and tij . This is the case, since at one-loop the relevant kernels of
vector and tensor modes are given by F2,vi(k ≠ q, q, ÷) and F2,tij (k ≠ q, q, ÷) either for their
generation (i) for the vector- or tensor power spectra Pvivi or Ptijtij , respectively, or as for their
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vivi

�viss�viss

svis

�viss�ssvi

Figure 8.1: Generation of vorticity/vector perturbations at one-loop [left diagram, case (i)] and back
reaction on scalar power spectra [right diagram, case(ii)] corresponding to the P

(22)
vivi and P

(13)
ss

part of the one-loop integrals, respectively. Here vi œ {wi, ‹i} corresponds to dashed lines,
and solid lines represent any scalar perturbations s œ {”, ◊, g, ”‘, A, fi, ‰} (possibly of di�erent
type for each line). The open square denotes the initial power spectrum, and the filled circles
are nonlinear vertices. Reprinted from [99].

nonlinear back reaction (ii) to the scalar power spectra involving kernels F3,s(k, q, ≠q, ÷). Both
roles are specific examples of the generic cases (i) and (ii) from above and therefore it is su�cient
to compute these kernels. Note also that the one-loop contributions P

(13)
vivi and P

(13)
tijtij

vanish
since their linear kernels are zero.

Let us start with the vector modes vi œ {wi, ‹i}. For the first case we consider nonlinear
vertices “abc(k1, k2) with a = vi(k1 + k2, ÷) and b, c representing scalar modes s(k1, ÷), s

Õ(k2, ÷)
as “vissÕ(k1, k2), and analogously for other cases. When inserting the second order kernels into
the expression for the one-loop integral Eq. (7.25) we obtain a unique vertex combination given
by

“vissÕ(q, k ≠ q)“v
Õ
is

ÕÕsÕÕÕ(q, k ≠ q) , (8.9)

with appropriate factors of linear kernels for scalar modes which we left out here for brevity
and corresponds to the case (i), see also Fig. 8.1. We implicitly assume the summation over the
spatial index i = x, y, z. For the second case (ii) we can find an analogous contribution given by

“ssÕvi(q, k ≠ q)“v
Õ
is

ÕÕsÕÕÕ(≠q, k) , (8.10)

where now a linear kernel of a scalar mode as well as a second order kernel of a vector mode is
involved (on top of two linear scalar kernels). Note that here we have two contributions due
to the sum in m in Eq. (4.59) but this identical to the one from above upon symmetrization
of the corresponding kernels. In total, we observe that all vertices of the form “vissÕ(k1, k2) as
well as “svis

Õ(k1, k2) = “ssÕvi(k2, k1) are proportional to (k1 ◊ k2)i (see Appendix B). Therefore
the vorticity vector has to lie along k ◊ q and it is su�cient to track a single e�ective degree

of freedom for each vector mode. So we can replace wi ‘æ we� and ‹i ‘æ ‹e�, and the factor
(k1 ◊ k2)i contained in the relevant vertices by ‡k1k2 |k1 ◊ k2|. The prefactor ‡k1k2 œ {±1, 0} is
needed to track the correct sign. These replacements are obtained by multiplying the vectorial
terms with (k ◊ q)i/|k ◊ q| such that

F2,vi(k1, k2, ÷) = F2,ve�(k1, k2, ÷)(k ◊ q)i

|k ◊ q| , (k1 ◊ k2)i = ‡k1k2 |k1 ◊ k2|(k ◊ q)i

|k ◊ q| , (8.11)

for all relevant vectors k1,2 œ {±q, ±k, ±(k ≠ q), ±(k + q)} that occur when evaluating the
integrand of the one-loop power spectrum. We use ‡k1k2 = (k1◊k2)·(k◊q)

|k1◊k2| |k◊q|
. Then the corresponding
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8.2 Numerical treatment of vorticity, vector and tensor modes

vertices involving one vorticity and vector mode can e.g. be written down as

“”we�”(k1, k2) = “Awe�A(k1, k2) = 1
2‡k1k2

|k1 ◊ k2|
k

2
1

, (8.12)

and analogously for the remaining vertices. Altogether, these replacements leading to a single-
component vector mode ve� also correctly take into account the back reaction on the scalar
kernels F3,s(k, q, ≠q, ÷). This allows the computation of the vector power spectra according to

Pwiwi = Pwe�we� , Pwi‹i = Pwe�‹e� , P‹i‹i = P‹e�‹e� . (8.13)

Next, we focus on the treatment of tensor modes. As mentioned above, here we also find at
one-loop that one single e�ective tensor mode will be su�cient since the relevant combinations
of vertices is analogous to Eqs. (8.9), (8.10) and Fig. 8.1 with vi, v

Õ

i
replaced by tij , t

Õ

ij
. Similarly,

we observe that for vertices of the form “tijssÕ(k1, k2) the dependence on the indices i, j is
uniquely given by the factor

fij(k1, k2) © ”ij ≠ (k1 + k2)i(k1 + k2)j

(k1 + k2)2 ≠ 2(k1 ◊ k2)i(k1 ◊ k2)j

(k1 ◊ k2)2 , (8.14)

which fulfills the transversality and trace conditions 0 = (k1 + k2)i fij(k1, k2), 0 = fii. This will
be relevant for tensor mode generation, corresponding to case (i). Furthermore, for vertices of
the form “stijsÕ(k1, k2) = “ssÕtij (k2, k1), relevant for tensor mode back reaction [case(ii)], we find
an index dependence captured by gij(k1, k2) © (k2)i(k2)j . This then allows us replace the two
independent tensor modes by a single e�ective tensor mode tij ‘æ te�, as before for the vector
modes by replacing

“tijssÕ(k1, k2) = fij(k1, k2) “te�ssÕ(k1, k2) ,

k
2
2 sin2(k1, k2)“stijsÕ(k1, k2) = gij(k1, k2) “ste�sÕ(k1, k2) , (8.15)

where sin2(k1, k2) = (k1 ◊ k2)2
/(k2

1k
2
2) and the second line e�ectively means that we replace

the index-dependence as gij(k1, k2) ‘æ k
2
2 sin2(k1, k2) for the vertices with e�ective tensor

mode. This replacement can be obtained when considering the only relevant contraction
qiqj“tijsÕÕsÕÕÕ(≠q, k) = q

2 sin2(k≠q, q)“te�sÕÕsÕÕÕ(≠q, k) in the combination of vertices in Eq. (8.10),
such that the relevant vertices given in Appendix B for the e�ective tensor mode can e.g. be
written as

“te�◊g(k1, k2) = ≠1
2

(k1 ◊ k2)2 k1 · k2
2(k1 + k2)2k

2
1k

2
2

,

“◊Ate�(k1, k2) = ≠1
2

(k1 ◊ k2)2

k
2
2

. (8.16)

Note that, in contrast to vorticity and the vector modes the replacement for the tensor modes is
di�erently for cases (i) and (ii). Again, case (i) corresponds to the vertex in the first line and
case (ii) to the vertex in the second line. The remaining vertices for the e�ective tensor mode
are obtained analogously. Altogether, with Eq. (8.9), the combinations of vertices entering the
one-loop integral can be replaced as

“tijssÕ(q, k ≠ q)“t
Õ
ijsÕÕsÕÕÕ(q, k ≠ q) = 2“te�ssÕ(q, k ≠ q)“t

Õ
e�sÕÕsÕÕÕ(q, k ≠ q) ,

“ssÕtij (q, k ≠ q)“t
Õ
ijsÕÕsÕÕÕ(≠q, k) = “ssÕte�(q, k ≠ q)“t

Õ
e�sÕÕsÕÕÕ(≠q, k) . (8.17)
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8 Generation of vorticity, vector and tensor modes

The first line implies that the tensor power spectrum can be computed according to

Ptijtij (k, ÷) = 2Pte�te�(k, ÷) , (8.18)

and the second line shows that the e�ective tensor mode correctly accounts for the back reaction
on the scalar kernels F3,s(k, q, ≠q, ÷).

General case
Now we want to introduce a numerical treatment which is valid for any approximation scheme,
in particular beyond one-loop order for the power spectrum. This generalized treatment will
apply e.g. for the one-loop matter density bispectrum and the two-loop vorticity power spectrum
discussed in Secs. 9.3 and 9.4, respectively. Within the current treatment we need to take both
of the two independent degrees of freedom for the vorticity and vector mode into account. This
can be straightforwardly extended to the full treatment of tensor modes but is beyond the scope
of this work. Nevertheless, the vector modes still satisfy p · v(p, ÷) = 0 with vi œ {wi, ‹i}, so we
will project vi on a basis that depends on p. In particular, we use the p-dependent orthogonal
basis vectors given by

bp1 © Np1(p ◊ Qp) ,

bp2 © Np2(p ◊ (p ◊ Qp)) = Np2
1
p (p · Qp) ≠ Qp p

2
2

,

bp3 © Np3 p , (8.19)

where Qp is an a priori arbitrary reference vector which will be chosen for each p with the
only condition that p ◊ Qp ”= 0, i.e. it must not be collinear to p. In addition, the Np1,2,3 are
normalization factors. Usually they are chosen such that the basis vectors are normalized to
unity, however this is not required. This basis is then referred to as transverse basis for which
e.g. the vorticity can be decomposed as

wp = wp1bp1 + wp2bp2 , (8.20)

where wp1,2 are the two transverse vorticity components and when projected along bp3 it vanishes
by construction. The vector mode is decomposed analogously. This means in the vector of
perturbation variables Â we have to include wp– and ‹p– for – = 1, 2. This choice of basis
will not a�ect the linear dynamics and each component has the same equation, while for the
nonlinear part we have to transform the vertices from Cartesian coordinates to the transverse
basis via

“awp–c(p, q) = “awic(p, q)bp–,i ,

“abwq–(p, q) = “abwi(p, q)bq–,i ,

“wk–bc(p, q) = bp+q–,i

|bp+q–|2 “wibc(p, q) , (8.21)

where summation over i = x, y, z is implied. In each case for p, q and p + q the appropriate
transverse basis is applied. For vertices with the vector mode ‹i the projection is analogous
and if more than one index a, b, c is a vorticity or vector mode multiple projections apply
correspondingly. For example for the vertex with vorticity self coupling we have

“wp+q–wp—wq“ (p, q) = bp+q–,i

|bp+q–|2 “wiwjwk(p, q)bp—,jbq“,k , (8.22)
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8.2 Numerical treatment of vorticity, vector and tensor modes

with summation over i, j, k = x, y, z and for –, —, “ = 1, 2. Thus the www vertex involves a
total of 23 = 8 distinct vertices instead of 33 = 27 vertices in Cartesian coordinates. This
demonstrates the advantage of our numerical treatment using the transverse basis.

Note that when using the transverse basis, and using well-known relations from vector algebra,
the projected vertices can be brought into a form that solely depends on scalar products p · q,
p · Qr and q · Qr, as well as on

Drs © det(s, r, Qr) = (r ◊ Qr) · s , (8.23)

with r, s œ {p, q, p + q}. This is advantageous when following the algorithm outlined in [163].
Note that the Qp from above are a special case of Qr. These scalar products are computed
initially for a given configuration of wave vectors r which generically enter the kernels and
vertices (for the power spectrum) as

r =
Lÿ

n=1
cnQn + cL+1k (8.24)

corresponding to a single evaluation of the integrand for the loop evaluation, with coe�cients
cn = 0, ±1 and loop wavenumbers Q1...L at L-loop order. The additional cL+1 is the coe�cient
in front of the external wavenumber k. In case of the bispectrum we would have a further
coe�cient cL+2 for in total two external wavenumbers k1, k2. For a given r we define the
corresponding Qr entering the definition of the transverse basis as a possible vector within the
set B = {k, Q1, . . . , QL} (or B = {k1, k2, Q1, . . . , QL} for the bispectrum) that has the largest
projection within the plane perpendicular to r, i.e. for which s

2
rQ

= 1 ≠ (r·Q)2

r2Q2 is maximal out of
all Qr œ B.

Altogether, this allows for an e�cient implementation of vertices involving vector modes,
in particular when two or more vector modes are involved. This treatment is based on [161–
163, 180]. In practice, we define projection functions entering the vertices involving vector modes
which are e.g. given by

V
p1

1,pq
© (p ◊ q) · bp1 = Np1

1
p

2(q · Qp) ≠ (p · Qp)(q · p)
2

,

V
p2

1,pq
© (p ◊ q) · bp2 = Np2p

2
Dpq ,

V
q1

1,pq
© (p ◊ q) · bq1 = ≠V

q1
1,qp

,

V
q2

1,pq
© (p ◊ q) · bq2 = ≠V

q2
1,qp

,

V
k1

1,pq © P k1 · (p ◊ q) = 1
Nk1

k(k · Qk) ≠ (k · q)(Qk · p)
k2Q

2
k

≠ (k · Qk)2 ,

V
k2

1,pq © P k2 · (p ◊ q) = 1
Nk2

Dkq

k2Q
2
k

≠ (k · Qk)2 , (8.25)

which contribute at one-loop, with k = p + q and P k– = bp+q–/|bp+q–|2. Then the vertices can
e.g. be written as

“”wp–”(p, q) = “Awp–A(p, q) = 1
2

V
p–

1,pq

p2 ,

“wk–Ag(p, q) = ≠1
2

p · q

q2 V
k–

1,pq , (8.26)
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8 Generation of vorticity, vector and tensor modes

in terms of the projection functions in the transverse basis with – = 1, 2, and we refer to
Appendix C for the remaining projection functions and vertices which contribute also at two-
loop.

In the following we are armed with a treatment that allows us to capture vorticity and vector
mode generation at one- and two-loop order while for the former the simplified treatment with
only one single degree of freedom for each vector mode is su�cient, for the latter we need to use
the general case with two independent degrees of freedom for each vector mode. This means that
the corresponding kernels entering at one-loop only one unique result su�ces to track vorticity
and vector modes. However when going to kernels relevant at two-loop order (or one-loop order
for bispectrum) we have to account for two solutions for each kernel, which we present below.
In particular, the vorticity power spectrum up to two-loop order can be computed as

Pwiwi = Pw1w1 + Pw2w2 , (8.27)

where the cross terms w1w2 = w2w1 = 0 vanish by construction. Note that this definition is in
general true also at one-loop when using the transverse basis. Regarding the tensor mode, we
will only use the simplified treatment tracking one e�ective tensor mode as we only consider
one-loop corrections for tensor mode generation in the remaining part of the work.

8.3 Vorticity generation at second order

At second order in perturbation theory one observes nonlinear vorticity generation [166]. It
arises from the coupling of two scalar modes which similarly generates the vector modes of the
dispersion tensor. The form of the involved vertices is presented in the previous section. The
evolution equations for the corresponding kernels are given by

3
ˆ÷ + 5

2

4
F2,wi(p, q, ÷) + (p + q)2

F2,‹i(p, q, ÷) = “wibc(p, q)F1,b(p, ÷)F1,c(q, ÷) ,

(ˆ÷ + 3) F2,‹i(p, q, ÷) ≠ ‘(÷)F2,wi(p, q, ÷) = “‹ibc(p, q)F1,b(p, ÷)F1,c(q, ÷) . (8.28)

The list of potential vertices for vorticity is “wiAg, “wiA‘, “wiA‹j , “wiAtjk , “wi◊wj , “wiwjwk , and
for the vector mode “‹i◊g, “‹i◊‘, “‹iwjg, “‹iwj‘, “‹i◊‹j , “‹i◊tjk

, “‹iwj‹k , “‹iwjtk¸ . When considering
the solution of second order kernels then the linear kernels F1,b and F1,c can contribute if b and c

are scalars. Thus, only “wiAg, “wiA‘ and “‹i◊g, “‹i◊‘ contribute at second order, and describe the
generation of vorticity and vector modes from two scalar perturbations at nonlinear level. The
linear mixing of both vector fields is contained on the left-hand side of Eq. (8.28). The leading
contribution, i.e. the one-loop of the vorticity power spectrum then has only one contribution,
given by

P
1L

wiwi
(k, ÷) = 2e

4÷

⁄
d3

q F2,wi(k ≠ q, q, ÷)F2,wi(k ≠ q, q, ÷)P0(|k ≠ q|)P0(q) . (8.29)

There are analogous expressions for the vector power spectra and their cross spectrum. In
addition, we will see below that it is in fact necessary to include the two-loop correction in order
to get the correct scaling for k æ 0, see Sec. 8.4 and Sec. 9.4. But first we discuss the kernels
entering the one-loop contribution, i.e. F2,wi/‹i

(k ≠ q, q, ÷).
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8.3 Vorticity generation at second order
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Figure 8.2: Nonlinear VPT kernels for the vorticity Fn,wi (left column) and the vector mode of the
dispersion tensor k

2
Fn,‹i (right column). The second order kernels (n = 2) shown in the upper

panels commonly scale as Ã k
2. At this order, both kernels point in the direction perpendicular

to the plane spanned by k and q, and we show its projection on k ◊ q/|k ◊ q|. The kernels
are shown for various approximation schemes as indicated in the legend (see Table 7.1). In
addition, when showing the third order kernels (n = 3) entering the two-loop power spectrum
we show the two independent modes perpendicular k, finding that F3,wk1,2 Ã k for k æ 0,
similarly to ◊ (see Sec. 7.3). When comparing sw ¡ svt in the left panels we find a noticeable
impact of the vector mode on vorticity for k & k‡, while the impact of third cumulant
perturbations (cum2 ¡ cum3+) is relatively mild for vorticity and vector mode kernels in
the upper row. The analytical results Eqs. (8.30) and (8.32) at first order in ‘ are shown as
thin black lines, and agree well for k π k‡. In SPT all these kernels are zero. For the figure
we chose ‘ = ‘0 e

–÷ with – = 4/3, and ckp = 0.3, ckq = 0.5, cpq = 0.875, p = k‡, q = 0.5k‡,
where k‡ = 1/

Ô
‘0. Reprinted from [98].

Analytical results for ‘ æ 0

Let us first discuss an analytical expression within the second cumulant approximation (cum2)
for the vorticity when expanding in powers of ‘, similar as for the kernels of the scalar modes in
Sec. 7.1. Recalling the results of Sec. 5.3 we expect both vorticity and the vector mode to be
generated at first order in ‘. Thus, the term ‘F2,wi can be neglected at O(‘) and we can solve
the equation for ‹k,i independently, giving

F2,‹i(p, q, ÷) = 2 (“‹i◊g(p, q) + “‹i◊g(q, p))
⁄

÷

d÷
Õ
e

3(÷Õ
≠÷)

⁄
÷

Õ

d÷
ÕÕ

e
2(÷ÕÕ

≠÷
Õ)

‘(÷ÕÕ)+O(‘2) , (8.30)
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8 Generation of vorticity, vector and tensor modes

where we used the fact that F1,”‘ starts at order ‘
2 (for cum2), so only the vertex “‹i◊g is

relevant. Inserting this result into the vorticity equation and using that only “wiAg contributes
gives the first order correction for the vorticity, given by

F2,wi(p, q, ÷) = ≠(p + q)2
⁄

÷

d÷
Õ
e

5
2 (÷Õ

≠÷)
F2,‹i(p, q, ÷

Õ)

+ 2(“wiAg(p, q) + “wiAg(q, p))
⁄

÷

d÷
Õ
e

5
2 (÷Õ

≠÷)
⁄

÷
Õ

d÷
ÕÕ

e
2(÷ÕÕ

≠÷
Õ)

‘(÷ÕÕ) + O(‘2) .

(8.31)

Then we can explicitly insert the form of the vertices given in Appendix B to obtain

F2,wi(p, q, ÷) = (p ◊ q)i(p · q)
!
q

2 ≠ p
2"

p2q2 J
w(÷) + O(‘2) , (8.32)

with

J
w(÷) =

⁄
÷

d÷
Õ
e

5
2 (÷Õ

≠÷)
C ⁄

÷
Õ

d÷
ÕÕ

e
2(÷ÕÕ

≠÷
Õ)

‘(÷ÕÕ) +
⁄

÷
Õ

d÷
ÕÕ
e

3(÷ÕÕ
≠÷

Õ)
⁄

÷
ÕÕ

d÷
ÕÕÕ

e
2(÷ÕÕÕ

≠÷
ÕÕ)

‘(÷ÕÕÕ)
D

= 4E2(÷) ≠ 6E5/2(÷) + 2E3(÷) , (8.33)

using Eq. (7.4). The combination of the integrals in the second summand (in the first line)
would be missed when neglecting the vector mode, corresponding to the approximation scheme
sw. We also know from Sec. 8.2 that vorticity and vector mode are perpendicular to the plane
spanned by the wave vectors p and q. Thus, the vectorial factor (p ◊ q)i can be projected
with (p ◊ q)i/|p ◊ q| in order to use the e�ective vorticity mode we�. In addition, the vorticity
kernel F2,wi(k ≠ q, q, ÷) scales as k

2 for k æ 0. This can be checked from the analytical result
Eq. (8.32) at order ‘. This analytical result can in turn be inserted in the one-loop integral
Eq. (8.29) giving a dependence on the loop wavenumber which agrees with Eq. (70) in [68].
However in general we do not expand in powers of ‘ and within our numerical results (see below)
we e�ectively collect all orders in ‘ and fully consider the impact of the vector mode on vorticity.

Numerical results
Similarly as for the scalar kernels one can solve the di�erential equation for the vorticity and
vector mode of the dispersion tensor numerically. Using the treatment presented in Sec. 8.2 for
the second order kernels entering the one-loop correction F2,w(k ≠ q, q, ÷) and F2,‹(k ≠ q, q, ÷)
we get results shown in the upper left and right panels of Fig. 8.2, respectively, and we used
the short-hand notation w © we� and ‹ © ‹e�. The agreement with the analytical results given
above is well within the regime k . k‡. In addition, the scaling F2,w(k ≠ q, q, ÷) Ã k

2 for k æ 0
holds also for the numerical result. For the vector mode, we show the dimensionless quantity
k

2
F2,‹ which also scales as k

2 indicating that the kernel for the vector mode itself is constant in
the large-scale limit which is in accordance with kernels for the scalar modes of the dispersion
tensor, see Fig. 7.5. The simplest approximation involving vorticity generation corresponds to
sw in the second cumulant approximation cum2. We observe that when including in addition
the impact of the vector mode a slight horizontal shift at all scales and a moderate modification
for k & k‡. Taking also scalar modes of the third cumulant into account, denoted by cum3+, a
further impact arises for scales k & 2k‡ for the vorticity and at k & k‡ for the vector mode. Note
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8.4 Vorticity generation at third order

that using the scheme svt is equivalent to sv as one needs the latter to capture vector mode
generation while the former does not contribute to F2,w and F2,‹ . We adopted the simplified
numerical treatment valid at one-loop introduced in Sec. 8.2 for the results in the upper panels.

8.4 Vorticity generation at third order

Also for the vorticity, we find in general that it scales with the first power of the total wavenumber,

Fn,wi(k1, . . . , kn, ÷) Ã k, k =
ÿ

i

ki æ 0 . (8.34)

Similarly as for the velocity divergence it only appears starting at two-loop order, i.e. for kernels
Fn,wi with n Ø 3 while F2,wi Ã k

2 as for the velocity divergence, see Fig. 7.4. In the lower left
panel of Fig. 8.2 we show the kernel F3,wi(k ≠ p ≠ q, p, q, ÷) entering the two-loop correction
versus k for both vorticity modes wk1 and wk2 perpendicular to k. In addition, we compared
the approximations sw and sv where the impact of the vector modes of the dispersion tensor
is only included in the latter scheme. We observe a minor impact also for this kernel. Using
the transverse basis introduced in Sec. 8.2 we find that the mode in the direction of bk1 has a
higher amplitude than its perpendicular counterpart. Most importantly, the linear scaling in k

is shown for all cases and agrees with analogous results for the velocity divergence ◊. However
when p + q = 0 the scaling would be Ã k

2. In particular, this implies that the corresponding
contribution to the power spectrum, i.e. the two-loop vorticity power spectrum scales as

Pwiwi(k, ÷) Ã k
2

, (8.35)

for k π k‡ and can be computed according to Eq. (8.27). However, since F2,wi Ã k
2, this

scaling can only be observed starting at two-loop order, while P
1L
wiwi

(k, ÷) Ã k
4 at one-loop. This

behavior will be confirmed in Sec. 9.4 where we compare our results to measurements of the
vorticity power spectrum in numerical simulations.

In contrast to the vorticity, the analogous kernel for the vector mode approaches a constant
for k æ 0 such that the dimensionless kernels scale as k

2
Fn,‹i Ã k

2 even for n Ø 3 where both
independent modes ‹k1 and ‹k2 are shown in the lower right panel of Fig. 8.2 which confirms
this scaling.

8.5 Generation of tensor modes

We know from above that the impact of the tensor mode on the nonlinear kernels for the density
contrast and velocity divergence is very small, see Fig. 7.2, in contrast to the impact of vorticity
and vector modes on the density. Therefore, in practice tensor modes can be neglected when
interested in the density or velocity divergence, see Ch. 9. However, the generation of tensor
modes due to nonlinear coupling of scalar modes gives rise to a tensor power spectrum which
interestingly sources a stochastic background of gravitational waves, see Ch. 10. Therefore, it
may be interesting to study its generation. As for the vector modes, the leading contribution
arises from the second order kernel which satisfies,

(ˆ÷ + 3)F2,tij (p, q, ÷) = “tijbc(p, q)F1,b(p, ÷)F1,c(q, ÷) , (8.36)
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Figure 8.3: Second order kernel for the e�ective tensor mode in dimensionless units such that k
2
F2,te� Ã k

2

for k æ 0 (black dashed). The scheme svt is needed in order to take tensor modes into
account and the inclusion of third cumulant perturbations (cum3+) shows an impact at
k & k‡. For comparison, the analytical result is shown as thin black line. Reprinted from [98].

giving rise to a tensor power spectrum at one-loop,

P
1L

tijtij
(k, ÷) = 2e

4÷

⁄
d3

q F2,tij (k ≠ q, q, ÷)F2,tij (k ≠ q, q, ÷)P0(|k ≠ q|)P0(q) . (8.37)

The relevant vertices which could potentially contribute are “tij◊g, “tij◊‘, “tijwkg, “tijwk‘, “tij◊‹k
,

“tij◊tk¸
, “tijwk‹¸ , “tijwkt¸m . As before, F1,b and F1,c are only nonzero for scalar modes which

means that only the vertices

“tij◊g(p, q) = ≠1
2

(p ◊ q)2 p · q

2(p + q)2p2q2 fij(p, q) ,

“tij◊‘(p, q) = 1
2

(p ◊ q)2

(p + q)2p2 fij(p, q) , (8.38)

contribute to F2,tij and fij is defined in Eq. (8.14).
There is also an analytical result for the second order kernel at first order in ‘. At this order,

only the vertex “tij◊g contributes since F1,”‘ Ã ‘
2. For F1,g we use the analytical result at O(‘)

given in Eq. (7.3) and use F1,◊ æ 1, giving

F2,tij (p, q, ÷) = 2(“tij◊g(p, q)+“tij◊g(q, p))
⁄

÷

d÷
Õ
e

3(÷Õ
≠÷)

⁄
÷

Õ

d÷
ÕÕ

e
2(÷ÕÕ

≠÷
Õ)

‘(÷ÕÕ)+O(‘2) . (8.39)

In Fig. 8.3 we show the analytical result using the treatment of the e�ective tensor mode defined
by

F2,tij (p, q, ÷) = F2,te�(p, q, ÷) fij , (8.40)

where the index-dependence is factored out which was discussed in Sec. 8.2. Furthermore, we
show the dimensionless kernel k

2
F2,te� along with the numerical result which scales as k

2 for
k æ 0 such that the e�ective tensor mode kernel approaches a constant in the large-scale limit,
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8.5 Generation of tensor modes

analogously as for the vector mode of the stress tensor, shown in Fig. 8.2. In both cases the same
scaling is expected when going to higher order in perturbation theory such that no modification
is expected when going beyond one-loop order. Here we also observe that modifications within
cum3+ only occur for k & k‡, as for the vector mode (see Fig. 8.2).

In total, Ptijtij (k, ÷) approaches a constant for k æ 0 at all loop orders. For the dimensionless
tensor power spectrum, this means that k

4
Ptijtij (k, ÷) Ã k

4 for k æ 0. Note that

Ptijtij (k, ÷) © 2Pte�te�(k, ÷) . (8.41)

As mentioned above, the nonlinear generation of tensor modes of the stress tensor constitute
a stochastic background of gravitational waves whose frequency is related to the wavenumber
k. Thus, this background exists at ultra-low frequencies related to the dispersion scale fgw ≥
ck‡/(2fi) ƒ 1.5 · 10≠15

h Hz ◊(k‡/(1h/Mpc)). In addition, due to the nonrelativistic velocities
of order H ◊

Ô
‘ ƒ 100km/s ◊

Ô
‘/(Mpc/h) the amplitude of the gravitational wave background

is expected to be tiny. The detailed calculation of this background is presented in Ch. 10.
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9 VPT predictions vs Simulations

In this chapter we finally present results for the power spectra for the density P”” (Sec. 9.1) and
velocity divergence P◊◊ including their cross spectrum P”◊ (Sec. 9.2), as well as for the vorticity
Pwiwi (Sec. 9.4) and density bispectrum B””” (Sec. 9.3) within the VPT framework where we
compare all these spectra with N -body simulations.

We still focus on a scaling universe with input power spectrum P0 Ã k
ns and consider spectral

indices ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1, which refer to very blue initial spectra demonstrating the strong screening
of UV modes as already seen at the level of the kernels when taking velocity dispersion and higher
cumulants into account. Note that within SPT the one-loop integrals become UV-divergent
for ns Ø ≠1, i.e. there are no predictions coming from SPT beyond tree-level for our choice of
spectral indices. We will see below that this shortcoming is remedied in VPT.

For our results we use the schemes (cum3+, svt) by default denoting our fiducial choice and
compare it against various other approximation schemes (see Table 7.1). As before, it includes
apart from ” and ◊ the vorticity wi, all scalar (g, ”‘) vector (‹i) and tensor (tij) modes of the
second cumulant along its background value ‘(÷), as well as the scalar (fi, ‰) modes of the third
cumulant including the background value of the fourth cumulant Ê(÷).

Finally, in Ch. 10 we predict a stochastic gravitational wave background which is related to
the tensor power spectrum Ptijtij within a more realistic �CDM universe.

9.1 Density power spectrum
Now, we start with the observationally most accessible quantity, i.e. the power spectrum of the
matter density contrast P””(k, ÷). We compute the linear plus one-loop correction involving
kernels F1,”(k, ÷), F2,”(k≠q, q, ÷) and F3,”(k, q, ≠q, ÷) which are numerically solved within VPT
and finally we compare to N -body results. Scaling symmetry implies

‘(÷) = ‘0 e
4÷/(ns+3)

, Ê̄ = Ê(÷)
‘(÷)2 = const. (9.1)

as before, which means that the only free parameters, apart from ns, are ‘0 and Ê̄, where the
latter has only a minor impact, as shown below. In addition, we use the value for Ê̄ obtained
when self-consistently solve its evolution equation in linear approximation, as already done for
various cumulant truncations in Sec. 6.2. In particular, see Table 6.1 from which one is able to
extract the fiducial values we are using here,

Ê̄fid = 0.579, 0.616, 0.668, 0.752 , (9.2)

for ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1, respectively and using Ê̄ = 5Ē4/3 as well as cmax = 3. However, below we
also study the behavior for di�erent Ê̄ for each ns. Altogether, the only remaining dimensional

parameter is ‘0 © 1/k
2
‡, which we quantify by the ratio k‡/knl, see also Sec. 6.2. Below, we
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Figure 9.1: Density power spectrum P””(k, ÷) relative to the power-law input power spectrum P0(k, ÷) Ã
k

ns versus k/knl. It is computed in linear (dashed) and one-loop (solid) approximation for
various values of the background dispersion ‘0 = 1/k

2
‡ with ‘(÷) = ‘0e

4÷/(ns+3). The linear
kernel F1,”(k, ÷) as well as the nonlinear kernels F2,”(k≠q, q, ÷) and F3,”(k, q, ≠q, ÷) enter the
power spectrum using third cumulant scalar perturbations in addition to vorticity, vector and
tensor modes of the stress tensor (cum3+, svt). Scaling symmetry also implies a constant
value of the dimensionless ratio of the fourth cumulant background value Ê̄ = Ê(÷)/‘(÷)2,
given in the legend. Reprinted from [99].

discuss further approaches involving perturbation theory and halo modeling, how to determine
the ratio of dispersion to the nonlinear scale. Remarkably, these distinct determinations yield a
value for k‡/knl within a common range ≥ 1 ≠ 2. For our computation we use determinations
from fitting the density power spectrum, which in turn give values lying in the same range, as
shown below.

In Fig. 9.1 we show the density power spectrum in linear approximation (dashed lines) and
when including the one-loop correction (solid lines) based on the (cum3+, svt) scheme within
VPT. They are shown for three di�erent values of k‡/knl (using as external input without
fitting1) with ns = 0. The result is normalized to the linear SPT result P0(k, ÷) = e

2÷
k

ns . We
can eliminate the time-dependence on ÷ by showing the result P””(k, ÷)/P0(k, ÷) versus k/knl(÷),
thus we omit the time arguments for brevity.

Within the linear approximation, using P””(k, ÷)/P0(k, ÷) = F1,”(k, ÷)2, we observe suppression
relative to the linear SPT result being unity, which is more pronounced for larger values of the
background dispersion ‘, i.e. for smaller k‡, as expected. When adding the one-loop correction
there is a slightly stronger suppression for k . knl and enhancement of the power spectrum
relative to linear VPT for k & knl, more significantly for higher k‡. This tells us that the
one-loop piece is first negative and then turns positive. This sign change occurs at larger k

values when increasing k‡. Nevertheless, within the regime k . O(knl) both linear as well as
one-loop approximation are close to each other, indicating the one-loop value being a small
perturbative correction and guarantees perturbative stability. Note that there is no one-loop

1Note that scaling symmetry can be used to rescale numerical results for power- and bispectra for a given value
of k‡/knl, meaning it is not necessary to recompute each result for di�erent k‡/knl, see Ch. 6.
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Figure 9.2: VPT density power spectrum P”” in linear (dashed) and one-loop (solid) approximation
within cum3+ (svt) compared to N -body simulations (red circles) for various spectral
indices ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1. Here we adjusted the value of k‡/knl by a one-parameter fit up to
k Æ kmax = 0.6knl to match the N -body result, with best-fit values given in the legend for
each case. Remarkably, the obtained values of k‡/knl are consistent with our theoretical
predictions, especially when involving one-loop corrections, see Table 9.1. In addition, we use
the same fixed values of k‡/knl as given for P”” when comparing VPT and N -body results
for velocity spectra and bispectra below (for each approximation and ns, respectively) such
that for all these statistics there is only a single free parameter that is adjusted once to a
common value. Reprinted from [99].

SPT result, since it is UV divergent for all ns Ø ≠1. Furthermore, we checked that the one-loop
integration is finite being a consequence of the screening of UV modes within VPT.

In addition, we performed N -body simulations in order to compare the VPT predictions.
They were similarly performed for scaling universes with spectral indices ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1. In
particular, two sets with 5123 particles of fixed amplitude initial conditions with opposite phases
in order to cancel Gaussian cosmic variance were used in the simulations. We refer to [99] for
an extensive description, including tests of self-similarity, initial conditions, and computation of
error bars, especially in Appendix F therein.

In Fig. 9.2 we then compare the N -body simulations (red circles) with the VPT linear (dashed)
and one-loop (solid) approximation for each ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1. Note that the error bars are too
small to be visible in P””. In contrast to Fig. 9.1, we did not choose the values of k‡/knl by
hand, but instead we adjusted the value by fitting the perturbative to the N -body result at
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Figure 9.3: Left panels: impact of vorticity (sw), as well as vector and tensor back reactions of the
stress tensor (sv and svt) on the density power spectrum P””(k, ÷) in linear (dashed) and
one-loop (solid) approximation (upper panels). As those back reactions enter through the
kernel F3,”(k, q, ≠q, ÷) all linear curves are identical. In addition, as before, tensor modes are
negligible. In the lower panels we show the ratios of the one-loop curves shown on the upper
panel quantifying the corresponding back reactions. Right panels: impact of third cumulant
perturbations (cum2 vs cum3+) as well as sensitivity of magnitude of background value of
fourth cumulant Ê̄ with a common value k‡ = 1.31knl.

low wavenumbers, i.e. for k Æ kmax = 0.6knl. Nevertheless, the approximation scheme (cum3+,
svt) is identical in both figures and we emphasize that it is not necessary to determine the
value of k‡/knl (or the background dispersion) by matching to simulations. It only circumvents
the di�culty to accurately determine the spatial average of the stress tensor being indeed a
well-defined physical quantity whose evolution equation we are in principle able to solve, and is
also done below.

It is also noteworthy that within our fitting procedure we use the same value of k‡/knl
obtained from the density power spectrum for all further comparisons including power- and
bispectra. Thus, each value of k‡/knl is keeping fixed for a given approximation scheme and ns

which further tests the viability of the fitting procedure. Moreover, the results are stable under
changing kmax as long as it is below the nonlinear scale, which we have explicitly checked. Note
that we adopted the optimal value of k‡/knl for both the linear approximation as well as for the
sum of linear and one-loop approximations, respectively, giving rise to two distinct values of
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9.1 Density power spectrum

k‡/knl for each panel with distinct spectral index ns. This is helpful since one then has a direct
observation of the improvement stemming from one-loop corrections. Remarkably, the obtained
values of k‡/knl are again within the expected range of k‡ ≥ (1 ≠ 2)knl.

Indeed, the VPT density power spectrum can reproduce the N -body result up to k . O(knl)
with significant improvement when adding the one-loop correction. In particular, the one-loop
approximation gives values of k‡/knl which are much less sensitive to ns

2. However, we observe
that the agreement with N -body is better the larger ns. This is a consequence, as already
discussed for the kernels, that for higher initial power at small scales (large ns) velocity dispersion
and higher cumulants are quickly generated such that UV screening is most e�cient and the
small-scale sensitivity is most suppressed. Nevertheless, the linear approximation agrees with
N -body up to k . 0.5knl which is also remarkable as it is only the square of the linear density
kernel and hence very fast to compute. When interested in an improved determination of k‡/knl
one requires the one-loop approximation despite being a relatively small correction in both
k‡/knl and in P”” up to k . knl, appropriate for a perturbative expansion.

Notwithstanding, the fitting procedure we are using potentially exaggerates the level of
agreement and could obscure the importance of two-loop corrections, at least to some degree.
We comment on the impact of the two-loop further below. In the following, we study the impact
of various approximation schemes on the density power spectrum.

Impact of vorticity, vector and tensor modes

We first discuss how strong vorticity, as well as vector and tensor modes of the stress tensor
impact the density contrast. Those back reactions enter the kernel F3,”(k, q, ≠q, ÷) in the
one-loop integral. To assess the size of these back reactions, we show various results within
approximations s, sw, sv and svt within scheme cum3+ in Fig. 9.3 (upper left panel) for a
fixed common value of k‡/knl for all cases with ns = 0, in analogy to Fig. 7.2 for a specific
configuration of the third order kernel. Let us first focus on the left panels. Here we find a
significant back reaction arising from vorticity, i.e. there is a sizeable shift between the one-loop
results in the s and sw approximation. In turn, there is a further impact when turning on vector
modes, i.e. going to the sv scheme with no further modifications coming from the tensor modes
(svt). Note also that the scale at which the one-loop part turns positive is also a�ected by the
di�erent back reactions. The amount of those back reactions can be quantified when taking
the ratio of the corresponding approximation scheme at one-loop, shown in Fig. 9.3 (lower left
panel). To assess e.g. the impact of vorticity we take the ratio of power spectra as P

(sw)
””

/P
(s)
””

,
and analogously for the other cases. We find around the nonlinear scale the vorticity back
reaction amounts to 10% and vector back reaction to another 5% while the tensor back reaction
is negligible (sub-percent), as expected. Overall, taking vorticity and vector modes of the stress
tensor into account we find a modification of around 16% to density power spectrum at the
nonlinear scale for ns = 0. The magnitude of back reactions change for di�erent ns. For bluer
indices ns = 1, 2 the vorticity back reaction grows to about 15%, while for ns = ≠1 it drops to
3%, reflecting again the e�ectiveness of velocity dispersion and higher cumulants for larger ns.

As discussed in Sec. 7.3, it is necessary to include vorticity to ensure momentum conservation
in general. However, when restricting to the one-loop approximation momentum conservation is
also fulfilled within scheme s, i.e. without including vorticity. This is so, as shown in Sec. 7.3, all
kernels relevant at one-loop have to satisfy momentum conservation due to symmetry regardless

2except for ns = ≠1 where the two-loop corrections could be most important, see below.
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Figure 9.4: One-loop density power spectrum in VPT compared to N -body results for ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1
and three distinct approximation schemes. When using only scalar perturbations (cum3+,
s) there is a significant di�erence to our fiducial case (cum3+, svt), including vorticity,
vector and tensor modes. On the contrary, when only neglecting third cumulant perturbations
(cum2, svt) we observe almost no di�erence in both best-fit values of k‡/knl and P”” to the
fiducial choice. This means that the impact of vorticity is important and required to take into
account in order to get trustable results, while third cumulant yields a mild e�ect. Therefore
one should use schemes cum2/3+, sv(t). Reprinted from [99].

of the approximation scheme. However when going to two-loop inclusion of vorticity is actually
required. Therefore, we find P””/P0 æ 1 for k æ 0, also for scheme s at one-loop, and the
vorticity back reaction becomes noticeable at k & 0.3knl.

One may wonder, why these back reactions become less important for even smaller scales.
The reason behind this is that the impact of vorticity plus vector and tensor modes of the stress
tensor becomes relevant for q & k (or q & k‡ if k‡ > k). The impact of loop wavenumbers
with q > k on the one-loop result diminishes as k rises, attributed to UV screening within
VPT. Consequently, the vorticity backreaction vanishes for high-k in the one-loop contribution.
Therefore all lines in the upper left panel of Fig. 9.3 lie on top of each other and the back
reactions in the lower left panel become negligible for k & 3knl. This is also in line with the
vorticity back reaction shown in Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.6. However, one expects that two- and
higher loops are relevant at these scales which are in turn a�ected by vorticity back reaction.
Overall, our results show that at scales relevant for perturbative approaches, i.e. within the
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9.1 Density power spectrum

mildly nonlinear regime vorticity back reaction is significant.
There is yet another way to show the importance of vorticity inclusion. In Fig. 9.4 we compare

our one-loop results against N -body simulations, within di�erent approximations, in particular
cum2 (svt) and cum3+ (svt) with vorticity as well as cum3+ (s) without for ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1.
We adopt the ratio k‡/knl for each scheme, respectively. Both the best-fit values and the power
spectra change significantly for the case without vorticity and show a worse agreement with
N -body data. The case ns = ≠1 is again an exception since here small-scale sensitivity is most
pronounced and the di�erence occurs at scales where the two-loop becomes relevant.

In addition, for spectral indices ns = 0, 1 we observe a poor match to N -body for cum3+
(s) even for relatively small k. The reason for this is the interplay between linear and one-loop
contribution. The sum of both features a maximum when varying k‡ at a fixed scale k, i.e. the
one-loop P”” is constrained to be below a certain maximal possible value for any choice of
k‡. This can be understood by the following argument. As quoted above, the one-loop piece
experiences a sign change in k which happens due to a sign change in F3,”(k, q, ≠q, ÷) for k . q

in the one-loop integral while in SPT this kernel is negative throughout as long as k . q, see
Fig. 7.2. Now when k‡ is decreased (corresponding to larger background dispersion) the linear
part also decreases (see Fig. 9.1), while the one-loop increases as long as k . knl due to the UV
screening in VPT. This means at k . knl it becomes less negative such that the suppression
relative to linear VPT becomes weaker for smaller k‡. However at k ƒ knl it eventually turns
positive. This opposite interplay between both linear and one-loop parts explains the occurrence
of this maximum when changing k‡. In particular, this maximum is below the N -body data
for ns = 0, 1 meaning that regardless how well k‡ is tuned the result cannot reach the N -body
value. In turn, this tells us that including vorticity back reaction is essential in order to have

agreement with N -body results.
To conclude, it is very important to take vorticity into account both for momentum conservation

and due to its quantitative impact on the density contrast. Moreover, vector modes of the stress
tensor have a further quantitative impact while the back reaction of tensor modes is completely
negligible at one-loop.

Impact of higher cumulants and loops

Now we focus on the impact of higher cumulants which is assessed by comparing schemes
cum2 and cum3+, adopting svt in both cases. We show in the right panels of Fig. 9.3 both
approximations for ns = 0 and fixed k‡/knl where for cum3+ we choose three di�erent values
of Ê̄ = ±1, Ê̄fid to estimate the impact of the background value of the fourth cumulant (see
Eq. 9.2). At linear approximation, there is hardly any di�erence in P”” between all the schemes,
see also Fig. 4.3 for the corresponding linear kernels. When adding the one-loop contribution,
one finds a slightly smaller value for the second cumulant approximation (cum2) compared
to the fiducial case (cum3+, Ê̄fid). For Ê̄ = +1 one obtains a slightly larger result while for
Ê̄ = ≠1 the result drops down to a value similar to cum2. Overall, the di�erences are relatively
small in the relevant range k . knl. In the lower right panel we address the impact of third
cumulant dependent on the choice of Ê̄ by plotting the ratios to the fiducial case in one-loop
approximation (similar to the back reactions on the lower left panel) and find modifications . 3%
for k Æ knl. Importantly, in stark contrast to vorticity, these e�ects can largely be compensated
by a small shift in k‡, as shown in Fig. 9.4 by comparing cum2 (svt) and cum3+ (svt) with
both lines being almost identical for k . knl, while for the latter the best-fit value of k‡/knl is
somewhat smaller for all ns. In addition, we checked that an analogous comparison to N -body
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with a choice of Ê̄ = ≠1 the di�erence can also be compensated by a shift in k‡ with best-fit
values being somewhat larger than the ones within cum2. Note that the strong modifications
at k & 2knl are a consequence of persistent deviations along the various schemes into the high-k
regime with absolute values dropping rapidly due to UV screening making those modifications
insignificant. Nevertheless, two- and higher loops become relevant at these scales.

Altogether, we find no evidence that cumulants beyond the velocity dispersion tensor invalidate
the VPT approach for k . O(knl). On the contrary, the fact that both the agreement between
cum2 and cum3+ as well as the weak sensitivity on the background value of fourth cumulant Ê̄

indicates an acceptable uncertainty for the one-loop P”” when disregarding higher cumulants, at
least within the mildly nonlinear regime and for the considered values of ns. This is remarkable,
since for a single shell crossing event, all higher cumulants are generated at once, rendering
the relevance of them unclear a priori. Moreover, the findings at one-loop are consistent with
those in linear approximation. While higher cumulants are indeed important to capture the
suppression behavior of the linear kernels at k ∫ k‡ they only play a minor role in the transition
region between the low-k regime and the onset of suppression k ƒ k‡ corresponding to the UV
screening, as highlighted in Fig. 5.1.

Finally we comment on neglecting two- and higher loop corrections. The findings above
conclude that cum2 is a reasonable approximation scheme for P”” at one-loop. However, higher
cumulants are expected to become more relevant at higher order in perturbation theory with
stronger back reaction e�ects. A profound analysis of two-loop corrections is important and will
be conducted in future. So far, we only made an explorative study of the two-loop matter power

spectrum, finding only minor changes within the regime k . O(knl) with an agreement with
N -body similar or slightly improved compared to the one-loop cum3+ (svt) case. However,
as mentioned above, for ns = ≠1 the best-fit value of the dispersion relative to nonlinear scale
changes noticeably yielding a unique trend of k‡ as a function of ns. We find by fitting the
two-loop (cum2, sv)

k‡/knl = 1.32, 1.36, 1.39, 1.40 , (9.3)

for ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1, respectively, i.e. the larger ns the smaller the dispersion relative to nonlinear
scale. These values are also specified in Table 9.1 and the same trend is obtained when self-
consistently determine the value of k‡/knl in any approximation scheme. We summarize all
di�erent determinations of k‡/knl in Table 9.1 with additional dispersion estimates from halos.
Altogether, we conclude that the lack of this trend when matching P”” to N -body measurements
is most likely a shortcoming within the linear and one-loop approximation.

Dispersion scale k‡

We now summarize all the di�erent results of the dispersion scale, in particular the ratio k‡/knl
was determined. This is an important estimate since within VPT all the perturbation variables
are coupled to the background values and vice versa. The most relevant background value is
then related to the dispersion scale. So far, we presented two ways how to determine the value
of k‡/knl:

(i) self-consistent calculation from the equation of motion for ‘(÷)

(ii) one-parameter fit of matter density spectrum P”” to N -body data

(iii) halo calculations
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9.1 Density power spectrum

Table 9.1: Various determinations for the velocity dispersion scale k‡ = ‘
≠1/2
0 relative to the nonlinear

scale [described within (i)–(iii) in the main text], for scaling universes with spectral indices ns =
2, 1, 0, ≠1 and using di�erent approximation schemes (see Table 7.1). Note that vorticity+vector
(sv) and tensor (svt) modes enter starting at one-loop only. We show linear as well as
one- and two-loop results. For cum3+, we show results for three choices Ê̄ = Ê̄fid =
0.579, 0.616, 0.668, 0.752 for ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1 and Ê̄± = ±1, respectively (see text for details).

ns self-consistent solution matching P”” to N -body NFW halos

k‡
knl

(linear) k‡
knl

(one-loop) k‡
knl

(lin.) k‡
knl

(one-loop) k‡
knl

(two-loop) k‡
knl

k‡
knl

cum2 cum3+ cum2 cum3+ cum3+ cum2 cum3+ cum2 cum3+ - -

- - - s sv svt svt svt - svt s svt svt sv sv sv - -

- Ê̄fid Ê̄+ - - - Ê̄fid Ê̄+ Ê̄fid - Ê̄fid Ê̄≠ Ê̄fid - Ê̄≠ Ê̄fid — = 0 — = 1
2

2 2.34 2.00 1.85 1.80 1.74 1.74 1.62 1.51 1.48 1.37 1.62 1.37 1.33 1.32 1.32 1.27 0.85 0.86

1 2.55 2.17 2.00 1.96 1.86 1.87 1.69 1.64 1.30 1.39 1.61 1.42 1.35 1.36 1.37 1.30 0.96 0.98

0 2.97 2.50 2.29 2.28 2.11 2.11 2.13 1.97 1.13 1.36 1.59 1.41 1.31 1.39 1.38 1.32 1.08 1.11

≠1 4.1 3.4 - - - - - - 1.10 1.08 1.27 1.10 1.06 1.40 1.41 1.37 1.22 1.24

We evaluate both cases (i) and (ii) in various approximation schemes (see Table 7.1). The
third case (iii) will be explained below. Note that in Table 6.1 we already determined this
ratio self-consistently within linear approximation, among calculations of further background
values Ē2n. At one-loop, there is also only one physical solution for k‡/knl, despite solving a
quadratic equation, see Eq. (6.19) and Eq. (6.21). The results are presented in Table 9.1. We
find that the inclusion of the one-loop correction within the self-consistent solution leads to an
enhancement of the background dispersion ‘, i.e. to a reduction in the dispersion scale k‡ by
about 20% within cum3+ and about 30% within cum2. This is a significant shift but still in
line with a perturbative correction. Furthermore, when adding third cumulant perturbations
(i.e. using cum3+) we observe a trend towards smaller values of k‡ both in linear and one-loop
approximation. This is also the case when including vorticity and vector modes (sv) but with
no further e�ect coming from the tensor mode (svt), as expected. To assess the dependence
on the background value of the fourth cumulant Ê̄ we use as fiducial value Ê̄fid obtained from
self-consistently solving its equation of motion in linear approximation, as well as alternative
values Ê̄ = ±1. A self-consistent determination of Ê̄ in one-loop approximation is beyond the
scope of this work but would be an interesting extension. Nevertheless the dependence of k‡/knl
on Ê̄ is noticeable but relatively mild and it is convenient to work with the fiducial value Ê̄fid.

When focusing on the values obtained by matching the density power spectrum to N -body
data we essentially have similar findings. There is an overall tendency to increase the background
dispersion ‘(÷) (such that k‡ decreases) when allowing for more complex approximation schemes,
i.e. when successively including one- and two-loop, vorticity/vector mode and higher cumulant
e�ects. Note that the approximation using only scalar modes (cum3+, s) yields unphysical
results (see Fig. 9.4 and discussion in Sec. 7.3) which can also not be compensated by third
cumulant e�ects. As stated above, the choice Ê̄ = ≠1 yields values being similar or slightly
larger than a corresponding matching within second cumulant approximation (cum2). Also
noteworthy is, that for ns = ≠1 only at two-loop a value is obtained which recovers the trend
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that k‡ increases when ns decreases. Hence, we conclude that the fitting procedure within
linear approximation, despite looking promising in Fig. 9.2, works not very well for a proper
determination of k‡/knl due to the lack of the features argued above. One-loop cures the
drawbacks of the matching with linear results and gives reasonable results, while the two-loop
further decreases k‡ and changes significantly the value for ns = ≠1 towards the expected range.

In addition, we checked that the integral in the source term I
L≠loop(ns) for the background

dispersion, Eq. (6.19), is converged, in particular for ns = 2, 1 the di�erence between cuto�s
30k‡ and 40k‡ is negligible and for ns = 0, the di�erence is at percent level. Note that there
are no estimated values for ns = ≠1 within the self-consistent solution at one-loop. This is so
since here the UV sensitivity is most pronounced and performing an integral which in principle
includes arbitrarily high UV modes is not reliable anymore.

Furthermore, we considered calculations of the velocity dispersion within halo models, cor-
responding to case (iii). We used NFW halos which are isotropic (— = 0) and radially biased
(— = 1/2), see [99] for a detailed derivation. The estimated background dispersion via the
ratio k‡/knl based on halo calculations is given in the last two columns. Interestingly, those
halo-based calculations yield a larger velocity dispersion (or smaller k‡) than predictions from
perturbation theory, but at most by about 30% when comparing with the most complex pertur-
bative prediction (in fact combined with simulations) we are considering (two-loop, cum3+,
sv). This is remarkable, given the quite distinct assumptions used within perturbative dynamics
with generated dispersion everywhere on the one hand and dispersion only inside NFW halos
on the other hand. We note that those predictions arising purely from solving perturbative
evolution equations yield somewhat larger values at one-loop, but with values at most twice
the size of the halo results. Matching perturbative solutions with N -body simulations yields
values which are closer to the latter results, with the advantage of having (preliminary) two-loop

results. This is encouraging and tells us that through our fitting procedure we are determining
the spatial average of the velocity dispersion which is indeed a well-defined physical quantity.

Note that when matching P”” to N -body not all values given in Table 9.1 are shown in the
plots above. For example all two-loop results are not presented and are only considered as
a first approach to two-loop corrections, in particular those within cum3+ may be changed
significantly when including e.g. additional perturbations modes of the third cumulant which
may be relevant at two-loop order, however the further decrease in k‡ using the two-loop seems
promising. Overall, it is quite impressing that the various estimations of the dispersion scale
k‡/knl all lie within the same range ≥ 1 ≠ 2.

In the following we consider di�erent power spectra and compare again with N -body simula-
tions. We first start with the velocity divergence spectra.

9.2 Velocity divergence and cross power spectrum

When interested in the velocity divergence spectrum P◊◊ and its correlation with the density
contrast P”◊ it turns out that within N -body measurements a reconstruction of the velocity
field is required. This procedure is described in detail in Appendix H in [99].

However, within VPT those power spectra at one-loop can be computed analogously to density
power spectrum by replacing a = b = ◊ or a = ”, b = ◊, respectively. Importantly, we use the
same value of k‡/knl as determined when matching P”” to the N -body measurements, for each
approximation scheme and ns. This means, there are no free parameters in P◊◊ and P”◊ which
are therefore predicted uniquely. The related results for linear (dashed) and one-loop (solid)
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Figure 9.5: Velocity divergence and cross power spectra P”◊ (first row) and P◊◊ (second row) for ns = 2
(left column) and ns = 0 (right column), compared against N -body measurements (red circles
with error bars). Linear (dashed) and one-loop (solid) results within the VPT cum3+ (svt)
scheme are shown, with the same value of k‡/knl as for P”” for each case (see Fig. 9.2),
respectively. These are then unique predictions within VPT as no free parameter is fitted to
the measurements. Reprinted from [99].

approximation are shown in Fig. 9.5 for ns = 2 (left panels) and ns = 0 (right panels). We adopt
the fiducial scheme cum3+ (svt) and observe an agreement with N -body for k . knl being
somewhat better for ns = 2, as for the matter power spectrum P””. Regarding the uncertainty
in the velocity reconstruction (via the error bars), the VPT framework is also able to predict
promising results for the velocity divergence, which represents a further consistency check of
the formalism. Again, there were no additional parameters adjusted to obtain the velocity and
cross power spectra, which is also true when comparing another statistics, i.e. the bispectrum.

9.3 Bispectrum

Now we present a further statistics within VPT, i.e. the density bispectrum B””” which is then
compared to N -body measurements. For the tree-level and one-loop bispectrum there are
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Figure 9.6: Equilateral bispectrum at tree-level (dashed) and one-loop (solid) VPT compared to N -body
results for ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1, respectively. The bispectra are normalized to the SPT tree-level
bispectrum. In each case k‡/knl is fixed to the same value as for P”” (see Fig. 9.2). Therefore,
these can be regarded as unique predictions of VPT as there is no free parameter being fit to
the measurements. Reprinted from [99].

analogous expressions as in SPT, with kernels replaced by the VPT ones Fn,”, giving

B
tree(k1, k2, k3, ÷) = 2e

4÷
F2,”(k1, k2, ÷)F1,”(k1, ÷)F1,”(k2, ÷)P0(k1)P0(k2) + 2 perm. ,

B
1L(k1, k2, k3, ÷) = e

6÷

⁄
d

3
qP0(q)

I

8F2,”(q + k1, ≠q, ÷)

◊ F2,”(q ≠ k2, ≠q ≠ k1, ÷)F2,”(q, k2 ≠ q, ÷)P0(|q + k1|)

◊ P0(|q ≠ k2|) + 6
Ë
F1,”(k3, ÷)F3,”(q ≠ k2, ≠q, ≠k3, ÷)

◊ F2,”(q, k2 ≠ q, ÷)P0(|q ≠ k2|)P0(k3) + F2,”(k2, k3, ÷)

◊ F1,”(k2, ÷)F3,”(k3, q, ≠q, ÷)P0(k2)P0(k3) + 5 perm.
È

+ 12
Ë
F1,”(k2, ÷)F1,”(k3, ÷)F4,”(k2, k3, q, ≠q, ÷)P0(k2)P0(k3) + 2 perm.

ÈJ

.

(9.4)
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9.4 Vorticity power spectrum

In contrast to SPT, also the VPT linear kernels F1,” need to be included as they are nontrivial.
Here, we need already at one-loop the general treatment of vorticity and the vector mode of
the dispersion tensor to correctly describe their back reactions, introduced in Sec. 8.2. Note
that when using this advanced algorithm we do not include the tensor modes in the numerical
kernels as its impact was found to be negligible, hence we adopt at most sv within cum3+ for
the one-loop bispectrum.

We choose again power-law initial spectra with spectral indices ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1 as for the
power spectra and for which the one-loop SPT results would diverge. We normalize our results
to the tree-level SPT bispectrum B

tree
SPT(k1, k2, k3, ÷) = 2e

4÷
F2(k1, k2)P0(k1)P0(k2) + 2 perm.,

with EdS-SPT kernel F2(k1, k2). In the equilateral configuration k1 = k2 = k3, the relevant
SPT kernels are given by F2(k1, k2) = F2(k1, k3) = F2(k2, k3) = 2/7.

We then compare the tree-level (dashed) and one-loop (solid) equilateral bispectrum within
VPT to N -body results in Fig. 9.6 for each spectral index. The bispectrum is predicted without
any free parameter as we use the same value of k‡/knl as determined for the density power
spectrum P””. Even at tree-level the bispectrum yields reasonable results. For smaller ns the
one-loop amounts to larger corrections and gives an improved agreement with N -body relative
to the tree-level result. This can be understood by the stronger damping for larger ns which
overcompensates the increased weight of larger wavenumbers due to P0(q) Ã q

ns . Overall, the
agreement is better the larger ns. The di�erence between schemes cum2 and cum3+ are rather
small, as for the power spectra. Thus, the VPT framework does not only give an accurate
prediction of density and velocity power spectra but also of the bispectrum.

9.4 Vorticity power spectrum
Finally, we turn to the vorticity power spectrum Pwiwi which is particularly sensitive to velocity
dispersion as it is generated only in presence of velocity dispersion and higher cumulants. The
leading contribution within VPT is at one-loop level, since vorticity vanishes at the linear level.
We are now to predict two interesting issues, i.e. the overall amplitude and the scaling in the
large-scale limit of the vorticity power spectrum, while for the latter we know from Sec. 8.4 that

Pwiwi(k, ÷) Ã k
2 for k æ 0 , (9.5)

which however occurs only starting at two-loop order with the one-loop piece scaling as k
4.

It is therefore expected, that the two-loop piece eventually dominates in the limit k æ 0.
Nevertheless, this behavior on large scales is surely not a sign of perturbative breakdown, as
opposed to the opposite regime. It only arises due to the accidentally strong suppression of the
one-loop piece and all higher loops show the quadratic scaling.

However, the k
2 scaling can only be observed at small enough k as also the one-loop piece

contributes on intermediate scales. We therefore compute the vorticity power spectrum up

to two-loop order. This means we have go up to fifth order in perturbation theory involving
in addition the F3,wi kernels shown in the lower left panel of Fig. 8.2. Now we work with
approximation schemes cum2 (sv) as third cumulant as well as tensor modes have negligible
e�ects, see Table 7.1. As for the one-loop bispectrum we here also have to adopt the advanced
algorithm for vorticity and vector modes, introduced in Sec. 8.2. That is we use both modes
wk1 and wk2 which are perpendicular to the vorticity Fourier mode k, and similarly for the
vector mode ‹k. The vorticity power spectrum is then a sum over both independent modes as
Pww = Pwk1wk1 + Pwk2wk2 , identical to Eq. (8.27).
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Figure 9.7: One-loop (dashed) and two-loop (solid) vorticity power spectrum Pwiwi within VPT, see
Eq. (8.27), and for various ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1. The general scaling Pwiwi Ã k

2 occurs only
starting at two-loop order, while the one-loop result accidentally scales as k

4 for k æ 0. In
each panel the actual scaling is di�erent as the final result is normalized to the initial power
spectrum P0 ≥ k

ns . LO and NLO results depend on k‡/knl which is di�erent for a given
spectral index ns, see Eq. (9.6). The error bars correspond to the Monte Carlo integration
error which is visible only at low k and at two-loop. Reprinted from [99].

We show the one-loop (dashed) as well as the sum of one- and two-loop (solid) vorticity power
spectrum in Fig. 9.7 for ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1. The di�erent scaling of one- (Ã k

4) and two-loop (Ã k
2)

results for k π knl is clearly shown and occurs gradually for k/knl . 0.1 ≠ 0.2. Thus, the power
spectrum is dominated by the two-loop piece at k . 0.5knl. Each panel of Fig. 9.7 shows the
dependence on k‡/knl for a given ns. These dependencies can be understood analytically within
scaling universes. The dimensionless power spectrum k

3
Pwiwi only depends on dimensionless

ratios which we take as k/k‡ and k‡/knl. Moreover, the power of the nonlinear scale knl is given
by the L-loop order in perturbation theory as P

L+1
0 with P0 = Ak

ns and A Ã 1/k
ns+3
nl . Using

in addition that P
1L
wiwi

Ã k
4 and P

2L
wiwi

Ã k
2 for small k implies

k
3
P

1L

wiwi
Ã

3
k

k‡

44+3 3
k‡

knl

42(ns+3)
Ã k

2ns≠1
‡ ,

k
3
P

2L

wiwi
Ã

3
k

k‡

42+3 3
k‡

knl

43(ns+3)
Ã k

3ns+4
‡ ,

for k π knl, k‡ . (9.6)

This explains the dependence on k‡/knl in Fig. 9.7. It shows an increase (decrease) of P
1L
wiwi
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Figure 9.8: One-loop (dashed) and two-loop (solid) vorticity power spectrum Pwiwi within VPT, see
Eq. (8.27), and for ns = 0. The di�erence between the two colors (cum2 (sw) ¡ cum2
(sv)) quantifies the impact of the vector mode of velocity dispersion on the vorticity power
spectrum and only mildly shows up within k . knl. Reprinted from [99].

when increasing k‡ for some fixed k/knl π 1 (dashed lines in each panel of Fig. 9.7) for ns = 2, 1
(ns = 0, ≠1). For the two-loop it explains the increase for all ns = 2, 1, 0, ≠1 which is least
pronounced for ns = ≠1 (solid lines which are dominated by the two-loop part at low k).

Next, we investigate the impact of the vector mode on the vorticity power spectrum at one-
and two-loop approximation in Fig. 9.8. In both approximations the impact is moderate and
rather negligible within the perturbative regime k . O(knl) and becomes larger at smaller
scales. However note that there is an overall small vertical shift for the entire k-range when
including vector modes which can be understood analytically at the kernel level, as discussed
below Eq. (8.33).

Finally, we compare our results with N -body measurements in Fig. 9.9 for ns = 0 (left
panel) and ns = ≠1 (right panel). Here we show one-loop (dashed) and two-loop (dot-dashed)
pieces as well as their sum (solid). Measuring vorticity from N -body data is highly challenging
and requires a careful treatment which is described in Appendix H in [99]. Specifically, the
overall amplitude of the vorticity power spectrum is rather sensitive to the mass resolution in
simulations as opposed to the shape of the spectrum being quite robust [166, 181, 182]. This
feature we take into consideration within our VPT predictions. Indeed, for scale-free simulations
with ns = 0, ≠1 we compare the vorticity power spectrum within VPT in Fig. 9.9. For the
former case the simulations may not be fully converged yet and note that in particular for the
cases ns = 2, 1 the simulations do not have enough resolution in order to reliably capture the
amplitude. Therefore we discard those cases in our comparison. Likewise, the prediction of the
two-loop vorticity power spectrum within VPT also has some uncertainty as it is restricted to
cum2, neglecting higher cumulants as well as their corresponding vector modes being more
relevant at two-loop level. As this is beyond the scope of this work we focus on the large-scale
limit and the overall shape of the vorticity power spectrum. For this we have multiplied the
N -body results for ns = ≠1 by a factor of four, while the ns = 0 result is unchanged.

Within this setup we observe a good agreement with N -body data. The dip of the two-loop
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Figure 9.9: Two-loop vorticity power spectrum with P
1L
wiwi

(dashed), P
2L
wiwi

(dot-dashed) as well as
P

1L+2L
wiwi

(solid) for ns = 0 (left) and ns = ≠1 (right). The cross-over from k
4 to k

2 scaling is
clearly shown up in both the two-loop VPT and N -body results. Note that for ns = ≠1 we
multiplied the N -body results by a factor of four and the actual scalings in the right panel
are k

5 and k
3 for one- and two-loop, respectively. This is due to the normalization of the

initial power spectrum P0 ≥ k
ns . The value of k‡/knl is fixed to the one obtained from P””

in the same VPT approximation, two-loop (cum2, sv), see Eq. (9.3). Reprinted from [99].

part at k ≥ 1.5knl for ns = 0 is due to an (almost) cancellation among the two perpendicular
vorticity modes P

2L
w1w1 and P

2L
w2w2 (see Sec. 8.2), but the sum is positive below and above, as is

the one-loop result. In addition, we fixed the value of k‡/knl to the value obtained when fitting
P”” to N -body within the same approximation scheme and going up to two-loop order, see
Eq. (9.3). In particular, adding the two-loop contribution significantly improves the agreement
of the shape of Pwiwi with N -body and thereby captures the correct scaling Ã k

2 at large scales.
Remarkably, the transition from quartic to quadratic scaling when both one- and two-loop pieces
merge is consistent in both two-loop VPT and N -body results for ns = 0, ≠1. Although the
overall normalization requires further investigation, the shape of the perturbative and N -body
results agree very well in the mildly nonlinear regime. This demonstrates another nontrivial
consistency check of the VPT approach.

The large-scale limit of the vorticity power spectrum was already studied in literature.
�CDM simulations performed in [182] yield a low-k asymptotic behavior Pww Ã k

nw with
nw = 2.55 ± 0.02 (for k <≥ 0.4 h/Mpc) in agreement with [181] which quote nw ƒ 2.5 for
k ƒ 0.1 h/Mpc. However note that due to the somewhat smaller simulation boxes, 256 Mpc/h

and 100 ≠ 300 Mpc/h, respectively, they may have not reached the regime where VPT predicts
the k

2 scaling at around k ƒ (0.1 ≠ 0.2) knl. Perturbative predictions based on EFT on the
other hand yield a “leading order” contribution at the one-loop level nw = 7 + 3ns including
a stochastic component nw = 4 [183] as well as nw = 7 + 2ns plus nw = 4 [184]. Further
predictions from Lagrangian perturbation theory (LPT) contain nw = 4 [68]. For the indices
relevant for our predictions (ns Ø ≠1) all these perturbative predictions would lead to a low-k
slope of nw = 4. However, predictions of the collisionless Vlasov dynamics, captured by VPT,
unambiguously yield nw = 2, i.e. a quadratic low-k slope, in agreement with our N -body results.
This is independent of the input power spectrum (and thus ns) holding also e.g. for �CDM
power spectra.
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10 Stochastic gravitational wave background

In this chapter we turn to a somewhat di�erent computation. It is related to a physical
application within VPT, in particular to the tensor mode of the velocity dispersion tensor. That
is, the corresponding tensor power spectrum Ptijtij can be seen as a source for gravitational
waves. In the following we present a calculation of the spectrum of a stochastic gravitational wave

background, denoted by �GW and computed within VPT. In addition, we turn away from scaling
universes with power-law initial spectra and use instead the more realistic �CDM cosmology
with initial power spectrum given in Eq. (2.25), containing a maximal value at the scale of
matter-radiation equality keq.

To see this, we recall that perturbations in the particle distributions will a�ect the gravitational
field. That is, we have to supplement the Vlasov equation Eq. (3.1) by a more general treatment
of the Einstein field equations describing perturbations in gravitational fields. So far, we used the
Newtonian limit within scalar perturbations giving rise to the Poisson equation Eq. (3.2) which
tells that the matter density contrast ” sources the gravitational field perturbation „. Within
VPT further perturbation modes are added revealing further e�ects in the gravitational field
such that the description with a single gravitational potential „ is not su�cient to capture all
gravitational physics. In particular, the anisotropic part of the stress tensor sources additional
metric perturbations. By making a proper scalar, vector and tensor decomposition of the stress
tensor, as done in Sec. 4.1, we are able to relate those modes to scalar, vector and tensor fields
in the metric, giving rise to e�ects related to gravitational slip, the gravitomagnetic field and to
gravitational waves, respectively.

10.1 Einstein field equations in SVT decomposition
Now we want to study the perturbed FLRW (isotropic and homogeneous) metric which in
general reads [4],

g00(x, ·) = a
2(·)[≠1 + h00(x, ·)] ,

g0i(x, ·) = a
2(·)h0i(x, ·) = a

2(·)hi0(x, ·) ,

gij(x, ·) = a
2(·)[”K

ij + hij(x, ·)] , (10.1)

with conformal time · and ”gµ‹ © hµ‹ being a small perturbation compared to the background
metric ḡµ‹ . The first line corresponds to a scalar metric perturbation h00, the second line to a
vector perturbation hi0 = h0i and the third line to a tensor perturbation hij in the metric. In
total, the symmetric tensor gµ‹ contains 10 independent components. The invariant line element
ds

2 = gµ‹dx
µdx

‹ can then be written as

ds
2 = a

2(·)
Ó

≠ (1 + 2A)d·
2 ≠ 2Bid·dx

i + [(1 + 2D)”K

ij + 2Eij ]dx
idx

j
Ô

, (10.2)
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10 Stochastic gravitational wave background

where we introduced two scalar fields A(x, ·) and D(x, ·) (2 components), one vector field
Bi(x, ·) (3 components) and one symmetric and traceless tensor field Eij(x, ·) (5 components).
The vector and tensor fields can be decomposed according to their behavior under spatial
rotations as Bi = B

S

i
+ B

V

i
and Eij = E

S

ij
+ E

V

ij
+ E

T

ij
, analogously as for the velocity vector

and velocity dispersion tensor in Eq. (4.24) and Eq. (4.30), respectively. Within the conformal
Newtonian gauge one eliminates four components by setting B

S

i
= 0 and E

S

ij
= E

V

ij
= 0 to zero.

In addition, the scalar fields are related to the gravitational potentials as A = „ and D = ≠Â.
Note in the Newtonian limit we have „ = Â. This leaves six independent physical degrees of

freedom:

• two scalar fields „ and Â

• two components of the divergenceless vector field B
V

i

• two components of the transverse, symmetric and traceless tensor field E
T

ij

The Einstein equations relate any source of energy and momentum to the curvature of spacetime
as

Rµ‹ ≠ 1
2gµ‹R = 8fiGTµ‹ , (10.3)

where the spatial part of the Ricci tensor reads

Rij = �–

ij,– ≠ �–

i–,j + �–

–—�—

ij
≠ �–

—j�—

i–
(10.4)

and the Christo�el symbols solely depend on the metric itself

�–

ij = 1
2g

–k (gik,j + gjk,i ≠ gij,k) (10.5)

where commata denote partial derivatives with respect to the spatial components. Tµ‹ is the
stress-energy-momentum tensor and in the fluid context is given by

T
µ‹ = (fl + p)uµ

u
‹ + pg

µ‹ + �µ‹
, (10.6)

where fl the overall matter density, p the pressure, g
µ‹ the inverse metric tensor, u

µ = dx
µ
/ds ƒ!

1 ≠ „, v
i
"

the four-velocity vector and v
i = dx

i
/d· the peculiar velocity field. Here we assume

non-relativistic velocities for which v
i π 1 as well as the weak-field limit indicating small metric

perturbations. �µ‹ is the anisotropic stress tensor and takes deviations from an ideal fluid into
account. It is related to the velocity dispersion tensor. Now, to obtain evolution equations one
needs the mixed component form, given by

G
µ

‹ = 8fiGT
µ

‹ , (10.7)

where G
µ
‹ is the Einstein tensor and corresponds to the left-hand side of Eq. (10.3). This is

obtained by contracting with the inverse metric tensor as g
µŸ

GŸ‹ . Then one proceeds as follows.
We treat v and �ij as perturbed quantities and in addition decompose density and pressure
into background plus perturbation around it, giving

fl(x, ·) = fl̄(·) + ”fl(x, ·) = fl̄(·)[1 + ”(x, ·)] ,

p(x, ·) = p̄(·) + ”p(x, ·), p̄ = wfl̄ , (10.8)
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which defines the usual density contrast ” as well as a pressure perturbation ”p. In addition, we
defined the ratio of background pressure to density as w which is usually neglected for a matter
species. Now, we face a nonzero contribution from the velocity dispersion which e�ectively
generates a pressure of the dark matter fluid at the background level, given by [153]

ÈTij(x, ·)Í = p̄(·)”K

ij . (10.9)

Using the energy-momentum tensor

Tij(x, ·) = 1
a2

⁄
d3

p
pipj

m
f(x, p, ·) (10.10)

for a dark matter fluid in comoving coordinates and comparing with Eq. (3.7) one obtains for
the pressure of the dark matter fluid

p̄(·) = fl̄(·)(Hf)2
Ë
‘(·) + È”(x, ·) ”‘(x, ·)Í

È
, (10.11)

after inserting the decomposition of the velocity dispersion tensor Eq. (4.30). This would a�ect
the background expansion but is suppressed by two powers of the Hubble constant. A further
investigation of this kind of back reaction is beyond the scope of this work and we refer to [185]
for further details. Next, we make a proper scalar, vector, and tensor decomposition of the
Einstein equations Eq. (10.7). This yields four scalar mode equations using [186]

G
0
0,

1
G

0
i

2
S

, G
i

i,

1
G

i

j

2
S

, (10.12)

two vector mode equations using 1
G

0
i

2
V

,

1
G

i

j

2
V

, (10.13)

and one tensor mode equation via 1
G

i

j

2
T

. (10.14)

However, we know that only two scalar, two vector, and two tensor modes are independent
degrees of freedom. Combining the above equations properly gives in total four linearized
Einstein equations [186] ,

3
ÒiÒj ≠ 1

3”
K

ij Ò2
4

(„ ≠ Â) = ≠8fiGa
2�S

ij , (10.15)

Ò2
Â = 4fiGfl̄a

2[” ≠ 3H(1 + w)‰] , (10.16)

Ò2
B

V

i = ≠16fiGfl̄a
2(1 + w)

1
v

V

i ≠ B
V

i

2
, (10.17)

1
ˆ

2
· + 2Hˆ· ≠ Ò2

2
E

T

ij = 8fiGa
2�T

ij , (10.18)

where ‰ is the velocity potential (Òi‰ = v
S

i
) related to the velocity divergence ◊ (but not being

identical, see Eq. (4.24)) and note that vi = ≠Hfui which in total implies that Eq. (10.16)
simplifies to the usual Poisson equation Eq. (3.2) in the sub-horizon limit, i.e. for k

2 ∫ H2.
In absence of any scalar anisotropic stress (�S

ij
= 0) one recovers the Newtonian limit „ = Â,

i.e. both gravitational potentials are identical, and any deviation therefrom quantifies a so-
called gravitational slip. From Eq. (10.17) we observe that the vorticity, related to v

V

i
, sources
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Figure 10.1: Nonlinear kernels F2,Ee�(k ≠ q, q, ÷) (left column) and F2,Ëe�(k ≠ q, q, ÷) (right column)
versus ÷ (time). In the upper panels we chose k/k‡ = q/k‡ = 0.1 meaning the modes
have not entered the dispersion scale yet such that the analytical (sub-horizon + super-
dispersion) approximation (blue) agrees with the numerical solution (orange). The lower
panels have instead wavenumbers k/k‡ = 10 showing the dispersion induced suppression at
time ÷‡ < 0 in the past. The numerical solution therefore shows deviations as scales inside
the dispersion scale (k > k‡) are here taken into account. The leading time-dependence for
EdS is Ã e

(≠1+–)÷ where – = 3.3, see Eq. (10.33). The suppression induced by dark energy
can be seen at very late times. We initialized Eq. (8.36) with F2,te�(k ≠ q, q, ÷ini) © 0 where
÷ini = ≠10 and used Eq. (10.34).

gravitomagnetic or frame-dragging e�ects encoded by B
V

i
. Finally, the transverse, symmetric,

and traceless part of the anisotropic stress tensor �T

ij
sources the propagation of gravitational

waves with amplitude E
T

ij
, see Eq. (10.18). Note that �S

ij
, �V

ij
and �T

ij
are related to the

scalar, vector and tensor modes of the velocity dispersion tensor. Therefore, the propagation of
gravitational waves are sourced by the tensor mode of velocity dispersion tij which we focus on
in the following.

10.2 Perturbation kernel of gravitational wave amplitude

Now we want to systematically incorporate the evolution equation for the gravitational wave
amplitude Eq. (10.18) into the VPT framework. First, we switch to Fourier space, giving

1
ˆ

2
· + 2Hˆ· + k

2
2

E
T

ij(·, k) = 8fiGa
2�T

ij(·, k) . (10.19)
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Figure 10.2: Nonlinear kernels F2,Ee�(k ≠ q, q, ÷) (top panels) and F2,Ëe�(k ≠ q, q, ÷) (bottom panels)
versus k © |k| (left column with q/k‡ = 0.1) and q © |q| (right column with k/k‡ = 0.1)
evaluated today, i.e. ÷ = 0. For comparison we show the analytical result at order ‘ obtained
for the tensor mode of velocity dispersion Eq. (8.39) using ‘ = ‘0e

–÷ which yields the result
for the GW modes via Eq. (10.34). One observes suppression relative to the analytical result
when modes enter the regime k, q & k‡. Both kernels show a scaling with total wavenumber
as Ã 1/k

2 for k æ 0.

In the following, we seek an expression for the spectrum of gravitational waves which requires a
statistical ensemble average or power spectrum in Fourier space as �GW ≥ ÈET

ij
(·, k)ET

ij
(·, kÕ)Í.

Since we are interested in the transverse, traceless and symmetric part we immediately find the
relationship of the anisotropic stress tensor to the dispersion tensor as

�T

ij = fl̄ ”‡
T

ij = fl̄ (Hf)2
tij , (10.20)

where the density fl̄ enters due to dimensional reasons and we keep only linear terms in
perturbations. It is related to the dimensionless energy density parameter �m via

fl̄ = �mflcra
≠3

, flcr = 3H
2
0

8fiG
. (10.21)

Next, we we switch time variable from conformal time · to ÷ = ln D+ and define the rescaled
gravitational wave amplitude as

Eij(÷, k) ©
E

T

ij
(÷, k)

(Hf)2 , (10.22)
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10 Stochastic gravitational wave background

in accordance with Eq. (4.10) for the rescaled cumulants, and the growth rate f © d ln D+/d ln a

satisfies the Mészáros equation Eq. (3.21). In addition, we will use the time-dependent energy
density parameter

�m(·) = H
2
0

H2(·)�ma(·)≠3
, (10.23)

where �m is the present-day matter energy density parameter. Note that we do not consider
the simplified Einstein-de Sitter (EdS) universe and thus a nonzero dark energy contribution
�� ”= 0 enters the Friedmann equation as

H
2(·) = H

2
0

1
�m a(·)≠3 + ��

2
. (10.24)

When rescaling the time variables one uses the relation

d(Hf)
d·

= H2
33

2�m(·) ≠ f(·) ≠ f
2(·)

4
(10.25)

such that

ˆ· = Hfˆ÷ , (10.26)

ˆ
2
· = (Hf)2

C

ˆ
2
÷ +

33
2

�m(÷)
f2 ≠ 1 ≠ 1

f

4
ˆ÷

D

. (10.27)

Finally, for �CDM, Eq. (10.19) becomes
C

ˆ
2
÷ +

33
2

�m(÷)
f2 ≠ 1 + 1

f

4
ˆ÷ + k

2

(Hf)2

D

Eij(÷, k) = 3 �m(÷)
f2 tij(÷, k) . (10.28)

In this form it is possible to cast the evolution equation into the usual (slightly modified)
compact matrix notation as used in SPT and VPT, see Eq. (4.47). In absence of any nonlinear
terms the matrix form of the gravitational wave equations may be written as

ˆ÷Â
GW
a + �GW

ab Â
GW
b = Sa (10.29)

where the superscript denotes the inclusion of gravitational wave modes only using Â
GW(÷, k) =1

Eij , E Õ

ij

2
. The linear evolution matrix is given by

�GW(÷, |k|) =
A

0 ≠1
k

2

(Hf)2
3
2

�m(÷)
f2 ≠ 1 + 1

f

B

(10.30)

and S(÷, k) =
1
0,

3 �m(÷)
f2 tij(÷, k)

2
is the source term related to the tensor mode of velocity

dispersion. Without it, Eq. (10.29) would describe freely propagating gravitational waves without
any driving source. The first row describes the evolution of the GW mode itself while the second
row tracks its ÷-derivative. Then one straightforwardly obtains the corresponding kernels by
expanding in initial density fields (see Eq. 4.58) and inserting into Eq. (10.29). We know from
Sec. 8.5 that the tensor mode tij is generated at second order due to the nonlinear coupling
of scalar modes. This can then be seen as driving force for the gravitational wave modes at

nonlinear level. Technically, this kernel is used as input from the solution of Eq. (8.36). This is
possible since within the solutions of the cumulant perturbations any back reactions from metric
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10.2 Perturbation kernel of gravitational wave amplitude

perturbations are neglected. Therefore, Eq. (10.29) can be translated to a system of di�erential
equations for second order kernels as

1
ˆ÷ + 2 + �GW

ab

2 A
F2,Eij (p, q, ÷)
F2,Ëij (p, q, ÷)

B

≠
A

0
3 �m(÷)

f2 F2,tij (p, q, ÷)

B

= 0 (10.31)

where we defined

ˆ÷Eij © Ëij ,

ˆ÷

1
e

2÷
F2,Eij

2
= e

2÷
F2,E

Õ
ij

= e
2÷

F2,Ëij . (10.32)

Note that in particular the second line implies that F2,E
Õ
ij

”= ˆ÷F2,Eij and as we see further below
both Eij and Ëij enter the gravitational wave spectrum. From Eq. (10.28) we see that in the
sub-horizon limit (k2 ∫ H2) we immediately obtain a solution given by

F2,Ēij
(p, q, ÷) = 3

3H
k

42
�m(÷) F2,t̄ij

(p, q, ÷) (10.33)

such that the ÷-derivative terms can simply be neglected. And we introduced the dimensionless
kernels F2,Ēij

© F2,Eij /‘(÷) and F2,t̄ij
© F2,tij /‘(÷). This implies for the time-derivative of the

gravitational wave mode

F2,Ë̄ij
(p, q, ÷) © (ˆ÷ + 2 + –) F2,Ēij

(p, q, ÷)

= 3
3H

k

42
�m(÷)

3
ˆ÷ + 2 + – ≠ 1

f

4
F2,t̄ij

(p, q, ÷) (10.34)

where – © d log ‘

d÷
|÷=0 comes from the definition of the dimensionless kernels and we used

ˆ÷

!
H2�m(÷)

"
= ≠ 1

f
H2�m(÷). Note that Eq. (10.28) in principle allows to be solved for scales

outside the Hubble horizon, i.e. for super-horizon scales k
2 π H2. However this is beyond the

scope of this work and is also technically not allowed since the solution of the dispersion modes
and hence of F2,tij originates from the Vlasov equation for sub-horizon scales. Therefore, the
way how we solve for F2,Eij and F2,Ëij in Eq. (10.33) is only allowed in the sub-horizon limit
k

2 ∫ H2. However, the solution Eq. (10.34) is totally applicable for scales beyond the dispersion
scale, i.e. for k & k‡ as we numerically solve for F2,tij . This in turn means that we only have
to solve for the tensor mode given by the evolution equation Eq. (8.36) without the need of
explicitly solving the di�erential equation Eq. (10.31). Therefore Eq. (10.34) is su�cient to
obtain a solution for the gravitational wave modes once a solution for F2,tij is found.

Analogously as for the tensor mode, these kernels enter the one-loop integral and constitute
a gravitational wave power spectrum, see Eq. (8.37). In addition, we can separate the index
dependence at one-loop level dictated by Eq. (8.40) which correspondingly defines an e�ective
single degree of freedom of the gravity modes which in turn implies

PËijËij (k, ÷) © 2PËe�Ëe�(k, ÷) , (10.35)

and analogously for the auto spectrum of Eij . Since the kernels scale as Ã 1/k
2 for k æ 0 (see

Eq. 10.33) we expect for the power spectra a scaling as

PËe�Ëe� Ã PEe�Ee� Ã 1/k
4

, for k æ 0 . (10.36)
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10 Stochastic gravitational wave background

Using Eq. (10.33) and Eq. (8.40) we plot the time-dependence in Fig. 10.1 as well as the
dependence on wavenumbers k and q for the GW modes F2,Ee�(k ≠q, q, ÷) and F2,Ëe�(k ≠q, q, ÷)
in Fig. 10.2. We compare the full numerical computation with analytical results using the
approximate solution for F2,tij given by

F2,tij (p, q, ÷) = ≠ ‘(÷) (p · q)(p ◊ q)2

(2 + –)(3 + –)(p + q)2p2q2 fij , (10.37)

where fij is given in Eq. (8.14). Note that once a mode enters the dispersion horizon, i.e. if it
satisfies ki Ø k‡(÷ki) suppression due to velocity dispersion occurs. On the other hand, regarding
the ÷-dependence, a given mode ki experiences suppression as soon as time ÷ki is reached and
for ‘ = ‘0e

–÷ is given by
÷ki © ≠2 ln (ki/k‡)/– (10.38)

where k‡ © k‡(÷ = 0) = ‘
≠1/2
0 . It tells us that for ki > k‡ the instant of time where dispersion

suppresses the mode happened in the past (÷ki < 0), while for ki < k‡ it will only happen
in future (÷ki > 0). Directly at the dispersion scale ki = k‡ dispersion e�ects set in today,
i.e. ÷ki = 0. This behavior is shown in Fig. 10.1 where the upper panels (k/k‡ = 0.1) show
no suppression at all until today, while the lower panels (k/k‡ = 10) clearly demonstrate a
suppression relative to the analytical results which happened in the past at around ÷ki ≥ ln(0.1).

10.3 Gravitational wave background
Next, we want to calculate the energy density from those gravitational wave modes. In general,
the energy-momentum tensor for gravitational waves, [187, 188] for further details, is given by

T
(GW)
µ‹ = 4

32fiG

e
(ET )–— ;µ (ET )–—

;‹
f

= 4
32fiG

e
ˆµ(ET )–— ˆ‹(ET )–—

f
+ O

1
(ET )3

2
, (10.39)

where ; denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the background metric, ḡµ‹ and we treat
E

T (t, x) as a small perturbation around ḡµ‹ . It tells us how the back reaction from the energy
density of gravitational waves would a�ect the background expansion history. The contribution
to the energy density is obtained when setting µ = ‹ = 0. We directly go from physical time t

to time ÷ = ln D+ leading to an overall prefactor Hf/a per GW mode. Then the energy density
in terms of the rescaled gravitational wave modes (Eq. 10.22) is given by

flGW(÷) = (Hf)6

8fiGa2

Ë
ÈËij(÷, x) Ëij(÷, x)Í + 4 b(÷)2ÈEij(÷, x)Eij(÷, x)Í

È
(10.40)

where
b(÷) ©

33
2

�m(÷)
f2 ≠ 1 ≠ 1

f

4
, (10.41)

and note that b(÷) æ ≠1
2 for EdS. In general, there are only two independent modes for

gravitational waves,

E
T =

Q

ca
E+ E◊ 0
E◊ ≠E+ 0
0 0 0

R

db . (10.42)
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Figure 10.3: Spectrum of the stochastic gravitational wave background �GW(k, ÷) in the sub-horizon
regime k

2 ∫ H2. It is defined as the dimensionless energy density parameter per logarithmic
wavenumber interval, see Eq. (10.52). It scales as �GW(k, ÷) Ã 1/k for H π k π k‡ and
the overall amplitude is very tiny (. 10≠26). We compare the numerical computation with
analytical approximations. The latter di�er in two choices of the UV cut-o�, qUV = 10 h/Mpc
(thin line) and qUV = k‡ (dashed line) within the one-loop integral. We note that up to
the dispersion scale k‡ = 1/

Ô
‘0 the agreement with the numerical result is improved

when using the modified cut-o� scale since UV modes not applicable within the analytical
approximation are thrown away. Moreover, we added a frequency scale, using the relation
fgw ≥ ck‡/(2fi) ƒ 1.5·10≠15

h Hz ◊(k‡/(1h/Mpc)), emphasizing that such a GW background
occurs at ultra-low frequencies.

This allows to decompose the tensor E
T

ij
into Fourier modes as well as into the independent

polarization modes p = +, ◊ [18, 22] as

E
T

ij(÷, x) =
ÿ

p=+,◊

⁄
d3

k Ep(÷, k)eik·x
e

p

ij
(k̂) , (10.43)

where the polarization tensors e
p

ij
(k̂) are real, symmetric in ij, transverse (k̂ie

p

ij
= 0), traceless

(ep

ii
= 0) and satisfy e

p

ij
(k̂) = e

p

ij
(≠k̂). In fact they only depend on the direction k̂ (see Eq. 4.29)

and can be written as

e
+
ij

(k̂) = x̂ix̂j ≠ ŷiŷj ,

e
◊

ij
(k̂) = x̂iŷj + ŷix̂j , (10.44)

where x̂ and ŷ are the unit vectors orthogonal to k̂ = ẑ which yields Eq. (10.42). We then have
the orthonormal and completeness relations

e
p

ij
(k̂)ep

Õ

ij
(k̂) = 2”ppÕ ,

ÿ

p=+,◊

e
p

ij
(k̂)ep

lm
(k̂) = 2[�il�jm + �im�jl ≠ �ij�lm] , (10.45)
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Figure 10.4: Gravitational wave spectrum �GW(k, ÷) versus growth factor D+ = e
÷ for k = 1 h/Mpc.

We compare �CDM with EdS cosmology where the latter is only valid at early times
and in addition, we show the analytical approximation which shows deviations from the
numerical result at later times, i.e. when the mode has entered the dispersion horizon. Only
the numerical �CDM computation gives the correct amplitude of the gravitational wave
background which is lower when compared to the other approximations. Note the value of
– = 3.3, as given in the legend, is the approximate power-law index for D+ = 1. This value
changes when going to earlier times and eventually becomes –early = 4.3 for D+ π 1. This
value is also used for the EdS approximation in the plot.

where the projector �ij can be defined as �ij = 1
Ô

2 (x̂ix̂j + ŷiŷj) in comparison to Eq. (4.29),
which we used for the analogeous definition of the tensor mode tij . The decomposition Eq. (10.43)
analogously holds for Eij and Ëij . When inserting the first line of Eq. (10.45) and Eq. (10.43)
into Eq. (10.40) one obtains for the energy density

flGW(÷) = (Hf)6

4fiGa2
ÿ

p,pÕ

⁄

k,kÕ
”ppÕe

i(k+kÕ)·x
Ë
ÈËp(÷, k)ËpÕ(÷, kÕ)Í + 4 b(÷)2ÈEp(÷, k)EpÕ(÷, kÕ)Í

È
,

(10.46)

where
s

k ©
s

d3
k. For stochastic modes, the spatial average over several wavelengths, È Í, is

equivalent to the ensemble average in k space, which implies

ÈËp(÷, k)Ëp(÷, kÕ)Í = ”
(3)
D

(k + kÕ)|Ëp(÷, k)|2 . (10.47)

With this, Eq. (10.46) simplifies to

flGW(÷) = (Hf)6

2fiGa2

⁄

k

Ë
|Ëe�(÷, k)|2 + 4 b(÷)2|Ee�(÷, k)|2

È
, (10.48)

where we used
q

p,pÕ ”ppÕËpËpÕ =
q

p
ËpËp as well as for unpolarized gravitational waves |Ë+,k|2 =

|Ë◊,k|2 © |Ëe�,k|2. This ensemble average exactly corresponds to the power spectrum with
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kernels F2,Ëe� contributing at one-loop level. The overall time-dependence to leading order in
an EdS background can be estimated as

flGW(÷) Ã a
2–

a
= e

(≠1+2–)÷
, (10.49)

using Eq. (10.33) as well as Eq. (3.66). For – > 1/2 the energy density overweighs cosmological
redshift and increases with time due to the nonlinear amplification because of scalar mode
coupling. However nonlinear dispersion e�ects further suppress the energy density of GW at
late times in addition to dark energy. Eq. (10.48) can be rewritten per logarithmic scale

flGW(÷) = (Hf)6
‘(÷)2

2fiGa2

⁄
d log k

Ë
�

Ë̄e�Ë̄e�
(÷, k) + 4 b(÷)2�

Ēe�Ēe�
(÷, k)

È
, (10.50)

where the dimensionless power spectrum is defined via

�
Ë̄e�Ë̄e�

(÷, k) = 4fik
3

P
Ë̄e�Ë̄e�

(÷, k) . (10.51)

Finally, we define the energy density spectrum of gravitational waves with

�GW(÷, k) © fl̃GW(÷, k)
flcr

,

fl̃GW(÷, k) © dflGW(÷)
d log k

, (10.52)

which then yields

�GW(÷, k) = 4
3H4

f
6
‘(÷)2

Ë
�

Ë̄e�Ë̄e�
(÷, k) + 4 b(÷)2�

Ēe�Ēe�
(÷, k)

È
, (10.53)

and the time-dependent critical density is given by flcr(·) = 3H(·)2
/(8fiG). This result can in

turn be expressed in terms of the tensor power spectrum when inserting the prefactors given in
Eq. (10.33) and Eq. (10.34),

�GW(÷, k) = 12 H8
f

6
‘(÷)2�m(÷)2 �t̄e� t̄e�(÷, k)

k4

◊
I

4 b(÷)2 + 1
f2 + (2 + –)

5
– + 2

3
1 ≠ 1

f

46 J

. (10.54)

Finally, we obtained an expression for the spectrum of the gravitational wave background in
terms of the dimensionless tensor power spectrum �t̄e� t̄e� for a �CDM cosmology. In the limit
of an EdS cosmology this result reduces to

�GW(÷, k) = 12 H8
‘(÷)2 (2 + –(2 + –))

�t̄e� t̄e�(÷, k)
k4 . (10.55)

We plot the full numerical result of the spectrum in Fig. 10.3 for ÷ = 0. We observe that
the gravitational wave spectrum scales as Ã 1/k at large scales and is stronger suppressed at
scales k & k‡. This means the signal is largest at scales around the horizon scale. At even
larger scales, Eq. (10.54) is not valid anymore. However when solving the full Eq. (10.28) one
finds a scaling of �GW(k) Ã k

3 in the super-horizon regime (k2
/H2 π 1) where the Hubble
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rate today in units of wavenumbers reads H0 ƒ 2998≠1
h Mpc≠1. The full solution also agrees

with the sub-horizon limit given in Eq. (10.54). Therefore this suggests that at the cross over
from k

3 to 1/k scaling there is indeed a maximal value of �GW occurring at the horizon scale.
Nevertheless, this super-horizon solution will most likely be changed when in addition having a
correct super-horizon solution for F2,tij . For comparison also the analytical results are plotted.
Those use Eq. (10.37) as input and shows a good agreement at large scales. To further improve
the analytical result we show an additional computation where we cut the loop integral o� at
qUV = k‡ = 1/

Ô
‘0. Otherwise we just set the cut-o� to qUV = 10 h/Mpc as for the numerical

computation and include scales (qUV > k‡) where in principle the analytical approximation
breaks down. For �CDM we performed simulations, using the LasDamas cosmology, in order to
get a more correct time-dependence of the velocity dispersion background ‘(÷) which di�ers
from a mere power-law behavior Ã e

–÷. Using �m = 0.25 for the present-day matter density
parameter we obtained for the background dispersion today a value of ‘0 ƒ 2.8 (Mpc/h)2 which
gives a dispersion scale of k‡ ƒ 0.6 h/Mpc. Nevertheless we still assumed an approximate
power-law at any instant of time while fixing – in the results above to the power-law index
today and obtained – = d log ‘

d÷
|÷=0 ƒ 3.3.

Regarding the time-dependence we obtain to leading order

�GW(÷) Ã D
2–early
+ = e

2–early , (10.56)

which corresponds to the EdS approximation. Note that –early = d log ‘

d÷
|÷æ≠Œ ƒ 4.3 di�ers from

– defined above and corresponds to the approximate power-law index at early times. In Fig. 10.4
we show �GW(k, ÷) versus D+ = e

÷ for k = 1 h Mpc≠1. The growth factor is normalized to
unity, i.e. D+(a = 1) = 1 and for �CDM it has to satisfy Eq. (3.21) for a < 1. We compare the
full numerical result with the analytical approximation as well as with the EdS approximation.
We observe that EdS is only valid at very early times until D+ . 0.35 while the analytical
approximation shows deviations from the full numerical result starting from D+ & 0.5 for the
choice of k = 1 h Mpc≠1. For smaller wavenumbers, EdS as well as analytical approximations
are valid for a longer period of time, as expected.

10.4 Detecting gravitational waves
It is intriguing to connect the gravitational wave (GW) background originating from the cosmic
epochs of primordial inflation and late-time cosmic structure formation. The former represents
an irreducible GW background stemming from tensor metric fluctuations during inflation, while
the latter arises as a second-order consequence of dark matter anisotropic stress during structure
formation, peaking around the dispersion horizon. Observationally, we can detect stochastic
gravitational waves within specific frequency ranges that correspond to perturbation modes
evolving over cosmic time. For such ultra-low frequencies, the only accessible tool is the detection
via the imprint of tensor modes on CMB photons. Tensor modes would induce a particular
polarization pattern in the CMB, so-called B-modes [4].

The polarization signal in the CMB is generated at last scattering and is decomposed into E
and B polarization modes, where E-mode is sourced by all metric perturbations and B-mode is
primarily sourced by vector and tensor perturbations, representing an imprint of primordial
inflationary gravitational waves. However, B-polarization is also a�ected by gravitational lensing
and galactic foregrounds like dust and synchrotron emission, posing challenges for detecting
the primordial tensor spectrum. Distinguishing these sources can be achieved through angular
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10.4 Detecting gravitational waves

Figure 10.5: Theoretical prediction for the GW energy density of inflation for various scenarios: nT = ≠r/8
and nT = 0.2 (black dashed and black solid lines respectively), where nT is the power-law
index of the primordial tensor power spectrum. The constraint from Planck+BICEP2+Keck
Array data (green solid line) is also presented, with r = 0.07 and nT = 0. The figure further
includes the sensitivity ranges of current and future gravitational wave (GW) detectors:
Pulsar Timing Arrays (PTA) in magenta, advanced LIGO at first run, and design sensitivity
in blue, and LISA in orange. Figure extracted from [18]

spectrum shape and frequency measurements, aided by ground and space observations of
less foreground-contaminated regions. Several ongoing or planned experiments aim to detect
or constrain the irreducible gravitational wave (GW) background from inflation using CMB
polarization B-mode observations. However, due to the small amplitude of this background,
current and planned direct GW detectors like aLIGO/Virgo [189, 190], LISA [15], and ET [191]
are not expected to detect it. The observable frequency window corresponds respectively to
modes that enter the Horizon today and at the epoch of photon decoupling, corresponding to
f ≥ 10≠19 Hz and f ≥ 10≠17 Hz, respectively. Futuristic detectors like BBO [192, 193] might
have a chance if inflation’s energy scale is high enough. Despite challenges, GWs from inflation
remain an important target for upcoming interferometers on the ground and in space. The
current upper limit from a combination of space (Planck) and ground-based (BICEP/Keck array
BK15) observations quantified by the tensor-to-scalar ratio r yields [127]

rú < 0.056 (95% C.L., Planck) , (10.57)

measured at the pivot scale kú = 0.002 Mpc≠1, which lies in the frequency range quoted above
(see [194] for more recent constraints on r for a di�erent pivot scale). It is defined as the
amplitude of primordial gravitational waves relative to scalar perturbations in the cosmic
microwave background. This translates into an upper bound for the primordial GW background
as [18]

�GW(kú) . 10≠14.3
rú ƒ 5 ◊ 10≠16

. (10.58)
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10 Stochastic gravitational wave background

Thus, dark matter anisotropic stress limits the ability to detect primordial gravitational waves
if rú . 10≠12. Unfortunately, this seems non-detectable from near-future experiments, even
though the observable frequency window covers the highest impact of the GW spectrum in
Fig. 10.3. An analogous e�ect coming from anisotropic stresses of photons and neutrinos on the
secondary generated GWs from density perturbations was treated in [195] in which the authors
found accountable corrections at small scales k & 1 h Mpc≠1. We provide a concise overview of
past endeavors aimed at detecting gravitational waves, with a particular focus on the pursuit of
identifying a background spectrum of these waves.

The first generation of earth-based GW detectors, including LIGO [196], Virgo [197], GEO
600 [198], and TAMA [199], played a crucial role in testing technical innovations and paving
the way for the second generation detectors. Advanced LIGO [189] and Advanced Virgo [190]
achieved the first direct detection of GWs, including black hole and neutron star mergers.
However, detections of stochastic backgrounds have yet to be made, only upper bounds have
been determined. The next technological step involves the use of cryogenic mirrors, which is
being explored by the KAGRA collaboration [200]. Additionally, a conceptual design study
for the third generation Einstein Telescope (E.T.) [191] has been funded, aiming to provide a
strain sensitivity ten times better than second generation detectors and probe the stochastic
background down to a level of �GW ≥ 10≠12 [191].

On the other hand, space-based detectors, like LISA [15], overcome the limitations of Earth-
based detectors by placing drag-free spacecraft in orbit. LISA consists of three spacecraft forming
an equilateral triangle and can detect GWs in the frequency range of 0.1 mHz to 0.1 Hz. It aims
to study sources like galactic binaries, stellar black hole binaries, and coalescing massive black
hole binaries. LISA is expected to probe a SGWB down to a level of �GW ≥ 10≠13 [15]. Other
proposed missions, like DECIGO [201, 202] and BBO [192, 193], have similar configurations
and target the detection of the primordial GW background and are designed to probe the
0.1 ≠ 10 Hz frequency band with aimed sensitivity of about �GW ≥ 10≠17 [203, 204]. There
are also proposals for space-based missions utilizing atom interferometry, such as AGIS and
AGIS-LEO [205, 206], which can probe frequencies from 0.01≠10 Hz with high sensitivity. These
space-based detectors open up new possibilities for observing GWs at lower frequencies and
exploring a wide range of astrophysical and cosmological phenomena. We present a collection of
sensitivity bounds from various detectors in Fig. 10.5.

Moreover, there are natural detectors residing in the cosmos. Pulsars, rotating neutron stars
emitting radiation along their magnetic axes, act as stable cosmic clocks for precise astronomical
measurements. Pulsar timing involves assigning arrival times to pulses and comparing them to
models, making millisecond pulsars ideal for detecting gravitational wave (GW) backgrounds.
This technique, pioneered by Sazhin [207] and Detweiler [208], yields upper bounds on GW
background amplitudes. Collaborations like PPTA [209], EPTA [210], NANOGrav [211], and
IPTA [212] collectively aim to detect GW backgrounds using pulsar timing. Pulsar timing arrays
(PTA) are expected to enhance their sensitivity like the IPTA’s anticipated �GW ≥ 10≠11 [212].
The SKA projects sensitivities down to �GW ≥ 10≠15 [213], but supermassive black hole binaries
from galaxy mergers can obscure other backgrounds with smaller amplitudes. In fact, very
recently the NANOGrav collaboration reported evidence for an isotropic stochastic gravitational
wave background (GWB) using the 15-year NANOGrav data set. Previous analyses of the
12.5-year data showed evidence of excess low-frequency noise with common properties across
the array, but inconclusive evidence for Hellings–Downs interpulsar correlations, which would
indicate a GW origin. However, the 12.5-year data did not support purely monopolar or dipolar
correlations. Independent analyses by PPTA [214] and EPTA [215] collaborations, as well
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10.4 Detecting gravitational waves

as a combined data set [216], yielded consistent results, most reasonable for a signal from a
population of supermassive black hole binaries. This highlights the promising emergence of
low-frequency GW astronomy.
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11 Conclusions

Over the past few decades, the field of cosmology has witnessed a significant surge in experimental
information, enabling us to delve deeper into understanding the fundamental structure and
evolutionary trajectory of the universe. Notably, ongoing and forthcoming surveys focusing on
the universe’s large-scale structure o�er the potential to elucidate aspects of dark matter and
dark energy, the behavior of gravity on cosmic scales, and even ascertain the initial state of the
early universe. As the volume of observational data expands, there arises a pressing need for a
substantial and complementary theoretical endeavor to e�ectively extract invaluable insights
from this wealth of information.

In this thesis, a new perspective on understanding gravitational clustering in cosmology
is introduced through the lens of Vlasov Perturbation Theory (VPT), o�ering a systematic
improvement over the traditional Standard Perturbation Theory (SPT). The fundamental
motivation for this exploration lies in the desire to overcome the limitations of SPT and gain a
more comprehensive understanding of the dynamics that govern large-scale structures in the
universe. The main conclusions are:

1. The foundation of Vlasov Perturbation Theory (VPT): The VPT approach laid
out in Ch. 4 decomposes cumulants into average values and fluctuations. The evolution
of perturbations depends on average values, and vice versa. Treating background values
of even cumulants as “O(1)” quantities yields a systematic perturbative expansion for
fluctuations and enables the description of UV mode screening for better convergence. This
leads to VPT equations that resemble SPT but include an extended set of perturbation
variables and nonlinear interactions, in presence of a background determined by even
cumulant average values.

2. Richer linear theory and non-local in time behavior : Unlike SPT, which truncates
at density and velocity fields, VPT incorporates second and higher cumulants. This leads
to a significantly richer linear theory involving the generation of a dispersion perturbation
(see Sec. 4.1). As we are dealing with collisionless particles interacting only by gravity,
this transcends (fluid-like) local in time contributions in the Euler equation which are
prohibited due to their violation of the cosmic energy equation.

3. Decoupling of modes and dispersion scale: A key insight emerges with the concept
of the (time-dependent) dispersion scale k‡, a hallmark of VPT and is related to the
background value of velocity dispersion. It signifies that modes experience suppression
when crossing the dispersion scale, an e�ect resulting from the back reaction due to orbit
crossing (see Sec. 4.1). This feature enters the linear kernel (n = 1), which deviates
from unity except for the k æ 0 limit. This modification accounts for the suppression
of linear growth at smaller scales when k > k‡, dictated by the velocity dispersion
tensor’s expectation value. The suppression is influenced by even higher cumulants only at
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scales where k ∫ k‡, and their presence only enhances the e�ectiveness of the screening
mechanism. This suppression is a crucial mechanism that is absent in SPT and leads to
the convergence of the cumulant expansion for all wavenumbers (see Sec. 5.1, in particular
Fig. 5.1).

4. Stability conditions and Gaussian case: Stability considerations within the context
of VPT revealed that the absence of exponential instabilities is tied to the non-Gaussian
nature of the distribution function (see Sec. 5.4). Interestingly, the Gaussian case (vanishing
average values of fourth and higher cumulants) remains stable, and these stability conditions
(derived up to the eighth cumulant within linear approximation) are independent of the
value of the velocity dispersion and spectral index.

5. Self-consistent solutions: A significant achievement is the derivation of self-consistent
solutions by solving the coupled equations for perturbations and background values (see
Ch. 6). Our findings reveal that the screening of UV modes is more evident for higher
spectral indices ns. This is due to blue initial spectra inducing substantial orbit crossing
on smaller scales, leading to rapid dispersion generation. Notably, this behavior causes
convergence in the integral over the power spectra of cumulant perturbations that influence
average values, even for considerably large ns values. Importantly, the resulting background
values for cumulants in this self-consistent approach also adhere to stability criteria.

6. Nonlinear VPT solutions and UV screening: VPT closely resembles SPT, however
with di�erent nonlinear kernels, denoted as Fn,a involving a broader set of perturbation
modes labeled by a = ”, ◊, wi, . . . with additional degrees of freedom corresponding to
the velocity dispersion and higher cumulants of the distribution function. In terms of
nonlinear kernels within loop corrections, their suppression compared to equivalent SPT
kernels occurs even when their total momentum k < k‡, provided the loop momenta qi

intersect the dispersion scale (see Sec. 7.2). Consequently, once such a crossover transpires,
the linear modes stop their growth and cease sourcing the nonlinear kernels, e�ectively
reducing the UV sensitivity of VPT loops in contrast to SPT. This behavior allows for
the computation of nonlinear corrections to power spectra, even in cosmologies featuring
very blue power-law input spectra that do not converge in SPT (see Ch. 9). Insights into
the corrections made to SPT can be provided by analytical results however, they do not
fully capture the UV screening (see Sec. 7.1). Constraints on the VPT nonlinear kernels
are derived from symmetries such as mass and momentum conservation, revealing the
importance of including vorticity to respect these symmetries (see Sec. 7.3).

7. Validation through N-body simulations: A pivotal aspect of this thesis is the valida-
tion of VPT predictions through comparisons with N -body simulation results. In a scaling
universe scenario, we compare in Ch. 9 one-loop VPT predictions for density and velocity
divergence power spectra, along with the bispectrum, against N -body simulations across
a range of spectral indices (≠1 Æ ns Æ +2). The density power spectrum is used to fix the
precise value of the background dispersion (see Fig. 9.2), which then fully determines all
other power- and bispectra. Our findings exhibit good agreement up to the nonlinear scale
across all cases, with an extended reach for higher ns values. Despite the expectation of
UV dominance within SPT for larger ns, our inclusion of higher cumulants and e�cient
screening of small-scale modes by VPT shows the opposite behavior with improved UV
screening the larger ns. Consequently, VPT resolves perturbation theory predictions
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with the observed suppression of nonlinear power in simulations, decoding the correlation
between nonlinear and linear power with the spectral index.

8. Vorticity back reaction and power spectrum: An intriguing prediction arising from
VPT is the correct incorporation of vorticity. We find that it significantly influences
the density contrast at third and higher orders. At the nonlinear scale, its impact on
the density power spectrum is approximately in the range of 10% (see Fig. 9.3), while
being reduced to a percent correction for lower ns (see Sec. 9.1). Moreover, VPT makes a
nontrivial prediction of the vorticity power spectrum, which we compute up to two-loop
order to recover the correct large-scale behavior (see Sec. 9.4). Our comparison with
N -body measurements confirms the transition from k

4 (one-loop) to k
2 (two-loop) scaling

on large scales impliying a vorticity index of nw = 2. In conclusion, considering vorticity
back reaction is crucial both for physical reasons and due to its measurable impact on the
density contrast.

9. Higher cumulants, vector and tensor modes: The impact of higher cumulants as
well as vorticity, vector and tensor modes on the nonlinear kernels of VPT is meticulously
analyzed (see Sec. 9.1). The e�ects of vector modes of the stress tensor on P”” are
noticeable, while the back reaction of tensor modes is negligible at one-loop. Our findings
suggest that higher cumulants beyond the velocity dispersion tensor do not invalidate
the VPT approach for k Æ O(knl). On the contrary, the agreement between second and
third cumulant approximation and the low sensitivity to the fourth cumulant expectation
value imply that truncating higher cumulants leads to an acceptable uncertainty for the
one-loop density power spectrum in the mildly nonlinear regime and for the considered
spectral indices ns.

10. Stochastic gravitational wave background: Incorporating dark matter anisotropic
stress into perturbation theory inevitably leads to the generation of gravitational tensor
modes. In fact, this sources an irreducible background of gravitational waves due to
nonlinear velocity dispersion, induced by coupling of two scalar perturbations. This was
explicitly carried out in Ch. 10. At ultra-low frequencies, corresponding to the horizon
scale, this stochastic GW background peaks but has an overall tiny amplitude potentially
unreachable for prospective GW experiments.

This thesis introduces VPT as a potent framework that bridges the gap between theoretical
understanding and computational simulations, o�ering a compelling demonstration that per-
turbative techniques for understanding dark matter clustering can be systematically enhanced
by leveraging the inherent collisionless dynamics. This novel approach addresses a significant
limitation of the widely used SPT approximation through the e�ective screening of UV modes.
This success serves as a basis for further advancements in cosmological perturbation theory,
including its application within �CDM cosmologies. Future endeavors involve the exploration
of two-loop corrections and the assessment of VPT’s convergence, expected to excel particu-
larly with blue spectra—a contrast to SPT. Additionally, investigating power spectra response
functions, which reveal the nonlinear power spectrum’s sensitivity to the initial spectrum, will
provide further insight and serve as another test for the e�cacy of VPT. Finally, redshift-space
distortions (RSD) are an essential feature of the observed galaxy clustering statistics but are
notoriously di�cult to model in perturbation theory setups. RSD and related e�ects are known
to be highly sensitive to velocity dispersion and higher moments of the velocity distribution
which serves as an excellent issue to address in future.
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Appendix A

Equations of motion up to the second cumulant

In this appendix we give the equations of motion up to the second cumulant when neglecting
third and higher order cumulants in nonlinear terms (see Appendix D for those). We use
non-bold symbols to denote wavevectors here and below as well as k = p + q.

Continuity equations

”
Õ

k ≠ ◊k =
⁄

pq

;
–pq◊p”q + (p ◊ q) · wp

p2 ”q

<
, (A.1)
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Equation of motion for the vorticity
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Equations of motion for scalar, vector and tensor perturbations of ‘ij
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Appendix B

Vertices up to the second cumulant

In this appendix, we collect all vertices “abc(p, q) for perturbation modes up to the second
cumulant. We write ‘ instead of ”‘ in the index for simplicity. Furthermore k © p + q in the
vectorial sense.

Vertices involving only scalar perturbations
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Vertices involving at most one vorticity, vector or tensor
perturbation
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Vertices involving two vorticity, vector or tensor perturbations
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Appendix C

Vertices in transverse basis up to the second
cumulant

In this appendix we present nonlinear vertices involving vorticity and vector perturbations when
using the transverse basis, i.e. keeping track of the two independent degrees of freedom for the
vector perturbations (see Sec. 8.2 for details). To achieve this, we define projection functions,
which project the cartesian index dependence onto the transverse components. Finally, the
resulting vertices do depend on these projection functions. In the following, we give results for
vertices which only show up starting at two-loop order.

Vertices involving at most two vorticity or vector perturbations in
transverse basis

For this type of vertices we have to incorporate following projection functions given by

V
p–,q—

1,pq
© (p ◊ q)i(p ◊ q)jbp–,ibq—,j = V
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1,pq
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q—
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V
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4,pq
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V
k–,p—

5,pq
© piqjPk–,ibp—,j , (C.1)

where –, — = 1, 2. Introducing the following determinants

DpQq © det(p, Qp, Qq) = (p ◊ Qp) · Qq , (C.2)

and using Eq. (C.1), the vertices involving at most two vorticity or vector perturbations become,
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where each of the above vertices is expanded into four individual vertices, given the definitions
using Eq. (C.1). Those can explicitly expressed in terms of the projection functions expressed
in Eq. (8.25), given by
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where –̃, —̃ = 1, 2 but –̃ ”= – and —̃ ”= —. The remaining explicit expressions are given by
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where (k ◊ Qk)2 = k
2
Q

2
k

≠ (k · Qk)2 and e.g. V2,qp indicates the projection where p and q are
interchanged everywhere.
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Vertices involving three vorticity or vector perturbations in
transverse basis

Vertices with three vorticity or vector modes require three vector projections, which gives
following projection functions,
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with –, —, “ = 1, 2. Then the vertices become
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and the projection functions in terms of the previous V ’s read
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where here also “̃ = 1, 2 but “̃ ”= “. The last line explicitly reads
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= Np2Nq1
Np1Nq2

p
2

q2 V
k2,p1

2,pq
V

q2
1,pq

,

V
k2,p2,q2

6,pq
= (p · bq2)P k2 · (p ◊ bp2)

= ≠Np2Nq2
Np1Nq1

p
2
V

k2,p1
2,pq

V
q1

1,pq
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Appendix D

Vertices involving third cumulant

In this appendix, we collect all vertices “abc(p, q) for perturbation modes involving third cumulant
perturbations fi and ‰. We write ‘ instead of ”‘ in the index for simplicity. Furthermore k © p+q

in the vectorial sense. Note that we do not present the full set of vertices involving fi and ‰

since fourth and higher cumulants as well as nonlinearities involving two vorticity, vector or
tensor modes of velocity dispersion are neglected.

Vertices involving scalar modes fi and ‰ of the third cumulant and
only scalar perturbations otherwise

“gAfi(p, q) = 1
4

p · q

q2 ≠ 3
4

(k · q)2
p · q

k2q4 ,

“gA‰(p, q) = ≠3“‘A‰(p, q) ,

“‘Afi(p, q) = ≠1
4

p · q

q2 + 1
4

(k · q)2
p · q

k2q4 ,

“‘A‰(p, q) = 1
4

A
p · q

5q2 + 2
5

k · pk · q

k2q2 ≠ (k · q)2
p · q

k2q4

B

, (D.1)

“figg(p, q) = k
2(p · q)2

p2q2 + 1
2p · q

3
k · q

q2 + k · p

p2

4
,

“fi‘g(p, q) = 1
2k · q

3
3 + 5p · q

q2

4
,

“fi‘‘(p, q) = 5
2k

2
,

“fi◊fi(p, q) = 1
2

k
2
p · q

p2q2 + k · q(p · q)2

p2q4 ,

“fi◊‰(p, q) = 1
5

k · q

q2 + 2
5

k · pp · q

p2q2 ≠ k · q(p · q)2

p2q4 , (D.2)
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Appendix D Vertices involving third cumulant

“‰gg(p, q) = ≠15
4

k · qk · pp · q

p2q2 + 5
2“figg(p, q) ,

“‰‘g(p, q) = ≠15
4

A
k · qp · q

q2 + (k · q)3

k2q2

B

+ 5
2“fi‘g(p, q) ,

“‰‘‘(p, q) = ≠15
4 k

2 + 5
2“fi‘‘(p, q) ,

“‰◊fi(p, q) = ≠5
4

(k · q)2
p · q(k2 + 2k · p)

k2p2q4 + 5
2“fi◊fi(p, q) ,

“‰◊‰(p, q) = ≠3
4

k
2
p · q

p2q2 ≠ 3
2

(k · p)2
k · q

k2p2q2 + 5
4

(k · q)2
p · q(k2 + 2k · p)

k2p2q4 + 5
2“fi◊‰(p, q) .

(D.3)

Vertices involving scalar modes fi and ‰ of the third cumulant and
at most one vorticity, vector or tensor perturbation

“fiwifi(p, q) = 1
2(p ◊ q)i

3
k · q + p · q

p2q2 + 2k · qp · q

p2q4

4

“fiwi‰(p, q) = (p ◊ q)i

3
p · q + p · k

5p2q2 ≠ k · qp · q

p2q4

4

“‰wifi(p, q) = ≠5
4(p ◊ q)i

(k · q)2(4p · q + q
2)

k2p2q4 + 5
2“fiwifi(p, q)

“‰wi‰(p, q) = ≠5
4(p ◊ q)i

A
3
5

k · q + p · q + 2k · qk · p

p2q2 ≠ (k · q)2(4p · q + q
2)

k2p2q4

B

+ 5
2“fiwi‰(p, q)

(D.4)

“‹iAfi(p, q) = ≠1
2(p ◊ q)i

k · qp · q

k2q4
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3
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5k2q2 + k · qp · q

k2q4

4

“tijAfi(p, q) = ≠1
2

(p · q)(p ◊ q)2

2k2q4

C

”ij ≠ kikj

k2 ≠ 2(p ◊ q)i(p ◊ q)j

(p ◊ q)2

D

“tijA‰(p, q) = 1
2

(p ◊ q)2

5k2q2

3
1 + p · q

2q2

4 C

”ij ≠ kikj

k2 ≠ 2(p ◊ q)i(p ◊ q)j
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D
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“fi‘‹i(p, q) = (p ◊ q)i

3
1 + 5

2
k · q + p · q

q2
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4 pipj
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4 pipj
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Appendix E

Time integrals

The only time-dependent contributions for the nonlinear kernels F2,” and F2,◊ in Eq. (7.21) up
to first order in the background dispersion ‘(÷) are given by

J
”
1 © 4

5

⁄ ÷

d÷
Õ

1
e

÷Õ≠÷ ≠ e
7(÷Õ≠÷)/2

2
E3(÷Õ) = 2

5(E1(÷) ≠ 5E3(÷) + 4E7/2(÷)) ,

J
”
2 © 4

5

⁄ ÷

d÷
Õ

1
e

÷Õ≠÷ ≠ e
7(÷Õ≠÷)/2

2
(E2(÷Õ) ≠ E3(÷Õ)) = 2

15(3E1(÷) ≠ 10E2(÷) + 15E3(÷) ≠ 8E7/2(÷)) ,

J
”
3 © 2

5

⁄ ÷

d÷
Õ

1
e
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7(÷Õ≠÷)/2

2
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5(E1(÷) ≠ E7/2(÷)) ,

J
”
4 © 2

5
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d÷
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e

÷Õ≠÷ ≠ e
7(÷Õ≠÷)/2

2
I◊(÷Õ) = 2

105(12E0(÷) ≠ 70E2(÷) + 63E5/2(÷) ≠ 5E7/2(÷)) ,

J
”
5 © J
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1 + J

”
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2e
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J
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5
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3
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4
I”(÷Õ) = 2
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and
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